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SPRI\G WITH OPTIMISM?
N
Ifind myself hearing
tales of gloom and doom
from ahi-fi manufacturer or
retailer, I'll try to cheer him up by
quoting the fairly encouraging view
of the hi-fi separates scene given in
The Business Book, acomprehensive
survey of the electrical retail trade.
Emanating from the publisher of
the trade magazine Independent
Electrical Retailer, and intended as an
annual-report- cum-reference work
for the trade, The Business Book
analyses trends in every sector, from
toasters to televisions. And the
analysis of the audio separates
market begins with the startling fact
that, after three years of decline, hifi separates sales actually rose in the
year ended August 1995. Year- onyear, sales of separates were up
nearly 4.5% to 856,000 units. And,
'incredibly', as The Business Book
says, the value of sales increased by
11% to £ 194m. The average price
paid for audio separates products
increased by nearly 1.5% over the
previous 12 months, to £207.50. CD
player sales, representing just over
40% of total separates sales, rose
slightly to 349,000 units, with a
value of £74m. The average price of
CD players rose 5.2% to £212.50.
Of course, this healthy-looking
recovery has to be seen in the
context of the early- 1990s slide
which preceded it. In the full year
ended December 1994, the volume
of audio separates sales fell by nearly
9% to 809,000 units, down in value
by 3.4% year-on-year at £ 175m. It
is obviously not a coincidence that
volume sales of complete audio
systems ( midis and minis) were
growing strongly during the same
period; they were growing at the
expense of separates sales. For the
year ended August 1995, systems
sales continued to increase in
volume, by 13% in fact, while the
value of these sales was up 9.4%. So,
in contrast with separates, where the
average price per sale went up,
systems actually got cheaper. The
average price of audio systems
containing aCD player fell to £288.
As The Business Book puts it:
'The sad fact is that a £300 system
probably offers the vast majority of
the features the major proportion of
consumers want or need: a CD
player (probably with disc changer of
some sort), double cassette deck,
good tuner and decent speakers.'
On the other hand: ` Separate
seem to have benefited from arevival
of the music industry, and agrowing
ext time

Steve Harris
Editor

There are
Ies, damned
lies and
statistics,
but recent
market
trends may
show that
more people
are starting
tc. care
about how
their music
sounds

'VIEWS'
CORRECTION
We apologise
for the error in
last month's
'Views', where
text from
7

page

was

duplicated on
page 9. The
missing text
will appear in
the April issue.

The Business
Book For the
Electrical Retail
Market in
Great Britain
is published by
Chalvington
Publishing,
Plestor House,
Farnham Road,
West Liss,
Hampshire
GU33 6Q7.
Tel: 01730 894
059.
Price per copy
is LSO

interest in better sound quality...

some audio-systems manufacturers
have even dropped features on their
top-range
models
and
have
concentrated on improving the sound
quality, with better amplifiers and
speakers. All this suggests that more
and more people are taking agreater
interest in how their equipment
actually sounds.'
Hallelujah!
But AV products, in the end, must
tethe real key to that 11% by value
iicrease. Predictably, The Business
Book points out that demand for
turntables 'has continued to tumble.'
There is no mention of the ` vinyl
revival' among hi-fi enthusiasts,
which has not and probably will not
make much impact on the total sales
of audio equipment. Finally, despite
the optimism of the figures for the
last accounting period, 'the long term
prognosis for the audio separates
market is that it will become a
shrinking, but still important sector'.
It's particularly important for the
independent retailers who are The
Business Book's target audience: they
account for 77% of audio separates
sales.
Elsewhere in the book, Michael
Lewin writes in his capacity as
operations officer of the British
Audio Dealers Association:
'The Real Hi Fi Campaign was
conceived to show there is life
beyond
the
midi
system.
Advertisements that appeared in the
national media during October and
November are the result of cooperation between retailers and
manufacturers. More than 40 brands
and 200 shops contributed financially
and it's planned to repeat this
exercise annually.'
Lewin goes on to look at the way
that specialist hi-fi dealers are
changing (as they must do to survive
and
prosper),
selling ' better
equipment to make better music',
offering
good
demonstrations,
acquiring the skills to instal complete
home cinema systems, tending more
and more to work on aone-to-one
consultancy basis. He concludes:
'We are lucky... we are still
working in an industry where we
able to show our customers the real
benefits that quality can bring.'
Amen.
* WILSON BENESCH WINNER *
Winner of November's competition

is

Mr Peter Scott of Cheshire. He

is now the proud owner of the
Wilson Benesch turntable and ACT
One Tonearm. Congratulations!
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iffordable
speakers from
one of
Itay's
finest
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22 ROGERS RETURNS
best known in recent years for
speakers like its LS35/A, Rogers has
now produced two new valve amps,
the E-20a and the E-40a
Ken Kessler

24 PROFESSIONAL STANDARD
TEAC's new VRDS IOSE CD player
assessed in a full technical review
David Berriman

26 IN-DEPTH RESEARCH
Audio Research is breaking new
ground with its latest valve pre-amp,
the LS22
Ma 'Wet ColI
o s

15 Win ,C2500 of Arcam hi-fi

35 MAJOR THIRD
Audio Alchemy's Digital Decoding
Engine version 3 features HDCD but
does it live up to the standards set by
the first two DACs?
Dave Betriman

28 THROUGH THE STRATOSPHERE

38 GLOWING REPORT

Reference International has launched
a new British high-end turntable, the
Stratosphere ST I
Peter J Comeau

the MV-55 is an affordable new alltube power amp from
Conrad-Johnson
Martin CoHorns

30 MINI TO THE MAX

40 MOTH EXPLOSION

Can MiniDisc qualify as a serious
domestic hi-fi medium? With the
introduction of its MDS-JA3ES
player, Sony seems to think so
Paul Miller

Moth's slimline Thirty series has
expanded to include 60W stereo and
100W monoblock power amplifiers
Alvin Gold

42 CONCERTINO GRAND

32 RUBY POWER
exclusive review of the Chameleon
Ruby, a professional power amp with
audiophile aspirations
Martin Colloms

Italy's famed speaker maker Sonus
Faber has created an affordable new
bookshelf model
Ken Kessler

45 NOW HEAR THIS
full technical review of the NHT
3.3 loudspeaker, a novel design
already famed in America
Martin Colloms

48 SOUD STEEL REVELATION
the RMS Revelation II is a new
British floorstander which defies
convention with its use of steel
speaker cabinets
Chris Beeching

CZ:Z:11MM
15 WIN AN ARUM SYSTEM WORTH
OVER £2000
the top Arcam system can be yours
this month. We're giving away free
the Delta 290 amplifiers along with
the Delta 250/Black Box 500
transport/DAC combination, worth
over £2000

56 MAXIMUM VALUE
our in-depth series reaches its peak
with recommended components for a
£3000 system, including two options
for the amplifier: the Audio
Innovations Classic 25 Stereo and the
Musical Fidelity A1000 partnered
with a Thule CD100 CD player and
Spendor SP3t1 speaker
Alvin Gold

60 MASTER CRAFTSMAN
our special 40th anniversary series
continues with a profile of the
company SME and its
founder, Alastair
Robertson-Aikman
Steve Harris

45 afamed
navel design of
loudspeaker
from the USA

51 QUANTUM LEAP
the Sound Lab Quantum is a new
American electrostatic hybrid. What
does this combination of technologies
provide in terms of sound quality?
Eric Braithwaite

48 Heavy
Metal that
defies
convention
4

60 Crafted to perfection — we
look at SME
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Barry Fox
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Ben Duncan
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looking for the best hi-fi specialists in
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read about our special new readers'
offer for private advertisers and find
the best hi-fi bargains here!
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following America's most famous
musical road, Route 66
Barry Fox

Ken has his beloved Marantz
CD12/DA12 'turbo charged'; but
does it sound any better?
Ken Kessler
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has nothing to do with computer gaines. It
is that spine tingling feeling you get listening to reproduced music

VIRTUAL REILITV—it

that's so close to the real thing. Audio Research has always held back
from offering a Referenre quality product. But at last believing that
ils sais etechnology can now deliver atrue reference sound qualiis
it presents the VT6110 REFERENCE amplifier.
Sixteen power initput valves run with
50% partial cathode coupling and ahigh
efficiency. tight coupled output translimner in each mono chassis deliver an
effortless 600watts for anaturalness and

HE II. PEICEOH II 11(1.2—Bringing

down the cost of true high-end

performance Audio Research launches the all- valve LS22..fhis line
stage preamplifier is designed for use with the P113 hybrid phono stage
and underlines acontinuing commitment to quai its sins Ireproiliulion. The combination olb.rs the deep, vis ii soundstaging with hass
impact and rhythmic ctariis ti ttti iii t, cherished LPs.

VIRTUAL

lu; ii SO! ND ioU 11011E CINE.M.I—Honn-

cinenm enthusiasts are demanding better and
better steund quality. In answer. Audio
Research has launched the Spatial Definition
Processor SDPI. Designed to enhance existing
audiophile standard two-channel systems the

RE
ALM'
ease of dynamics only associate with lis,•

performance. And because of the cathode coupling and low imped-

ance design the valves do not need critical adjustment before use
this even permits use of any of the popular output valves of the
6550. KT88/90/99/100 families.
The staggering VT150 all-valve monoblocs
based on rugged. high performance 6550
valves were reviewed in February
1901 0I

SDP1 build, a5-channel matrix front stereo information—it does not
use Dolby' m i isluction or steering logic yet sets new standards
in low mdse. loss distortion and increased intelligibility. Its
hallmark is in the coherence of the sound envelope'. A partnering
4-channel amplifier. the SUAI.
is based on the popular D200.
10E II. COMMITMENT—The

News ei Record

SP9 preamplifier has become one

Review. Martin Col Rims)
as -unquestionabi‘ the best

of the few high-end best sellers.
When production moved to

yet...the classic . 1mlio

MkIll status an update became
available for existing Mkt'
users. To fully up date the SP9

Research High Definition'
sound. highly revealing
and swishingly detailed.
all this seemed whiffed

better capacitors. better power
supply performance. better
internal grounding. better valve
bases and new dual triodes are
used—afine package of improve-

without effort. - Stereophile
magazine agrees—having
just made the VT150SE
0F .rin:
I

-Instead

ments to an affordable classic.

of hearing a

REAL QUM/TV— Audio

representation of the

Research

now produces outstanding source

music. OCR Iwas hearing

components with the classic Audio

the music itself...* (
Stereophile,
Robert Hartley .\ ugust 1994)

Research transparency and fidelity
enjoyed in its pre aml power amps.

For sonic results near this ultimate level Audio Research offers a
louer price stereo version of its masterpiece 'sTI
housed in asingle massive
cowl

The ATI30 is

vr150 ciiNi rndit,in g110 watts of

suiiml from four matched pairs of (>550. SE versions

feature front- panel biasing meters and the classic Win Research
fascia: standard versions %sill attract buy0r , iii tighter budgets
looking fi ir uncompromised sound without cosmetic refinement.
REAL VILI

su her pairing an Audio Researchl,S3 preamplifier

with a1)2011solid-state power amplifier. The 1.53 is already awinner,
combined si ill] the easy 11X1 watt power of the D200 it produces a
partni•rship With transparency and explosive dynamics for less than
£5000. Higher powered D300 and D400NI kII solid-state amps are
availalde for larger installations.

The single box CD1 compact disc player features both balancei Iand
single-ended working. With patented circuitry and highly regulated
power supplies the CD1 honestly advances the slate of the digital
art. The CDT' transport is also available for those ss ishing to match an
outboard digital converter. The new all valve- output DAC3 converter
is the ideal choice and is now joined by the entry level DAC5.
Both CD1 and CDT] offer 1R remote control as standanl. an
option noss a\ai laide on any new LS prelim') am! on the SP9 MkIll
without compromising sound quality. Ask about remote control
retrofits for
IS preamplifiers.
TIME TO SIMPLE .
1 LITTLE MUSICAL REILITV?—contart

Absolute Sounds for full infiirmation and alist of dealers where you
can experience the musical real ils st Audio ley,earch.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone

0181-947 5047

Facsimile

0181-879 7962

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION

views
Hi-fi must obey the laws of physics,
but we are along way from fully
understanding all the implications
of those laws, as the examples
illustrate. Moreover, the way in
which people hear sound is only
partially understood. Until such
time, if ever, that we understand
these things, subjective effects
should not be dismissed — not
even when someone knows they
cannot occur.
Douglas Keenan, London
ai

'The
Wharfedale
708
employed a
cheaper and
much less
glamourous
polyurethane
closed-cell
foam, as
used by your
local builder
if you don't
watch out'
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COMMON SENSE ISN'T
Dear Sir, Mr N Waters claims
['Views', December 1995] that by
studying ` one simply knows' when
atweak will work. Please consider
the following counter-examples.
For along time some people
claimed that the sound of aCD
could be improved by colouring its
edge with agreen marker. Testing,
however, showed that such
colouring left the bitstream, from a
transport, unchanged. People then
'knew' that colouring could not
affect the sound.
Some listeners noticed that a
certain wire with ablack sheathing
sounded better than the same wire
with ablue sheathing. The two
sheathings were made from the
same plastic and were in fact
identical except for their colours.
Again, people such as Mr Waters
knew that colours could not affect
the sound.
But eventually explanations for
these effect were found. In the first
example, although the bitstreams
returned by the transport were
identical, the streams read for the
CDs were not. The stream read
from the uncoloured CD
contained errors that were
corrected before being output. The
error-correction circuit thus had to
draw extra power; this degraded
the power being fed to the DAC,
which degraded the DAC output
signal.
In the case of the cables, the
black plastic got its colours from a
carbon additive whereas the blue
plastic got its colours from ametal
additive. The metal in the blue
plastic adversely affected the signal
being carried in the wire.
There are, of course, many more
examples. Perhaps the most
famous is the Linn turntable,
which many people knew could not
sound good because of its wow,
flutter and rumble. In each case,
the development of hi-fi was
delayed, often for years, by people
who refused to consider those who
listened with their ears.

IMAGE CONSCIOUS
Dear Sir, During the test of the
Silverado loudspeaker [January
1996], Peter Comeau commented
on the apparent relationship
between solid enclosure practices
and the ability to convey arealistic
stereo image. My experiences tell
me the same. Recently Ibuilt apair
of small loudspeakers with Focal
units. The enclosures are
constructed out of two layers of
15mm MDF held together with
copious amounts of glue and some
short nails. Furthermore the
enclosures are padded with heavy
rubber. Ihave been astonished by
their ability to recreate an excellent
stereo image, and asurprisingly
deep and lifelike bass, despite their
small internal volumes (9litres).
Iread with interest his remarks
about rounded edges as mine have
the same feature, and no front grille.
Michael Sorensen, Milton Keynes
FIBRE GRASS
Dear Sir, reading Ken Kessler's
review of the ACT One [January
1996] rather reinforced my
prejudice against the subjectivist
tendency at your magazine. I
presume that KK doesn't have to
include alab report in his
loudspeaker review, but he really
ought to be more reliable on
objective facts.
Kevlar is not a ' specific type of
carbon fibre'. It is aperfectly
conventional polymer, closely
related to nylon, formed by
condensing aromatic dicarboxylic
acids with aromatic diamines. To
describe nylon, rewrite the above
phase substituting ' aliphatic' for
`aromatic'. Kevlar offers about half
the strength to weight ratio you get
with carbon fibre, but it is alot
easier to make.
To get back to hi-fi, Iwas also
surprised that Ken managed to
write the whole review without
mentioning the Celestion SL600
and the Wharfedale 708, two
earlier speakers which used exotic
materials, combining high rigidity
with low mass, to push panel
resonances up to frequencies where
they were inoffensive. The SL600

used Aerolam, ashockingly
expensive aluminium honeycombed cored laminate, once
fashionable with aircraft
constructors before carbon fibre
became the trendy material, and
the Wharfedale 708 employed a
cheaper and much less glamourous
polyurethane closed-cell foam, as
used by your local builder if you
don't watch out. My second-hand
708s still sound fine, and Ihear
that the SL600 is highly regarded.
Wilson Benesch seems to have
produced aspeaker which it could
tout as the apotheosis of the
SL600/700, if the company knew
its subject, and I'm surprised that
KK didn't pick up on that.
Bill Sloman, The Netherlands
THREE DOWN
Dear Sir, As alifetime listener to
the BBC — dominant in my
musical education — Icongratulate
John Nelson on his castigation of
Radio 3sound quality ['Views',
Dec ' 95 and Jan ' 96]. May Ipoint
out some recent specific instances?
Perhaps aworst ever: an
afternoon broadcast of
Tchaikovsky's Manfred (
RFH
recording), unrecognisable as a
work demanding awide dynamic
range. Then, aRoyal SNO concert
from Glasgow followed two nights
later from the same hall by the
BBC -SSO, the former
disappointing both in performance
and sound, the latter far superior.
As for the Berlioz/Colin Davis
Romeo and Juliet (
Barbican
recording), Hector's comments on
the recessed, squashed acoustic can
be imagined! And do those
sometimes forthright presenters on
`In Tune' listen to their lifeless
transmissions, as they ardently
advertise concerts and encourage
musical education for the young?
For, usually, it seems that an
autopilot has been set to afixed
level of mediocrity
(indistinguishable from Classic FM
except that BBC 'volume pumping'
is better camouflaged).
It is arguable that learning new
music does not depend on dynamic
range, but must we stress to
programmers the importance and
enjoyment of ' buds and softs' in
performance? Thus, on Friday
15th December, Night on Bare
Mountain, the ' Hallelujah Chorus',
and Dvorak's Romance were all on
the same dull dynamic level. (A
Philip Glass piece did not suffer!)
Such broadcasts as these will
lead to ' switch off', or to the
conclusion that the gratifyingly
'clean' overall BBC quality (voice
microphones excepted) is better
listened to on agood portable
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The

Audiolab

8000

NEW

Series

Audiolab 8000S

Imagine an amplifier which oilers
the simplicity of an Integrated
Amplifier and the flexibility of a
separate Pre- Power Amplifier.
It is the new Audiolab 8000S
Stereo Amplifier.
At the turn of aswitch you can
use it as an Integrated Amplifier,

• 8000.A Integrated Amplifier

as aPre- Power Amplifier together

• 8000C Pre-amplifier

with the Audiolab 8000P Stereo

• 5000P Stereo Power Amplifier

Power Amplifier in abi-amplified

• 8000M Monobloc Power Amplifier

system, as ahigh performance
stand alone Pre-amplifier, with an
external surround sound processor,
or with asub- woofer. It has remote

Audiolab 8000A
Audiolab 8000C/P
Audiolab 8000CDM/DAC

• 800(ff Tuner

Audiolab 8000T

• 8000Q Pre-amplifier

For more it:fin-motion about

• SOOOPPA Phono Pre-amplifier

control and outstanding sound

• 8000CDNI Compact Disc Transport

quality. We couldn't think of

• 8000DAC Digital-Analogue Converter

anything else an Amplifier needs

• MOOS Stereo Amplifier

Audiolab products and details ofyour

to do!
Ask your Audiolab dealer
for ademonstration.

REAL

=AUDIOLAB
Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6XY

HIF1
Hear the difference.

Telephone 01480 52521
Fax 01480 52159

Audiolab dealer, call or write.

views

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

radio. The makers of ' audiophile'
tuners are remarkably silent.
It cannot be acceptable to argue
abgut FM band limitations, since
an occasional live broadcast brings
the achievable very much to life —
for example the Proms, to almost
all of which Ilistened gratefully
(Wrotham; Audiolab 8000T;
passive volume control; Quad
ESL63s), revelling in awide and
deep sound stage, with quality
which was always good and
occasionally superb. Inoted
'magnificent' for the Mahler Youth
Orchestra's Bruckner 9, and
'excellent' for aRavel Alborada del
gracioso, although the Dvorak 8
which followed was wilfully
manipulated.
Why this unpredictable dynamic
`fiddling' (so much for the vow to
remove the limiters), and the
variability, not only nightly, but in
consecutive works? Do engineers
'come with' orchestras? What are
the elusive policies regarding
dynamics?
Please, let us have astandardsetting Radio 3, not afollower of
listener numbers or the averagingout policies of other stations. And
may Isuggest that you start an
innovatory monthly column
reviewing individual broadcasts as
critically as you do equipment and
recordings? There could also be
Radio Times categories, initialled
beside each programme: ' suitable
for quality reception', and
'portable radios only' (while we
wait in hope for PRO to become
the sound which we guess the BBC
engineers, if not controllers, really
want).
Finally, to focus on us at the
receiving end, could someone
explain clearly the relation between
volume setting and perception
(physiological and acoustic) of
dynamic range?
R Millar, Surrey

views too
more
readers'
letters on
page 105
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DRAWN TO RIBBONS
Dear Sir, Re Mr Thorne's letter in
the January issue regarding
Celestion ribbon hybrids: I'm a
member of the fan club and have
been for six years now, having first
heard these speakers at the Penta
HiFi Show in 1989. My son and I
were absolutely bowled over by the
holographic reproduction, but, at
the time, thought that the price was
well out of my reach.
But miracles do happen!
HFNIRR ran acompetition in early
1990 for the fioorstanding 7000
model as 1st prize, and the 3000
pedestal version as 2nd prize,
which Iwon (out of 4000 others).
I've been enjoying them
reproducing avariety of music —

NARCIse..

from Bach organ music to Charlie
Byrd — ever since.
The speakers were originally
driven by aMusical Fidelity power
amp ( P140) but on moving house
recently, Iwas able to afford astep
up to AVI monoblocks, biwired
with Cable Talk 4. The
combination is quite superb.
Having heard many speakers over
the years, including Apogee
hybrids, Maggies, etc, the only
ones which were asignificant
improvement on my Celestions
were the Martin-Logan
electrostatics (driven by 3000W
Audio Research monoblocks each
costing more than my car!).
The ribbon elements of my
3000s are fantastic when it comes
to playing baroque vocal music,
especially Emma Kirkby: absolute
magic!
The only improvement Iwould
like to make is to add aREL subwoofer, to extend the bass to
reproduce organ pedals of 16in and
32in pitch. The Celestions roll off
rapidly in the bass below 45 c/s.
So Mr Thorne, we are in
excellent company!
JMorton, Suffolk
35 NOT OUT
Dear Sir, Iwas sorry to read that
one of your readers, Mr A Watling
of Colchester ['Views', Nov '95],
would not be subscribing any more
because Ihave been reading
HFNIRR for more than 35 years,
and Ihave obtained agreat deal of
interest and pleasure. Iam always
eager for the next issue.
The October and November
issues Ifound especially interesting
because of the turntable features.
When it comes to vinyl it seems
there is no end.
Could you possibly do an issue
on the very top moving-magnet
cartridges? Iremember my father's
Shure Ultra; that cartridge was a
masterpiece. Iam still convinced it
could show some of the so-called
top moving-coil cartridges how to
track properly and still play a
wonderful sound.
It was good to see Julian Vereker
awarded the MBE for his company's
export record. When Iwrote to you
last year Idid say Peter Walker
should have been knighted for
creating aworld superlative, with his
electrostatic speakers and, of course,
for his company's wonderful service
to his customers.
Well, Iwill now get back to my
32 year old Quad electrostatic
speakers, Quad 22 amplification
and Garrard 301.
Keep up the good work with the
best of health, luck and happiness.
S Glennall, Birmingham
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The () tic,t at £2 750
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising one 3008
per channel, giving an
output of 2 x 9 wa -ts.

r

The Li)lititiest at £4,450
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising two
300B's per channel, giving
an output of 2 x 18 watts.

1--he

'natural' even closer... The last
time Ihad goose bumps this
big was at a concert, not in
front of a hi-fi."

Sorcerer's
Apprentice

The Conqueror at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 300B per
channel, giving an output
of 2 x 8 watts.

Beautiful' comes close to

describing the Gakuon',

Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review
May 1993

The legendary ' L ): teakti' amplifie . is capable of extracting the ve. -y
best from recorded WOlkS and critcs alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Joncthan Kettle, wrote:
'The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that ge-crated effortless lucidity and
clarity.., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"

fs

•

With this herrage in mird, Audio Note
are proud to introduce cur new Compact Range'.
The Couqueror,
& Conquest (
illustrated).
All share the same stylinl aesthetic, and all feature the
'renowned' 300B direct heated triode in single ended pure
'class A' configuration. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity'
itself, with direct signal paths, and of course, all are hand- wired.

"I play the violin and piano,
and think that of all the bits
of hi-fi that I've owned over
the years, this is the nearest
in terms of sounding like a
musical instrument."
Jonn McLaren
Hi Fi News & Record Review

PURE MAGIC, PURE MUSIC, PURE AUDIO NOTE

October 1993
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Music s Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C. Peacock Industrial Estate,
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

25-127 Davigdor Road, Hcve, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Fcx: + 44 (0)1273 731498

news

B&W ATTACKS BUDGET
SPEAKER MARKET
A

iming to out-engineer the
current leaders in the budget
speaker field, B&W has used is own
'Prism' cabinet design for its new
£130 DM302 loudspeaker, which
measures just 308x185x208mm
(hwd). Rather than use large
amounts of absorbent wadding,
B&W has adopted anew approach
to the problem of internal resonances
in small cabinets, borrowing the
technique
used
in
anechoic
chambers. In the Prism cabinet
(patent pending), the moulded back
section of the cabinet carries an array

of
wedges
which
effectively
randomise reflections inside the
cabinet and inhibit the build-up of
standing waves. A moderate amount
of wadding is used in front of the
wedges, but as the reflections from
the wedges are angled they have
longer paths through the wadding
than usual and so absorption is more
effective. Bass/midrange unit for the
DM302 is a 127mm doped paper
cone bass/mid, mounted on arigid
steel chassis and loaded via afrontfacing slot-shaped reflex port; the
tweeter is a26mm soft dome with a

'REFERENCE' CD PLAYER BY AVI

F

or the new AVI
S2000MC Reference
compact disc player,
designer Martin
Grindrod has created
his own optimal
tracking servo, lowcurrent C-MOS
micro- controller and
advanced signal
processing (rather
than an off- the- shelf
package) to go with
the Philips CDM12
sledge transport, and
used a static display
to remove the risks of
interference
associated with
conventional
multiplex displays. A
specially selected 8times oversampling

filter is teamed with
Burr Brown 20-bit
DACs. To minimise
the usual mutual
interference problems
of CD player design,
classic star earthing is
combined with
fastidious circuit board
layout, a sophisticated
ground plane scheme
and no fewer than
seven separate
regulated power
supplies.
Visually matching
other AVI components,
the S2000MC
Reference may be used
with an AVI system
remote control.
Retail price is £ 149.
AVI, 01453 752656.

NEW
SOURCE
FOR
FLATLINE
Nordost, the
Massachusettsbased
manufacturer of
the well-known
Flatline speaker
cables, has
appointed QLN
as the new UK
distributor for
its products.
The Nordost
range now also
includes
Flatline
interconnects
and the new
MoonGlo digital
cables. Contact
QLN ( UK) Ltd,
01352 730 251.

hooded surround, said
to keep the dome's
output free of any
interference caused by
the surround itself.
Sensitivity is 91dB for
1W with an 8 ohm
nominal impedance (the
minimum value being
3.2 ohms), and recommended amplifier power
is specified as 25W- 100W.
Frequency response is given as
72Hz-20kHz, ± 3dB. Call B&W
Loudspeakers Ltd, 01903 524 801.

Cutaway
shows B&W's
Prism cabinet

DVD UPDATE: MUSIC COMES LATER

C

ompanies supporting Digital Video Disc, the new
high-density optical disc format, have agreed on
specifications for video and computer applications,
and the companies involved in DVD development
(Toshiba, Matsushita, Sony, Philips, Time Warner,
Pioneer, JVC, Hitachi and Mitsubishi), along with
Thomson, are working to develop apatent licensing
programme. Specifications for the DVD movie player
and ROM (for computer applications) have been
finalised, but, according to aPhilips press statement,
'specifications for music applications will be finalised
after hearing opinions from the music industry'.

'AUDIO' EDITOR MOVES TO 'VOICE'
Mr he long-serving former editor-in-chief of the US hifi magazine Audio, Gene Pitts, has reached agreement
in principle to acquire The Audiophile Voice, the
publication of The Audiophile Society of New York.
Pitts, who was with Audio for 25 years, has formed a
company tentatively named Guts & Elbow Grease
Publishing, which will formally own the quarterly
magazine. The Audiophile Voice can be contacted at PO
Box 853, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043, USA.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS

S2000MC Reference
player uses AVI's
own control electronics

23-25 FEBRUARY Sound &
Vision Bristol, Marriott Hotel,
Bristol. Organised by Jerry Lewin
of Audio T and Tony Revelle of
Audio Excellence. Contact 01865
60844 or 01222 228565.
4 MARCH Meridian evening,
HiFi Experience, Darlington. For
free tickets call 01235 481 418.
22-25 MARCH le Salon HiFi
96, hi-fi and home cinema show,
Palais de Congrès, Paris. Contact
SPAT SA, + 33 ( 1) 45 57 30 48.
1 APRIL Quad musical evening,
Hi Fi Experience, Darlington. For
free tickets call 01235 481 418.
19-21 MAY Mobile Electronics
Show, Orlando, Florida. Contact
(703) 907-7674.

25 APRIL BFA Awards Dinner,
Royal Lancaster Hotel, London.
27•30 APRIL CETI (Consumer
Electronics Trade Interface) symposium and trade show, sponsored
by the BFA and BADA, Majestic
Hotel, Harrogate, Yorkshire. Trade
delegates only. For details and
prices contact 0181 954 6645.
23-25 MAY CES Specialty
Audio and Home Theater Show,
Orlando, Florida ( concurrent with
CES Orlando ' 96 and Habitech
'96). Contact ( 703) 907-7674.
29 MAY- 2 JUNE Hi Fi ' 96,
The Home Theater & Specialty
Audio Show, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York City. Contact
505 982-2366.

1I

AUDIO NOTE'S COMPACT TUBE LINE

r

ree new 300B-based single-ended Class A valve
amps from Audio Note UK share acompact chassis
with lacquered copper top plate and encased

VITALIZER
FOR HI-FI?

transformers, styled in keeping with Audio Note Japan

Combining
dynamic
equalisation,
phase shift
manipulation
and harmonic
filtering, SPL's
Vitalizer audio
enhancer box is
now offered to
hi-fi users as
well as studio
customers. It is
claimed ' to
make old
recordings
sound like the
engineers
would have
wanted them
to', while video
sound tracks
'suddenly gain
top and bottom
end you never
knew was
there.' Contact
distributor
Beyerdynamic
on 01444
258258.

products. All use premium components including paper
in oil capacitors and are hardwired throughout.
Conqueror (£ 1599) is a stereo amp using one 300B
output triode per channel for an output of 8W/ch. The
other tubes are two 6SN7s and one 5U4G. Next model
up is the Quest monoblock (£2750 per pair), using one
300B per channel for an output of 9W per amplifier.
Copper foil paper in oil capacitors and wide-bandwidth
output transformers are used, the other tubes being one
6SN7 and one 5U4G per unit. Finally, the Conquest
monoblocks (£4450 per pair) have two 300Bs per
amplifier, for an output of 18W, again with one 6SN7
and one 5U4G. Call 01273 220 511.

NEW
MORDAUNT
FLOOR
STANDER
Mordaunt-Short
has announced a
moderate- priced
floorstander in its
Music Series, the
£299 MS25i. This
new speaker
features goldanodised
aluminium dome
tweeter in
combination with
a 165mm ( 6.5in)
MCS bass/
midrange unit.
Complementing
the MS10i.
MS20i, MS40i and
MS50i, the new
speaker also
features the other
improvements
seen in these
models over the
last few months.
Among the most
important
developments is
the introduction of
a new, braced
cabinet
construction new
optimised magnet
systems for the
drive units and
hardwired
'minimalist'
crossovers. The
products also
benefit from
fully-automated
computer testing
on all drive-unit,
crossover and final
assembly lines.
For further
information call
Mordaunt-Short on
01705 407722,

NVA OFFERS BATTERY-POWERED AMP

A

new power amp from NVA dispenses
with the usual and problematic mains
transformer/rectifier/capacitor power supply,
to reap the benefits of a pure DC power
supply from batteries. The idea has been
made practical by the recent development of
high-performance lead-acid batteries, having
amuch lower impedance than conventional car
batteries and intended primarily for electric
vehicles. NVA's LAM (Lead Acid Amplifier
Module) comprises abattery, charging facility
(battery management system) and 60W mono
power amp in a single box, measuring

approximately 600x400x300nun and weighing
about 80kg. This is designed to be placed
close to loudspeakers with short connections,
to take advantage of the high current available,
and to run with apassive pre-amp. In basic
black-painted MDF, the retail price is £2000
each, but special veneer finishes, marble, black
acrylic or real wood construction will be
available to order. The LAM units may also
be supplied with carrying handles and/or
wheels, to resemble the flightcases supplied
with NVA's Statement range products.
Contact NVA on 01763 272707.

ALL- NEW ' DIGITAL DRIVE SYSTEM' CD
TRANSPORT FROM AUDIO ALCHEMY

B

Biased on a Sony mechanism,
Audio Alchemy's DDSIII CD
transport has a ` unique concentric
chassis design' said to isolate the
mechanism and controller both
electrically and mechanically. A
digitally-controlled servo system
continuously adjusts all critical
parameters of the laser system,
including ' compensating for the

-

variable refractive
index of each disc'.
As well as adigital
output, the DDSIII
provides analogue
output via a 1-bit
DAC, said to have exceptional
linearity equating to 18-bit resolution.
Full function remote control is
provided. The detachable mains cord

has built-in line filtering. Retail price
of the DDSIII is £699.95. Further
information from UK distributor
Path Premier, 0494 441736.

SENNHEISER PHONES UPDATED

S

ennheiser has updated its ' 5Series' headphones
using the technology of the flagship HD- 580
Jubilee model as well as ew styling with more
comfortable earpads.
The HD- 535 (£99.95), HD- 545 Reference
(L119.95) and HD- 565 Ovation ( 139.95) all now
use Sennheiser DuoFoil membranes, copper- clad
alloy wire drive coils, neodymium iron magnetsand
99.99% oxygen-free copper leads woven with Kevlar
strands for strength.
All the company's headphones carry a two-year
guarantee. Sennheiser UK, 01494 551 551.

ORTOFON ROHMANN CARTRIDGE
Ortofon's new flagship moving-coil
cartridge is named in honour of the
late president and owner of the
company. Erik Rohmann. Housed in
an aluminium body milled from solid.

the Rohmann cartridge has avery long-contact Ortoline
stylus tip ( 100pm/4.5pm radii), mounted on alightweight
tapered aluminium cantilever with acarbon-fibre armature.
Coil windings are 99.9999% silver, and output is ahigh
250pV. Retail price is £1000. Ortofon UK, 01753 889949.
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TAGFAST HELPS FIGHT THEFT

A

low-cost security coding system, Tagfast uses a
entrai database in conjunction with hard-to remove identity labels suitable for hi-fi or other
domestic items. Once equipment has been registered,
Tagfast allocates unique ident numbers for each item,
printed on special Decaltag security label which the
owner then affixes to his equipment.
Posters and window stickers deter thieves by
announcing that property has been security coded.
Should atheft still occur, the owner has aready list
of equipment including serial numbers, in the form
of aTagfast Certificate of Registration which can be
shown to police.
If property is recovered by police, Tagfast's registry
can be used to prove the identity of the owner, leading
to agreater chance of conviction. Cost is £ 12.95 for
up to 10 items for domestic users, with special rates
for larger commercial applications. More information
from Tagfast Ltd, 01276 683 400.

LUMLEY'S BIG ONE
atest and biggest valve amplifiers
311ffrom Lumley is the M250
Monoblock, top model in a new
series. Output is 270W per chassis
from a complement of eight
Billington Gold 6550 tubes, with 4
and 8 ohm outputs (bi-wirable);
input impedance is quoted as
100k ohm. Price is £7500 per
pair. The smaller M180
Monoblocks, each with
six 6550s, offer 160W
each and cost £5750 per
pair, while the stereo chassis
STI50 uses atotal of eight 6550s
and offers 150W/ch; price is £4350.
Switchable pentode/triode operation
is available as an optional extra at
£175. Also available are gold-chassis
Signature versions of the three
models, these priced at £ 10500,

MORE MUSCLE FROM
MARK LEVINSON

£7750 and £6500 respectively. For
more details contact Reference
International, 01435 868 004.

GOLDMUND'S ULTRA
HIGH SPEED CABLE

SGoldmund
wiss

high-end
specialist
has a new wide
bandwidth ` Ultra High Speed'
speaker cable, said to be based on
research into HF signal transmission
for TV broadcasting and constructed
in three separate elements per

Vollowing its waist-high flagship
Wamplifier, the Mark Levinson No
33, Madrigal Audio Laboratories has
announced aseries of smaller highend stereo power amps from the
same design team. The new models
are the No 333 (£ 8495) giving
300W/th, the 200W/ch No 332
(£6495) and the 100W/ch No 331
(£4495). These models are all dualmono in construction, DC coupled
throughout; they will correct up to
IV of DC imbalance at their input
terminals. All have bipolar output
transistors current-rated for atotal of
at least ten times their rated output
at 2 ohms, which for the No 333
means a total rating of 256A per
channel! All use the continuouslyvariable adaptive biasing scheme
devoloped for the No 33. Further
information from UK distributor
Path Premier, 01494 441 736.

BANDORA'S BOX
Three new speaker systems have been launched by
'full-range drive unit specialist Bandor. As the name
suggest. Pictures (£ 320) are miniature wall- mount
speakers: Trident (£ 707) is atiny three- box
crossoverless design. while Bandora (£ 1250) is a
high-quality two-way system. An active addition for
the Bandora called Mora will also be launched this
year. For further information on all Bandor drive units
and complete speakers. call 01273 672 965.

channel. An 'Amplifier Adaptor'
network is said to adapt the cable's
megaHertz
bandwidth
to
the
amplifier's speed, while at the other
end a ` Speaker Adaptor' unit is
provided to adapt the cable to `speaker
crossover limitations'. These two
networks use atotal of 64 high quality
components and are each housed in a
solid aluminium block. The Ultra High
Speed cable will handle as much as
8.5kW and may be used in unusually
long lengths without much sonic
degradation. For more details, contact
Digital Audio Trading SA, Geneva,
Switzerland, (41) 22 823 05 65.

NEATER PETITE

ANALOGUE AT ABBEY ROAD!

Neat Acoustics
has uprated the
e
well-known Petite
speaker to Mk H
status. The
original model's,
titanium-coated
plastic dome
tweeter is
replaced by a
Tonegen ribbon
type. Crossovers
now use tightertoleranced
giving
greater
lower coloration and g
system compatibility. Neat
Acoustics, 0833 631 02

estament Records, the classical
reissue specialist, made the first
new analogue recordings at EMI's
Abbey Road Studios in more than
seven years when it recorded violinist
Ida Haendel in September and
October 1995. Hearing Testament's
reissue of a 1956 recording, Haendel
had been unhappy with her
performance and thought it could be
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bettered. So Stewart Brown of
Testament arranged new recordings
of the Bach sonatas and partitas for
unaccompanied violin. ` Iwanted a
really warm open sound' said Brown,
who chose 3M 996 analogue tape at
15ips with Dolby SR, with apair of
Sanken mics, straight to tape via
Massenberg amplifiers: `Ida was able

to provide very long takes, agreat
advantage for analogue editing.' The
results will appear on CD and on
180gm virgin vinyl, cut on to lacquer
at Abbey Road and pressed at EMI's
Hayes plant. Ida Haendel first
recorded at Abbey Road in 1939.

LIGHTWEIGHT BEYERS1
Beyerdynamic now offers
lightweight ' in-the-ear' headphones
for use with portable equipment.
Basic model is the DT111 Alpha
(£14.95): the DT111 Beta (£ 19.95)
uses neodymium- magnet drivers as
does the DT111 Gamma (£24.95),
which also has a built in volume
control. Contact 04443 258258.

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex, TW1 2EB

Hiely acclaimed
Monitor Audio Studio
20SE.
Try th' for yourself
with dselection of the
following equipment
Arcam, Aura, Audio Lab, Audio Innovations, Audio
Research, Apogee, Alphason, Atacama, Audio
Alchemy, Audio Quest, B&W, B&O, Beyer, Bose,
Classe, Copland, Cable, Talk, Chord Company, Castle
Denon, Dual, Jecklin Float, Jadis, Krell, KEF, Meridian,
Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Micromega, Michell,
Mitsubishi, Musicwave, Mission, Martin Logan, Monitor
Audio, Nakamichi, NAD, Pioneer, Project, Quad, QED,
Rotel, Sony, Sonus Faber, Sound Style, Stands Unique,
Senheiser, Stax, Theta, Thorens, Tannoy, TDI, Totem,
Target, Transparent, Wilson, Van Den Hul, Yamaha.
OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
Opening Times
Mon- Sat 10am-5.30pm. Thurs 10am-7pm
How to get to us
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, M1, M4
and the A205 South Circular Road. Our location is on
the Twickenham side of the Richmond Bridge, in the
vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on

local parking please call.

The nearest tube and railway is Richmond and we are
about 15 minutes walking distance away. The area is
also served by an excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer 0% and low cost finance subject to status
and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cards
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Overseas Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote competitively
on shipping.

news
CHINESE NEW YEAR!
by Ken Kessler
One year is a long time in hi-fi:
since the last show in Guangzhou,
the Chinese manufacturing scene
has
progressed
almost
incomprehensibly. While 1994's
wares were interesting if not quite
saleable, late 1995's models
approach Western standards —
and the country is poised to export
its goods throughout the Pacific
Rim, if not yet into Europe or the
USA.
Speakers showed the greatest
improvements,
with Master
Audio adding new ranges and
finishes worthy of the best
Western builders. Ididn't even
recognise the Monitor 1 in the
striking new rosewood veneer, and
the company has invested heavily
in test gear. Victory showed so
many models they were impossible
to count, but a couple stood out
as novel enough to attract foreign
interest. In butterscotch-coloured
lacquer, the LA-601was aknockout, while the unnamed, bright
red Guarneri/Kingston-shaped
two-way (pictured) also elicited
sighs of envy from visiting speaker
builders. But, like last year, it was
afeast of valve amps.
Eagle had a gigantic range of
classic push-pull designs, including
the ST260 in avariety of forms.
As with most Chinese companies,
they'll let you specify any valve
within reason — this chassis takes
KT-88s, 6550s and the rest of the
usual suspects. Also interesting
was the stereo EVM-211 amp,
using one 211 per channel, and
the 100W/ch VTA200 MkII stereo
chassis with four EL34s per side.
Hope's Panda (or was it Panda's
Hope? — sometimes it was
unclear which was the firm's name
and which the model) is a
whacking great monoblock bearing
gigantic meters, a pair of 805

valves
for
50W/channel output
and a Chinese retail
of only ( and it kills
me to write this)
£1250 per pair...
Silsonic's build
quality also improved
over last year's, the
SAP 550 ( pictured
below)
being
a
particularly handsome
beast with what Iwas
told were four 422
valves and noteworthy for its
ignition-key on/off switch. Zell is
a new company with a stunning
stereo integrated amp called the
Zell 5. Rated at 25W/ch, it uses

American- made 6922, ECC82
and ECC83 tubes in the front
end, four 300Bs in push-pull
mode providing the power. The
front panel bears power meters,
volume control, source select and
bias facility; the inputs are on the
side. Price? £750...
K&Z had the nicest finish on a
valve amp, one which could pass
for aWestern solid-stater, with its
thick front panel and nicely
weighted controls. The Family- 1
uses EL34s, but my command of
Chinese precludes ascertaining its
output rating. Spark looks set to
be the first company to do really
big business outside of China
(though a few companies have
already started to export amps to

Australia, the USA
and, yes, the UK).
The catalogue is
huge, the quality has
improved
dramatically and the
prices are just too
tempting.
A
particularly
hot
model
is
the
550/550A
stereo
amp, available with a
selection of valves. In
300B mode, it could
sell for £ 1500 without any creative
maths.
Shenzen, which makes the VA.
range, showed astunning system
consisting
of the
JD- 211P
monoblocks ( two
211s per
channel, a quartet of power
supplies, open architecture) and
the wild JD-L1 matching pre-amp,
a low-profile beauty with styling
worthy of Italy. The finish leaves
abit to be desired, but that can
be addressed easily. Suffice to say,
novelty was not in short supply.
Orpheus is one of the most
professional and well-established
brands; particularly fetching was
the TP-63 LE, an integrated amp
with four 6P3P output tubes for
an
85W/ch
rating.
Nice
woodwork, well-placed controls this one's ahoney.
But all wasn't well, despite
protests that intellectual property
is being respected. Audcom
should be ashamed of itself for
ripping off Musical Fidelity's FSeries
so
blatantly.
The
daftly-named ' Little Boy' power
amp looks like these guys just
spray- painted
an
F-15.
Meanwhile, afirm called Tanpok
stole Theta's 'winged-T' logo.
Isee fortunes being made by
brave solicitors with aknowledge
of Chinese copyright laws.

BRIEFING
AUDIO

REFLECTIONS

of

Wakefield has been appointed
Northern agent for US- built Sumo

complete audio-visual system.
which will be phased in during
1996. For more information call
freephone 0500 888 909.
MUSIC MILL is becoming a

PHILIPS offers both DCC and
analogue cassette tape recording
in its zW68 hi-fi mini system. The

AUDIO TECHNICA regretfully

enthusiasts. The Edinburgh dealer

£499 FVV68 offers 35W/ch RMS,
has all the usual stack- system
features and comes with threeway bass reflex speakers.

announces it has ceased production of moving-coil cartridges.

is demonstrating the £ 14700 Air

THE PROFESSIONAL Monitor

BEYERDYNAMIC has moved to

Partner Stateman ana also now
carries the full range of Horning

to Unit 72, Haslemere Industrial

Unit 1, Albert Drive, Burgess Hill,
Sussex RH15 9TN. Tel 01444

speakers. Call 0131 555 3963
NHT has introduced a more

258 258, fax 01444 258 444.
CHORD Electronics has announ-

affordable speaker using the side-

products

by

UK

distributor

Audusa. Call 0113 252 8850 for
a Sumo information pack.

ced a worldwide deal to equip
Decca International's recording
studios with Chord power amps.
LINN's AV5140 speaker is the
first component of the Linn AV51
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Mecca

for

horn

speaker

Company has moved from Watford
Estate.Tewin Road. Welwyn Garden
City, Herts AL7 1BD. Tel 01707
393 002. fax 01707 393 536.

loaded woofer featurec in the 3.3
[reviewed in this issue The NHT

SENNHEISER has moved to

2.5

new uldress is 3 Century Point,
Halifax Road, High Wycombe,

has

a 25mm

soft

dome

tweeter, 165mm mid and 200mm
bass unit. Call UK distributor
Sound Dept. 01865 516 800.

larger, purpose-built premises. The

Bucks HP12 3SL. Tel 01494 551
551. fax 01494 551 550.
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technology
used it for his work on human
hearing, especially the way the
frequency response varies with the
volume level, which led to the wellknown Fletcher-Munson curves of
equal loudness. So Isuppose we
could blame Fletcher for the
loudness controls on amplifiers.
Fletcher's chamber was the first to
use acoustic wedges, pyramids of
sound-absorbent material stuck to
all the walls. Designers had

The
anechoic
chamber is
dead. Long
live the
isarechoic
chamber!

previously used hariging curtains.
Harvard University built one at the
same time, but later knocked it
down.
Bell's old chamber is still

feeds this information back to the
control system.
Gary Elko estimates that
switching the panels individually or
in groups gives more possible
combinations than there atoms in
the universe.
At one extreme, when all the
panels are open and the room is
fully damped, sound reverberates
for only 0.1 seconds and speech
sounds very dead. At the other
extreme, when all the panels are

closed, the reverbeartion time is 1.6
seconds and room sounds like a
cathederal. Closing panels in two
opposing walls creates a fluttering
standing, but they now have anew echo effect. It is quite magical to
nce upon atime every hi-fi
one next door. It works on a push one button, hear apneumatic
company had its own
completely different principle. In thump as the panels move, and
anechoic chamber, in
1993, Bell engineer Gary Elko was then feel the room acoustic change
which they measured the response
having dinner with an old college from live to dead.
of a loudspeaker without refections
Hi-fi companies would doubtless
friend, William Ward, who is a
from the walls, floor and ceiling.
mechanical
engineer.
The jump at the chance of using a
Every press or trade visit always
conversation turned to anechoic chamber like this. Iam sorry to
included an obligatory look at the
chambers and how nice it would be report that Bell says it is unlikely it
chamber. It was always the biggest
to have one which could alter its hire out the room; Bell's own
in the country, or world, and had
natural acoustic. By the end of the engineers are too busy with inthe flattest response down to the
dinner Elko and Ward had come up house projects. But the design
lowest frequency.
We would dutifully stand inside a with the basic idea; aroom with the concept has not been patented
walls, ceiling and floor made from because its novelty is in the implelarge empty room on a suspended
sliding panels that physically open mentation. Bell has even published
wire floor, surrounded with wedgethe basic details in a technical
and close the air path to fibre glass
shaped absorbers. The engineers
damping. Elko went to his bosses paper. So anyone with the enginwould close the door, there was
and the Labs committed half a eering expertise and $ 0.5 million
total silence and we'd hear the
can contruct one of their own.
million dollars to the project. It is
blood pumping through our own
Bell has no plans to knock down
now built. They call it a `varechoic
ears. The engineers would then tell
its old wedged chamber. Apart from
chamber'.
us how they used it to improve the
historical value it is still deader at
design of their loudspeakers.
the deep low end.
Sometimes, as in the case of STAINLESS STEEL WALLS
In any case what do you do with
The room is clad with 368 stainless
Japanese companies, they still
steel panels. Each is itself a adisused anecohic chamber? Ioften
managed
to
make
rotten

O

loudspeakers.
Today only afew hi-fi companies
use anechoic chambers. It is much
cheaper to put the speaker in an
ordinary room, in front of a
microphone, send short sharp test
pulses to the speaker and feed the
microphone signal into a computer
which separates the first- arrival
signal, which comes direct from the
microphone, from the late- arrival
signals that have reflected from the
walls.
This works well at high
frequencies, but not at low frequencies where the long wavelengths
take too long to arrive. So there is
still a need for anechoic chambers.
But only afew firms can now afford
the cost of building a very large
empty room on expensive land.
AT&T's Bell Labs in Murray
Hill, New Jersey do not make
loudspeakers. They do basic
research on audio, as well as
designing telephone equipment.
Bell has two anechoic chambers
and they are both interesting.
One positively oozes history. It
was designed by Bell Labs engineer
Harvey Fletcher in the 1930s. He
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wonder what happened to the
enormous chamber that old
Behind the panel there is a 10cm Wharfedale firm built on its old
thick wodge of sound- absorbent factory and research site at Idle.
Many's the time press visitors stood
fibreglass. When the holes in the
two sandwich panels align, sound in there, dutifully listening to the
sound of their own blood stream
waves pass through and are lost.
When the panels are moved to a pumping through their ears, and
position in which they are out of wondering why the company still
alignment, the sound reflects off the made some pretty duff speakers.
Later the company moved off to
outer steel sheet.
The sheet pairs must be tightly Bradford, left the chamber behind
clamped together, to give a good and stumbled from crisis to crisis
seal. This is done by making the until bought by the Mission (Verity)
Barry Fox
outer sheet magnetic and the inner group
sheet non-magnetic. Large magnets
at the back of each panel physically
pull the sheet pairs together. The
sheet pairs are sealed airtight with a
filling of thick oil.
The tight magnetic clamping
makes the sheets very difficult to
move, so each panel has asolenoid
switch that controls ahigh pressure
pneumatic air line and lever. A
personal computer can switch each
panel separately, or in groups. The
PC is controlled by a hand-held
remote inside the room. A photo
detector in each panel senses Classic anechoic chamber at B&O: now
whether it is open or closed, and
there's another way, according to Bell Labs
sandwich of two sheets of stainless
steel, peppered with 0.32mm holes.
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black box
again the volts haven't sagged in the
last half cycle. What is also
mentioned almost nowhere (except

Ben Duncan
continues
his in-depth
look at the
causes and
remedies of
sonic
degradation
occasioned
by reliance
on the
AC mains

Capturing the
resonance on
stranded PVC mains
flex, immediately
after one burst of a
repetitive ¡ kHz, lV
pulse (equivalent to
a 25A peak with
average wiring
resistance, and seen
as the vertical
strokes). The flatter
background response
à the ideal,
achievable by using
Goertz, Kimber,
Supra Ply or other
low inductance, low
skin-effect speaker
cables for mains
-connections.
However, this might
break safety rules
mow PRECISION ISSIBL412

E

arlier we saw that with all
conventional (read: low tech,
non- smart) hi-fi equipment,

the
brute-force
capacitative
smoothing draws no current until
the mains voltage reaches its highest,
'peak' point, and in turn — always
provided the supply has not sagged
since the last half cycle — the
rectified voltage exceeds the residual
reservoir capacitor voltage. We could
call this the inrush level.
All the current draw is bundled
up into the following period —
which lasts amillisecond or few —
until the voltage falls back below the
inrush level. In this way, the capacity
of every conductor between the
mesh of giant, screaming Parsons
turbo-alternators, and your system's
reservoir capacitors, is being unused
70 to 95% of the time, then
potentially overused, as the bundledup current peaks at 5 to 20 times
the rms Icvels computed by those
'who have not studied the subject'.
Small wonder countless audiophiles
have
found,
some by blind
experiment and intuition, that overrating everything and anything in the
mains and power supply loop as far
back as ir is legally changeable, by a
factor of 5 to 20 times, can greatly
enhance sonic quality.
The fact that the pulse of current
into the reservoir capacitors has a
frequency around 250Hz to 1kHz is
not commonly recognised, although
it repeats ( for 50Hz mains) 10
millisecs (0.01 secs) later, provided
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obliquely in idealistic EMC standards
aiming to clean up the grid ECwide), is that whenever the mains'
peak voltage does sag, the current
pulse abruptly ceases. Similarly,
should the mains exhibit even-order
harmonic distortion (that is, DC on
the AC), the current pulse in the
polarity that matches the DC polarity
is almost doubled in size, while
current in the opposite polarity either
ceases or reduces greatly — which
no less abruptly halves the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF). From
this we can see that the current
flowing into the reservoirs of most
hi-fi power supply units has at least
three patterns to vex sensitive
listeners — assuming the noise
breaks through (in whatever form):

STACCATO-INC

conductor area when it is needed
most. Both effects may cause
spurious resonances; or else, along
with others, they repeatedly retard
and frustrate the rapidest possible
recharge of the reservoir capacitors
in every non-class A power amp,
causing both delay and aggravated
current peaking. Clearly, and not
forgetting
diode
RF
noise,
capacitative recharge is something
unsavoury, to be got over with
quickly. No less clearly, resonance
can be tackled', and low inductance
speaker cables such as Supra Ply,
Sonic Link, Goertz and Kimber
make sense as mains cables.
Considering such types may also
intrinsically shield humans and cats
from EM field exposure, and
themselves reject RF and EMI, the
supposed ' audio crazies' may find
that the designs that sounded good
are also the only wires that are legal
for anything carrying pulsating AC
currents in ten years time, after the
damaging facts about 50Hz power
fields have been digested by the EC

If the mains voltage were fairly
steady, we would have an approx
1kHz to 200Hz pulse rich in
harmonics, with a 100Hz PRF — legislation machine.
And if inductive cables can affect
hardly anice sound; or (ii) with a
sonics (by changes in the noisefloor
random staccato-ing pattern, as
character, detail, inter-transient
mains sagging causes the current
draw to switch abruptly in and out; silence and bass slam recovery), then
it is easy to see why simplistic
or (iii) with random harmonic
doubling, as industrial plant or attempts at filtering RF noise and so
carelessly designed mass consumer on with series inductors, can set back
souks as much as they cure. At the
goods are used, causing DC levels
very least, common mode type RF
to appear sporadically.
A fourth pattern is added for all filters need to be precision made and
amplifiers that do not work wholly rated so as to not saturate with
and permanently in class A under approx lkHz pulses at surprisingly
every condition. All other class high peak currents. Badly made
mains transformers leak. Carelessly
variants draw music-related currents.
The restoration of the reservoir assembled E cores are the worst.
too
appears
as
series
voltage begins with a heightened This
inductance, which again retards the
current pulse within half acycle. The
restoration current is limited by the onset of amperes of recharge current.
factors just discussed, and in a It follows that a good transformer
passage of high demand, the
reservoir voltage will fall faster than
it recovers, increasing the musicrelated demand on the mains supply.
The common outcome, where one
power amplifier passes a distorted
version of the signal it is handling to
another, through the mains, has been
plainly measured'.
In arecent paper', Ishowed how
differences between bell(ch)-flex and
proper audiograde speaker cables are
large and highly measurable — if
you go looking. Ordinary cables
made for AC mains do not damp a
IkHz pulse signal quickly when it
ceases — they sustain decay tails,
mainly because of their series
inductance. When ordinary mains
wire is used on the mains (instead
of as abad speaker flex), and with
the peak current stacking high then
wide, and jumping on and off,
proximity effect (another rarely
mentioned

error)

chokes

down

literally is fast.
As the final

strand ( almost

literally), the audio requirement for a
low inductance mains connection is
always going to be frustrated by the
miles of highly spaced, high
inductance, heavily oxidised, stranded
steel and aluminium oxidediode
flavoured grid 'transmission' lines that
bring the juice to our fuseboxes.
Ben Duncan
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COMPETITION

WIN!
£2500

of Arcam hi-fi
Answer the questions below and you could
be the proud owner of this magnificent system

F

ounded in 1976 as A&R Cambridge, Arcam is now Britain's largest
manufacturer of specialist hi-fi electronics and employs 120 people. Its
early success was based on the A60 amplifier, which remained in production

for adecade, but Arcam went from strength to strength with the Alpha,
which became easily the best-selling British amp. Equally successful with

THE QUESTIONS

its digital products, by 1993 Arcam was selling more CD players than all
other UK specialist brands combined! Most recently, Arcam has developed
its own home theatre products, the Xeta One amplifier and Xeta Two addon processor. A major exporter around the world, Arcam's reputation for
sound quality, integrity and reliability stands second to none. We are
delighted to be able to offer the company's top amplifier and CD player
combinations as the £2500 prize in this month's free-entry competition.

1. Which feature virtually eliminates jitter
from the Delta 250/Black Box 500 combination?
a) Philips CDM9 mechanism
b) surface-mount components
c) Arcam's Sync- Lock system
d) an Arcam-designed 1-bit DAC

2. How many digital sources can the Black Box

IMAM DELTA 250/BLACK BOX 500

500 Digital Audio Control Centre handle?
a) one
b) four c) five
d) seven

Several innovations distinguish this high-quality combination from ordinary
transport/DAC combinations. Not just aDAC unit, the Black Box 500 is
atrue Digital Audio Control Centre. It accepts up to seven digital sources
(which could include LaserDisc, DAT or DAB) with remote control of
input selection and output level allowing it to be used adigital pre-amplifier,
driving directly into apower amplifier if required. The Black Box 500 is
based on an Arcam-designed 1-bit converter, built with discrete surface-

3. Given a Delta 290, a Delta 290P and
bi-wirable speakers, what extras do you need
to create atrue bi-amped system?
a) aseparate active crossover unit
b) aspecial processor box
c) just an extra pair of speaker cables!
d) special balancing potentiometers

mount components. The Black Box 500 retails at £749.90.
Based on the Philips CDM9 mechanism, the Delta 250 transport is
equipped with Arcam's proprietary Sync Lock facility; aspecial connection
between the units activates the low-jitter master clock in the Black Box 500
(or other suitably-equipped Arcam DAC), almost completely eliminating
jitter. This technology won Arcam aDesign and Engineering Award at the
1992 Chicago CES. The Delta 250 also normally retails at £749.90.

4. Which feature of the Delta 290 makes it
to
a)
b)
c)
d)

ARCAM DELTA 290/290P
There is one way to improve on the Arcam Delta 290 — add amatching
290P power amp and create atrue bi-amped system. All you need is an
extra pair of speaker cables! Sonic improvements include greater clarity,
dynamics, soundstaging and image stability. A best seller, the £499.90 Delta
290 integrated amp comes complete with aHandi-Remote, which also operates
most Arcam CD players. It also now incorporates an additional processor
loop connection, making it easy to hook up aXeta Two surround sound
decoder when you decide to add home theatre capabilities to the system. In
the case of the prize system it comes with amoving-coil phono stage, valued
at £50. The Delta 290P power any contains the same 75W/ch high-current
VMOSFET output stages as the Delta 290, and has two pairs of independentlyswitched speaker outlets, making it an ideal upgrade choice for AV and
multi-room systems too. The Delta 290P power amp retails at £399.90. With
cables supplied, this will bring the total prize value to over £2500.
HOW TO ENTER:

To win this superb prize,

just answer

easy

connect an Arcam Xeta 2processor?
remote control
extra tape/processor loop
switched speaker outlets
optional moving-coil phono stage

ARCAM COMPETITION
THE ANSWERS

2.1 1 3.

4.

IName

IAddress

the questions and

send your completed entry form to Arcam Competition, HFN/RR Editorial.
Link

House, Dingwall Avenue. Croydon. Surrey

closing date of

CR9 2TA, to

arrive by the

Friday, 15 March.

Postcode

RULES: I) This competition is open to u K readers only. All remes must be on the entry form provided. No other
correspondence should be enclosed with the crime form. 2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes ofTere1
The winners will he the first correct entries opened. 3. Employees of Link House Magarines and associated companies,
and of Arcam and their agents will no: be ekgikle to enter. 4) Eneles must be received by first pint on 15 March itino,
when judging will he carried Rum The Edito ' sdecision will be fired and binding. Ni, correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinner,. will Sr notified by post, and the results will be published in th:
July 19%
Nees & Record R. ,
Iono. forme received b. come the property of Link House Magazine, Ltd.
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ROGERS RETURNS
The speaker firm, famed for its late- 1950s amps,
makes a late- 1990s return to tube electronics
by

W

KEN

hen the grapevine alerted
the world's tube crazies
to the return of Rogers
amplification, visions of two-tone
faceplates danced before our eyes. A
nice Cadet III, or maybe an HG88,
'see box] visually unchanged but
suitably modernised like the revived
McIntoshes. The collector in me
rejoiced. But the Rogers beancounters felt that an all-new product
was a more sensible proposition,
which is why the E-20a and E-40a
all-valve integrated amps have
nothing whatsoever.to do with the
preceding models. Indeed, they have
little to do with Rogers.
They're designed and built by
AudioNote and they say as much on
the valve cover and the back. Rogers
commissioned Peter Qvortrup and
his crew to fashion and construct two
all-new integrated amps, `voiced' to
complement Rogers loudspeakers, of
course. And stone me if they didn't
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KESSLER
force Peter to make the new amps
work with the LS3/5A. I, for one,
am ecstatic that there now exists a
pair of amplifiers which are, in a
manner of speaking, dedicated to my
favourite loudspeaker of all time.

volume control is exactly the same
size as the others, and because the
on/off is to the extreme right, it's all
too easy to switch off the amp when
all you wanted to do was lower the
volume. Iwould advise Rogers to fit

What's so blissfully, mirthmakingly ironic is that Peter has
bored me many times with tales of
what's wrong with LS3/5As (lack of
bass, low sensitivity, low power
handling), all the while trying to
convince me that my privates will fall
off if Icontinue to use speakers of
less than 94dB/1W sensitivity instead
of politically- correct horns, aged
Snells or his own similar concoctions.
Externally identical, the E-20a and
E-40a each occupy a square of
430x430mm, while the height at the
peak of that curved cover is 175nun.
Though nicely made, Iam at aloss
to recall any piece of hi-fi so
grotesque. The curved valve cover,
necessary to protect us from the

tubes according to EC directives, is
asheet of metal held in place at one
end by slots and screwed down at
the other. I would anticipate a
proliferation of small dents, no
matter how careful the owners might
be. The review samples were already
showing signs of stress.
Acrire the front are rotaries
choosing between source and tape,
source select, balance, volume and
power onioff. This uncluttered layout
makes the unit easy to use, with only
one ergonomic faux pas: because the

Iam ecstatic
that there
now exists
a pair of
amplifiers
which are
dedicated to
my favourite
loudspeaker
of all time

alarger volume control knob.
Clever thinking applies to the
back, the designers having etched the
socketry legends onto the amp's
cover. Because of this convenient
map, you can lean over the unit
without having to see the back. At
the risk of repeating this proviso for
at least another six months, 'the preCE regulation socketry' at the back
consists of enough speaker binding
posts to provide separate terminals
for 4-6 ohm speakers or 8-16 ohm
designs, and gold-plated RCA
sockets accept tape in/out, CD, a
couple of line sources and phono.
The latter feeds the signal to a 47k
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ohm input with 2.5mV sensitivity,
with passive RIAA equalisation, fine
for moving-magnets and just about
adequate for high-output moving coil
cartridges.
Whatever AudioNote's militant
allegiance to vinyl replay, the phono
stage is below average, thin-sounding
and of limited dynamic capability.
But since there are plenty of line
inputs, this can be replaced by a
good phono stage, like EAR's 834P
or the CLEAR phono amp.
On paper, the only specified
difference between the E- 20a and
the E- 40a is the power rating,
20W/ch for the former, 40W/ch for
the latter... as the model numbers
advise. Both are Class A designs with
identical phono stages; the line
inputs have 150mV sensitivity and
100k ohm impedances; they look the
same, weigh the same ( 20kgs), and
share much inside. But the power
supplies are quite different, the E40a's being much better specified,
and the valve complements differ.
The E-20a wears apair of 6L6G
beam pentodes in each channel, with
two
low-noise
12AX7WAs
configured as anode followers
providing the input stage, the second
connecting directly to the high
sensitivity input of the power amp
section. The output section is a
push-pull design (it must have gutted
AudioNote not to do asingle-ended
circuit...) with automatic valve
biasing; the literature is bold enough
to suggest 10,000 hour valve life.
The power supply is deliciously
overspecified,
with
separate,
beautifully-made output transformers
and a hefty mains transformer.
Rogers recommends this amplifier
for the LS3/5A without the
subwoofer, or for speakers bettering
86dB/1W sensitivity. What the E-40a
offers over the E20a are two more
6L6Gs per channel to double the
power, an even more substantial
power supply, a pre- driver stage
using a 6SN7GT cathode follower
and enough power to drive the
LS3/5A-plus-AB-1 combo.
Whoever ' fine-tuned'
these
certainly spent time discovering the
differences in dynamic behaviour
between the LS3/5A ' with and
without'. However similar the
topologies, and despite the common
DNA chain, the E- 20a and E-40a
differ markedly in performance, and
they clearly position themselves not
so much by the power demands of
the speakers they're to drive, but by
the bass response and the behaviour
of their tweeters.
In addition to Rogers LS3/5As
and AB1s, Itried Apogee Ribbon
Monitors and the ' double woofer'
LCRs, Bolero Kompakts and Sonus
Faber Concertinos, and the amps fell
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into two camps: plenty of bass
capability from the speakers, go with
the E-40a; less bass, stick with the
E-20a.
In situations where sensitivity isn't
an issue, allowing you to listen to the
amplifiers' sonic traits rather than
their output capabilities, the E-20a
emerges as the more refined,
controlled and sweeter of the two. It
offers clearer, cleaner treble, better
left- right
imaging,
greater
transparency, lower coloration and
far better top-to-bottom consistency
than the E-40a, but the larger amp
has afew tricks of its own. It wins
hands down for dynamic capability
(surprise), bass extension and
control, stage depth and transient
control. When you shake this up and
pour it out into the respective,
recommended
speakers,
though, something else
emerges.
Sticking with the E20a into LS3/5As and
the
E- 40a
into
LS3/5As plus AB1
subwoofer,
the
differences were less
marked. It's as if a
corporate decision were made to
'voice' the two amps specifically for

OLD OR NEW?
The Golden age
of the Rogers
amplifiers
is,
arbitrarily,
the
mid 1950s to the
late
1960s.
Among the gems
which
made
Rogers one of the
leading
British
valve amplifier manufacturers were the various Cadets
including the classic Mk Ill integrated amplifier ( 1964
1970), and the HG88 MK Ill integrated valve amplifie ,
which was in production from 1965-1969.
The distinctive features of these classics? All Rogers
amplif^ers of the era were beautifully built,
comprehensively equipped and very reasonably priced.
Idon't know how to break it to you guys, but the last
price for a Cadet Mk Ill was only £ 32. Today's pr.ce
for a second hand specimen which is in good
condition? Three times that.
Left: the E-20a.
perfect for
LS3/5As

Below: for
LS3/5A plus AB1
combinations, try
the E-40a

the speakers in that way. An LS3/5A
minus a subwoofer, for example,
doesn't allow you to hear weaknesses
in the E-20a's lower registers, while
an LS3/5A-plus-AB1 seems to
absorb some of the E-40a's animal
tendencies by channeling these
excesses into the subwoofer. But
careful listening above, say, 250Hz
still shows the character traits
described above. Correct speaker
selection merely ameliorates the
worst violations. What you don't
want to do is try the E- 20a with the
LS3/5A-plus-AB1 because it just
doesn't have the power.
But not all potential E-series
buyers own LS3/5As, or even Rogers
speakers, for that matter. Which
means some serious listening
sessions,
because
the
Rogers
amplifiers have more distinctive
characteristics than you'd expect in
these days of anodyne neutrality. But
that can be regarded as a strength
rather than a failing if you're
prepared to take the time to match
the amplifier to the right speaker.
Here's afor-instance: Probably the
hottest new speaker on earth, for
people of limited means, is the Sonus
Faber Concertino. Its balance is such
that it delivers more bass than you'd
expect of a tiny monitor yet it
doesn't sound like it's faking it. And
it has high enough sensitivity to work
with the E-20a while benefiting from
that amp's politeness.
But it sounds much better with
the E-40a because it can exploit the

SUPPLIER
Rogers,
310 Commanside
East,
Mitcham, Surrey
CR4 IHX
Tel: 0181-640
2172
Fax: 0181685 9496

latter's greater dynamic capabilities
and bass extension. Conversely, the
tweeter in the Apogee Ribbon
Monitor makes it abetter choice for
the sweeter E-20a, while the move'
to the twin-woofer Apogee LCR
requires a move to the E- 40a. Go
figure...
Is it worth the hassle? Yes, because
these amps have character by the
bucketload, unashamedly performing
like musical instruments rather than
lab gear. They have their quirks, but
they have their charms. And the E20a even represents good value for
money at avery reasonable £ 1090.
The larger amplifier moves the ' 9'
to produce a tag of £ 1900, placing
it among stiffer competition. But, for
all Iknow, some people will buy
these for their looks alone. ( Hey,
some people think that Mr Bean is
funny, too.)
Bargains? No. Pedigree? Idon't
think so. But they certainly make
music... if you take the time to learn
all of their habits.
1
4
-
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TEAC's VRDS JOSE
CD player provides almost
professional build quality plus
genuine hi-fi sound
by DAVID BERRIMAN

PRnicIESSIONAL
STANDARD

You certainly
get your
money's
worth with
this machine,
which looks
to be value for
money on
the basis of
build- quality
alone

SUPPLIER
UK Ltd
5Marlin House
The Croxley
Centre
Watford
WD I8YA
Tel: 01923
819630
ThAC
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EAC's VRDS 1OSE is a
blockbuster in more ways than
one. It simply sits there, all
Ilkg of it, positively exuding solidity
and build quality. It looks like a
product which has just been brought
in from the recording studio.
In truth, this beast is nothing of
the sort, although it could be. First
there's the 5mm thick front panel
and the three illuminated pushbuttons on the right. These really
look the business, sliding in sweetly
under the finger tips, just like those
on aprofessional tape recorder. Two
neat gold-plated touch buttons
beneath them control jumping from
TIAC's Vibration-Free Rigid Disc-clamping
track to track. (A small hand-held
System, as used in the VRDS JOSE
controller duplicates these functions
and adds afew of its own.)
Just to their left is achunky button
for drawer control and to the far left
As a transport, it provides
asimilar one for mains on/off. The
a very good sense of
eye, though, is drawn quickly to a
depth and transparency, with
central matt-gold finished drawer,
fine bass timing, though
proudly labelled Vibration-Free Rigid
perhaps introducing just a
Disc- clamping
System (hence
touch of treble emphasis

VRDS). This gives abold clue to the
VRDS 1OSE's centrepiece — the
VRDS mechanism itself which takes
up a large chunk of the central
section inside the player [see box].
Taking the lid off the TEAC
revels yet another steel lid under it,
damped by arubber sheet. Under
here are the circuit boards and the
VRDS mechanism described above.
To the right, the servo board, which
controls the motor and extracts data
from the disc, sits front-to rear, with
short link wires to the front-panel
push buttons, and switched digital
(copper shielded PCB- mounted
RCA phono) sockets to the rear.
This board includes three separate
power supplies, with associated
rectifiers, capacitors and regulators.
The capacitors are topped with
copper screening foils, though
whether these particular ones are
functional or merely cosmetic is
debatable. Similar copper foils are to
be found on top of some of the
integrated circuits.
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CD PLAYERS
THE VIBRATION- FREE RIGID
DISC-CLAMPING SYSTEM

board, placing the digital and audio
circuits at opposite sides of the
mechanism, and using aminimum
of screened multi-connectors seems
a sensible way of laying it out.
(Unlike some players, it does not
contain ahotch-potch of boards
interconnected by multitudes of
leads.)
You
certainly get your
money's worth with this
machine, which looks to be
value for money on the basis
of build-quality alone.
So what about the sound of this
player? After all, the appliance of
science and noble construction do
not of themselves guarantee sonic
results. All Ican say is that right

The VRDS mechanism is basically
a cast zinc alloy turntable
supported by a robust fibreglass
and ceramic powder- loaded
moulded polyester gantry, all
isolated on a sprung suspension
system.
Once loaded into the player
(drawn in with a stylish swish).
the CD is pushed up on to its
slightly concave surface, thus
clamping it and ironing out any
dimensional irregularities. When
propelled gingerly by one finger,
this platter spins freely like that
of an analogue turntable and is
driven by a brushless hall-effect
motor for smooth rotational speed.

To the left, the audio board also
runs front to back. This houses no
fewer than four individual regulators
and associated capacitors ( also
copper capped). Three exposed
copper busbars run centrally down
this board. The chips here include
an 18-bit digital filter, apair of SAA
7350
ICs
containing
20- bit
oversampling, dither and noiseshaping circuits. These are run in
dual-differential mode to cancel even
harmonic distortions and reduce
noise. These are followed by two
(one per channel) TD1547 one-bit
(Bitstream) DACs with output
buffering
and
third- order
(Butterworth) filtering. In the output
section are a couple of small
capacitors wrapped in copper foil
under a rubber sleeve. Copperscreened PCB-mounted RCA phono
sockets at the rear are for the stereo
outputs. Clearly, TEAC is agreat
believer in copper foil.
In the centre, below the two
main boards at the rear lies the
mains transformer and power input
board, with mains switch and fuses,
etc. The construction is indeed as
sturdy and workmanlike inside as
hinted at outside. Though not
rationalising everything onto one
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from the start Iknew this was good.
There was an overall sense of scale,
clarity and dynamics, with firm bass
a-plenty, afine sense of depth and
stereo imagery. The sound was
robust and generally uncoloured.
Vocals came over well, both solo and
massed. It was easy to follow the
music. Bass was both rhythmic and
tuneful and agood sense of space
was there to be heard if present in
the original recording.
There was none of the typically
soft bass that used to be the bane of
one-bit systems. Replay with the
VRDS-10SE had avital immediacy
and freshness, though it did seem to
add just atough of an edge to treble,
which is just noticeable on vocals. I
might not have detected this so
clearly if my ears had not previously
have been seduced by the Audio
Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine V
3.0 [see page 37 in this issue], which
has exceptionally clean treble for a
digital device. The overall sound of
the TEAC could be improved by
hooking up this external DAC to it,
but at an additional cost of more
than the TEAC on its own — an
expensive,
though
arguably
worthwhile upgrade.
However, the DAC in the VRDS10SE is clearly very good indeed,
and avoids the common pitfalls of
coloration and poor timing which
beset so many others. The transport
section is excellent and contributes
to some extent (but not totally) to
the sound. As atransport, it provides
a very good sense of depth and
transparency, with fine bass timing,
though perhaps introducing just a
touch of treble emphasis.
Overall, an excellent performance
as a CD player or a transport and
one which Ifor one found highly
enjoyable. Most commendable for
its vitality, realistic presence, overall
clarity and toe-tapping solid bass, the
TEAC will no doubt find its way
into many agood system, though it
may not suit those with abright or
edgy treble.

TEAC VRDS 10SE
LAB REPORT
in MUM'

this was an
outstanding set of
results. Channel
balance was
exactly correct at
20Hz and I
kHz
and was only
0.1dB out (right
channel high) at
20kHz. Channel
separation was
more than 98dB
at 20Hz and
1
kHz and more
than 100dB at
20kHz — a
remarkable figure.
Distortions of all
kinds measured
very well (see
spectrograms)
with the low-level
tones emerging
from background
noise. At - 70dB
there were no
harmonics visible,
only noise;
distortion products
must have been
more than 44dB
down. The ¡MD
tests showed low
leveLs. At OdB the
distortion (mainly
the ! kHz first
order product)
was at 92dB. At
-10dB this
improved to
-97dB again
mainly fire order.
Frequency
response was very
flat to -0.35dB at
20Hz and
0.37dB at 20kHz
(right channel).
The left was just
0.27dB down at
20kHz. Deemphasis was spot
on at 1
kHz, only
0.05dB down at
5kHz and amere
-0.0610.02dB
down at 16kHz:
one of the most
accurate Ihave
measured. Output
level was just
0.04dB low at
full output, at
1.99V just a
srnidgeon below
the standard
2.0V, but
virtually spot-on
compared to most

big 1. TEAC VRDS-10SE: Sinewave at
-70dB, indicating no harmonics at all above
the noise floor: distortion is better than -Nd

Jig 2. TEAC VRDS-JOSE: Two-vine
imermodulation distortion at OdB, showing
low distortion levels mostly at ' kHz of -97‘111

Fig 3. VRDS-10SE. The - 90.3 dithered ton •
is very clean at roughly I5dB above the
adjacent noise floor. Harmonics are at least
25dB down — remarkable at this low level

Fig 4. VRDS-10SE. Here the

loodie

ahnost lost in noise, but is at precisely th,
correct level

manufacturers,
who prefer to go
over. Output error
at - 90dB was
exactly correct:
quite remarkable.
Likewise at
-100dB, though
the test tone was
Test results

barely visible
above the
background noise
level, which
measured to spec
at better than
-100dB. An
excellent set of test
results.
TEAC VRDS-10SE

20Hz
ikliz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
0
0
-1
Stereo separation (d8)>98 -98 > 100
Distortion ( dB):
THD at OdB
-94
THD at 10dB
-97
THD at 70dB
-44
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
-92
Intermod 19/20kHz. - 10dB
-97
Frequency response
Left (dB)
-0.35
0 -0.27
Right (dB)
-0.35
0 -0.37
Signal to noise (dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
>400
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
L/R
0/0 -0.05/-0.05 -0.06/-0.02
Output level OdB
1.99V -0.04dB
Track access Ito track 99)
5 secs
Digital output
SPDIF
Error at -90dB L/R
0/0
Dimensions whcl. mm)
442x149x331
Typical price iinc VAT)
£850
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A

merican
based
Audio
Research is well known for
both its solid state and valve
amplifier designs and the company
has a long pedigree [see box]. The
new LS22 seems likely to supersede
the LS5 line pre- amp (both Mk I
and Mk H versions) on grounds of
sound and value for money. In fact,
the £4125 LS22 goes one better than
the LS5 by offering
normal or

In my opinion,
Audio
Research now
has a
pre- amplifier
that is fully up
to the fine
standard of
the VT150SE
power
amplifier...

unbalanced connections; and its
ability to convert balanced to
unbalanced and vice versa avoids the
need for auxiliary matching units
(BL1 or BL2) to convert single
ended sources for ' balanced-only'
power amplifiers.
Remote control of volume and
standby/muting has been an option
on several Audio Research preamplifiers for some time now and I
chose this option for the review
LS22. The remote facility adds £500
to £600 to the price but Ithink it is
appropriate for a product of this
price and quality.
The LS22 provides six line inputs
including tape monitor and there are
four outputs, all usable in 'balanced'
and ' normal' mode. Changeover
between these modes is effected by a
lever switch on the front panel. A
purist design, despite the presence of
the remote control, the LS22 draws

ILu

American high end
manufacturer Audio Research sets
new standards with the LS22, its
latest all- valve line pre- amp

the line at balance or tone controls and

graded decoupling techniques. The

the Audio Research traditional 'channel
mode' switch has now vanished.
The LS22 presents adesirably light
100k ohm loading on signal sources
while its output impedance is
respectably low. It will drive both valve
(tube) and solid state amplifiers, the
latter ideally set to their higher input
impedance settings (as with Rowland)
should these be available. Although

regulators mix of IC control and
solid state pass elements.
The LS22 uses economical design
for the signal circuitry with ECC88
(6DJ8) double triodes throughout,
eight in all. Line signals, once
selected,
both
balanced
and
unbalanced, go directly to the four
gang ALPs volume control.
The long tailed pair triode input
may be relay switched for the

the LS22 is all-valve, and more limited
frequency responses are typical of this
technology, Audio Research designs
are the exception and offer very wide
bandwidths, with no perceptible loss
in the bass; they are comparable with
the best solid state in this respect. The
LS22 is absolute phase correct and
displayed both good high frequency
stability and good rejection of
normal levels of radio
s \ frequency interference.
\ Tube designs often beat
) solid state in this area.
rr
As to the power
supply, there is a
generously- sized
transformer in the far
left hand corner, out of
harm's way. Extensive active
regulation is used, separated for left
and right channels and using costly
polypropylene capacitors and Audio
Research's multiple bandwidth,
RESEARCHING

INTO

appropriate use of a balanced or
normal input signal (grounding the
unused phase as necessary). Gain
stages follow, leading to the cathode
follower output stages. Overall
feedback stabilises the gain and deliver
a wide bandwidth with a desirably
low-output impedance. Unstinting use
is made of costly MIT polypropylene
capacitors, the output capacitors being
double 51.IF components.
In effect the LS22 comprises a
pair of LS7 pre-amps in one box, the
four resulting paths providing the
required dual phases for left and
right hand channels. All inputs and
outputs are top quality, gold plated.

SOUND QUALITY
Helping to check out this line
controller we had access to a
Conrad-Johnson PV12 and PV10; a
Krell KRC; aMark Levinson ML38
AUDIO

RESEARCH

Audio Research has a long and distinguished history of amplifiers and
many of their most famous models are % alve-based, either hybrids like
the LS2, or all- valve, like the SP10, SP8 and more recently the high
value LS7. Audio Research aficionados will note with approval the use
of all-triode circuitry in the LS22, whose design philosophy is in fact
strongly derivative of the LS7 [HFN/RR, September

94j. We were

lucky enough to have an LS7 on hand to accurately gauge how far the

by. MARTIN COLLOMS

\-DEPTH

LS22 might go beyond this highly creditable standard.

RESEARCH

'

an Audio Research LS7 and an
Audio Synthesis Passion. Power
amplifiers
included
an Audio
Research VT150SE, Krell KAS 2,
KSA-200S and Conrad-Johnson
Premier 11 a. Signal sources largely
comprised the Krell KP20i/I and an
Audio Synthesis DAX fed from a
variety of transports. Cables were the
Transparent Reference series, Siltech
and van den Hul The Second,
balanced, while speakers comprised
the Quad 63, WITT and Wilson
System V.
Right out of the box the LS22
gave that unmistakable impression
of aclass act. As it warmed up, more
life was breathed into its performance
and by the end of the first week it
was really on song.
Answering afew questions, yes it
handsomely raises the ante for
audiophile pre-amplifiers, and yes, it
left the older LS5 embarrassingly far
behind. Comparing it with the LS7,
it had much of that ' budget' preamp's attractive exuberance and
vitality but now expressed with
greater authority and control. It was
also considerably more refined than
the LS7, going along way towards
justifying the substantially higher
price. This is very good news for
Audio Research as in my opinion,
the company now has apre-amp that
is fully up to the fine standard of the
VT150SE power amplifier.
In fact, over a range of systems
combinations the LS22 has become
my favourite line controller. So how
to describe the sound? Well, it was
recognisably classic Audio Research,
which can be defined as a ' tube' in
terms of its harmonic purity while
Audio Research amps almost never
err son the side of excess softness or
sweetness. With aquick, perceptibly
lean tonal balance it sounded crisp
and respectably neutral over the
entire frequency range. One particular
feature centres on Audio Research's
'High Definition' slogan, applied to
their designs. Transients do sound
sharp and clear, while the term 'high
definition' is expressed as awealth of
detail and in agreat clarity.
When listening to the LS22 Iwas
keenly aware that this is how I'd
wanted the LS5 to have sounded.
Where the sound of the LS5 was in
my opinion somehow dulled and
withdrawn, the LS22 was involving
and communicative, focused and
effortlessly transparent. The broad
midrange was excellently judged, with
dramatic power evenly proportioned
between upper and lower registers.
The soprano doesn't overwhelm her
accompaniment and yet the singer has
marvellous presence, near palpable
coherence and placement.
The bass was also very good: highly
detailed, deep, articulate and well
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timed, with no hint of 'tube' softness.
The treble rated very good to
excellent, well ahead of the
opposition, with just the very
slightest hint of sheen on strings.
This upper register had a natural
sparkle, an open airy quality together
with excellent detail and very natural
vocal sibilants.
Strong on rhythm and timing it
retained the zest in good musicmaking, an area where many
pre-amplifiers could sound lacklustre.
Allied to agood 'boogie factor', the
LS22 possesses lively dynamics, both
for solo detail and the whole
shooting match. It was unfazed by
complex mixes and thrived on all
classes of programme.
Stereo staging was exceptionally
good with a strong recovery of
ambience and fine detail. Its
portrayal of image depth was
excellent while the stage was also
well focused with very good width;
it appeared marvellously spacious.
With powerful source components,
the reference Passion passive
controller sometimes had the edge
on the LS22 but for the first time
the LS22 was good enough to show
the technical advantage of optimised
matching for the input and output,
an area where passive controllers are
fundamentally compromised.
Thus in some situations the LS22
beat the Passion. On my usual
subjective scaling, the listening-test
score for the LS22 was 30 marks,
and this confirms its position as the
new reference standard line preamplifier.

CONCLUSION
At last, Audio Research has a truly
first-rate line controller. The L.S22
performed as flawlessly on the lab
bench as it did in the listening room.
It made no concession to any
technology or sonic style and proved
uncompromising in its closest
approach to the absolute — a
neutral, transparent, musically honest
gain control.
Imuch appreciated the mixedmode feature, the ability to mix and
match balanced and normal signals,
both in an out of the LS22. More
importantly, no loss in fidelity was
associated with this valuable feature.
The remote control worked well and
adds that luxury touch to what is
otherwise
a truly
minimalist
audiophile design.
You have to hear this Audio
Research to believe it. The LS22 is
a work of reference, universal in
application and a tonic for any
system. In my opinion it's the best
mixed mode pre-amplifier I've heard
to date and in view of what it
achieves, the price is nicely
competitive.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS22
LAB REPORT
Audio Research
designs measure
well and this one
was no exception,
with nothing that
could be blamed
or credited as
producing a
particular aspect
of sound quality.
Frequency
response was
wide and flat
[Fig 1j. Input
impedance was
fairly low at 660
ohms, increasing
to I
K2 by 20Hz,
and there will be
some loss in
dynamic
expression as well
as low frequency
extension if power
amplifiers with
excessively low
impedances are
used. In my view
no less than 20k
ohm should be
applied.
Distortion was
very low,
typically 0.005%
at normal levels
and bettering
0.02% at high
frequencies, and
(desirably) of low
order. The two
tone high
frequency
intermod test
gave -88dB,
0.004%.
Tested at
200Hz for
distortion order
[Fig 2] the
expanded
presentation
placed the
graph marker at
atrue reading of
-96dB.
Signal-to-noise
ratios were fine
at typically 80dB
IHF, and the
residual hum
constant was
negligible. With
SUPPLIER
Absolute
Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham Rd,
London,
SW20 ODE,
Tel: 0181
947 5047
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Fig

.Audio Research 1S22: frequency

response (-0.5dB at 5kHz and 63kHz)

Fig 2. Audio Research LS22: distortion
harmonics at 200Hz for Audio Research
IS22. Only 2nd and 3rd harmonic are seen,
with no higher harmonics present

its direct input
there were no
input overload
problems. At
lower volume
settings amild
gain imbalance
developed (0.45dB
at -20dB,
widening to
0.95dB at -60dB).
Audio Research
might -consider
some pre-selection
of the volume
controls. The
LS22

Test results

could deliver up to
30V output,
confirming its wide
headroom. For an
IHF output of
0.5V the input
required 0.12V, this
making again of
12.7dB, or just
over 4times and
which is well
matched to modern
sources.

Audio Research LS22

Distortion (dB)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
7
at 0.5V output, aux input -84 -85
intermodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-88
Noise (dB)
Aux input (IHF, CCIR wtd) - 78
Input overload (dB)
00
00
00
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
Stereo separation (
dB)
78
Aux input
93
90
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
0.95
Aux input ica
0.11 0.45
Input data ( aux)
Socket type
balanced/normal
Sensitivity
0.12V
Loading
100k ohms/120pF
Output
Max level
30V
Impedance
600 ohms
Dimensions, (whd)
480x370x140mm
Typical price (
inc VAT) £4125
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THROUGH THE

STRATOSPHERE
Reference International

has introduced a new British
•«-e. .-•e ›e

high- end turntable
by

PETER 1 COMEAU

W

ith athumb to the nose
in the direction of CD
the vinyl market has not
only refused to lie down and die but
is showing signs of arevival. Ifor
one have an extensive vinyl collection
— and even if I could afford to
replace this with CD equivalents,
many titles and performances have
still not been released as silver discs.
So Iam not surprised that last
year's Hi-Fi Show at the Ramada
Hotel exhibited more turntables than
we have seen in along time. One of
these was Reference International's
Stratosphere ST1, and what attracted
visitors to the room was not the sheer
grandeur of the turntable but the
magnificence of the sound. Luckily John
Jeffries, the man behind Reference
International, was only too happy to
repeat the demonstration at Comeau
Towers, and left me with an ST1,
Graham
1.5T
tone
arm
and
Transfiguration Temper cartridge on
which to re-discover my vinyl collection.

TECHNOLOGY
But first adescription of this unusual
turntable is in order. The huge
platter and its triangular support are
machined from solid aluminium.
Unlike cast shapes, the machined
blocks lose any internal stresses
during the machining processes,
resulting in virtually inert supports
for record and arm. Even so the
turntable parts will, of course,
transfer acoustic and mechanical
vibration, so further design elements
are introduced to nullify these.
Filtering out mechanical vibration
is the purpose of five Air Pods,
magnetic suspension units which
Reference International supply to fit
under any hi-fi component. The
Stratosphere has been specifically
designed to use the Air Pods for its
suspension, and these support the
35kg turntable and allow it to ` float'
in isolation from asupporting table.
Filter number two is in the bearing,
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where a
polyurethane
derivative is
used to isolate
the platter from
the solid aluminium
base. This plastic
support flexes easily
when twisted but is not
so easily compressible. A
circumferential pad surrounds
the bearing sleeve with a thinner
supporting pad below. The idea is to
reject any bearing noise from the
platter, though this in itself is minimal.
The bearing is an inverted single point
type running on a carbon steel ball
thrusting on acarbon steel plate using
athin coating of very light oil.
Three supporting pads made from
the same type of plastic are glued to
the arm base and turntable base for
similar noise rejection. The flexure
characteristics of the plastic allow for
small rocking modes but no vertical
movement. A peel off glue is used
so that the arm support, again asolid
aluminium machined pillar, can be
replaced for different arms. Two arrn
bases can be fitted to either side of
the turntable, allowing the enthusiast
to choose between alternative arm
and cartridge set-ups.
Final vibrational filtering is
provided by nine brass cones fixed
to the top of the platter. These
support an acrylic platter which sits
on the outer diameter cones,
preferably using silicone pads to
contact only three of the outer
points. A solid brass puck presses the
record into contact with the acrylic
achieving adamped result.
Drive for the platter comes from
aSwiss AC motor which can either
be energised by the mains supply or
from an optional power supply
providing 33 and 45 rpm switching.
The motor sits on the support table,
driving the platter through a long,
round-section neoprene belt. There

Belt
tension has
a remarkable
effect on the
ST- 1. As you
move the
motor away
from the
platter so
the sound
begins to
sharpen;
transients
become
more tightly
controlled
and attack
is faster

is
no
fixed
position
for
the
motor, which can be
moved around by the owner to
achieve subtle differences in sonic
performance depending on the
tension in the belt.
Similar adjustments can be made
to the Graham tone arm which
features lockable fine tuning of vertical
tracking angle and control over
azimuth adjustment using side weights
on the arm bearing housing. Though
of slender appearance, the arm tube
is made from ceramic material
offering high rigidity and fast energy
transmission. The arm tube locks on
to the bearing housing via athreaded
collar, and is thus replaceable with
alternative tubes and cartridges. For
this review it came fitted with a
Transfiguration Temper low output
moving coil cartridge.

SOUND QUALITY
Too often high class turntables have
majored on delivering detail and
clarity
while
ignoring
the
fundamental warmth and softness of
the vinyl record that makes listening
to 12in discs such a rewarding
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TURNTABLES
motor is pushed to its limit when
starting the platter from astandstill.
The platter needs ahelping hand to
send it on its way, or alternatively
start off at 33rpm and then switch
to 45 once up to speed.
This is not possible with the
mains driven AC motor, of
course, where the belt has to
be physically moved onto the
larger pulley diameter for 45
rpm.
But
I
sincerely
recommend that all potential
owners of the Stratosphere
invest in the extra ( a small
percentage of the overall sum)
for the electronic power supply
and matching motor. The
difference in performance is
extraordinary, yielding a further
development of clarity and exposure
of detail at hidden in the depths of
the disc, and adding the final touch
of transparency to show what this
turntable is capable of.
So once again it was time to
explore my record collection to hear
how old favourites were transformed
by the Stratosphere. Comparison
made with the notes taken while
listening to the Michel Orbe were
intriguing in that they showed a

experience compared to the
clinical sharpness of CD.
In the Stratosphere we
have the best of both
worlds, with an incredible
exposure of minute detail
and a huge and deep
soundstage revealing all the
ambience in the recording. In
addition, bass is extended into the CD
class, yet retains superb control and
tune-playing ability, showing little
evidence
of
the
mechanical
compromises that have to go into the
relatively imperfect musical storage
method of the vinyl disc.
Belt tension has a remarkable
effect on the ST- 1. As you move the
motor away from the platter so the
sound begins to sharpen; transients
become more tightly controlled and
attack is faster. Too far and the
sharpness becomes brightness; too
close and complex instrumentation
blurs. As you can move the motor
while playing, thanks to the inertia
of the platter, this may be tuned to
your liking.
One thing te watch out for here,
though, is the effect of belt tension
on drive stability. At 45 rpm, the
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difference of approach between the
two turntables. The Orbe [
HFNIRR,
May ' 95] gives atightly defined and
brilliantly- controlled view of the
recording, absolutely secure in its
groove tracking and showing off its
musical detail with projection and
forceful dynamics. The Stratosphere
maintains many of the same
attributes, again majoring on secure
tracking so that the Transfiguration
seems to glide through difficult
passages without a murmur, and
revelling in the disclosure of the
recorded acoustic.
Differences in sound presentation
come mainly from the Stratosphere's
layering of instruments in the stereo
image. The Stratosphere produces
incredible depth behind the speakers.
Whether you like your music
projected towards you, or prefer to
revel in the more full-bodied and
rounded approach of the Stratosphere
system is a question of personal
preference. In any case the ST1
provides an extremely natural
presentation of the recording, allowing
access to the music via an enveloping
acoustic which is spread well behind,
around and above the speakers,
elevating the concert hall effect.
For once Iwas able to ascertain the
Kings College echo, areflection of
sound off the altar wall which is quite
obvious if you gain aseat near the
choir at choral evensong, on the
stunning Psalms of David recording
with David Willcocks at the helm
[EMI CSD 3656]. And the voices
showed such purity of intonation that

STRATOSPHERE Sil
LAB REPORT
With such a

heavy platter we
were interested to
see the wow and
flutter
spectrogram to see
how the inertia
maintained speed
constancy. In
effect an excellent
wow and flutter
figure of 0.06%
DIN weighted
was matched by
asharp peak for
the spectrogram
at nearly spot-on
speed. Some
marginal
sidebands can be
seen as small
flutter deviations,
and there is a
suspicion of a
tiny amount of
oscillation from
the motor in the
background.
These are tiny
blemishes on an
excellent result.
Acoustic
breakthrough
rejection is
similarly to a
high standard.
The Air Pod
suspension works
well, damping
higher frequency
transmission and
lower frequency
rocking modes.
Very low-frequency
noise does break
through, but
sinks to alow
level by the time

Fig I. Stratosphere ST!: disc impulse test

Fig 2. Stratosphere ST!: acoustic and
vibration breakthrough

Fig 3. Stratosphere ST!: Wow and flutter
spectrogram

it gets to the
cartridge. A small
peak around
800Hz is a
natural mode of
the aluminium
platter which the
under-platter
damping quells but

does not remove.
Record damping
from the acrylic
support disc is
good; the initial
impulse dies away
quickly with a
reflection from the
central puck.

Test results
Turntable
Speed options
33 1/s, 45rpm
Speed accuracy
0.06% fast
Wow and flutter
0.06% DIN weighted
Speed drift
0.08%
Start up time
3.5 secs
Rumble ( DIN B wtd)
-78diii
Platter damping
good
Dimensions (
whd, mm)
550x600x245
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£6250
Graham 1.51 arm £2650
power supply £750
Transfiguration Temper cartridge £1950
Tripod stand £350
fine speed adjustment clock £695
(10 year guarantee on all items except cartridge)
,

shivers up the spine were the order
of the day from one end of the disc
to the other. It became obvious that
even the more difficult discs, arduous
because of recording or cutting
anomalies, were yielding their inner
secrets to the Stratosphere.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
Reference
International
Pineridge
Sandy Cross
Heathfield
TN21 8BS
Tel: 01435
868 004

As a state of the art record player,
the Stratosphere system is one of the
best and can hardly be faulted. It
may seem over the top in terms of
construction and corresponding cost,
but for those who want something
completely different and demand
enchanting results from their records,
the ST1 with the Graham arm and
Transfiguration cartridge form an
intriguing combination of fascinating
performance.
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adio broadcasters are apparently
hooked on the near- instant track
access and economic data consumption of the re-recordable MiniDisc
format. Now, with the launch of the first 'ES'
MD player, Sony is making apitch for the
affections of the domestic audiophile. Yet the
MiniDisc system emp:oys sophisticated data
reduction to squeeze 74-minutes of music
into one-fifth the space required by CD,
which is anathema to music lovers who have
been weaned on 'linear' systems like LP, CD,
DAT and cassette.
Flexibility and features are very high on
the agenda of the £700 MDS-JA3ES, which
incorporates afull range of analogue and
digital inputs/outputs (with all-band samplerate conversion), auto or manual track
marking, track editing and custom track
naming.
Recorded tracks are ' stamped' with the
time and date, while the large data buffer
(used as a ' shock resistant memory' in
portable MD players) is employed here to
continually update incoming audio. This
provides asix-second 'decision window' to
begin recording without losing the beginning
of the track. What will they think of next?
In playback mode, the MDS-JA3ES
functions like any one of Sony's CD
players, offering direct track access,
continuous, program and shuffle play
modes, intro scan, repeat and, naturally, a
comprehensive remote control. Quite
frankly, operating the MDS-JA3ES is as
easy as falling off a ! og, eclipsing most
DCC, DAT and Compact Cassette
recorders with its slick efficiency.

SOUND QUALITY
The sonic performance of this MD deck
is
a composite
of the
ATRAC
encode/decode chain and the inherent
'sound' of its associated electronics.
Monitoring, but not recording, via the
MDS-JA3ES using aSony CDP-715 CD
player and DPA 100S amplifier revealed
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Can MiniDisc be taken
seriously as a quality home
hi-fl medium? Sony
apparently thinks so
by PAUL MILLER
its ` linear' electronics to exert a slightly
sobering influence, arestraint that begins
with amild glazing of percussion from the
likes of John McLaughlin's 'Afro Blue' and
was also heard as aloss of transparency, of
depth and subtlety with the vocals on 'The
Look of Love' from Casino Royale.
This mild flattening of space and shading
is audible when compared to the refreshing
vitality and expressiveness of the CD player
alone, but then the CDP-715 is a tough
act to follow. Recording on the MDSJA3ES, however, adds another coat of
compromises to the overall picture as the
ATRAC encode'decode process takes its
toll. In the digital realm, as everywhere else,
there's no such thing as a free lunch —
ATRAC, with : ts 5:1 reduction ratio,
certainly dines heartily on the incoming
datastream!
Fortunately, and perhaps surprisingly,
the effect is rather subtle, a gradual
diminishing of the music's stereo focus, its
integration, sharpness and detail rather
than, for example, great chunks of arhythm
or horn section being abandoned wholesale.
Listen to a recording of Shawn Colvin's
'One Cool Remove' and the initial
distinction between her voice and Mary
Chapin-Carpenter's delightful harmonies is
as clear as day. Yet this clarity is
progressively obscured as the track becomes
busier and the intensity of their voices
highlights a ' thickening' or plumminess
that's further reflected in the change of

timbre cf the accompanying acoustic and
pedal- steel guitars. Similarly, once the
urgency of the track begins to wane, so
the bite of the strings, the splash of
percussion and incisiveness of the vocals
also regains amore realistic ` edge'.
Returning to John McLaughlin's 'Afro
Blue', the percussion was now lighter,
more feathery in tone and splashy in
delivery than before, contrasting with the
more pointed and deliberate sound of the
guitar and richer quality of the Hammond
organ which, somewhat surprisingly,
sounded less bloated and more ' intact'
than with many budget CD players. An
MD copy of Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante certainly lost a little of the flourish
and vitality displayed by the original
Denon 20-bit recording, but the character
and colour of the lower strings, in
particular, was retained to great effect.
So ATRAC may discard or modify
around 80% of the incoming data but,
subjectively, about 95% of the music
seems to be returned intact!

TECHNOLOGY
Hawk-eyed readers will have noticed the
lack of aconventional CD-like test table
accompanying this article, and for good
reason. Results like the 0.001 to 0.004%
peak- level distortion, best-case 103dB
signal-to-noise ratio and resolution to
within + 0.1, - 0.5dB over a full 100dB
dynamic range are all just fine, but could
just as easily have been derived from a
Sony CD player or DAT recorder.
It is crucial to appreciate that the MDSJA3ES is not a linear device like CD or
DAT, but uses a combination of data
compression and reduction to create a
'facsimile' of the audio information using
just one-fifth the amount of data.
Data compression is a reversible or
lossless' technique where redundant zeros
are removed from long digital words,
expressing the same data in smaller
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Fig 3

Fig I

wordlengths. Data reduction, however, is
irreversible, because it involves the removal
or simplification of components in the
musical chain according to clearly defined,
psycho-acoustical principles. Specifically,
certain sounds are only audible if they
persist above acertain level (the threshold
of hearing) while others may be drownedout (or masked) by the presence of louder,
adjacent sounds. Sony's ATRAC (Adaptive
TRansform Acoustic Coding), like Philips'
PASC ( Precision Adaptive Sub-band
Coding), relies on these phenomena to
decide which signals are audible and which
may be safely discarded.
ATRAC begins by filtering the audio
signal into three sub-bands: 0-5.5kHz,
5.5kHz-11kHz and IlkHz-22kHz. These
are then each represented in terms of
critical bands whose frequency resolution
(width) is determined by their rate- ofchange. Several discrete signals occurring
within one critical band will be lumped
together as asingle signal. Signals that are
changing rapidly are coded in smaller,
quicker time blocks but with reduced
frequency resolution. Blocks as short as
1.45msec have aresolution of 689Hz while
continuous, non-changing signals may be
coded in 11.6msec blocks whose critical
bands enjoy asuperior 86Hz resolution.
Where the signal's rate- of-change is
sufficiently slow to permit ATRAC's
selection of its longest ( 11.6msec) time
block the performance of the MD recorder
is idealised, leading to flat and extended
response, seen at ( 1) in Fig 1. At the
other extreme, the influence of ATRAC is
at its greatest when the bit-pool is
'saturated' with data, a condition that
causes its response to cut abruptly above
14.94kHz ( 2) regardless of the recording
level. Clearly, Sony's claim for a 5Hz-

'input data' was passed to both ATRAC
and PASC recorders, employing a
composite of broadband noise at - 60dB
(6), a 500Hz-10kHz sweep at - 3dB ( 7)
and acontinuous 20kHz tone at -20dB (8)
— sufficient to swamp the ` bit- pool' of
both systems.
In Fig 4 Philips' PASC encoder retains
the two high-level signals ( 7) and (8) but
removes adjacent, lower- level signals (9)
and ( 10) that — according to its psychoacoustical algorithms — are subjectively
`masked' and therefore normally inaudible.
Viewing this information from another
angle in Fig 5 reveals how the degree of
data reduction ( 9) is linked to the
frequency of the most prominent signal (7)
as its passes through each of the 32,

Fig 5

Fig 4
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20kHz response (± 0.5dB) only holds true
under ideal conditions. In practice, its
response will lie somewhere between the
two extremes represented above.
In Fig 2 we see that the jitter test also
poses a unique problem for ATRAC
because one of the main test signals lies at
11.025kHz ( 3), exactly one- quarter the
44.1kHz sample rate and at apoint midway between the middle and high
frequency sub-bands. This prompts aburst
of sidebands at 86Hz intervals (4)
(indicating the 11.6msec block has been
selected) in a ' masking curve' ( 5) that
extends out from the coded signal ( 3).
Treated as jitter, the peak-to-peak value of
these sidebands would approach 15000ps
approximately 100- times higher than a
decent CD player and more than sufficient
to severely tax the solidity of stereo images.
Starting with Fig 3 the 3D plots
demonstrate the different psycho-acoustical
priorities adopted by Sony's ATRAC
(MD) and Philips' PASC ( DCC)
technologies for data reduction. The same
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linearly-spaced sub-bands used by PASC.
Note also the ' ribbing' effect ( 11) this
causes.
Fig 6 shows how Sony's ATRAC
evidently adopts avery different approach,
retaining all of the main sweep ( 7) and
adjacent, lower- level signals ( 6) but
eliminating any information lying beyond
18kHz ( 12) — including the bold 20kHz
tone! The only additive distortion present
comes in the form of a mild sampling
image ( 13) though the high-cut probably
explains the loss of ' air' and treble purity
detected upon recording.
So PASC and ATRAC are two very
different sledgehammers designed to crack
the same nut.

CONCLUSION
Sony's contention that the sound of
MiniDisc is ' comparable to CD' may be
atrifle optimistic yet, by the same token,
the penalty •exacted by areduction in data
density of 80% is far from devastating.
Some compromise is manifest in the sense
of stereo depth and focus, of transparency
and subtlety, especially through the upper
octaves of arecording.
Yet its overall performance is still far more
palatable than the thin, often aggressive and
fatiguing sound offered by unsympathetic
budget CD players. Furthermore, the slick
operation and advanced editing options
available on the MDS-JA3ES also serve to
make competing DAT players look — if not
sound — distinctly behind the times. A great
piece of kit and ideal for the gadget-hungry
audiophile who thinks he already has
everything.
SUPPLIER
Sony UK Lui, The Heights, Brooklands,
Weybridge, Surrey, K7'13 OXW
Tel: 01932 816000
Fax: 01932 817000

Fig 6
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RUBY POWER
A

mplifiers intended for studio
and music amplification are
often built differently from
domestic designs. In the professional
arena sound quality doesn't always
come at the top of the list of
essential attributes [see box].
Retailing at £ 995, the Ruby
amplifier by Chameleon (abrand of
Malcolm Hill Associates) fulfils many
of the professional amp's criteria.
Power delivery is undoubtedly high
at a claimed 200W/ch-plus into 8
ohms, both channels driven. It
comes in a low profile case just
45mm high with modular 'plug -in'
build and comprehensive protection,
and claims to be well heatsinked via
the two alloy extrusions with their
deep ' V' shape increasing the
emissive area and encouraging some
air flow. However, on the domestic
version reviewed here, the heatsinks
are designed for domestic duty and
not for continuous high power drive.
Unlike
much
professional
equipment, the Ruby is a stylish
product with an excellent silver grey
brushed alloy finish intended to
appeal to the domestic consumer. It
weighs 8kg. The blurb described the
extensive use of other Chameleon
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power amplifier variants (some 20 in
all) in many pro applications, these
noted for their sound quality. With
the Ruby, Chameleon's performance
is brought into the ` audiophile' hi-fi
sector, this project masterminded by
the distributor, Michael Stevens and
Partners.
Good load drive is claimed though
no peak current limits are quoted. A
check with the designer indicated
that it would just begin to limit on
2 ohm resistive loading or at
approximately 20A peak.
Short term output is 335+335W
into 4 ohms. Both balanced and
unbalanced inputs are catered for,
while the speaker output is on goldplated five-way binding sockets,
which present including 4mm
sockets. The input voltage rating is
115V or 230V AC.
There is a front- panel on/off
switch with relay controlled muting.
Five
LED
indicators
show
respectively power on, the presence
of an audio signal in each channel
and whether each of the channels
has been driven to peak. Mains input
is via adetachable IEC cable, and
the speaker ground can be switched
to chassis/mains ground or ground

The Ruby is
a stylish
product with
an excellent
brushed alloy
finish intended
to appeal to
the domestic
consumer

lifted as required, this facility fixing
hum loops in some systems without
prejudice to electrical safety.

TECHNOLOGY
This amplifier uses an efficient low
profile toroidal mains transformer, a
close fit in view of the better-than400VA which this amplifier is
capable of delivering. One dual rail
supply,
two
10,000e
BHC
capacitors, serves the two

Ce

channels. The output stages
are bi-polar with a total of
4 k
-.4b‘
four closely matched high
Jw
power high frequency RET
(ring emitter) transistors per
channel. A further two RETs
serve as drivers, while the
heatsink temperature and bias
level is monitored by a thermal
diode. This amplifier is direct
coupled, Class A/B complementary,
collector-coupled. Amplification and
SUPPLIER
driver requirements are delivered by
Michael Stevens
an amplifying section using aquad
& Partners,
Invicta Works,
op amp, the LF347, which is based
Elliott Road,
on the ubiquitous LF353. Aside
Bromley,
from amplification these also serve
Kent
for monitoring and comparator
BR2 9NT
duties. In fact, there is barely a
Tel: 0181
460 7299
discrete transistor in sight; input
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tailoring (balanced and normal drive)
is via low noise 5534 op amp chips.
A total of five circuit boards are used
with a fair stack of plug-in inter
connecting harnesses. Icounted four
internal fuses plus three standard relays.
Replacing fuses should be easy after
the top cover is removed, though it is
complicated by the non-captive channel
nuts in the extrusion. Some fiddling is
required to realign them for reassembly.
The build quality is essentially
good but there are no obvious signs
of audiophile practice such as
polypropylene decoupling, selected
ICs, special reservoirs or dual mono
build. In all fairness, and given the
healthy power specification for the
price, one wouldn't really expect to
see them here.

SOUND QUALITY
References included Naim NAP250,
Meridian 605, Musical Fidelity
A1000, Exposure XX, an Audio
Research VTM120 and ConradJohnson MV55. Pre- amplification
(balanced and unbalanced) included
an Audio Research LS22, a Krell
KPS20i/I (which is also aCD player)
and a Conrad-Johnson PV10a.
Speakers ranged from an Epos ES11
to Quad 63s, the NHT 3.3 and
Wilson WITT.
Used for several days and well
warmed up ( typically 20 minutes
from switch on), the Ruby was
auditioned over awide power range.
It was certainly a large amplifier in
power terms and comfortably drove
the test speakers to genuinely high
sound levels. In particular. the NHT
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
For professional amplifiers the
primary concern is reliability,
based on conservative design,
good heat sinking, a well
toleranced and high quality build,
plus effective protection systems.
If a studio amp fails then quick
service turnaround is essential
preferably by exchanging an easily
accessed plug-in module.
Studio and rack space is limited
these days when there is so much
equipment to take on board, so pro
amplifiers are often light, low profile
units with a high power-to-weight
ratio. Typically the cases are made
from

light

alloy

and

frequently

lightweight 'transformerless' switch
mode

power

supplies

are

incorporated, so avoiding a heavy
and bulky mains transformer.
As regards the thermal question,
heavy duty amplifiers are generally
fan cooled, and rarely have any real
claims to elegance. Balanced input
working is a must and a healthy
power output is usual, allowing for
the

high

programme

peaks

encountered on live monitoring.
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3.3 could be taken to its 200-300W
peak programme limit and the
combination was free from stress.
Essentially neutral, the Ruby
nonetheless gave amildly lightened
effect, though this wasn't viewed as
false lightness. In fact the mid and
treble were quite sweet and well
balanced; rather, this comment was
prompted by the bass which lacked
something in energy and weight.
Balanced and unbalanced drive
(courtesy of the Audio Research
LS22) gave similar results and it was
felt that some of the dynamic punch
and speed expected from this class in
the bass was not fully expressed by
the Ruby. In fact the dynamics were
considered ' quiet' overall, the sound
tending to arelaxed smoothness.
Stereo images were felt to show
good stage width and very good
focus but image depth was barely
above average. Perhaps in association
the sound was on the dry side, with
asubjective of loss of low level detail
and ambience. Transparency rated
average, this characterisation allied
to a degree of muddle heard on
complex passages. When the going
got tough the Ruby didn't resolve as
much detail as the competition.
Scoring a straight average at 14
points on my usual listening test
scale, and allowing for its ability to
play loud when required, the Ruby
wasn't as fast or as dynamic as the
Naim, nor was it as spacious or as
transparent as the Musical Fidelity,
or as coherent or informative as the
Exposure. It was more powerful than
all those mentioned, but these power
differences represent only afew dB,
aclick or two on the volume control.

CHAMELEON RUBY
LAB REPORT
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While not
thermally rated

S 040

for continuous
duty into a
laboratory 4 ohm
resistor, the Ruby
could stack up
300W peak into

Fig I. Chanh.lcoe huh.:

8 ohms and
350W into 4. It
isn't intended as
a high current
amplifier but
could deal with 2
ohm loads at a
400W level. The
peak current
rating of 26.5A

Fig 2. Chameleon Ruby: high frequency
imennodulation at OdBW

in my view
matches loads
down to 6ohm
nominal with 4
ohms as the
lowest value, if
full output is to
be achieved.
Power bandwidth
was excellent and

Fig 3. Chameleon Ruby: supply modulation
test, an excellent result

the ampler
demonstrated a

fine with virtually

low [Fig 31. DC

wide frequency

no line hum

offset was

response, [Fig 11

content. 1.22V

moderate, 22mV

just 0.5dB down

RMS was needed

left, 28mV right.

at 14Hz and

for full level,

30kHz, and was
better than 10Hz

Similar results

72mV for 1W.
On the supply

were obtained for
balanced and

to 90kHz, -3dB.

intermodulation

unbalanced

It offered

test (213 rated

operation, and the

negligible output

level at 38Hz, 4

common mode

resistance, while

ohm load), there

input rejection was

input impedance

was no evidence of

better than most

was rather low at

50Hz-related

hi-fi amplifiers

CONCLUSION

10k ohms

breakthrough, and

and aligned with

Iwas hopeful that the Chameleon
Ruby
would
meet
audiophile
standards for sound quality as had
been advertised. If it had, the
combination of power and finish
would have put it in the running for
arecommendation, but subjectively
the Ruby didn't quite make the grade.
Undeniably powerful, it is possible that
abypass of the input conditioning,
going direct to the power amp proper
at ahigher impedance, might lift the
performance for domestic (unbalanced
input) use. Iunderstand that Malcolm
Hill Associates will investigate this.
In the lab it delivered a healthy
output into 8 ohms with sufficient
current to deal with a4 ohm system
if not caned. Free air flow round the
case is advised for long term use with
4 ohm speakers. The protection
operated correctly and no other
significant points emerged.
In conclusion, the fundamentals
appear to be in place but the sound
needs further refinement to qualify

(though this may

likewise the overall

good studio

be increased in

distortion level

practice. These

future) and was

was obviously very

were good results.

for recommendation.

thus unsuited to
passive line
controllers.
Distortion was
generally low,
0.015% (- 76dB)
at low and mid
frequencies this
increasing to
0.1% (-60dB)
by 20kHz. Good
results were
obtained for high
frequency
intermodulation
distortion [Fig
21; cruising-level
imennodulation
was betier than
0.005%.
Channel balance
was excellent,
while signal-tonoise ratios were

Test results

Chameleon Ruby

Rated Power 8 ohms

200W; 23.0dBW*

4 ohms

330W; 22.2dBW*

Measured power ( dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 2OkHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
24.4 24.4
23.8
Burst 10ms
25.1
8 ohms
24.5
4 ohms
2 ohms
19.2
Output impedance(ohms)0.023 0.023 0.048
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -76
-74 -60
-78 -60
At OdBW 8 ohms -78
76 -60
Channel separation(dB)
90
Intermodulation distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated - 72dB OdBW -87dB
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2pF
2m sec pulse + 26.5A
26A
signal-to-noise (
full gain) rel OdBW tel full level
22Hz-22kHz
82dB -105dB
CCIR 1K wtd
80dB - 103dB
Channel balance . 03dB
Input impedance
10K ohm
Input sensitivity
72mV IHF, OdBW
1.22V for programme clip
DC offset. L/R
22mV/28mV
Frequency response -0.5dB 14Hz to 30kHz;
-3dB < 10Hz to 90kHz
Dimensions, ( whd)
438x45x305mm
Typical price (
inc VAT) £995
'where Od8w .2.83V. or 1W/8ohms
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At Rogers we belieLe the vital organ of aloudspeaker is the crossover
The

1.,f
ie
blood of any loudspeaker, no matter how good, is dependent on the crossover.
Rogers crossovers are designed to provide maximum signal transmission,
minimal loss and distortion-free operation.

At Rogers ive use only the best materialsfor our hand-crafted crossover units -from t
h
e
hard- wired oxygen free cables to thefinest grade hand- wound copper coils.
That is why the BBC and top recording studios all over the world use Rogers
speakers as their sound reference, because they know that after 50 years
ofpure music - every Rogers loudspeaker has aheart ofgold.

Rogers
BRITIS4 HIGH FIDELITY
ROGERS INTERNATIONAL ( 1.11:

I
ImrrED -

Unit 3, 310 L'onunomide Last, Mitcham, Sum.? CR411-iX

IL: 0181 640 2172. In 0181 683 9496.

gloot ,
4Lyngerinter-33in-uk.net.

Pictured above: 0.F.C. hard-wired. hand- bask crossover from Rogers. ( 1.3 Iloudspeakers r.r.p. LISO per pair)
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Data from
the digital
BNC or
Toslink inputs
is feed to
aCrystal
GS8412 input
receiver and
then to the
HDCD chip

SUPPLIER
Path Premier
Desborough
Industrial Park,
Desborough Park
Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494
441 736

A

udio
Alchemy
has
developed something of a
reputation with its Digital
Decoding Engines, or DACs to you
and I. The company's declared aim
is
to
bring high
technology
ingredients to customers at low
prices, though at £ 900 in the UK,
the Digital Decoding Engine v3.0 i,
hardly cheap. However, that price
does include the Audio Alchemy
Power Station Three power supply
(a cheaper option is the Power
Station Four; aDDE v3.0 partnered
with this sets you back only £7001.
But perhaps more importantly, the
chips in this DAC are generally the
very sanie ones found in other, much
more expensive, US originated
products and it is billed by importers
Path Premier as the cheapest DAC
yet to employ the Pacific Microsonics
High Definition CD ( HDCD) 8times oversampling chip.
This
includes two filters, one for standard
CDs and one for HDCDs: both
employ
dither,
claims Audio
Alchemy, to improve sound quality.
One reason this chip was used,
says Path, is because the digital filter
delivers better sound when playing
conventional CDs. A product of
oversampling is long digital numbers
and ;he Pacific chip can apparently
decode 24 bits without truncation
(truncation causes errors, adding
noise and distortion). The chip can
also attenuate the signal digitally for
remote volume control. An optional
Intel 87C51 micro- controller is
required for this. The review sample
did not include the 87C51, but the
chunky RW-1 infra-red handset used
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purely passive filter sandwiched
between two discrete buffers per
Audio Alchemy's Digital channel in dual-mono configuration.
The Digital Decoding Engine v3.0
comes in a small rather plain but
Decoding Engine claims business-like package with abrushed
black anodised extruded aluminium
to be the cheapest DAC
front panel bearing white-painted
legends. Manual selection of inputs
yet to offer the major
is by asingle push-button to the left
and is indicated by three adjacent
LEDs, one for the BNC coaxial one
innovation of HDCD
for the optical and one for Audio
Alchemy's own proprietary I2S bus.
capability
Three LEDs indicate muting and
volume. In the centre sits the IR
by DAVID BERRIMAN
remote window. To the right, three
status LEDs indicate data lock and
the presence of the pre- emphasis or
can still select inputs and mute.
HDCD ` flags' on the CD.
Data from the digital BNC or
Finally, to the far right is aphase
Toslink inputs is feed to a Crystal invert button with two indicator
GS8412 input receiver and then to LEDs ( achieved digitally). Inputs
the HDCD chip. (The I2S data
and outputs at the rear include
provided by their own transports is sturdy PCB mounted gold-plated
simply buffered by a high-speed
RCA phono analogue outputs,
gate). Output of the HDCD chip
similar BNC digital input (SPDIF)
feeds a pair ( one per channel) of and output sockets, plus the Toslink
Analogue Devices AD1862 20-bit
optical ( EIAJ) input, the 5pin I2S
Digital to Analogue ladder- type digital input bus and asix-pin DIN
decoder ICs. Each have four stable socket to take DC from the separate
voltage reference sources mounted power supply.
close up on the PCB, precision
It may be small outside, but the
trimming of which is claimed to give DDE v3.0 is simply packed full with
accuracy within ldB down to - 110dB.
conventionally mounted components
The currents from the DAC are then
(not asurface-mount in sight). One
added to form the required voltage wonders how any more parts could
signal in adiscrete FET current-to- have been fitted on to the one
voltage converter. Then follows a double-sided PCB. In addition to
pair of passive integrators, hybrid
the eight voltage regulators for the
class A complementary output stages
DAC chips, there's an LM 34
utlising apair of Analogue Devices regulator at the power supply input
OP176 amplifier ICs, followed by a plus another five regulators on board

The third version of
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Up to 50% Off!
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and two op-amp ` amplified zenners'
which create very low impedance
supplies for the audio output ICs. In
all, that's 16 regulated supplies!
Path Premier sent me the Power
Station Three power supply (asonic
improvement over the cheaper
model, Iwas told). There is no onoff switch on power supply or DAC.
The idea is that they are left powered
up permanently to maintain sound
quality. Nigel Crump, of UK
Distributor Path Premier, warned me
that the DAC takes a long time to
run in and warm up — days rather
than hours (preferably with asignal,
not just plugged in). ' Don't listen
to it until its been running for at
least aday' he said, and he was right.
How do Iknow? because Idid just
what he told me not to do, and thus
auditioned it seemed an audio
disaster! So, Itook heed and left it
running, with digital input provided
non-stop by leaving aCD on repeat.

musically informative and tonally
neutral — arare combination.
Icannot comment meaningfully
on the DAC's HDCD performance
because my one HDCD disc is
hardly a broad cross section, but
results with this were very good
nonetheless.
DPA's Little Bit 3, something of
a reference chez Berriman, may
sound fractionally more explicit and
detailed, and is dynamically more
explosive, with marginally greater
bass weight, but is sharper in the
treble and does not quite give the
same smooth, easy, natural delivery.
Vocals were clearly more realistic
with the DDE v3.0 which has a
presentation both fluid and precise.
Its bass matches the DPA in terms
of depth and definition, which is
some feat, even though the DPA is
marginally the more dramatic and
powerful.
On balance my vote has to go
firmly to the DDE v3.0, for the way
SOUND QUALITY
it combines analysis with natural
After a few days, the Digital
ease, but so it should at three times
Decoding Engine seemed to have the price. At times it was like sitting
well and truly settled in. Now bass
in the control room or concert hall,
had firmed up, developing new
allowing one to hear through to the
depths and definition, vocals had very essence of music making.
improved out of all recognition and
Initial listening was carried out
highs were now smoother and using the OreIle CD- 100, CD player
clearer. The improvements were which makes an excellent and most
dramatic. Whereas on that first
capable transport. Later quite alot
audition the DPA Little Bit 3 was of listening was carried out using a
clearly better at athird of the price, TEAC VRDS-10SE [ see the review
elsewhere in this issue] , all using
now the Audio Alchemy was more
than merely holding its own, it was
Kontak BNC-to-phono 75 ohm
singing and swinging and, overall,
digital cable supplied by Path. The
TEAC firmed up the Audio
sounding better — as it should.
Once warmed fully, the Audio Alchemy's bass, also improving
Alchemy sounded very uncoloured.
definition here and opening out the
It was very adept at reproducing midband, giving a greater sense of
depth and three-dimensionality, while
massed voices convincingly. Bass,
marginally improving
contrary to my original hostile
feelings when not run in, was
treble
focus.
excellent with plenty of body, depth
(The
more
and power, plus the ability to follow enthusiastic
comments
what was being played, due to
excellent definition here. Midrange above
were
and extreme treble were probably its based on the
greatest strengths, exhibiting a listening carried
detailed smoothness (not dullness)
out when using
rarely heard. There was simply no the TEAC with
the second DAC
added harshness or edge and this
helped to reproduce voices, both solo sample).
and massed, with a very natural
sound. It was a very ` non-digital' CONCLUSION
result — almost analogue in its
So, ultimately, did I
enjoy the DDE v3.0?
delivery —and this was with standard
CDs, not HDCD! Also, and most The answer is yes: I
importantly, the Digital Decoding loved it. As it warmed
Engine v3.0 enabled even complex
up,
ran
in
and
and frenetically performed music to improved, Itoo warmed
to its endearing qualities.
be unravelled clearly (once warmed
Ireckon this little pair of
and run in fully of course). So often
aCD player or DAC will simply go black boxes is well worth
auditioning with asuitable
to pieces when presented with
transport, and in a good
anything demanding, but not the
DDE v3.0: it hung on in, keeping system, but not until well
all the strands separated. It was both run-in please.
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AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V3.0
LAB REPORT
Channel balance,
separation,
signal-to-noise,
harmonic and
IM distortions,
frequency
response and deemphasis were all
excellent. The
low-level odd
harmonics [Fig
1] came as a
surprise
considering the
fine subjective
results.
At - 100dB,
the right hand
channel produced
100% distortion.
The left channel
replay level was
highly accurate
down to - 100dB
(within 1
dB to
-90dB and
-1.7dB at
-100dB), while
the right was
4dB high at
-90dB and
-100dB. Audio
Alchemy claims
linearity within
1
dB down to
-110dB, so this
was way out of
spec. The second
sample was
accurate to
within 0.5dB
down to - 100dB
on both channels.
Output level was
3.6V (right
channel). This
allows for
driving power
amps directly
when using
the digital
volume
control.
Overall,
good results
marred
only by
the first
sample's
right-

Fig I.

DDE v3.0:

spectrogram

of lkHz to e

at - 70dB. Note the series of odd harmonics
produced at this level, totalling about -29dB or
3.4% THD, though this is a very low absolute
level. Both channels measured virtually
identically (as did second sample)

Fig 2. DDE v3.0: ¡MD for 19kHz and 20kHz
at - 10dB. The !kHz product is at -83d14 ref
the signal and the 18kHz product is at -87dB.

Fig 3. DDE v3.0: ¡ kHz at - 90dB dithered,
left channel. Mainly second harmonic, which
is 17dB down on fundamental. The second

sample

measured marginally better (-24dB,

left and -2IdB right)
==

Fig 4. DDE v3.0: IkHz at - 100dB dithered
left (best) channel. Second harmonic is I2dB
down. Right channel showed high distortion,
see text. Second sample's left channel had no
harmonics showing at all, excellent, while its
right was identical to Fig 4 (still very good)

channel low-level
error. The odd
harmonics on both
channels, of both
Test results

samples, were
seemingly abenign
characteristic of the
DAC.

Digital Decoding Engine v3.0

20Hz
lidiz
20kliz
Channel balance (dB) 0.09
0.08
0.11
Stereo separation (dB) -92 -92 -84
Distortion ( dB):
THD at OdB
-83
THD at -10dB
-87
THD at -70dB
-29
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB -76
Intermod 19/20kHz. -10dB -86
Frequency response
Left ( dB)
-0.02
0 -0.39
Right (dB)
-0.02
0 -0.36
Signal to noise (dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd »100
De-emphasis (
error in dB)
11diz
5kHz
16kHz
LP
0,0 -0.11, 0.1 -0.37, -0.34
Output level, OdB L/R
3.59/3.62
Error at - 90d8
L/R
0.5/4
Dimensions ! whd, mm) 210x50x150
Typical price (
inc VAT)1900 with Power Station ,
3
f700 with Power Station 4
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G

ood, small valve power
amplifiers aren't cheap!
Witness this nominally 50W
per channel example which costs
almost £ 2000. But then it does
come from aworld famous company
with an enviable track record in this
field stretching right back to the
original Premier models of the early
1980s. While the Premier line
continues today, the more recent
MV models are intended to be
more value conscious.
The MV- 55 has two distinct
precursors. One is the successful
MV-50 [
HFNIRR, May '
86] and the
other the highly commended Premier
11 ( now the Premier
11-A)
[HFNIRR, Jan '
94], also a50 waiter.
Conrad-Johnson suggests it has
managed to distil agood proportion
of the Premier sound into aMV-50,
resulting in a new design, the MV55. This amplifier really becomes a
class act when teamed with its
natural partner, the exemplary
PVIOAL [
HFNIRR, Oct ' 94]. Also
a pure valve product, the ' 10AL and
retails for £995 ( the PVIOA is the
same amp but includes an m- c

Sufficiently
crisp to drive
agood beat,
this amplifier
also had a
degree of
harmony which
encouraged
longer term
listening

SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
Ham,
Surrey
TWIO 7QT
Tel: 0181
948 4153

phono stage for £ 1295). This unit
has also benefited from a recent
revision and now has better casework
and serviceability.
So Conrad-Johnson now offers a
creditable entry level step into
audiophile territory with this pre/power combination costing around
£3000. Nicely presented, much in
the style of the Premier 11, the MV55 has an anodised alloy fascia tinted
in pale gold with a sturdy on/off
rocker switch. Supplied ready-wired
for an 8 ohm match, the amplifier
may be fairly easily adapted to 4
ohm operation for more ' difficult'
speakers, provided that they are
sufficiently sensitive to operate well
on alevel equivalent to 30W into 8
ohms. The Yamaha NS1000 and
some recent JBLs come to mind.
The MV55's output stage may be
rewired to offer triode connected
operation [see box]. Conrad-Johnson
supplies a protective cover as
standard
for
this
amplifier.
Decoupled on rubber bushes, this is
fixed with quick release screws
making valve changing easy. On
replacement of these relatively

GLOWING

inexpensive tubes, calibration is
straightforward, the adjusters being
easily accessible with the insulated
tool supplied. Each output valve has
its own LED bias indicator.
Input is single ended via gold
plated phono sockets, while output
is taken via five way gold plated
binding posts. The US colourway
mains cord (green is earth, white
neutral, and black live) is captive.
Output protection is via internal
fuses while the inherent self limiting
nature of valve output stages makes
them relatively foolproof.

SOUND QUALITY
For this series of auditions,
reference amplifiers included the
Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim
NAP250, Meridian 605, Krell
KAS -2 and
Audio
Research
VT150SE. Test speakers were
mainly the Spendor SP2-2, Quad
ESL63, Monitor Audio Studio 50
and Wilson WITT.
Pre- amps
included the well matched ConradJohnson PVIO, Audio Research LS7
and LS22, plus the Audio Synthesis
Passion. CD sources comprised the

REPORT

An affordable
new power amp from
Conrad-Johnson is
always good news.
And the MV- 55 is
all- tube as well
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

elpziuracir

'10.kuso
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PENTODE VERSUS TRIODE
As with all current and

LAB REPORT

even some earlier

Rated al 45W,

C1 amplifiers. the

30Hz to 15kHz,

MV55 may be

for a maximum

rewired to offer the

of I% distortion,

option of triode

the 55 almost

connected

met this criterion

operation, albeit at

over a wider

a lower power

20Hz to 20kHz

level ( 25W for the

bandwidth;

MV55). instead of
the standard

peaked at

Same critical

listeners may find the sourd is even tweeter and
more natural in triode connected moue and will no': worry
over the small drop in maximum loudness that results.
While some critics get involved in try ng out alternative output valves. I
choose to leave what C1 had installed,

J. Courad-johnsou .
111."5.5: harmonic
distortion at 2001k. Mild 3rd harmonic.

midband power

ultra licer,r'

beam tetrode mode

CONRAD-JOHNSON MV55

he Sovtek EL34. one pair per

channel. These have been used in amplifiers from 25 to 70W per channel and
the 50W of the MV55 is a fair comprcmise for ultra- linear operation.

17.5dBW or
55W. Flat ow
into 4 ohms it
could produce
70W at ! kHz
showing that it is
quite load
tolerant for a

Fig 2. Conrad-johnson MV55: high
frequency intermodulation

valve design. For

OreIle DAC fed from a Marantz
CD80 operating as atransport, plus
aKrell KPS20i/L. Disc input was via
aLinn LP12 Lingo/Nairn Aro/Koetsu
RSII.
Once settled, in the MV55 showed
signs of athoroughbred performance.
It had avital, lively sound, involving
and
communicative
yet
not
overbearing or aggressive. It was
unmistakably vacuum tube in its
tonally neutral midrange and airy
sweet treble, as well as in its easy
transparency. Sufficiently crisp to
drive a good beat, it also had a
degree of harmony which encouraged
longer term listening free of fatigue.
I found the MV55 to be well
balanced over the entire frequency

range. While very high sound levels
might not be possible, on the other
hand the overall quality was well up
to scratch, helping even the WITTs
to read the programme well, on both
classical und rock.
In the bass it proved articulate,
tuneful and well paced. Through the
mid it was focused, correctly
'present' and nicely dynamic, while
up in the treble it was clear,
transparent and virtually free from
grain or audible distortion. Stereo
images were wide and deep, sharply
focused and very stable. Very good
ambience was apparent.
Taken overall, it was clear that the
MV55 was in fact an audiophile
grade design fit to keep company
with the Premier 11. On my usual
subjective listening scale Iawarded
it the very high merit score ( for the
price) cf 23.

its rated output
and noting its
aurally kind
overload
characteristic, the
peak current
available was
fine at just over
8A peak to peak.
It also had a

Fig 3. Conrad-Johnson Al V55: square wave
response MV55 at ! kHz, 8ohm plus 2pF.
Fast risaime though with some ringing.

moderate output

bettered 90dB at

level so passive

impedance of

low and mid

controllers will find

close on 0.4

frequencies and

this amplifier a

ohms, this a

was still fine at

good match.

respectable

20kHz, reading

No mechanical

damping factor of

70dB. Signal to

transformer hum
was heard in

20 for 8 ohm

noise ratios were

loads, so its

impressive with

nonnal use in

sound should be

very low hum and

quiet surroundings.

quite consistent

hiss levels.

with a variety of
loudspeakers.
Distortion is

Good stability was

The input was

also observed with

easy to drive, 97k

complex loadings,

ohm with a mild

but it may be less

low harmonic

100pF of parallel

suited to the more

CONCLUSION

order and

capacitance. An

awkward

This well designed amplifier gave
a solid performance on the test
bench. Bandwidth was very good
and all relevant noise levels were
fine; distortion was both moderate
and low order and yet the output
was usefully load tolerant and will
match
a good
range
of
loudspeakers. Build quality was
high, as was the finish, and in
conjunction with the easy user
adjustment for output tube bias
and matching, the MV55 should
enjoy along operating life.
The
sound
quality
was
exceptionally
fine,
it
has
succeeding in making close
approach to the remarkable
Premier 11, and this marks it
out as one of the world's finest
for its price and power level.
This
well
balanced
and
versatile thermionic amplifier
has
my
enthusiastic
recommendation.

decreases rapidly

input of 0.7IV

electrostatic

at lower power

sufficed for full

speakers [Fig 3].

levels; for
exantple, at a

Test results

cruising IW

Rated Power 8 ohms

45W:16.5dBW*

4 ohms

45W:13.5dBW

power level ¡Fig
11, typical for

Conrad-Johnson MV55

Channel

Measured power (
dBW) 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
16.5 17.5
16.5
Continuous 4ohms both
13.1
15
13.2
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
18
4 ohms
16
2 ohms
12
Output impedance ohms) 0.4 0.42
0.4
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -40 -42 -40
At OdBW 8 ohms
-68 -65 -50
Channel separatIon(dB)
790
790
70
intermodulation distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -46d8 Od8W -53dB
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2pF
2ru sec pulse +4.25A -4.25A
Signal-to-noise (full gain) rel OdBW rel full level
22Hz-22kHz -70dB -96dB
'A' wtd
-82dB -104dB
Channel balance
0.02dB
Input impedance
97K ohm
100pF
Input sensitivity
100mV IHF, OdBW
0.71V for programme clip
Frequency response
-0.5dB 4.1Hz to 50kHz;
-3dB 3.5Hz to 62kHz
Dimensions, (whd)
448x178x317mm
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
£2000

separation

'where Oew =2.83V. or 1W/8ohms

fairly loud music
replay, the low
and mid
frequency
distortion fell to
0.05%, -66dB,
and held to 0.3%
at 20kHz. High
frequency
intermodulation
was 0.5% by
15dBW IFig 21,
while at 1watt it
measured 0.2%
and was of little
aural importance.
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When 30W is no longer
enough: Moth's slimline
Thirty Series bursts out
with 60W stereo and
100W monoblock power
amplifiers

by ALVIN

GOLD

EXPLOSION
The Moth
Thirty Series
amplifiers are
excellent
examples of
synergy in
action, with
several quite
distinct design
strands
coming
together to
produce a
distinctive
and fully
rounded
product line

SUPPLIER
Moth Group
10 Dane Lane
Wilstead, Bedford
MK45 3HT
Tel: (01234)
741 152

L

et's be frank. Most amplifiers
have certain key points in
common. Either they are too
technical to fit easily into astandard
Euroliving room, or they just look
boring. Those that do take a little
extra care over presentation often
underachieve with music, which
leaves the buyer who wants style and
substance stuck somewhere between
arock and ahard place.
The Moth Thirty Series amplifiers
are not glamorous, expensive looking
or decorated with shiny bits. They
are just easy on the eye, but without
the usual technical compromises
involved when looks take top billing.
The idea was not so much to
appease the non- audiophile ( the
Bang & Olufsen approach) as to
appeal to the audiophile's partner
(read wife or girlfriend), who has an
equal say in the buying decisions, or
at least the power of ultimate veto.
Look at how this has been
achieved.
Each of the Moth
components is built into an alloy
extrusion with a black, textured
powder coat finish, with overhanging
rears to shroud the audio and power
plugs. The solid timber fronts are
available in a wide variety of
woodland flavours. Power switches
are fitted to the back of each

component, the units being low heat
dissipation designs which can be left
permanently on (not very green I
know...), but most Moth systems
only need a single power switch,
multi-unit amplifiers being powered
via captive low voltage leads
terminated in XLR connectors.
So how does the system set out to
appeal to the audiophile? Well, it was
the work of Stan Curtis (now head
of Wharfedale), who has designed
more amplifiers and CD players that
most of us can shake astick at. It is
always dangerous to try and pigeonhole designers, but there are some
grounds for saying that Stan does
not subscribe to the proposition that
amplifier sound quality is determined
by the use of fashionable, high cost
components with fancy European
names. His circuit topologies have
frequently been quite innovative, but
for this series there was aconscious
decision to withdraw from anything
overtly tricky or leading edge, mostly
to ensure good reliability. However,
there has been some later tweaking
by the Mod Squad, who prescribed
that mains and earth lines should be
switched symmetrically, internal cable
positioning and spacing changed to
accord with their ideas, and the amp
respecified
with
solid
core

silver/copper alloy PTFE covered
cables and high quality switching.
Designing the system as amodular
one
has
some
profound
consequences. It means the customer
can specify an amplifier that is very
close to his or her requirements, or
start with a lower spec unit, and
upgrade as funds allow. From the
technical point of view, it means that
the nasty mains stuff and the power
transformers can be kept well away
from the circuits they feed.
The Moth range includes a £320
30W integrated line amplifier, which
with remarkable pragmatism is
known as the Moth Integrated Line
Amplifier. The bulk of the range,
however, consists of modular line
and
phono/line
pre- amplifiers
(including a passive unit), phono
stepups, mono and stereo power
amplifiers and matching power
supplies. We have chosen to look at
two
of
the
most
popular
configurations (see below) combining
on the active line pre-amplifier with
two different power amplifiers, which
sell at £ 98 (2 x 60W) and £ 1228
(2 x 100W) complete.
The functional elements could not
be simpler. There are four phonobased line inputs and two biwire
speaker outputs in each case, plus a
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valve amps, few of which share the
Moths precision and vitality, still less
the dynamics.
In some ways the most telling
results of all however came from a
couple of high octane recordings in
the DGG's 4D series, one of
Bartok's Sonata for Two Pianos and
Percussion, the other Stravinsky's
Firebird. The 100W Moth pulled the
Firebird's rabbit from the hat in
spectacular fashion, with a
large, enveloping acoustic, a
tremendous
tonal
and
dynamic range and a
freedom from contrived or
mechanical sound. The
same ripeness, allied to a
well focused percussive
quality,
was
equally
apparent in the Bartok
which was genuinely
exciting when played by
this combination.
Prior experience of
earlier models in the
range ( the original
SOUND QUALITY
30W unit especially)
On audition, the Moth amplifiers
scored two resounding hits and one was of adesign voiced
slightly more muted hit, from the to sound light, open
and full of joi de vivre.
100W monoblocks, the pre-amp and
100W
Moth
the 60W stereo amps respectively. I The
encapsulates just these
started this test using the amps with
Heybrook Heylo speakers, which
qualities in a larger and
sounded
full
and
meaty — more potent and dynamic form. The
surprisingly so for a genuinely 60W version should have been much
compact floor-stander — but the same on aslightly smaller scale,
ultimately alittle too warm and laid but somehow it managed to be a
back to make the best of one of the little less interesting, and ultimately
Moths' greatest strengths, their more forgettable. The only tangible
difference Icould identify between
considerable resolution power.
the two was in the way they
A switch to the Spendor SP3/1
generated astereo soundstage. The
restored full service. The bass did
start by sounding rather under- larger 100W amplifier produced a
nourished and unresponsive unless generously proportioned soundstage,
the speakers were positioned to take which enveloped the listening
advantage of boundary loading, but position, and gave unusually explicit
grew both in extension and in stature separation between instruments. The
as the speaker was run in (the amp smaller amplifier was satisfactory but
alittle flatter and less distinguished.
needed little or no running in,
though mine may have been used The differences presumably relate to
previously); and at the end of the the designs of the two external power
because
the
power
day system balance was effectively supplies,
amplifiers differ only in that the
neutral. However, bass isn't the
strength of the Spendor, whose chief larger model has a doubled up
raison d'être is its exquisitely refined complement of output bipolars.
Although much of the credit must
midband. This is what the best
go to the Spendors and the CD
Spendors have been about since the
days of the BC1, given the right kind player, aThule CD100 [see systems
of backup from the rest of the system.
review in this issue], the amplifier
And the 100W Moth combination plays afull part. The sound collapsed
provided precisely the right kind of alarmingly when Itried switching to
backing for the SP3.1, and the music some lesser designs, which I'll leave
unnamed because they cost a little
really did spring to life. Even the
orgasmic finale from Saint-Saëns'
less than the Moth.
Even the smaller 60W Moth
Organ
symphony [ the
James
Levine/Berlin Philharmonic version model sounded just alittle strained
on DGG] saw the organ passages with these works, lacking the positive
outgoing quality of the larger amp.
being reproduced at full throttle
without any audible impact on, or It also seemed to lack the sweetness
modulation of the midband, yet with of the larger model, asurprise to me,
the kind of ripe and glowing string and perhaps to Moth, who regard
sound more often associated with
this as the special property of the

tape circuit with tape monitoring.
Tape circuitry is wired using aDIN
sockets — there is simply no room
left
for another four phono
connectors which would be needed
otherwise. All socketry is of high
quality, and there are no bent tin
flexi-panels. Front panel features are
limited to a tiny power indicator
LED, an equally tiny tape monitor
switch, aselector switch (both rather
stiff) and avolume control, which is
a little too close to the selector for
comfort, and which is geared so that
the range from squeak to roar is
cramped into the first 30- odd
degrees of control rotation. The
power amps have no twiddly bits at
all. The smaller ( 60W) amplifier
occupies two modules, one stereo
power amplifier and one power
supply. The larger ( 100W) is athree
box power amp, consisting of a
single power supply and two
monoblock power stages.
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EQUIPMENT
Moth Thirty
Series
Active Line Stage
(100VA)
pre-amplifier
.049 (2boxes)
60W Stereo
Power Amplifiers
£549 (2boxes)
100W Monoblock
Power Amplifiers
,C879 (3boxes)
[100W power
amps and PSU
each measure
151x54x344mm
(whd); all other
units measure
101x54x344mm
(whd)J

smaller model. Build quality
appears to be good, and there
is no reason why the Moth
amplifier should prove anything
less than reliable. Nevertheless,
late in the day, Iwas told that that
another magazine recently tested a
power amp which the distributor
believes has a shot power supply
regulation stage (the measurements
apparently showed a high level of
harmonic distortion and a 50%
power surfeit). Bear this in mind,
especially if comparing reviews.
The modular nature of the system
means you can more or less design
your own amplifier á la carte, with
the number and type of inputs you
want, and there is considerable
upgrade potential, both within the
range, and by adding on ` foreign'
pre- or power amplifiers. It is
possible to build a fairly complex
system by combining various Moth
monoblock power amps, line and
phono modules and power supplies,
which results in (to use awell worn
Spitting
Imageism)
a
not
inconsiderable number of boxes. At
least from the aesthetic and value for
money viewpoints, the Thirty Series
electronics are at their most
persuasive in some of their simpler
guises. That is my only real caveat
about what, in its 100W version
especially, is one of the most
musically capable and understated,
yet least glamorous amplifiers it is
possible to imagine.
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CONCERTINO

GRAND

Italy's famous speaker maker
Sonus Faber has created an affordable
small speaker with a big sound
by KEN KESSLER

D

ownsizing's effects on public
perceptions remain unpredictable, and there will
always be a point below which a
manufacturer should not go. Just ask
Porsche what happened when it
marketed the affordable, VW-based
914: it was a great vehicle, but
snobbish Porsche owners couldn't
cope with poor folks flaunting the
same badges. Si) what will happen
to Sonus Faber's credibility after its
bid for ashce of mass-market action?
Not a lot, actually. If anything,
audiophiles in that grey area between
.`poverty* and the ' middle market'
will start kneeling and praying
toward northern Italy. As in the past,
the company has been so careful and
clever that the new Concertino can
only enhance its reputation. They've
priced it just above ' throwaway',
because in some people's books,
£590 per pair is still a fortune.
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Affordable, yes. Cheap? No.
For its glorious Italian woodwork,
totally ` musical' performance, highend
cred
for
namedroppers,
stupendous build quality, styling to
satisfy even the most aggravating of
spouses, the Concertino is a little
miracle. And alot of it is down to a
new cabinet construction method
which can be traced, if circuitously,
to the flagship Extrema.
If you were brave enough to rip
one apart, or — better still — read
the brochure, you'd find that the
Extrema was made up of crosssectional slices bonded together and
then sealed by its side panels. It's as
far removed as it can be from the
slice'n'dice, V-grooved CAD/CAM
box-building methodology used to
make the easy- to-glue- together,
veneered apple crates sold to the
peasantry [see box].
The speakers' snugly-fitting grilles

Whatever
reservations
Ihave about
the Concertino's
mildly raw
behaviour, it
certainly
proved to be
more fur
than any
mid- priced
speaker
Ican recall

are cloth, on rigid frames and fitted
with a metal badges. There are (in
these preCE samples, at least) goldplated multi-way binding posts for
bi-wiring, while underneath there are
screw sockets to lock the Concertinos
to the dedicated, 28m stands. (These
were not available during the review
period, so listening was undertaken
with Foundation stands and loads of
Blu-Tak, with Shakti Stones on top.)
Profiled like the Extrema, the
Concertino is just angular enough to
stand out from the crowd, with the
bottom horizontal, and the back and
sides vertical, but with the front and
sloping
back
slightly.
Unlike
Extrema, the Concertino will not
elicit lore/hate responses. Everyone
who's seen them adores them.
Think about it: you get two
luscious slabs of Italian walnut, held
in place by brass bolts, flanking a
leather-clad main cabinet. Top, back,
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bottom and baffle of the 10 litre
enclosure wear the black, grained
hides used on other Sonus Fabers,
and the two-tone effect further
reinforces the family resemblance to
Extrema rather than Minima/Elector.
Concertino reeks of luxury.
So how did Sonus Faber do it?
Surely the cabinet construction
method alone is not enough to
enable them so sell so much for so
little. The 20mm silk dome,
ferrofluid-cooled tweeter and 140mm
treated
polypropylene
cone
subwoofer may not bear the same
price tags as Esotar tweeters and the
like, but they can't have reduced the
parts cost all that much. The
acoustical first- order crossover is
simpler than the beast in the
Extrema, but the parts are still
carefully selected and not of the
`cheap'n'nasty' variety. And you even
get magnetic shielding, so the
Concertinos can be positioned near
television monitors without inflicting
purple haze. I'm forced to concede
that I just don't know how the
company did it.
But let's not cancel our orders for
Minimas or Minuettos, guys. The
Concertino does not affect the
pecking order one bit, something
which the company has been careful
to maintain. While you'll have no
trouble recognising Concertino,
sonically as well as aesthetically, as

be, and it has been developed to
work in low- power home cinema
installations as well as with affordable
audiophile amps. It almost begs to
be driven by vintage tube gear (Quad
Ils can make Concertino sing like
Sinatra) while amps like the
GRAAFiti 5050 and single-ended
triodes such as Unison Research's
Smart 845 simply ice the cake.
Without giving away too much, word
has it that the importer is soon to
introduce an Italian integrated amp
which sells for under £ 00...
Whatever reservations Ihave about
the
Concertino's
mildly
raw
behaviour, it certainly proved to be
more fun than any mid-priced
speaker Ican recall. Leaving aside
the BBC LS3/5A, a niche/cult
product if ever there was one, no
other mini- monitor offers such
balance and competence within
plus/minus £ 100. But stop reading
now if you either (a) can't cope
with aslightly forward top-end or
(b) are unwilling to tame it with
a medium-powered or vintage
tube amplifier. Because Ichose
not to spend too much time
auditioning the Concertino with
amplifiers unlikely to drive it —

what sort of complete lunatic would
match these to apair of 00,000plus Audio Research Reference 600
monoblocks? — you should be aware
that the best results, the most
aproduct of Sonus Faber, it doesn't satisfying performance came from a
Dynaco Stereo 70, aLeak Stereo 20
quite rise to the elegant composure
of the next model up. Concertino and aMarantz PM4, all of which are
sounds like what it is: the baby long out of production.
Still, you mustn't go away thinking
brother, il fratellino. But it's more a
that, like too many affordable purist
baby Extrema than ababy Amator.
Whatever complaints have been loudspeakers, the Concertino only
levelled by the metaphorically deaf works with killer equipment. A little
against the truly brilliant Extrema, it Acurus pre-/power combo performed
remains a champion for speed, for fantastically well with the Italian
speakers, and the results with the
control, for power, for dynamics.
Marantz PM4 suggest that a clean
(Provided, that is, you have
amplifiers dumping wattage by the 25 watts' worth of solid-state power
barrel.) Concertino is to Extrema will serve the Concertino well in
what Dino was to Daytona. It's a normal rooms. Your amp will see a
sane 8ohm load and sensitivity that's
scaled-down version, ayapping pup
rather than a growling hound, and amedium 86dB/1W/lm, which the
it provides perfectly miniaturised horn-blowers would argue is about
8dB short of aparty. To hell with
versions of Extrema characteristics.
'em. Some of us don't bang head
Mercifully, though, it is not the
amp-eater the Extrema is known to and the 86dB sensitivity didn't so
THE INSIDE STORY
Sonus Faber describes the carcass of the Extremas smaller sibling
thus: Concertino features a new cabinet designed to obtain the
maximum control of resonances. The speaker's central body, insulated
with non- resonant material, is sealed by two side walls made of solid
walnut staves. This helps to optimise the harmonic consonance of the
acoustic chamber, with beneficial effects on the speaker's timbre.'
This is one chunky little sucker, just heavy enough at 15kg per pair
to inspire confidence. It's no cigar box rattler like the new generation
of Britboxes which are so insubstantial as to be embarrassing. Nowhere
can you detect the cutting of corners. The 220x320x290mm ( wdh)
Concertino is sold in proper, mirror- imaged pairs, ported at the front to
allow them to be used close to the wall.
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It almost
begs to be
driven by
vintage tube
gear ( Quad Ils
can make
Concertino
sing like
Sinatra) while
amps like
the GRAAFiti
5050 and
single- ended
triodes such
as Unison
Research's
Smart 845
simply ice
the cake

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Rd,
London
SW20 ODE
Tel: 0181947 5047
Fax: 0181879 7962

much as cause the old Quad amps
to sweat. A glance at the spec sheet
shows that the recommended
amplifier rating is 25W- 120W, which
covers a multitude of systems...
including most amplifiers in the
£200-£700 bracket.
As was evident at TOP Audio, the
Concertino can fill a good-sized
room with a large, well-endowed,
deeply three-dimensional soundstage.
My 3.7x6.8m lounge was no
challenge for it, the speakers stuffing
the narrow end with wall-to-wall-toceiling images, the hot seat being 3m
from
the
speaker- line.
The
soundstage boundaries were not as
clearly delineated as with Minima
Amators (let alone Extremas), but
there was an accurate, convincing
sensation of size and scale that was
as good as could be expected for
£1000, let alone £410 less.
Again, it's the joy of small twoway systems, which reconstruct
images with the skill of a cameo
sculptor. Maybe the view wasn't
as transparent as that of the
dearer Sonuses, but just keep
reminding yourself that the
Concertinos cost no more than 50
CDs. What rock fans will adore
and classical music lovers won't
even notice are slam and attack that
suggest robustness, adding to most
performances asense of power and
a lack of restraint unfamiliar to
shoppers at this pricepoint.
Smooth and coherent throughout
the midband, the Concertino could
be thought of as asubstitute for an
LS3/5A if one covets the latter but
requires more level. The bass is
much better than adequate, extended
to the point where control is retained
and tubbiness avoided. Unlike most
small systems, Concertino doesn't
have you begging for a subwoofer;
it's asmall speaker for grown-ups,
satisfying straight out of the box yet
susceptible to tweaking. Or, to put
it another way, the Concertino is an
ideal ' starter system' speaker if the
speakers are the last things you'll
want to upgrade. It's one of the least
expensive introductions yet to the
joys of ` real hi-fi'. ( Oh, and it did
sound
unbelievable
with
the
Reference 600s...)
In case you were wondering about
the name and its lack of any
resemblance to Amator, Electa or
Extrema, ' Concertino' is apainting
by Antonio Bueno which has
fascinated and encouraged Franco
Serblin and his staff for many years.
He describes it as a painting
possessing ' naturalness, simplicity
and harmony.'
As you'll find, the same words
perfectly describe the speaker that
was inspired by the painting.
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hard earned cash and years off your life. Do
you really think it will be any different with
your Arcam?
We can confidently predict that you will
enjoy the top quality sound of your Arcam
Hi -Fi separates for many years to come.
It's asimple enough prediction, when you
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Hi -Fi of the highest quality.
Like any good parent, we ensure that our
little treasures go out into the world with every
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Hi -Fi produced at our Cambridge factory must
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But why deprive yourself, never mind
future generations?
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LOUDSPEAKERS
The NHT 3.3 loudspeaker has
been well received in America for its
novel design. How does it fare
with British ears?
by

MARTIN COLLOMS

recipe for clean, deep bass. A
170mm polymer cone input covers
the lower midrange, accorded its
own 10 litre enclosure. A 100mm
driver is operative for the mid
range decade, back- loaded by a 3
litre
chamber orientated
for
minimal reflections. A phase
corrected 25mm alloy dome
tweeter by Vifa carries the range
beyond 20kHz. Beneath the grille
is avertical absorber strip, helping
direct the acoustic output inwards
at higher frequencies, part of the
energy distribution design.
Heavily built in multiplebraced 25mm MDF, the
enclosure
has
a
low
resonance readout despite its
large panel areas. Quoted
sensitivity is about average at
87dB/W, with a 6 ohm nominal
impedance, minimum 4.3 ohms.
Power input is suggested at 30W
minimum and 230W maximum and
practical matching amplifiers are
likely to be solid state to help
maintain a good grip on that
extended low bass range.

Now HEAR THIS
N

HT ( Now Hear This),
founded by ex-Acoustic
Research (AR) and NAD
speaker designer Ken Kantor, has
operated very nicely thank you in the
States for some years now, where the
established line up includes full home
theatre systems. Although it has
gathered several embarrassingly good
overseas reviews, the fame of the
biggest model, the 3.3, has preceded
availability here in the UK. But all
that has changed thanks to the UK
importers, Sound Department of
Oxford, which also imports Carver
amps. The 18 NHT models are all
available, down to the Superzero
budget compact at £200 apair.
NHT is now an independent
company within the Jensen group,
which also includes AR. While he
has other corporate responsibilities,
Ken still figures strongly on the
NHT design team and the 3.3 is
largely his interpretation of asensibly
engineered, cost effective flagship.
He's succeeded so well that even at
the UK imported price of £ 3500,
the speaker looks impressive.
Kantor realised some personal
targets in this speaker, implementing
two key design aspects. The first is
an extended, even bass achieved
through good design aided by
boundary coupling; the second is a
largely room independent, boundary
independent mid-treble range. This
element of Kantor's philosophy, seen
in the ' Magic' loudspeaker for AR,
involves shaping the directional
response to reduce the influence of
side wall reflections outside the
stereo sound stage.
Taking no chances with the bass
objective, each enclosure has afull
310mm diameter low frequency
driver, a custom-designed, lower
resonance unit of great power
handling and generous extension or
'throw'. An ambitious in- room
response is claimed, down to 23Hz.
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Ultra slim ( 18cm) but very deep (79
cm), the enclosure carries a three
driver line-up on the upper section
of the front panel, angled inward. Of
necessity, the big bass unit is
mounted on the side, facing the
other system, low down near the
back. Just over a metre high, the
review samples, in satin black
laminate, looked rather monolithic,
even aggressive in a normal room
layout. To meet the boundary
requirement, the speaker's back
should be at or fairly close to aclear
back wall, so that the slab- like
enclosure forms a corner with the
bass unit close to its apex. That
enclosure depth brings the upper
part of the system well clear of the
wall, in effect simulating a small
fronted, stand mounted miniature
speaker for the upper range. This is
definitely not the same, visually or
acoustically, as a typical
shallow-profiled wall mounted
speaker such as a Naim SBL.
Likewise this NHT enclosure
eschews the near absolute
boundary coupled philosophy
seen in Roy Allison's work.
With such a narrow enclosure
use of the supplied alloy stabiliser
bars is mandatory, these accepting
good sized alloy cone feet. With an
overall weight of 56kg ( over a
hundredweight!) the speakers bed
firmly enough into the floor.

TECHNOLOGY
As regards the engineering the 3.3 is
afour-way system with bi-wire inputs
(bass and upper range). Crossovers
of 12 and 18dB/oct slopes are set at
100Hz, 320Hz and 3.2kHz, the
hardwired network including some
impedance compensation. The
polymer-coned bass unit is built on
a diecast frame and has an
exceptionally low free-air resonance
of 19Hz, rising only to 30Hz in the
70 litre enclosure volume, aclassic

Taking no
chances with
the bass, each
enclosure has
a full 310mm
diameter
low frequency
driver, a
custom
designed, lower
resonance
unit of great
power
handling

SOUND QUALITY
Ihad heard that the 3.3 benefits
from an extended running-in period,
but fortunately these demonstrators
had been well used. Iinitially tried
the system in my main room which
lacks avirgin plane wall and placed
them near a bay (broad and
shallow, generally not a
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problem). The bass was fine but the
lack of the continuous back wall
resulted in a lumpy, disconnected
upper range which also sounded over

class of programme monitor; such
devices are rare for domestic use. In
character the 3.3 was a touch dry,
well controlled. Dynamics were
good, afeature of well ordered 3and
4 way designs, while its dynamic

bright.
Moving the speakers downstairs to
a more appropriate location sorted range was exceptional. High powers
them out and the lower mid range were handled with ease (tested up to
250W/channel) while its transparency
now operated in a well balanced,
well integrated manner. The back seemed undiminished at low and
wall needs to be relatively clear of high volumes.
Stereo stage width took a little
other objects for the best results and
adjustment on the part of the listener
in reality it becomes a dedicated
sound wall — and this is virtually a since the deliberate discouragement
prerequisite for those considering of side wall ambience gave a
narrower and firmly localised sound
purchase of the 3.3.
stage;this was is very well focused and
Itried arange of amplifiers from
lay precisely between the speakers.
a 50W Musical Fidelity A1000
integrated to aKrell KSA 200S and The listening room also seemed to
found that anumber of good 100W .have less energy and reverberance
rated units did well including the which agreed with the mildly dry
impression for the system as awhole.
Naim NAP250 ( 70+70W). This
Rhythmically it drove pretty well,
speaker did benefit from better
in fact above average for a system
electronics but there need be no
compulsion to overspend here unless with such a good low frequency
extension, but it was not as upbeat
very high levels are required in large
rooms. CD sources ranged from an or rhythmic as aWilson or aSonus
Faber design.
old CD52 feeding an Orelle DA188
Overall Ifound the 3.3 to be an
to the Accuphase DP- 70V. In the
accurate speaker of considerable
main the control unit was aConradaccomplishment.
Johnson PV12, with disc source
provided
by
a Linn
SUPPLIER
CONCLUSION
LP12/Naim
Aro/Koetsu
Sound
I was impressed by the
RSII.
Department,
NHT 3.3. The fundaOnce optimally located
33 Beaumont
mental soundness of its
the NHT 3.3 quickly set
Street,
Oxford
design and engineering
about justifying its fine
OX1 2NP
delivered a sound quality
reputation. Here was abig
TeL: (01865)
that was bang up to date.
sound, awell-proportioned
516 800
The technical performance
central stage of correct
was very good while the design
height and with good image depth.
Perhaps the description 'big' is best
applied to the sense of scale achieved
by this design. It was full-throated

supplied just what the designer
claimed, namely a very wide, flat
response with an at-the- wall

and full-bodied; the bass went really
deep and was genuinely powerful. A
first-rate performance, more than
sufficient for cathedral organ

placement.
Fairly easy to drive, it had an
average sensitivity and offered
excellent response consistency.
Ifelt this speaker could be as close
to perfect as you could wish for if it
had alittle more dynamic expression
and rhythmic drive. As it stands, it
was highly neutral and detailed
showing excellent separation and
articulation of both simple and
complex musical lines. All types
of music were handled with
equal favour.
Its extended, powerful bass
was
exceptional,
a rare

enthusiasts.
Through the lower mid it had the
correct proportion and weight; it
could play really loud without
sounding thin or forced, another very
good sign. In general, the mid range
was notably open and articulate,
neutral and very low in the usual
boxy or wooden colorations.
Percussion transients were crisp,
clean and well differentiated. We
know this tweeter can do afine job
from the test performance of the
Castle Howard [
HFNIRR, April '94]

occurrence indeed. While the
room sound is alittle dry and
and this was also true of its the stereo image narrower
implementation in the NHT. There than usual the performance is
was good sparkle and air (perhaps a consistent and highly focused
little excessive in the last octave) but as intended by the designer.
In my opinion ( and in my
without excess stridency or grain.
Detail is very well resolved in the room setting) this speaker
treble, and for that matter over the wouldn't win a beauty
contest. But its fine overall
whole frequency range with the 3.3.
performance and exceptional
This analytical power and its
overall neutrality and balance (when bass firmly qualifies it for
ideally sited) placed it firmly in the recommendation.
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LAB REPORT
Based on
nearfield
measurement the
bass extended to
26Hz, -6dB;
typically, room
augmentation
may give
effective bass to
20Hz or so.
On axis, the
amplitude
response met tight
limits, +2dB
35Hz to 20kHz.
There was a
touch of treble lift
towards 20kHz,
this partly
countered by
adding the grille.
Given the three
drivers operative
in the 80Hz to
1
kHz range, the
result was
commendably
uniform,
confirming the
skilful system
design. Off-axis,
this speaker also
showed agood
frequency control,
the tight grouping
of response traces
indicative of fine
phase matching
through the
crossover points.
At normal
listening levels
distortion was
under 0.5%, and
the big bass unit
had impressive
linearity at high
power; generous
maximum sound
levels of 105dBA
in room are

Fig I. NHT3.3: reference frequency

response

on floor boundary, with LF correction and
showing effect of the grille (dotted line)

Fig 2. NHT3.3: family of off axis responses,
a very good result

Fig 3. NHT3.3: room-averaged response,
with impedance plotted below, zero ohm
baseline, 2 ohmsldiv

Fig 4. NHT3.3: MLSSA waterfall display
for energy decay, 10dBldiv

possible. Analysed
for energy decay
with time, 1
ms
was sufficient for
awell ordered
33dB of decay, a
good result. The
'waterfall' of
energy decay with
frequency [Fig 4]
was good in the
mid (excellent
in the
treble) but
Test results

showed mild
'overhang' from
the lower
frequency units.
There was aslight
underlying
roughness which
separated this
model from some
of its audiophile
brethren, though
admittedly these
cost far more than
the NHT.
NW 3.3

Dimensions ( hwd. mm)1100x180x790
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-200W
Recommended placement
on floor, against long flat wall
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
40Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at lm 27Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
23Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
87dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
105dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.5/6 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £3500
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REVEI ATIO\
A new British floorstander
defies convention by employing steel
speaker cabinets
by CHRIS BEECHING

R

MS
s

( Reference
Music
Systems)
Revelation
II
peakers have attracted a lot
of interest at several hi-fi shows,
notably the Buxton (and previously
Chesterfield) events organised by
Avondale Audio; and in fact, the
man behind the RMS designs is
Les Wolstenholme of Avondale.
The main difference between
this company's speaker systems
and others is that the cabinet is
made from steel, a material
traditionally shunned because of
some of its ' undesirable'
properties. However, what are
interpreted as undesirable by
some are merely challenges to
others, and this is the
approach RMS has taken.
The other ' innovation'
incorporated
into
the
Revelation's design is that
the stand is in fact an
integral part of the design
and specific to this speaker
— the others in the range each
have their own dedicated stand.
One
of
steel's
most
undesirable qualities is its
ability to ring; exciting asteel
object
of
almost
any
description can eventually
produce anice ringing tone,
whether it be a domestic
piece of cutlery or some
fancy outdoor railings.
However, with
modern
approaches,
this ringing can be
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almost totally annulled. Stress
relieving
and
cabinet
tuning
techniques have made considerable

a semi-gloss powder coating with a
wooden top cap available in avariety
of finishes, and each unit is
impact in loudspeaker design ( and respectably heavy. As arudimentary
on other hi-fi chain components),
test, clouting the speaker at any point
such is the quality and sophistication
(stand or box) produces little more
of the materials now available. These than a dull thud, and the finish
new technologies and practices have resists all attempts at permanent
been exploited to the full in the marking, a light wipe with adamp
Revelation II, which retails at cloth being all that's needed to make
£1887 per pair.
it as good as new. One area where
The distinct benefit of using a I'd expected problems was in corner
metal cabinet is that it is far easier finishing, but here all welded edges
to control or manipulate the are neatly rounded and smoothly
magnetic fields arising from the
contoured leaving no opportunity for
drivers, thus making the speakers
accidental blood spillage. The only
eminently suitable for home theatre danger area concerns the floor spikes,
use, with the ability to
.:.....m.
place them adjacent to
C ,
7••
'
the domestic TV set
-N,‘;\
without
picture
distortion.
)ni)
Similarly, the
stand is a metal
fabrication rigidly
t :44
coupled
through
from the base plate to
the cabinet top by ahightensile
rod,
thus
the
whole
'speaker-to-stand' item is regarded as
one unit. That the stand has an
important vibration-sink function to
perform is obvious from the lack of
vibration in the speaker ' box' itself
when playing at high volumes.

CONSTRUCTION
The custom-manufactured driver
system is rigidly supported by this
metal box-and-stand approach. The
exterior is immaculately finished in

but these are no more of a menace
than on other stand designs.

SOUND QUALITY
Connecting the speakers up to any
system should be easy, as connection
is with 4mm banana sockets, fully
shrouded to comply with the CE
regulations. Partnering amplifiers
ranged from a measly 7W single
ended from the thermionic camp
through to a200 watter for those of
the solid state persuasion. Front ends
ranged from aLinn LP12 (yes, Arkiv
and all) to afully Trichord-modified
Pioneer CD player with the Trichord
DAC and power supply.
Opening with Elide Brooks singing
some
jazz
['Round Midnight,
CTVCD 113] the speakers gave a
good sense of all the soundstaging
and acoustic space you'd be likely to
find.., in astudio. However, as the
album was recorded in astudio, that
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wasn't aproblem. Elkie's voice was
well presented, however, and the
speakers revealed all the subtleties
and nuances that a close-miked
recording should let you hear. The
double bass came across well, too,
having nice weight and depth. But
then, the recording isn't likely to
stretch anything but the cheapest of
midi-systems with its middle-of-theroad material.
Anita Carmichael's ' Come With
Me' [ SAX CD004] is an entirely
different affair, with hard driving
drums and percussion, hard- edged
vocals, and alto sax and trumpet
which really push the boat out. Well,
the 7W amp began to struggle, the
speaker's 87dB efficiency proving just
a little too low for ` realistic' levels,
but with larger solid state muscle in
play the speakers really began to
sing. It's not that they performed any
less well with either atube or solidstate amp, but simply that they
preferred more driving than 7W
could muster. (Who knows what
would have happened with a 50W
tube amp?) Now the speakers were
worth sitting up and listening to. Not
that they weren't before, but now the
music
with
all
its
dynamic
implications was available. When the
bass drum was struck, you got it in
the chest; no mistake.
There's more to music than just
power and bravado though. Ivor
Gurney wrote piano ( and mainly
song) music which, arguably,
equals the craft, sensitivity
and
elusiveness
of
Debussy, or Satie.
Alan
Gravill's
recording on
Gamut
[GAM CD
516, coupling
Gurney with
Elgar] shows
Gurney at his
most lyrical, and
here the transparency of the whole
replay system is of
paramount
importance to capture
and
recreate
the
subtleties and natural
decay of the piano as the
notes die away. The RMS
speakers certainly don't
lack any of this finesse,
clearly
illuminating
the
performance as if is was
happening right in front of
you. Even Gravill's shufflings
and the occasional clash of nail
on key come through with a
naturalness which many an
electrostatic would die for.
Nothing had yet tested the
speaker's ability to resolve both loud
and quiet sounds at the same time,
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though — an important quality if
good musical reproduction was the
aim. Large orchestral works (often
with choir) usually sort out this
aspect well enough, so it was with
some interest that Iput on Rossini's
Stabat Mater. Written more like an
opera to areligious text, the music
exploits the full range of vocal and
instrumental abilities, making huge
demands on the performers. Muti's
account [EMI ASD 4256] is
compelling from the first few bars,
and the music never lessens its grip
right through to the end. In between
is
a performance
of
quite
unimaginable delights and contrasts.
Here the Revelation Ils began to show
a little less finesse, poise and
transparency than on simpler material.
Despite the quality of the recording,
it wasn't always easy to pick out the
inner orchestral parts, or the quieter
voices, particularly when there were
other more dominant lines to the fore.
The additional colour these quieter
parts added to the whole was
sometimes missing, or less obvious
than Ihad been used to with other
(considerably
more
expensive)
designs. Similarly with loud deep bass
(`Montagus
and
Capulets'
from
Prokofiev's Romeo and
Juliet), a little less

One of
steel's most
undesirable
qualities is
its ability to
ring exciting
asteel object
of almost any
description
can eventually
produce a
nice ringing
tone...

SUPPLIER
Reference Music
Systems Ltd,
PO Box 50,
Chesterfield,
S40 4YU.
Tel 01246
200 211

clarity and insight was apparent at
higher levels. This is, perhaps
inevitable, with a speaker design
costing less than £ 2000, but with
lesser partnering equipment the
likelihood is that you'd never notice.
But then, the speaker does challenge
you to find the best to put through
it. It's that sort of speaker.
One aspect as yet unmentioned
concerns the ' musicality versus
accuracy' debate. Interestingly the
speaker does creditably well in both
camps. As far as being a musical
transducer is concerned, there is little
doubt that it is aperformer just as
much as the music we played through
it. It doesn't seem to add anything
unwanted, and only just lacks the
ultimate resolution of far more costly
designs — bearing in mind the
extended (but nevertheless not
bottomless) bass response, and the
sweet yet clear treble coupled with a
very transparent midrange. There
were no `nasties' like boxiness (so the
damping must work well!), cuppiness
or untoward nasal qualities ( apart
from sneezes in live recordings), and
the overall presentation was
musically very engaging.
The
accuracy
question turns out
to be another area
for commendation;
whilst exhibiting
all the musical
qualities normally
attributed to a
'coloured' speaker,
the RMS seemed to
have no vices in that
department. To be sure,
it wasn't as accurate as some
better designs (whatever ` better'
means), yet it never let itself down by
proclaiming it was inaccurate.

CONCLUSION
So we're left with acurious anomaly;
amusical and accurate speaker at a
relatively budget price (you actually
seem to get a lot more than what
you'd expect for the money), and one
which is sufficiently revealing of
sources to warrant very good ancillary
equipment.
A bit of an enigma, perhaps, and
bearing in mind my preference for
'traditional' approaches, not one I
would have sought out for audition.
However, I have been more than
pleasantly surprised, and have had to
totally rethink my approach to speaker
construction.
As with any piece of hi-fi, I'm sure
it won't suit everyone, but it's worthy
of more than just apassing audition,
and I'd encourage you to look beyond
the prejudice of ' metal is bad' as an
argument against steel for cabinet
construction. You never know, you
might even like them.
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Gold and Silver
have always been a

Siltech pioneered the
world-wide use of silver

Sound Investment

in audio cables. Silver is not
afaddish choice; this metal has
the lowest electrical resistance of
any conductor and yet can handle the
highest cu-rent per square mm. Siltech
controls the refining metallurgy after mining
and discovered that gold inclusions in refined
silver gave measurable and demonstrable sonic
benefits with improved transparency of sound,
greater detail and

• flic accuracy.

The Sil

with the affordable

twis

of six pure silver strands
peaker cable.The range includes
interconnects, flat pure silver ribbon
er cables, aprecision digital interconnect and

the new single ended FTM series interconnects.This
innovative cable uses pure silver ribbons twisted
around aTeflon insulated, stranded silver core. In the
FTM-4 Sg and FTM-4 Gold cables additional 24K gold
strands give greatly enhanced performance.
Contact Absolute Sounds for a list of dealers
solute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone
0181-947 5047
Facsimile
0181-879 7962

who will demonstrate the significant musical
performance of Siltech products. Gold and silver are
necessarily costly but listen and you will find out why
they also make asound investment.

I'm sure there's a
question here just waiting to be as
y
but I'll be damned if Ican think what it is' • lit4
ONIX ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Udit 5Kendal Court, Railway Road, Newhaven, East
Telephone: 44(0) 1273 517358 Facsimile: 44(0) i
s
2-
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Do the Sound Lab
Quantum electrostatic
hybrids represent a leap
forward in speaker
technology?
by

ERIC

BRAITHWAITE

A

hybrid electrostatic-cumdynamic speaker was not
entirely a joyous thought.
Even if it came from Sound Lab,
whose
full- range
high- end
electrostatics (£2150 the pair) the
size of Buck Palace's front doors I
tend to respect. A hybrid is about
putting abit of oomph into the two
octaves arelatively small panel lacks,
but Ican take it or leave it. When,
like me, you live in the middle of
Notting Hill Carnival, every August
Bank Holiday there's enough bass
on the doorstep to last a
.
ter
whole year.
Each speakers' 8in /
woofer is attached on the g
inside of athick baffle if w
which fires through two
thicknesses of grille cloth
some couple of inches
apart when the electrostatic
frame is bolted to it. It would
be too easy — would it not? — to
attribute a certain thudding or
thickness, rather than crispness, in the
sound of timps, (which are tuned),
and which was not evident in rock
drum kits (which are not).
An accurate impression of what is
going on below 60Hz will mostly do
me fine, never mind about vibrating
the nails out of the floorboards.
Consequently Ihave never been a
fan of sub-woofers, with the
honourable exception of REL, since
their woof is like aPekinese's bark:
more sub-normal than even remotely
subsonic.
By
extension,
an
electrostatic hybrid seems to me
about as good a genetic idea as
Genentec hybridising ahornet and
avulture.
But the Sound Lab Quantums
confounded aprejudice. Admittedly,
the subconscious had a notion of
frightening the local House bands
into quietude for awhile with afew
warning shots from the Chieftain
tank on Alan Parsons's test disc. It
startled noisy neighbours, who'd
been playing ' I Shot the Sheriff'
horribly loud and horridly distorted
on the other side of the road, into
displaying consternation. Not a
whisper did Ihear of their nasty
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WINTUM LEAP?
midi-system distortions for awhole
day after Ifired the sub-machine gun
track at them through my open
window. Inever knew how useful a
test disc could be.
This
sweet
revenge
was
accomplished with acombination of
Muse Model One Hundred power
amplifier bi-wired to the Quantums
with XL0 type 6, a passive pot or
Argo HR pre- amp cabled with van
den Hul The Second betwixt a
Camelot Arthur DIA converter,
Audiolab 8000DAC, Woodside
DVAC18, and aMcIntosh CD7009
CD player used as atransport, or an
Arcam Delta 250 likewise. Iwas in

It startled
noisy
neighbours.
Not a whisper
did Ihear
of their nasty
midi- system
after I
fired the
sub- machine
gun track at
them through
my open
window

adigital mood. The passive pot was
pressed into use because acouple of
pre- amps to hand dynamically
restricted the Muse preferred (and
proffered) by the importer, the
volume control having to be wound
practically off its spindle to avoid the
sound being decidedly at the weedy
end of the ` laid-back' spectrum.
Sensitivity is claimed as ' equivalent
to 88dB' but the Quantums do seem
power-hungry. Or current- hungry.
Or amplifier-dependent; a 70W
integrated did drive them fairly
dynamically, albeit without the
resolution of which they turned out
to be capable.
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But
rattling
windows
or
neighbours' cages is not really the
point. A colleague says that even
instruments which do not play notes
in these regions benefit, and when it
is properly done Iam ready to accept
the point tentatively. Certainly, there
did appear to be more ' ambient
body' ( if you like, acombination of
resonances which give a feel of the
size and shape of the instrument and
of the space it is in) to violin and
even piccolo, as well as those
instruments with alower register.
In the Klemperer Bruckner Sixth
[Kingsway Hall EMI] the darker
strings and brass were particularly
strong and forceful, while violin and
top woodwind tone were pleasantly
clean and sweet.
Sound Lab has certainly managed
to engineer about as unobtrusive a
transition from panel to cone as you
are likely to get, given some time
spent twiddling the bass and
'brightness' controls on the rear of
the woofer cabinet to achieve a
balance which avoids tizz or boom.
Ideally, this is simply the bass being
there when it's needed and not
before, and preferably not lingering
about after, either. In fact, the
Quantum's panel and driver keep
good time with each other. The
evidence: this listener playing
imaginary bongos along with the
flamenco-like guitar backing of Bryan
Adams's ' Have You Ever Really
Loved aWoman'.
Hybridisation alone does not
necessarily make an electrostatic
user-friendly for rock. It is afallacy
that electrostatics don't suit rock
music; lack of roof-busting volume
is what some people mean when they
deliver that canard. The Quantums
didn't duck rock. They combined
the insight of the electrostatic with
what is commonly reckoned the
drive of the dynamic speaker. For
the first, witness the fascination of
hearing every
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hoarse tonsil twitch in Janis Joplin's
`Summertime' on the full 20-bit
Sony SBM remaster, straining almost
visibly to out-blues Bessie Smith. For
both,
anything
from
Sinead
O'Conor's 'Fire on Babylon' with its
synthesized bass which rolled forward
over the floorboards like atidal wave,
to
Michael
Fronti's
rap
on
Spearhead's ' Of Course You Can',
which started with just a couple of
drumsticks amazingly realistically
struck together and progresses fast
into atypical thunderous beat which
was crisper and less compressedsounding and dulled than it tends to
be through many speakers.
Guitars — acoustic or electric,
bass, rhythm or lead — were, well,
simply all there,
pan-potting,
distortion or plectrum hitting the
string depending on type. Overdubs
on rock tracks apart, which are
inevitably muddy ( as a friend
commented about a track from
Mingus, Mingus, Mingus), there were
a lot of tiny sounds of which you
were suddenly, but not obtrusively,
aware. Meanwhile, the beat went on.
The essence of a good panel
speaker is its ability to allow a
listener to follow a singer along,
around and to the front and back of
an apparently real-sized stage. It was
practically possible to walk hand-inhand between and around the
speakers with Maddy Mesplé
listening to Delibes' Lakme. While
they could not quite produce the
astonishing depth of field and true
operatic stage of the big Sound Labs,
the Quantums were very effective.
The Dutoit recording of Le Tombeau
de Couperin was spectacular in this
regard, with every orchestral sectión
in perfect perspective. The distance
(and spaciousness) was nothing short
of enchanting; but for some reason
in the more lightly-scored pieces the
orchestra was noticeably miniaturised
compared to the Philharmonia in
Bruckner's Sixth. It was as though
the more hall ambience in the
recording, the more laid-back and
delicate the orchestral texture
became. Whether this is an
advantage or adrawback is
a matter of taste and
expectation, of course.
Fine detail is definitely
expected
from
an
electrostatic. Harpsichord
had perfectly-proportioned
mechanical noises and a
very realistic presence. I
must have listened to JC
Bach's wonderfully spry
Op.5:2 sonata, played on
George IV's harpsichord, for
longer than poor George
was sane. There was,
through the Sound Lab
hybrids, a mild sense of

Sound Lab
has certainly
managed to
engineer about
as unobtrusive
a transition
from panel to
cone as you
are likely to
get, given
some time
spent twiddling
the bass arid
'brightness'
controls on
the rear of the
woofer cabinet
to achieve a
balance which
avoids tizz or
boom

InIUM11
Audiofreaks,
15 Link W
Ham,
:Richmond,
'Surrey
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10181
1
à
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`treacliness' or `syrupiness' to the two
octaves below middle-C not evident
on other speakers. A darkened,
slightly sugary tone could be heard
on other recordings in violas, cellos
and double-basses.
Though the start and stop of
pizzicato double-bass was vivid and
sharp, in tuttis like those in
Bruckner's Sixth with ahigh content
of lower brass and lower strings,
there was aslightly thick texture, also
to be heard in the baritones in the
Lakmé chorus. To balance it,
however, clarinet in Mozart's K581
Quintet (clarinettist, one Antony
Michaelson of Musical Fidelity) was
pleasantly richer in tone in its lower
registers than through, say, Quad
electrostatics. Believe me or not as
you will, but Ionly discovered the
crossover point is ahigh-ish 250kHz,
according to the spec sheet, after the
listening sessions.
The Quantums were installed
originally in amuch more live and
reverberant room than my normal
listening location. As though malign
particles without charm had strayed
in from quantum physics to affect
them, at first there was a decided
glare in the upper mid-range and
treble which nastily affected vocals
and strings. No twiddling of the
`brightness' or bass control fixed it;
I wanted to kick them up the
'backside' where they are located (as
the brochure phrases it so happily).
In fact, Sound Lab offers an
absorbent panel called a Sallie to
help with this problem. But for a
week they also sounded flat
dynamically, even slow, with a
tendency to reduced scale and, in
short, were living examples of what
'big' speaker owners complain about
in panels.
These are not speakers for
squatters bereft of furnishings and
drapes, otherwise. More of both, a
drop in temperature and less
humidity (they were reviewed at the
height of last summer's heatwave in
Britain, and we don't believe in air
conditioning any more than we do
in warm bedrooms) and the results
were as you now read them.
Whether it was these changes that
did the trick of turning the
Quantums from acceptable but a
little bland to a very good buy, I
couldn't say.
Squatters, by the way, tending to
move, would probably appreciate the
fact that the Quantums 'break down'
into two panels some four and ahalf
feet high, which bolt onto the front
panel of the 15in woofer cabinet.
Once they were set up with the
proper amount of tender loving care,
Isuspect abuyer wouldn't want to
move for quite a while. Not even
from in front of them.
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Acousticarts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI
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THE U.K.'S ONLY EXCLUSIVE DEALER
FOR ABSOLUTE SOUNDS AND THEIR
ONLY AGENCY IN THE SOUTH WEST
If you are looking for asystem that will give you a
lifetime's satisfaction, that transcends the shallow
and changing trends of everyday hi-fi, then you
are invited to telephone Brian Rivas for a
discussion and demonstration.

A dream come true, your own
Wilson Audio Speakers
for less than £9000.
Call to arrange your demonstration
of the new Witt Loudspeakers.
'The new Martin Logan SL3, the finest
electrostatic hybrid speaker we have
ever heard'
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This is the latest arrival from Denmark from the Copland stable, CDA 288 cd
player combines stylish good looks with the sonic accuracy and refinement we
have come to expect from this manufacturer. Price at below £1800.00

Krell integrated amplifier KAV300i - this unit combines remote control,
together with the build standard and sonic qualities so long admired in Krell
products. An amazing piece of equipment for less than £2500.00.
ALL EQUIPMENT DESCRIBED IS AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION.
P/EX bargains
APOGEE MINI GRAND £4558
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR £750
AUDIO DEFINIITON SPKRS £475
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 £ 1450
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC120 £2493
COPLAND CTA501 AMP £ 1096
DUÑTECH PCL500 £2500
GOLDMUND MIM4 TUNER £4065
GOLDMUND MIM8IAMP £2082
GRYPHON S100IAMP £2999
KRELL KSA300S £ P.O.A.
MAGNEPLANAR MG0.5QR £600
MAGNEPLANAR MG2.6R £ 1095
MERIDIAN M20
£600
ORELLE ORATOR SPK
£300
PS AUDIO DELTA 200B AMP £1520
WADIA 15 DAC
£2200

APOGEE CALIPER SPK £ 1100
APOGEE CENTAUR £ 1075
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5/11BLK £3000
AUDIO RESEARCH D200 £2750
COPLAND CTA401 INTG £ 1096
COPLAND CTA504 AMP £ 1350
DUNTECH PRINCESS
£
Ñ
O00
GOLDMUNI,MIM3 AMP £4165
GOLDMUND MIM7 PRE £3220
KRELL KSA5OS AMP
POA
MAGNEPLANAR MG1.4 £499
MAGNEPLANAR MG1.501:1 £700
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST £3695
MERIDIAN 207 CD/PRE £499
PS AUDIO DELTA 100 £999
WADIA 8CD TRANS £ 1800
APOGEE SLANT6 SPKR £ 1800

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford, WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am- 5.30pm Tues- Sat.
Late Night by appointment Thurs
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Pinewood deals only with the finest. For
example, Pinewood is one of the very few dealers
in the UK to own the WILSON WATT / Puppy
SYSTEM V and takes pride in saying that its
demonstrations of this superlative transducer are
second to none.
Pinewood is associated only with those names
that have along established track record for
consistent excellence - and those names are now
legends: KRELL, AUDIO RESEARCH,
JADIS, WILSON AUDIO, SONUS FABER.
These are names by which others are compared.
If you want the others, please look elsewhere!
Whether you are just venturing into the high end
or considering the most exotic of systems,
perhaps it is worth asking yourself whether you
would rather deal with ajack of all trades and his
assistants or one true specialist who will take a
personal interest in your requirements and give a
service that is unrivalled.
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Telephone: 01460 54322
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Ramada Hotel Heathrow
12th- 15th September 1996
12th- 13th September (Trade Only)
14th- 15th September (Public Days)
Opening Hours: 10am - 6pm
For further information contact:
Janet Belton
Exhibitions Manager
The Hi Fi Show
Link House Magazines
Link House
Dingwall Avenue
Croydon CR9 2TA ENGLAND
Tel: +44 (
0) 181-686 2599
Fax: + 44 (
0) 181-781 1158
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A Link House Exhlition

Musical Fidelity's A1000 with

exclusivity. The other amplifier, the
A1000 from Musical Fidelity, is a
massively engineered solid state unit
with an outboard power supply,
which in engineering terms is in
adifferent class to last month's
Meridian. The A1000, which
was originally developed to suit
the fastidious tastes of Musical
Fidelity's Far Eastern customers,
is constructed on alavish scale,
internally
and
out,
but
technically there are some

outboard power supply was the
solid state amplifier of choice

Our series about the best value
systems at different price points
reaches its final instalment at £3000
by ALVIN GOLD

AXIMUM

unexpected parallels with Audio
Innovations. Although it is a
transistor design, with four paralleled
sets of output MOSFETs per
channel, it is conceived as a solid
state implementation of a valve
design, which operates in Class A up
to its full 50W rated output. It even
apes the inability of most valve
amplifiers to deliver extra power into
low impedance loads.
The two amplifiers are full of
paradoxes. The Audio Innovations
runs hot, as you'd expect of avalve
amp, but the Musical Fidelity runs
his month's step up in our hotter, despite massive external
ongoing quest for system heatsinks, even taking the higher
synergy is abig one, taking us rated power into account. Musically
from £2000 to around £ 3000. This
too, the Audio Innovations has
brings us into slightly more rarefied something of the wayward charm of
territory, with products from Thule,
all good valve amps everywhere, with
Audio Innovations, Musical Fidelity a euphonious, slightly saccharine
and Spendor. As the idea was to presentation. For much of the time
place quality before quantity, Ihave though it is the A1000 that seems
not worry unduly about the fact that more
in
keeping
with
the
this month's speakers are similar to quintessential sound of valves, but
last month's, or that the amplifiers in this case it seems to me that the
are rather less powerful. The fact essence of valve amplification is
that the CD player was a complete maintained without the masking of
unknown
seemed
a positive fine detail that is very much part of
advantage. The original shopping list the Audio Innovations.
included just one amplifier, the
There is one area in which the two
Audio Innovations Classic Stereo 25,
do run true to form: power output.
but the net was widened to include Spendor was concerned about the
the Musical Fidelity A1000 when
suitability of the little Audio
Spendor expressed reservations about Innovations for the 84dB/w SP3/1,
the Stereo 25's low power output.
and with good reason. For part of
And of all the system the period Iused the system in a
components, it is in fact the room measuring about 4 x 3.5
amplifiers that show the metres, and found Iwas able to play
greatest changes in direction the system with average levels in the
from what we have seen so 85dB range, peaking into the low 90s
far. One — the Audio before the onset of audible 'ducking'
Innovations — is a valve
under stress. In fact this was
amp built around paired generally satisfactory with rock
EL34 pentodes on each music; the little amber glowing
channel, which makes it a bottles only began to run out of
much more specialist kind breath with orchestral music, where
of
product
than
its
the need to contain the loudest
transistorised predecessors, passages meant low replay volumes
with a price to match. In through the quiet ones.
fact the Stereo 25 is not
To this extent at least, the Audio
expensive as valve amplifiers Innovations amp and the Spendor
go, which makes it good
speakers don't exactly share agood
value if valves are your bag, working relationship, but in smaller
:but the fact remains that rooms they could be considered a
you're paying, in part, for reasonable match, and Ipersevered
to allow other aspects of system
synergy to be examined. In stark
This month's speaker choice:
Spendor's SP3I 1loudspeaker
contrast, the Musical Fidelity A1000

ir
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SYSTEMS
could hardly have been better suited
to its role in terms of power output,
with ` loud' achieved around 11
o'clock, and ' too loud' well within
the compass of the volume control.
On paper it is only twice as powerful
as the Audio Innovations at 50W/ch,
which means it should only be 3dBA
louder, but in practice the gap
between the two seemed larger.
The Spendor SP3/I
is an
evolutionary development of the
Spendor line generally, and the S-20
in particular, though it is about 25%
larger, with predictable repercussions
in the bass. Construction is based on
the controlled resonance principle,
with well damped, thin wall
enclosures, though the result is a
speaker that ironically weighs more
and feels more solid than ahost of
similar size speakers that don't adopt
the same philosophy. The bass driver
has a polypropylene cone, a well
endowed twin magnet and adiecast
alloy chassis, and the tweeter is asoft
dome from Scanspeak. There are no
surprises in the voicing, which has
the predictable touch of BBC style
neutrality.
Finally, say hello to the Thule
CD100 CD player, which is avisitor
from Copenhagen. It is an unusual
and sophisticated piece of design
which clearly deserves a full
standalone review, which Iwon't
pre-empt. It uses aPhilips CDM12.4
laser transport with Thule designed
servo circuitry crafted to minimise
electrical and mechanical noise at the
expense of shock immunity, which
is
addressed
in
the
overall
construction. The digital section
centres on aCrystal CS4303 which
feeds an optocoupler stage and D/A
converter,
and is
fed by a
sophisticated
anti- jitter
stage.
Conversion is dual differential, and
is output through balanced as well
as unbalanced outputs. The former
could not be used for this test.
Snags? There were some bugs in
the control software which often
caused the deck to forget what it was
doing when a manual track skip
operation was attempted. I also
discovered that the player is a
unusually sensitive to the differences
between equipment supports. Iused
some monstrously expensive Mana
stands, and can only advise others not
to skimp in this area.
The two flanking components in
this system are little less than superb.
The CD player has alimpid, almost
elegant warmth and grace, but this
is no superficial gloss. The sound
digs deep and true, though the
musical presentation is perceptibly
more analogue in feel than most,
which is highly appropriate for this
system. Iwas equally impressed by
the Spendor SP3/1 [see Moth amp
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Front end of the system is a
Thule CD100 (above); the
alternatrue (and valve)
amplifier is Audio
Innovations' Classic
Stereo 25

review, page 40], ahigh resolution
model in the Spendor BBC-inspired
tradition. The well-judged bass is free
of the slight lumpiness that detracted
from timing and transparency in
some older models, though it is of
no better than average weight and
depth even when fully run in.
The Scanspeak tweeter, which is
rolled in at a higher than usual at
4kHz, is both sharp and well
defused, qualities that complement
the Spendor's greatest asset, its
superbly articulate, detailed and
refined midband. It is this midband
that caused the rest of the system the
greatest grief. The Spendor produced
some exquisite instrumental sounds,
especially of orchestral strings and
woodwind, and piano.
The danger in choosing an
amplifier to match the CD player
and speakers is that their subtler
virtues will end up being masked.
Both the chosen amplifiers have the
quintessential valve amplifier ability
to smooth over the edges, and to
hide any trace of artifice, but there
the similarity ends. The Audio
Innovations is afine sounding amp,
but it is shown up by the Musical
Fidelity. Of the many examples I
could give to show how this worked,
I cite just one: Jennifer Warnes'
extraordinary dark version of ' A
Singer Must Die', Leonard Cohen's
answer to Ravel's La Valse. The
Audio Innovations-powered system
sounded civilised, accurate and
smooth, as it always did, but with
the A1000 it came to life. If anything
the music was smoother still, but
now Jennifer's voice seems to inject
the words directly into the ears, with
a purposefulness and direction
unmatched by the AI, and with a

The two
flanking
components
in this system
are little less
than superb.
The CD player
has a limpid,
almost elegant
warmth and
grace, but
this is no
superficial
gloss. The
sound digs
deep and true

SYSTEM
TESTED
Thule CD100
CD player
£849
Audio
Innovations
Classic Stereo
25 amplifier
£1099
Musical Fidelity
A1000 amplifier
£1400
Spendor SP3I 1
loudspeakers
£795
Total with Audio
Innovations
amplifier
£2743
Total with
Musical Fidelity
amplifier
£3044

detachment from the small backing
choir that the Audio Innovations
failed to even hint at. The result was
to change an interesting piece of
music into an arresting one.
Does this say anything definitive
about the relationship between the
various system components? Probably
not, but it does call some popular
canards — sacred cows if you like —
into question, and none more than the
one about the musicality of valve
amplifiers. Maybe they are smoother
and sweeter, but in the final analysis
perhaps there are some aspects of
music making that are even more
important. Isay this as the owner of
only one high quality amplifier — a
valve one — so Ihave no axes to grind.
It is perhaps atad surprising that
even at £ 000, the systems we have
ended up with should look so much
like the systems we encountered
lower down the price ladder, once
the amplifiers have been set aside.
The parallel with last month's £2000
system is particularly striking. The
Thule CD100 really is a kind of
Danish Nficromega, in form if not in
substance,
though
the
most
appropriate comparison would be
with the Micromega Stage 2, which
is the version up from the Stage 1
used last month (it's the same
machine but with an internal DAC
board transplant). The Spendor
SP3/1 is the Rogers Studio 5's
spitting image. Switch the name-tags
and you'd be hard pressed to tell the
difference. In fact the Rogers is
slightly bigger, and at first sight it is
hard to see where the extra money
for the Spendor has gone, except at
the end of the day, it does deliver
that little bit more. It just needs that
bit of extra encouragement.
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A new concept in sound reproduction

Weteia DIGITAL
introducing:
THE ORTUND

pre- amplifier
MAINTAINING

A classic hand-built valve product.

OF

TRUE

THE

ART

DEFINITION

British design and manufacture.
Facilities: stereo Phono input and stereo line stage with inputs
for CD. Video, Tape/Source, Tuner and Aux.
Available as afree-standing unit or as 19" track mount,
Finish: Polished hard chromium as standard, or to order.

For further information
on the new range
and existing range contact:

Enquiries invited from dealers and public
Under £ 2000 including VAT and UK delivery.

wooDswek

Twelve Limited
PO Box 28, Welwyn Garden City,

Music and 3ilm Systems Ltd

Hertfordshire. UK AL6 OBD.
Tel: 01438 715258

ke

(44)01865 885535 ?ow (4‘.)018652 51,
1101.2

«, KJ's CURE FOR THE JITTERS

A

You've read about it .... now try it.

KJ's INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
We have demonstrated the best hi-fi from around the world for over 25
years. The brands below give you some insight into the high performance equipment vou will find at KJ. No flat earth attitudes here, just
because its brand name with L---- and comes from Scotland its not
necessarily the product for everyone. At KJ we take pride in our
independence - come and get a straight answer to a straight question.

PART EXCHANGE
POSSIBLE

INTEREST
FREE
CREDIT
AVAILABLE

KJ WEST ONE

THETA
TLC
£229
[Sent Post Free]
The Theta TLC is designed to
reduce the jitter, or to use simpler
language, the error in the clocking
between a CD transport and a D to
A converter, including possible errors between the transport and converter stages in single chassis CD players. It offers both optical or coaxial
inputs enabling an optical only CD to be used with a coaxial DAC. The
stunning review in this magazine (April 1995) claimed areduction in glare
and harshness reducing listener fatigue and increase in resolution.
Our Paid Approval Scheme offers you the opportunity to try the Theta
TLC in your system at home for 7 days. You've got 10 days from date of
purchase to return the unit to us for a full refund if you are not satisfied.
(the only cost to you will be the return postage)

26 New Cavendish Street TEL: 0171 - 486 8262/3
London W1M 7LH
FAX: 0171 - 487 3452
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A vintage
CD player
can still
outperform
more
modern
designs. But
can you
improve on
aclassic?

Ken Ishiwata of
Marantz: 'Trust me... '

SUPPLIER
Marantz HiFi
Ltd, Kingsbridge
House, 575-583
Bath Road,
Longford,
Middlesex UB7
OEH. Tel
(01753) 680 868

M

, Rd ,

ust be a year- and- a-half
ago,
I can't
quite

remember exactly, when
Ken Ishiwata and James Lane of
Marantz dropped by to deliver some
review equipment. Ken was a bit
surprised to see that I was still
employing the circa- 1989 Marantz
CD12/DA12 as my reference CD
player. He knew that Iwas crazy
about the thing and that Iused it
for non-reviewing, just-for-pleasure
listening, too. But as areference?
Iexplained: ` It's the best damned
non-tube CD player I've every heard,
and you'll get it away from me about
as quickly as you'll separate
a member of the ,,,,e'
National Rifle Association from his Uzi.'
Ken
chuckled,
knowing that I ( 1)
loved the CD12/DA12
because it sounded like
a CAL Tempest lISE
(only one that worked),
(2)
thought
the
transport section (allmetal, pre-cost-cutting,
pro-grade Philips) was the canine's
cojones, (3) adored the clean styling,
(4) utilised all of the myriad outputs
(including XLR) for reviewing, ( 5)
got a kick out of the laptop-sized
remote control unit and (6) generally
regarded the CD12/DA12 as one of
the greatest pieces of hi-fi ever made,
regardless of type. And Iknew that

devices. And learned that CD is still,
fundamentally, apile of poop. But,
as with everything else in life, there's
good and bad, and I was reacquainted with the bargains from
Audio Alchemy, the engineering
marvels of Krell, the musical
wonders of Theta. So Isurvived the
DA12's absence with ears intact,
teeth not ground down to the gums,
but found myself staring glumly at
the vacant spaces which once held
the Marantz and the chronically,
maybe permanently disabled CAL
Tempest IISE. (Don't ask...)
Then, some time after my 43rd
birthday and the 100th Anniversary
of the dawn of motion pictures, the
DA12 returned. It looked no
different. It didn't have Ken's
signature etched into the front panel,
nor badges indicating its new status.
Hot-rodded it might have been, but
flame decals and go-faster stripes
were nowhere to be seen. Then we
hooked it up and my usually-moving
jaw just dropped.
It had turned into the bestsounding CD player I'd ever heard
in my life.
The more readers of this magazine
probably think that people who
manufacture hi-fi are lily-livered

types who cower in the presence of

reviewers. This may be true when
the reviewer is aknown descendant
of Josef Goebbels. But me? Iinstil
fear in no-one who's known me for
longer than five minutes, and visitors
know that Ican take it on the chin
if they think the system I'm using
sounds like garbage.
So the highest compliment about
Ken still used his CD12.
'But if you let me take it away, I the souped-up DA12 came from a
high- ender
who
distributes
can improve it,' he countered.
competing machinery and who isn't
These are not words to poohpooh, Ken being ahi-fi hybrid of known for respecting the opposition.
Bugatti, Bamack and Breguet. If he Yet he was, to use the vernacular,
said he could improve the CD12, blown away, and said so. And he
was hearing it through asystem he
then he meant it.
'OK', Isaid, quickly forgetting my knew intimately: his own products.
True, the CD12/DA12 is a rare
vow of over-my-dead-body.
'But you can hang on to the beast, with something like only 500

of inflation. The unit was a steal
seven year ago. By today's reckoning
— given the uncompromised parts
quality, the copper-clad innards and
the rarity of the key components —
reintroducing it would result in a
machine selling for around £9000£10,000. But here's the kicker:
Marantz will hot-rod existing players
for £ 5000. [ CD12 owners should
contact James Lane at Marantz on
01753 680868. Don't ask him about
buying anew CD12 because they're
all long gone...]
No, you won't have to wait years,
but months; allow four-to-six for the
full overhaul. And what you'll get,
or, what they'll reveal that you'll get
because much of it is top secret,
focuses on the replacement for the
1541 converter chip.
The substitute is a 1541 ' Double
Crown', hand selected, measured
and personally auditioned by Ken
Ishiwata, a chip taken from his
private stock of 1541s which he
found to have the best linearity. New
decoupling capacitors are fitted to
the DIA converter, the output opamps are uprated, as are the output
power supplies, and numerous
capacitors and resistors throughout
the unit are replaced with superior
parts. The results are mindboggling, bringing a
performance on a par
with good black vinyl.
Seriously.
While the original was
atreasure, asuave device
which avoided digital
nasties by sounding
positively tube-like, the
new
turbo-charged
version
adds
faster
dynamics with smoother
transitions from soft to loud and
back, better recovery of fine detail,
sharper transients with breathtaking
attack, more tactile bass and
unbelievably deep front-to-back stage
dimensions. But the one thing which
makes the £5k tariff wholly justifiable
is the analogue-ish upper-midbandthrough-treble sweetness.
Massed violin, the metallic twang
of a Dobro courtesy of Keb' Mo',
Dianne Reeves' voice, Satchmo's
trumpet — you just want to lick 'em
and roll 'em around in your mouth.

It's an invitation to every vinyl junkie
who still refuses to believe that CD,
however debilitated it may be, can
aspire to the lower reaches of
genuine high-end performance. The
super-deluxe, Power Ranger'd,
transport; that needs nothing done to pieces sold in Europe. And Iknow steroid-injected CD12/DA12 with
implants doesn't just knock on highit. Ionly want the DA12. Trust me.' where at least four of ' em found
So Isaid good-bye, tear in eye, homes. But this is an alert. They cost end's door; it kicks it wide open,
£2500 back in 1989; at the moment, barges in and sits down on the leftand promptly forgot about it,
fickleness being a prerequisite of Ihave no idea what a used one is hand side of an Urushi.
You don't believe it?
but grab
one before
audio reviewing. It was, in away, a worth,
Believe it.
Ken Kessler
'
good thing because Ihad to try other collectormania creates anew font.
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SME's founder Alastair
Robertson-Aikman and his
state of the art listening room

THE MASTER

CRAFTSMAN
S

elf-administered superlatives
are usually just marketing
hype. But when Alastair
Robertson-Aikman launched his
SME tonearm in 1959, his slogan
'The best pickup arm in the world'
was nothing but the truth.
It is hard to name another
company which has lasted since the
golden age of hi-fi with its reputation
untarnished and with its founder still
very firmly at the helm. AR-A's
dedication to sound quality is only
matched by his obsession with
engineering quality. On apersonal
level, he is still an analogue
enthusiast. But what of the future of
analogue products?
'From our point of view, it's a
changing outlook, because there'll be
no newcomers to analogue, we're
dealing now with people who already
have large collections of records. I
see it going on at the present level
for the next two or three years, and
then probably falling away; but there
is a fascination about analogue,
which we've all experienced. We
don't know why it sounds different
but because it sounds different
there'll be some people who like it
better than digital recordings. We
fully expect to be producing analogue
equipment for the next ten years.'
And
the
equipment
SME
produces will go on working for
much longer than that?
'Oh yes. And I may be being
pessimistic. These large libraries of
analogue records, given good
equipment, can play very well and
give agreat deal of enjoyment; and
Idon't see their owners abandoning
them. Demand for secondhand LPs

60

Alastair Robertson-Aikman,
who launched his classic tonearm
when Hi-Fi News was young, tells
the story of SME
by STEVE HARRIS
indicates this is agrowing interest.'
AR-A's system seemed to prove
once again that we can go on
extracting more and more from the
LP, and that improvements to the
system could give less surface noise,
even on well-worn LPs. Wasn't this
rather hard to understand?
'Well, alot of the " surface noise"
that people hear from LPs is
generated within the reproducing
system, and if you've a very clean
system free of electrical and
structural resonances, it is surprising;
there's not as much inherent noise
on the LP as people might expect.'
How did AR-A explain the fact that
aturntable with extremely good wow
and flutter performance can be
improved further and made to sound
subjectively more 'stable' and so forth?
'It's a matter of fine-tuning. An
electric motor is being driven by a
series of pulses and the power supply
has been refined... It is quite
extraordinary. You would think that
the mass of the platter, in the case
of aturntable like the Model 30, and
also the filtering action of the belt,
would completely absorb these
pulses, but it's quite evident that
some things do get through and the

'Because
there'll be
no newcomers
to analogue,
were dealing
now with
people who
already
hare large
col ections of
records'

refinements that we've been able to
make along the way have been of
benefit.'
So SME will continue to produce
the range of arms and turntables for
the next five years. But are
there any more new
analogue products
in the pipeline?
'Not
at
the
moment, but you
never know what
might happen. You h
see, the Model 30
was ablank sheet of paper,
and then 14 weeks later there was one
at the CES show [laughs!. Somebody
may say something that triggers it all
off, and away we go! There's nothing
planned, but Icould say our interests
lie in electromechanical rather than
digital sound reproduction.'
SME, it will be remembered,
showed aprototype DAC but then
decided not to put it on the market.
'This was purely for marketing
reasons. Ihave great admiration for
the product, which was designed by
Professor Hawksford, and Ithink he
made awonderful job of it. But it
was a great pity that such market
research as we then carried out was
rather negative. In the days when we
produced the first SME arms, it had
been enormously positive.'
SME's history, of course, goes
back much further than the SME
arm. AR-A founded the Scale Model
Equipment company in 1946.
'This was was to commercialise
my interest in model building, which
I'd had ever since Iwas achild. My
first entry into a model-building
competition was at the age of six,
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and that was successful. Iused to go
into the Meccano international
model-building competitions; some
of the Meccano supermodels that
you see in the advertisements from
the late 1930s and just after the war
were prizewinning models that I
built. From that Ideveloped akeen
interest in model railways and then
into model engineering via building
a complete model railway layout
myself. And Ido mean complete; the
jigs that produced the trackwork and
the drawn-section rail, and the points
and crossovers and the rolling-stock
and locomotives, electric signals, the
whole lot. So it seemed appropriate
then to turn this to some commercial
use, and so in 1946 Istarted asmall
company called the Scale Model
Equipment company. And that went
on until 1959.
'While you're making models,
there is always something else you
can do to while away the time, and
that is to listen to music. And so I
developed an interest in music, first
of all a radiogram, modifying that
and then aunit hi-fi; and one day
in the early summer of 1959,
Iwanted apickup arm,
because I had

discovered that the one
that I was using changed its
effective tracking force by 100% as
it negotiated the record. It was a
parallel-link design, and that was the
trade-off. So Iremember going to
the tool-room ( at our old place in
Charlton Street here) and saying
"have we any aluminium tube?", and
it started from there. We built a
prototype, which Ishowed to people
first of all in the technical world of
audio. Iselected Percy Wilson, then
one of the technical editors of The
Gramophone. He thought very highly
of this and was most interested. I
remember saying ro him " Percy, if I
made them, do you think Iwould
sell any?", and he said "Yes, Ithink
you might, I'd like one and my
friends would; I think you might
easily end up selling a thousand a
year." And it's interesting to recall
that before he died, Percy visited us
and we were building 1000 aweek!
'And also, on the business side, I
took the prototype to aman called
Pickard who ran Webb's Radio in
Soho Iasked him, if we made these
things would he buy them and he
said he thought it was an excellent
thing. It's got to be remembered that
this tonearm he was looking at in
1959 cost £25, and the going price
for a pickup arm was about £ 5 or
£6. So Isaid, " If Ido go ahead and
make them, would you be prepared
to place an order?" and he said "Yes,
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I'll give you an order for 72."
'Even for a large London dealer
that seemed like a very big first
order. My wife and Iwent out for
dinner considerably elated with this
news and the decision was made to
build pickup arms seriously. The first
arms left the factory in the first week
of December 1959, and after that,
for the next several years, we had a
waiting list in excess of 2500 units.
'That was asuccess story; and of
course, it's not easy to repeat that sort
of thing today. So it's against that sort
of background that the decision was
to euthenase the DAC was made,
because clearly, you might sell
one or two, but not on
any scale that would be
worthwhile.
`So then in 1960,
we started to
build the
new factory
in
Steyning
which you know
very well. By 1965 the
demand for pickup arms
had completely taken over the
business; there was possibility of
doing anything else because we were
spending most of our time telling
people why they couldn't have them!
Why was the first arm called 3009?
`D'you know, Ireally forget now,
it was so long ago. Ithink there was
some successful piece of equipment
at the time that was amodel 3000;
Ithought well, we'll take the 3000
and, obviously, the 9 and the 12
came from the lengths of the arms.'
SME's early reputation quickly
spread around the globe.
'In the latter part of the 1960s and
in the 1970s we had a close
association with Shure Brothers, who
were our agents in the United States,
and later with Thorens. They were
our agents in Switzerland, and we
supplied them and still do supply the
Thorens company with a lot of
pickup arms which they sell with
their turntables, particularly the 12in

e

Now a classic: the
original SME 12in
arm, the 3012,
launched along with
the 9in 3009 in 1959

arm. The original SME arm was
available as two models, the 3009
and the 3012, which was a 12in
version of the same arm. Except for
ashort period, we have always had
a 12M arm in the range. Now we
have the 12in R-type, which has sold
widely all over the world, and the
newer arm, derived from the Series
V design, which is the 312.
'Until only four years ago, we were
building arms exclusively, but then
it was decided to reintroduce
engineering and metal finishing
services, which we've done with
considerable success.'
In fact, SME has a reputation
second to none for making and
finishing high precision metal parts.
New equipment brought in for this
work has also enabled SME to build
earlier products even better. AR-A
says that things like the turntable
would not really have been possible
without CNC machines.
While the company expanded on

IN THE MUSIC ROOM
It was more than two years since Ihad last

listening to exactly the same records as

visited AR-A's learlegendary music room. I

last time. The whole presentation seemed

sat in the same sofa, and looked down the

more relaxed, the stereo depth was better

length of the room to the same curtains

(the width had always been impressive!)

behind which. Iknew, the array of Quad

and the whole seemed more sable, more

ESL63s were just as befo:e, but now with

tactile and more believable. The slight

the addition of a massive 72 sq ft

tendency to hardness on loud tuttis had

absorber/reflector stretching across the

gone. In fact, it was a wonderful sound.

rear wall. The turntable was an SME 30/2.

particularly on AR-A's beloved opera. He

with motor and power supply now produced

put on a the Prelude to the Third Act of

by SME
From the first record, Ikrew that the

Tosca. Carreras singing ' E lucevan le stelle'.
It was breathtaking. At the erd of the aria

sound, which had seemec amost beyond

he did not need to wonder what anyone

anything but minor criticism last time, had

thought of the sound. He just reached over

been improved further. Those who

to the turntable and said, with quiet

disbelieve in aural memory should note that

satisfaction, ' Let's just hear that again.

Iwas in exactly the same seat and

shall we...'
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the success of the pickup arms, ARA continued to experiment with his
own systems, which impressed many
record industry professionals.
'A colleague of mine, Jack
Watkinson, had afriend who came
down to visit us. Stereo, we must
remember, was quite new then, and
we were very thrilled with the
Capitol record of stereo sound. We
played him one or two records, and
then we played him the one of the
train. Iwas just going out of the
room, and Iheard him turn to Jack
and say: " What a pity to have a
lovely house like this so close to the
railway!" It's ajoke that Jack and I
savoured for many years afterwards.

THE MUSIC ROOM
AR-A's listening room, one of the
seven wonders of the hi-fi world,
dates from the 1970s.
'After using many systems, Ihad
settled with two pairs of Quad
electrostatics, and these were
arranged one above the other in a
vertical arc, and they were in the
lounge here. Well, of course my
children were getting older and it
became increasingly difficult to
monopolise the room, and I
remember one autumn evening
walking up the garden and thinking
well, that space could be far better
used as a music room than as a
garden. And so in 1973, we started
work on it; it took 18 months to
build; and it's been providing great
pleasure for myself and visitors since.
'The original system in here was
Quad electrostatics, eight arranged
in avertical arc, four on each side;
and then eight more were added at
the back of the room, with adelay
line. It was tremendously effective; the
only thing was, there was just one
autocratic seat, and if you moved far
from that, it didn't sound so good. But
seated where you are today, it was very
realistic indeed. Wellmade tape
recordings were astonishing, the walls
of the room just dropped away and
you were there.
`But 16 Quads presented a big
maintenance problem, because there
was always one unit that was going
down somewhere. So when the new
ESL63 came out, Istarted to use a
pair of those, and quickly added two
more because two were struggling
rather in this room, and eventually
came up with the method of using
them that you have seen.'
'We did away with the rear
channels at that point because ,
it did present problems when ..‘
4.
people visited us; we couldn't • N
have them each taking aturn in
asingle seat. It seemed more sensible
to embrace the new speaker and see
what we could get out of that. As you
know,
we
have
done
some
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modifications; each one now weighs two
and a half hundredweight, and of
course, mechanically, if you don't want
something to move about, the classic
way of preventing that is to increase its
mass and stiffness. The Quads have
given enormous satisfaction; Istill don't
know of anything else to put in their
place.'
There had obviously been many
changes of cables and so forth.
'Cables are from van den Hul, the
carbon cables type 2. There are four,
from this end of the room to the
other, and each one is 21m long.
The Krell Reference amplifiers (I've
never been too sure, they don't seem
to have amodel number on them!)
came out about 10 years ago, and
they still give a good account of
Modified Quad
themselves. Other amplifiers that
ESL63 speakers in
have been used were the Sony the music room
Esprit, which were indeed excellent
amplifiers, and before that Luxman;
when the room was first opened I
was using Luxman 6000s.'
Having the music room as a
facility must have helped in the
development of the Model 30
turntable.
'Oh yes, there is no doubt about
it. Ishould say that it would be very
difficult to develop a product like
that without adedicated room of this
sort. To make agood hi-fi product,
you've got to love hi-fi, you've got
to use it every day, and Ifeel sorry
for the poor wretched designer in a
big company who is summoned one
morning and told he's got to design
apickup arm. It's alife's work to do
that! It's the same with aturntable.
Although we produced the Model
30 quite quickly, we had avery clear
concept of what to do and what not
to do because we had used
turntables and seen some of the
successes and failures of others.'
Should ahi-fi system be able to
reproduce all kinds of music?
`I think music is music, and agood
system will reproduce whatever signal
you put into it. That's the job of the
system; I don't think it should
discriminate bewteen classical music
and rock. Ithink sometimes people
prefer to hear rock played on acertain
kind of system, perhaps afairly coloured
system, because much rock is
originally electronic sounds.'

Original packagrng
for the 3012 Series

II arm

With AR-A, I had listened to
some very old records. Iasked him
if he thought recording techniques
were still progressing.
think the constraints on cost are
probably
greater
now.
More
businesses are run by accountants
than by enthusiasts; this must make
its mark. If we think of some of the
names of the old days at Decca, John
Culshaw and all the other people,
whose recordings when they came
out were often alandmark. There's
not quite the same romance to it all
now, because the results are more
predictable. But the standard of the
CDs coming out today is very high.
The • limitation on CD at the
moment is in the nature of the
system, which will undoubtedly be
developed. When as much time and
money has been devoted to it as it
really needs, it will be quite
remarkable. In the meantime, with
analogue, there is this astonishment
with which we listen again to these
records when played on better
equipment; and it always seems as
if there is something more to get out
of them. Idon't know that could
ever be the case with Compact Disc.'
Was that the real appeal of
analogue, the fact that you could go
on getting something more out of it
as your system improves?
'Yes, if you have some new piece of
equipment which sounds better, you
set off and explore your entire library...
libraries of up to 70,000 records, I've
heard ofl Those 70,000 LPs must be
owned by out-and-out optimists, who
think that they will have along enough
life to listen to them?
Would AR-A go on improving his
system, or would he stop?
'No, that sort of complacency
doesn't run hand-inhand with audio
as a hobby. No, Idon't think one
would ever be satisfied. In fact, if by
some wonderful stroke of good fortune
you could have the real thing behind
the curtain, Ithink you'd still listen
critically, and get up and interfere!' -0-
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itter is to CD players what wow
and flutter are to analogue
turntables: displacement of the
digital signal in time. But whereas
wow and flutter are large, relatively
slow- acting and independent of
signal, jitter can be very rapid,
minuscule and signal related.
So, why does jitter matter? When,
ultimately, the sequences of digital
words which represent the analogue
voltages at each original sampling
point reach the DAC, they are
sequentially converted back into their
original quantised analogue voltage
levels. After filtering off unwanted
harmonics
above
the
audio
bandwidth, the original waveform
should be recoverable, with only
quantization noise and distortion
added. If, however, these analogue
voltages are shifted in time, the
resulting waveform will not be that
of the original signal.
The effect is a form of phase, or
frequency
modulation,
which
produces extra signals in addition to
the original sine-wave test signal.
Music, of course, comprises many
simultaneous, ever-changing sine
waves, so the extra signals produced
with music are infinitely more
complex. If the pulse timings of
digitally- coded audio signals are
randomly shifted, the result will
simply be the addition of random
noise — which is quite innocuous.
If the timing changes are, on the
other hand, signal dependent, the
result would be distortion products
at the D/A output which are also
signal dependent and therefore much
more audible. The type of distortion
will depend on the pattern of timing
shifts, and the quantity of distortion
on their magnitude.
In theory, CD players and digital

In theory,
CD players
and digital
tape recorders
can completely
eliminate
jitter. In
practice,
things are
not quite so
straightforward

tape recorders can completely
eliminate jitter. In practice, things
are not quite so straightforward.
Mainly due to variations in disc or
tape speed, the digital signals from
CDs and digital tapes are far from
the neat, regular sequence of square
pulses seen in textbooks. They are
at radio frequencies ( RF) in the
order of megahertz. In reality they
are severely rounded, with irregular
timing and the addition of noise. For
the correct sequence of digital ones
and zeros to be interpreted from this
apparent haze, the clock ( a highfrequency synchronising signal
without which digital audio simply
would not work) must be regenerated. Because the data streams
from CD or tape are self-clocking,
clock pulses can be extracted from
the data pattern and used for
demodulation — provided jitter is
within the pre-determined operating
limits for the CD, DAT, MD and
DCC formats [Fig 2]. Unfortunately
the level of jitter acceptable here, in
both the data and the clock, are too
great
for
subsequent
signal
processing and must be removed.
To achieve this, digital information
is continuously fed into a FIFO
(First In First Out) memory, or
buffer. The rate of FIFO input is not
very important. What matters is that
the digital pulses are output from the
buffer very precisely, the exact rate

Jitter is one of the notorious
banes of digital hi-fi playback.
But what exactly is it?
by

DAVID BERRIIVIAN

W HAT IS JITTER7

Different approaches to
fighting jitter. Arcam's
Black Box 5 (left) has the
master oscillator in the DAC
and its signal is sent 'backwards' to
the transport. With Linn units like the
Karik and Numenk (opposite page) there
are separate oscillators in DAC and transport,
with an error signal from the DAC to keep
the player's clock in step

governed by acrystal oscillator clock
circuit within the CD player [Fig 3].
Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to
banish jitter at this point and then
forget about it. Jitter may unwittingly
be added to the digital signal at any
stage prior to D/A conversion. And
there are plenty of these: deinterleaving, CIRC decoding, error
correction, noise shaping and digital
oversampling to name afew.
A major cause of jitter is the
unwanted addition of noise, which
can occur for avariety of reasons.
The gates (solid state switches) which
handle digital ' ones' and ' zeros',
actually generate noise while working
and are themselves susceptible to
noise entering, for example, from
power supplies and earths. There is
inevitably alarge amount of noise in
CD players. In addition, this noise is
avery ` dirty' version of the original
analogue signal. If it introduces jitter,
the result at D/A conversion will be
distortions
which
are
not
harmonically related to the original
audio waveform. Analogue circuits,
including those driving the focusing
coils required to control a CD laser
pickup, and various motors also
contribute noise (which may contain
audio fed back from the loudspeakers).
Even the apparently ' flawless'
crystal oscillator clock may be
culpable: it too is susceptible to
noise. This can introduce timing
errors which the clock will then
impose on all data clocked by it. In
addition, if the clock pulses are not
very fast rising, this can lead to noise
having a greater influence on the
switching time of gates, because this
allows agreater time 'window' for it
to have an effect.
One way to avoid timing errors is
to reduce noise crosstalk by
incorporating separate, stabilised
power supplies and shielding.
Another way is to make sure the rise
time, not just of the oscillator clock,
but all digital signals, is so fast that
noise has less effect on timing. Just
how effective this can be was
highlighted to me by the Clock One
modification
from
Trichord
[HFNIRR, Jan ' 96]. This sharpens
up the clock in a CD player by
replacing the original clock circuit
with a more stable one, using the
original crystal but having faster
rising pulses (there is now the Clock
Two, which also replaces the crystal).
This simple upgrade can produce a
smoother, less 'fuzzy' treble quality
and a more open, spacious sound.
A cleaner clock must clearly benefit
all circuits which are synchronised
to it, so it is perhaps surprising that
the one pivotal part of CD or tape
players which is often taken for
granted can be improved upon.
Operating the crystal clock from a
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separate stabilised power supply can
reduce jitter. This is the option
chosen by Arcam in its Arcam 5Plus
CD player.
Splitting up the transport and
DAC avoids noise leakage from one
to the other, but there are further
sources of jitter in two-box players.
Inside any one-box player, the crystal
clock signal is available for accurate
synchronisation. With the two-box
format, just as in aone-box player,
digital processing in and around the
DAC requires a clock signal. In
addition, timing errors may be
introduced by sending the digital
signal via cable or optical link, so the
digital data stream is often re-clocked
in the DAC box to tidy it up.
However, the clock signal is not
available separately, unless the player
has aseparate output which connects
to the DAC. In many cases, the clock
must be re-constituted inside the
DAC box using the digital signal from
the player. The clock is buried deep
in the Sony Philips Digital Inter Face
(SPDIF) data stream and must be
extracted using aphase-locked loop,
aspecial kind of filter which removes
the program dependent digital data

and leaves only the clock.
Unfortunately, the phase- locked
loop is not perfect and a small
quantity of programme influence
remains in the clock pulse train. In
some DAC boxes, the clock is
generated yet again by a Voltage
Controlled Crystal Oscillator (VCXO)
to further filter even this small
impurity. In other cases, this
problem is avoided by sending a
separate clock signal from
transport to DAC, while in
others (notably DPA and
also Arcam) the master
oscillator is in the DAC
and its signal is sent
'backwards' to the transport.
Linn
products
have
separate
oscillators in DAC and transport, with
an error signal from the DAC to keep
the player's clock in step. In practice,
jitter levels can be as good as the last
time digital signals have been clocked.
Re-clocking can eliminate all previous
jitter (though it may introduce new
jitter of its own).
In reality is jitter such a big
problem? The answer must be a
resounding yes. The audible benefits
of accurate clocking are quite

Splitting uip
the transport
and DAC
avoids noise
leakage from
one to the
other, but
there are
further
sources of
jitter in twobox players

obvious. With Arcam's two box
players, one can switch between
clocking in the DAC to the normal
PLL-derived clock. Improvements
brought by the clock in the DAC are
obvious: smoother, cleaner treble and
amore spacious sound quality.
Each
method
used
by
manufacturers has its advantages and
disadvantages and this is not the
place to analyse all of them, but their
aim is the same — to eliminate jitter,
that insidious source of sonic
degradation which lurks inside every
CD or digital tape player.

JITTER EXPLAINED
Nolse

Fig 2: The signal from CD or

Margin

digital tape takes the form of an
RI' signal. If this is displayed on
an oscilloscope, triggered in
synchronism with the bit clock
recovered from the data stream, the

R.F.sign
from CD

eye pattern is produced as shown in

or tape
O
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A/D/A With jitter
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Fig I: The original analogue signal at a) is shown as a simple

affect pulse timings as shown at

sinewave for clarity. It is sampled at regular intervals Ito 16 and after

2b). Provided these fluctuations are

quantization (not shown) is digitally coded.

within certain margins (known as

At digital-to-analogue conversion, the coded signal is converted back

window margin, phase margin or

to analogue. If the voltages are not in correct time relationship, shown
exaggerated at b) for clarity, the waveform emerges distorted.

jitter margin) the original digital
data can be decoded fmm the RF

(b)
".=•••
Time

Jitter
Severe Jitter from
replay process shows
in square R.F.pulses

signal, which is shown after waveshaping at b). However, because
the clock used to do this is not
precise, the resulting digital signals
exhibit large amounts of jitter,
which must be removed before
further processing.

Fig 4: Ideal digital pulses
rise and fall tuzen) time,

(Of—

t 1 00
t .1.

but in reality pulse `edges'

1 1 1

take time to rise and full

time delay through buffer

as shown at a). Pulses
switch gates to logical ' I'
or '0' at predetermined
Fig 3: The original digital signal is shown at a). After demodulation,
the pulse train includes jitter as shown in b). This is input to the FIFO
memory, or buffer. Output from the buffer is shown at c). 'Has is
'clocked' in exact time with the crystal oscillator. The clock pulses, as
shown in b) are extremely regular. Here the FIFO is clocked at every
positive-going clock pulse.

input thresholds as shown
in a) and the gate output
can vary between
allowable limits shozem in
b). The addition of noise
is illustrated at c). Gates are deslimal with noise margins so that they are

froppi

noise when on or off but, when the ,nulses rise and fall, noise causes the pr&e t Wadi the
switching thresholds early or late, resulting in timing errors d). In addition, if preceding
gate outputs vary even within allezzable limits as shown in b) this will further influence
switching times. If puke edges were .fitster, closer to vertical, the switching thres1whis would
be crossed more rapidly, alloning less opportunity for tinting errors to occur.
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEND

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what what would the
HFNIRR reviewers
pick as their best
hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HFIVIRR series (now to appear
bi-monthly) will assemble and update
cut-rent listening systems and key recommendations from HFN1RR's reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

CHRIS BEECHING
CD player Pioneer PD-S802 with Trichord modslTrichord
Research DAC
Turntable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Arm: Xottingham Analogue Paragon
Cartridge: Denon AS- 1
Pre-amplifier: Audio Note MI
Power amplifier Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

DAVE BERRIMAN

Dave Berrimati

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD player Sugden SDDI1SDA-1
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Ann: SME IV
Cartridge: Morch da Capo
Pre-amplifier: Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono stage!
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
speakers that they could personally recommend
to consumers on the basis of all-round
performance and value. ( In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

CD player: TEAC VRDS IOSE, Audio Alchemy DDE
(version 3.0)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm: Acoustic Research
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17R
Pre-amplifier: Blyston BPS (with FLD MCI phono
st.re,)
Power amplifier Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite

IMO

f, fl5•:"

"»

II i.r1'IlIIçtjQI
1,4e\
110

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: .
Valor Aro
Cartridge: van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre- amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS2
Coura,l-johnson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

*;

PETER J COMEAU

ALVIN GOLD
.1Iartin Colloms

CD player AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LPI2
Arm: Lotn Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre-amplifier: AVI 2000
Power amplifier AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

CD player: Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
Ba,r, III DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre-amplifier: Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3
Perer J Comeau

KEN KESSLER
CD player Marantz CD12, Marantz DA12 DAC (Modified)
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Ann: .. 11E V
Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koetsu Urushi
Pre-amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V
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Ken Kessler

PAUL MILLER
CD player Sony CDP-715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: SAW Series V
Cartridge: van den Hul MC Two
Pre-amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS
K ECOMMEM)
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum of
three products in each price bracket of each category. Note that
the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECHIHO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: _'/PW Sonata
£200-1350: IPL M3TL, Tammy 607
£350-1500: Epos ES!!
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-12000: Impulse La/i, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL-63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: kenwood DP-3050, NAD 502
£200-1350: .
1tarantz CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-1500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-10, Quad 77
£1000-12000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Pioneer

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: '
Mir Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: ..ciptence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: Systemdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model I.
£1000-12000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posse!! Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: ,
VAD 514
£200-1350: . ltarantz CD63SE
£350-£500:. lrcam Alpha 5 Plus, Ore/le CD- 100
£500-11000: TEAC I 'RDS-7, Ore/le CD-100IDPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506

PD9I Triellord Research DAG
OVER £ 2000: Naim CDS, Micromega CD2-11Metaxas MAS DAG
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PA1.1250 III
£200-1350: Denon ¡'AI. 1350 II, Arcant Alpha 6
£350-1500: Audio Innovations Alto, Naim Nais
£500-11000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-12000: Audio Note Ml PhonolKit 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER £2000: Audio Note M71Neiro, Audion 845 SE, Nairn
NAC52INAP90

£1000-12000: to recommendations
OVER £ 2000: no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: .\-ID 310, Harman Kardon 610
1200-1350: Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al
£350-1500: Cyrus Ill, Naim Nais, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: '
Exposure EXP XV
£1000-12000: ,ro recommendations
OVER £ 2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-513BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Celestton 3Mk11, GLL Maxim, Tannoy 632
£200-1350: Rogers LS2a12, Castle Durham
£350-1500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, ProAc Response IS, Castle Chester
£1000-12000: BBC LS5I12a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £2000: Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Doirm DCD-315
£200-1350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Ratel RCD940BX
£350-1500: Kellwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Rote! RX-965 BX LE

£500-11000: Marantz CD72SE, Alusion DAD7, Quad 67
£1000-12000: Audiolab 8000CD1DAC, Meridian 5001563
Surlcu
OVER E2000: Counterpoint DA-II/DA-JO or Conrad-Johnson DA/J,
McCormack SST- lDAC-1, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: , to reC0111)11, ' Ida( 10115
£200-1350: .\ .
.1D 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-1500: Sugden Al la, Alchemist Nemesis, Shearne Phase 2
£500-11000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 ntonoblocks, Sugden
£1000-12000: EAR 834, Quad 661606
OVER £ 2000: Gary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: KEE Coda 7, KEE Coda 8, Heybrook Solo
£200-1350: Revolver Purdey, Epos ES/i, Sequence 400
£350-1500: R&W DM603, Tannoy 636, Monitor Audio R700IPMC
£500-11000:
SCMIO, Rogers Studio 7, Mission 753
£1000-12000: ATC SCM20T, Castle Howard
OVER £ 2000 Alt' SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: HO recommendations
£200-£350: llarantz CD63, Technics SL-PS770A, Sony CDP-516E
£350-£500: lbw-ant: CD63-SE, Ore/le CD480

1500-11000: A VI S2000MC, Naini CD3, Teac T-!/DT- 1
£1000-12000: Ateridian 5001563
OVER £ 2000: Wadi,: 16„Vaint CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
1200-1350: Demur PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity AI
£350-1500: .
11\Tvad MI- 120, Naim Nail 3, NVA AP30
£500-11000: Ouad 77, Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI
£1000-12000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000: . II '
IS2000A1MP, Naim NAC82INAP180
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tannoy 631, Celestion 3, Mordaunt Short MS20
£2004350: Mordaunt Short MS30, Monitor Audio MA201
£350-£500: Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40
£50041000: Castle Howard, Spendor SP2-3, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Perh,1111,IPIL 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SE.-IMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: . 1(arantz CD63
£350-£500: Alarantz CD63SE, OreIle CD480
£500-£1000: Micromega T DeivelOrelle DA188, Micromega T
Dnue OED Digit Reference

£100042000: Micromega T DnvelOrelle DA180, NVA The Emotive
Statement
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX,
Wadia 16

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rote! RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity A IIII,
£350-£500
(),Ce SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000
Exposure XX, Naim NAC82INAP 180
£1000-£2000
Musical Fidelity A1000, Nain: NAP 250, YBA Integre
OVER £2000
Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Audio Research V7'150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 100, Heybrook Solo
£2004350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle Durham 900, Tannoy 633
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ES!!, Monitor Audio MA202
£50041000: Totem Model 1, Mission 753, B&W CDM1
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, Tannoy Ti1000, KEF 10412 REG
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
Alarm Logan CLS11z11

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3060, Sony CDP-715E, Marantz CD53
£2004350: Denon DCD-825, Marantz CD63, Sony CDP-715E
£3504500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Marantz CD72SE, Rote! RCD96

£500-£1000: Arcam Delta 270, Meridian 506 (revised), Quad 67
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle Cardinal/Ordinal, Ro/scan AT-DP2

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5
£50041000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS315A, Apogee Ribbon
.11,witor
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3I5A plus AB!
(brcoofer, 1?olero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
Henesch ACT One

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£2004350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£50041000: Marantz CD63/Audio Alchemy DAC-In-The-Box1Theta

MkIllAIT-DA2, 1
Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic II
transport/Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PAIA250 Ill, NAD 302,
.Maraillz PM-1250 Mk III SE
£2004350: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA450SE,
.11usical Fidelity EIO
£3504500: Audiolab 8000A, Musical Fidelity Mission Cyrus III,
Technics SUA900 Mk 2
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, AVI S2000M1, Copland CSA14
£100042000: .% faidian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-211/VT-60,
Electrocomparnet EC41AW1OODMB

TLC, TE-ic IRDS-10, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CD16, Audio Alchemy DDS Ill/Audio
DAC-In-The-BoxITheta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i/Reference 64,
Theta Data III Pro Generation V, Mark Levinson No.311No.39

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35011, Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960, Pioneer A400
£3504500: Mission Cyrus Ill, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Minstrel Integrated, Original
Halkr 101 pre- (used) Imint original Quad Ils
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Sin:ply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
CIA 14
OVER £2000: Graaf GM200IWB13.5, LAMM MI . 1/Unison Research
A1vsicry Ow, ( iraafiti WB Two/50.50

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

(Paul Miller declined to offer a list as he doesn't review loudspeakers)

UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA-250111
£200-050: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HKI400, Mission
Cyrus III
£50041000: A VI S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: 1/GA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
III Polaris II
OVER £2000: Rote! Michi RHA-10IRHB-10

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Sherwood CD-3020R, Cambridge CD4, jVC XL- V284
£200-£350: .
1Iarantz CD63 II, Sony CDP-761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PD-S901
£50041000: AVI S2000MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TRAC P-700ID-700, Mission DiscIDAC Master, Arcam
1)250 Pink Triangle Ordinal
OVER £2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink II
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The UK's New High-End DAC
ATrue World Class Performer
DAX-2 is a milestone in
digital
to
analogue
conversion, you just have to
listen to appreciate why. The
transparency it displays is
unique, there is nothing
between
you
and
the
performance. Vocals are true
to life conveying character
and emotion. DAX-2 sets the
stage superbly with precision
and focus allowing you to
relax into the music.
Distinguishing between the
many bass instruments in a
recording no longer requires
any effort - they're just laid
out in front of you, complete

with textures and tonal
gualites.
High frequencies, so often
a serious shortfall, benefit
from
the
overall
transparency of DAX-2. A
full, open and uncurtailed
treble results, with no
sudden limit or sibilant
edginess often associated
with digital sound.
Previously unidentifiable
sounds reveal themselves as
DAX-2 digs deeper into the
recording, revealing more
than you ever realised
existed.

As standard DAX-2 comes complete with 4 inputs - AES, SPDIF coax, Toslink optical and AT&T ( ST) optical.
Options are available for HDCD decoding and digital domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
HDCD" and High Definition Compatible Digital are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics.

For farther details, brochures and prices please contact:
Audio Synthesis P.O. Box 100, Ilkley. West Yorkshire. I.S29 9XW. Tel: +44 ( 0)1943 600404 Fax: +44 ( 0) 1943 600383

r5tr
-"See

Precision Audio Tubes

Please enquire for any tube types not listed. We have an inventory
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
£6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
£6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
£6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
£10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33
£8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes
2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805
Golden Dragon 3006 Range
300B Super
4.300B
4.300B LX Super

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66 Super £65.00 pair
KT90 £65.00 pair
KT9OLX £75.00 pair
274B £ 14.50 each
350B £29.95 pair

Singles

Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £50.00
£100.00
£22.50 £50.00
£100.00
£120.00
£28.50 £60.00
£11.50 £25.00
£50.00
£36.50 £75.00
£150.00
£36.50 £75.00
£150.00

£79.00
£84.00
£124.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

of over 2,500 different types

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Nose
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise

in stock.
£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

24 Hour Answering Service. Cash with order or Access - Visa
- Mastercard
Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L (Special Quality EL84)
EL156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT88
KT88 Special (Gold Plated)
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special (Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and
vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost
of £2.50 per copy including U.K. postage or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation.

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£12.50 £25.00 £50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
£64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
£84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage.
Please add carriage charge of £ 2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5°c

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll
Sales Desk 01474 560521 Fax 01474 333762
7i)
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

N

o, your favourite hi-fi magazine hasn't turned into a ( shock!
horror!) computer-zine, but we couldn't resist offering the
Club's first CD-ROM. And we're confident it will appeal because
it is the answer to every rock, pop, soul, R&B and blues collector's
dreams. At long last, Terry Hounsome's monumental Rock Record,
probably the most comprehensive discography to date, has been
converted into an easy-to-use CD-ROM. Rockbase Plus, subtitled
'The Ultimate Rock Database', uses standard database
methodology to provide the information on 400,000 tracks on
120,000 albums and 100,000 singles, from 40,000 artists, with
280,000 backing musician credits. A simple double-click of the
mouse accesses the cross-referencing, and you can target the type
of information according to artist, backing musician, song title,
country of origin, instrument, record company, catalogue number
or year of release. Although its intricacies require asmidgen of
computer literacy, Rockbase Plus is quite clearly aWindows product
and it works fine once you get used to certain quirks related to
the type of database employed by Hounsome. With a bit of
HFNIRR 001 Fluxchunper: The ' magic
brick' in ablack-ash box
£22.95 El
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil
step-up transformer:
£69.95 I:
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber 10 steel LI
inc fixing kit, set of 8,
£10.25 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 334 & 45rpm
power supply, for most synchronous turntables (specify type); black-ash case £81.95 Li
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a4Orrun travel pack!
£8.95H
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone
amp; 40mW Class A unit allows use of
headphones at line level; black-ash case;
220/240V for only
£81.95 H
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V
mains filter, 5A rating £25.95 E
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
satin black Medite, stackable, supplied kd.
LP unit ( 120 capacity) £60.00 H
CD/cassette unit (40/25) £40.00 singles unit (200)
£45.00
4-high CD unit
£ 80.00 Li
CD 4base unit
£90.00 D
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting
two-level turntable support complete
with two shelves; black fmish £59.95 Ell
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75
ruins, the very latest £ 12.95 D
HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
headphone output
£ 19.95 D
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
6in x6in x3nun
£ 12.95
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:
50, £9.95 D
100, £ 18.95 H; 500 £86.95 0
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 19.95 Li 100, £38 D 500, £ 180 D
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50,5D 100, £90500, £40 0
CD Jewel Cases (packs of 10):
standard, Sin complete £6.50 D
5th outer £5E slirnline 5in £6.50 0
double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75
5th clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) '75p D
Slim Double: 5for £5.45
Kontak two-bottle cleaning kit. Militarysourced cleaning system: £ 19.95 E
Tweek: contact enhancer £16.95 [
II
Books Good Sound: Laura Dearbom's
paperback, our own reference book £ 14.95
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clicking and mousing, you can
produce your own checklists, print
them out and be forever armed
with all the data you need to attack your local record fair without
fear of buying what you might already own.
In addition to providing information, Rockbase Plus also solicits
it: the print facility includes the option to produce a correction
sheet if you find any errors, and an additions sheet for omissions
identified by users. It's likely that Rockbase Plus will be updated
annually, so users' contributions will be used (and acknowledged
if the contributions show particular diligence). If you've ever
wanted to print out complete lists of your favourite artists' output,
if you want to know who played drums on what tracks, if you
want to find out what was the B-side to agiven single, Rockbase
Plus is the best means yet for accomplishing all of that and more.
At the price of £49.95, it's just too good to be true.
(We regret that this CD-ROM is not available for Apple users.
Heh, heh, heh...)
Ken Kessler

High Performance Loudspeakers
4th ed: Martin Colloms
£33.95 II
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 0
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £16.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 0
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95 L1
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £ 19.95 LI
Search For Musical Ecstasy by
Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 C1
Principles of Electron Tubes by
Herbert JReich
£29.95 Li
Valve Ampleers by M Jones £24.95 H
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 Li
Tube Arnpleers D&P Kaysek £39.95 CI
Finyl: CD fluid; starter pack
100 discs for £15.25 H 200 discs £25.95
Isopod: ultimate cone - ceramic; 3 £32.95
Michell Tenderfeet: Michell's original ' ally'
isolators; set of 3; small £5.95 [
i] large £8.95
Art graphite dampers
set of 3 £49.95 II
set of 4 £59.95 [
1
Insert Audio banana plugs good
workaday plugs, (per pair) £3.95 III
Michell Banana plugs gold on
brass 4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 0
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
reduce levels of electromagnetic interference
small pair (4.5mm diameter max) £11.95
large pair ( 12mm diameter max)
£12.95
Ringmat: 2mm £27.50 Li 2.4mm £30.00 D

3mm MkII £40.00 D
Sovtek Valves:
ECC83 £4.35 D
EL84 £
2.600 GZ34 £ 10.60 D 6L6 £4.5011
6550 £15.40 D KT66 equivalent £6.7011
EL84M £6.500 6SN7GT £2.60
EF86 £3.60 E ECC88 £5.35 I:
Dividers: packs of 25, all at £11.25:
LP 0 CD LI Single 0
Eurochannels CD cleaner: £23.95 D
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £17.95
Recommended LP & CD titles:
Decca/Alto etc. send for catalogue
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each 10
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each El
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each [
11
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 D
The Tube Checker
£449 H
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
in kit form
£180 El
ready built machine
£330 CI
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board)£269 LI
Deluxe kit (inc enclosures)
£399
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit
£299
Densen DeMagic CD
£10 I:
Decca London tone arm
£99 D
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 D
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95 D
Decca Mk 3Brush
£12.95 D
TC-2 Connection Conditioner
£15.95 D
TM- 71111 Superfluid
£15.95
CDX-15 Conditioner
£15.95
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL:
Rockbase Plus CD-ROM

£49.95 L

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (
caps)
Address
Postcode

Fe!:

0 Cheque/postal order enclosed tor L
(pounds sterling) made payable to HEN RR
Accessories Club
0 Please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex`
My card number is

1111111111111111
Expiry date

Signature
Please send orders to FIFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedhed, MK40 1YH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 fax: ( 01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this hem are acceptable. Plea, delac tiS
MOE
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

Send
Organisation
London

KREWINTEGRATEDAMP• yes, we've finally got it!! • product of the year 1996

]•)e_w foe- Sps 96!

NOW DEMONSTRATING

The latest Project 6.1S record player is now available, with

COPLAND HDCD CD PLAYER - real quality at abargain price
KRELL-KPS30i CD PLAYER - stunningly good
MARANTZ CD I
7
MICROMEGA STAGE 1/2/3
TEACVRDS I
OSE - the follow-up to the very successful 10
ORELLE CD100 CD PLAYER
QUAD 77 - the new concept soon to be joined by the tuner
THETA DATA BASIC MK 2- another big step forward
DPA LITTLE BIT 3 - really good value for money
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE - exceptional quality
LYRA CLAVIS DACAPO - aworthy successor to the Mk I
ROTEL-RC/RB 970 PRE/POWER - a£400 bargain
MUSICAL FIDELITY EI
00 AMPLIFIER - great sound with remote control
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY FOUR - sweet, airy and looks great
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISIS/SYNERGY
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 PREAMPLIFIER - still the one to beat
ANOS EROM PROCESSOR - great quality at abargain price
NAD AV7I6 PROLOGIC RECEIVER - NAD quality
B&W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM - sets the standard
REL STRATA/STORM/STADIUM 2/STENTOR - essential doe AN
PIONEER CLD2950 LASERDISC PLAYER

EX DEM et P/EX BARGAINS
LINN KARIK CD PLAYER LATEST SPEC £ 89E
SME MODEL 20/SME 5ARM/LYRA CLAVIS £2995
JADIS DEFY 7POWER AMP MINT £3500
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI IMK 2PREAMP £ 1495
GENESIS MODEL 3SPEAKERS £2500
STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURE HEADPHONES £ 350
STAX GAMMA/SRD 6HEADPHONE
COMBO-EX DEM £295
INTEREST
STAX NOVA BASIC EX DEM £375
ORELLE CD I
OT/DAT180 £795
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
MERIDIAN 602 CD TRANSPORT £895
BROKERS
MERIDIAN 606 DAC £795
ORELLE CD I
OT TRANSPORT EX DEM £550
LINN KAIRN 3xLKIOOS with ACTIVE KABERS £2650
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX AS NEW £ 1495
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS £ 1495
KRELL-CD DSP MK 2CD PLAYER £2795
CHORE SPM1400B MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS£1995
SPENDOR SP 1LOUDSPEAKERS £395
AUDIO RESEARCH D200 POWER AMP EX DEM £2395
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK 2EX DEM £2495
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22/F 1
5ex dem £2250
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30 POWER AMP £ 1295
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4 SPEAKERS £495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMPLIFIER £ 1995
MAGNEPLANAR 2.6 £795
MAGNEPLANAR 2.5 MINT £950
KRELL-PAM IPREAMP £995
OXFORD CRYSTAL SIGNATURE MAHOG SHELF MOUNT £995
ROKSAN ATTESSA CD PLAYER EX DEM £950
KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC EX DEM £295
RUARK SABRE BQUALITY £295
APOGEE CENTAUR £995
Agencies include: Acoustic Energy,Air Tangent,Apogee,Audio Alchemy,Audio
Innovations.Audio esearch, Audio Technica, B&VV, Bose. Cable Talk. Castle. Classé.
Copland. DPA, Dual, Goldring, Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra,
Mandrake, Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell, Micromega. Musical Fidelity. NAD,
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the superb Sumiko arm and a choice of cartridges;
stunning value at under £ 1000. The stylish new Copland
CDA288 Hi-definition CD player, joins the new drawer
loading Naim CD2 and the Micromega Drive 2/ DAC as
the best sounding units under £2000. Arcam's latest
Alpha 6CD player tops the new improved Alpha range.
The new and affordable integrated amplifier from Densen
sets high standards for value and their bigger models offer
apowerful solid-state alternative to the delightful range of
valve and valve hybrid designs from Copland. These
include the latest version of the integrated CSA14 and
ultra minimalist CTA501. Also look out for the very latest
CSA303/CTA505 pre- power combo, an incredible
performer for about £3000. Not to be outdone, Nairn Audio
have many new products to please their fans; as well as the
CD2 mentioned above, the stunningly successful NAIT3
and NAC92 models are now available with a remote
control option. The brand new SNAXO crossover is avery
effective upgrade for all active systems and the upgraded
bass drivers are a must for all SBL users. New floorstanding speakers include the Heybrook Heylo, great
value at under £400, and the Neat Mystique, a superb
performer for under £600. At just over £ 1000 the latest
Castle Howard, Epos ES22 and the revised Heybrook
Sextet offer real choice of larger models. For top class
compact speakers the Sonus Faber range remains beyond
compare and the all new SL3 from electrostatic specialists

Nakamichi, Onix, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proceed, Projekt, PS Audio,

Martin- Logan is possibly their best ever design,

QED, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Ruark, Seismic Sink,
Sennheiser, Slate Audio, SME Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stax,Target,T.D.L.,Teac, Theta,

combining the speed and integration of the smaller Aerius

Thorens,Transparent Cables, van den Hul,Wilson.

with the scale and power of the bigger hybrids.

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS.
Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX I I
JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0I865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 0I865) 79 I665

Re_cd

in +he Gily

"i" Pickfords Wharf
Clink Street
London

0171 403 2255
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comfort during the Storm, produced
ast September I promised to
report on the sound levels
several peaks of 95dB and one of
registered at various musical events,
97dB, representing a gap of 8dB
as part of an attempt to discover
between the live and reproduced
versions. Yet even at this setting the
how domestic reproduction relates
to the real thing. This arose from a music seemed too loud during some
letter in a magazine deploring
earlier climaxes, with the Sunrise,
unnaturally high replay levels, and
for instance, needing areduction of
3dB for comfort. There was also a
also from an earlier experiment
which suggested that preferred
differential of 7dB between concertloudness varies with room size.
hall and home in Heldenleben. On the
other hand, Beethoven's Piano
The upshot has been some
Concerto 1 which partnered the
discreet use of a sound-level meter
above Tchaikovsky peaked to 90dB
at concerts, with an eye mainly on
and was trailed by a believable if
fortissimo peaks. Whenever possible
somewhat loud domestic version at
I've endeavoured to occupy a seat
giving an instrumental soundstage
88dB. Likewise, aHallé Ervica heard
in Huddersfield town-hall touched
approximating to the 50° angle subtended by my loudspeakers, as
asurprising 98dB on one drum-beat
in the finale, with realistic-sounding
without such aprecaution one could
easily
come up
with
totally
equivalents registering 95dB from
two
very
diversely
balanced
misleading results. Thus a listening
recordings, seeming to confirm a
position very close to a small
smaller home/away differential for
chamber group can give peaks of
over 100dB, which I've registered on
classically scored music.
Back in Manchester with the BBC
occasion when sitting almost within
Phil, but this time in Studio 7 in
touching distance in Halifax's
New Broadcasting House, Ihad a
Harrison House, a situation that
would need absurdly wide- angled
seat giving an orchestral width of 75°
to hear Weber's Freischütz Overture
stereo.
At that same venue, but heard
and Brahms's Piano Concerto 2,
from my preferred vantage, the
each of which peaked to 98dB. This
was arun-though for the following
Velliger Quartet peaked to 92.5dB
day's Prom in London, from which
in works by Britten and MendelImissed the Weber but was able to
ssohn, although the corresponding
recordings sounded unnaturally loud
monitor the Brahms. As broadcast,
this was so balanced that at 75° the
at home if set to peak at over 85dB,
peaks seemed about right when 8dB
perhaps because the players occupied
lower than in Studio 7, while a
less than the full soundstage in asetrecording of the Weber heard with
back perspective. Itried compensating for this by moving forward to
a realistic loudness peaked to 4dB
give aperceived width of 50° to the
below the studio level.
The various home listening
quartet itself, but the sound-picture
sessions included the use of headremained just as unconvincing when
phones and Hafler, one permitting
peaked above 85dB, as also in some
notably higher subjective levels
full-width recordings. So it seems
before the onset of unease, the other
that in my room such music is most
allowing just aslight increase. This
effective at alevel around 7dB below
tallies with the notion that the local
that arising at an equivalent angular
acoustic is a major determinant of
distance in real life.
perceived level, since it is completely
But Iexpect that most readers will
removed by headphones
and
be more interested in orchestral
somewhat masked by greater
material, and at the opposite extreme
recorded ambience. It must be
Iattended aconcert in Manchester's
admitted, though, that truly unFree Trade Hall featuring the BBC
ambiguous room-removal requires
Philharmonic playing Strauss's Alpine
Symphony, employing an enormous
listening to loudspeakers in a field,
as headphones cloud the issue by
orchestra including two wind
providing a 180° image plus hemimachines and a thunder plate!
spheric reverberance.
Occasional maxima here registered
101dB, rising several times to a
Also, these are mere one-man
momentary 103dB, and once to
reactions when listening in one
smallish room, with a host of
105dB during the Storm, all as
heard near the front of the circle.
variables left unconsidered. Yet the
findings do hint that when people
On adifferent occasion at this ` 50°',
complain that hi-fi folk listen to
position, the same orchestra gave an
classical music at unnaturally high
isolated
peak
of
101dB
in
levels, they could be responding not
Tchaikovsky's Symphony 5, while
to the decibels (which may actually
the Hallé reached 100dB during EM
be below concert-hall levels) but to
Heldenleben at yet another event.
the impact of short-term room
Playing a CD of the Alpine at
home, just about as loudly as
reflections, which probably varies
seemed feasible for credibility or
with individuals.
John Crabbe
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compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.25 each

II MID PRICE: £7.75 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — BBC Radio Classics £7.95; Philips ' Duo' £ 12.25
Rock/pop — Taj Mahal, VM Bhatt etc £25.00; Three LB
Thrill £9.45; Soundtracks — Rodgers & Hammerstein
£5.25; Fantasy World of Bernard Herrmann £ 25.00
Jazz — Bud Powell £7.95; Shannon Jackson £ 14.25
Impulse! and Atlantic ( jazz roundup) all £8.25
Rock/pop reissues — The Beatles £ 19.25 ( LP & CD); The
Four Tops £8.25; Ted Hawkins £9.25;lke & Tina Turner
£6.95

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD / LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT-free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain. 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIL

Popworth
Audio Technology

Ali 171LLMENT STLRio

GAIN 15 3,1[1
.

to

B 33

748 I_

74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* Fm arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

CONTACT US ON 01582 36561 (Day) 29560 (Eve after

PPA6
For the highest specification and purest sottie quality.
Papworths' PPA6 Dual Mono Pre- Amplifier is
unrivaled. Offering precision engineering of the
finest quality, with six line- level inputs, and two
cathode follower outputs for each channel.
This Pre- Amplifier can produce stereo imaging as
you will probably never have experienced it before

7pm)

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8A0
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 08 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

All U.K. sales enquiries to David Allen
Telephone ( 01223) 247837
l'apworth .-‘ udio Technology
Papworth Lverard, Cambridge • CB3 81“;
Tel: ( 01480) 830345 Fax: ( 01480) 830781

Radlett Audio'
)
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radio

sometimes referred to as 'blocking'.
Another interesting effect in VHF
receivers is called reciprocal mixing
and the culprit this time is the local
oscillator — usually some form of
synthesiser in modern units. If only
this element of circuitry was
spectrally pure and generated only
one unique frequency, life would be
simple.
Unfortunately,
all
practical
away from the wanted frequency oscillators and synthesisers produce
outputs at many other frequencies,
become
amplified
enough
to
overload either the RF amplifier or not to mention narrow-band and
the mixer, no amount of subsequent wideband noise; some of this latter
IF filtering will remove the resulting is thermal and inescapable, and the
interference. So one way to make a rest originates in the workings of the
circuitry itself.
receiver with good strong-signal
performance is to provide the
ROLE REVERSAL
absolute minimum of gain between
The function of amixer is to change
the antenna and the IF stages.
However, at frequencies of the order the frequency of awanted incoming
signal into aconstant IF, but it is all
of 100MHz it is necessary to provide
a certain amount of front-end gain too easy to forget that it will do so
in order to achieve a given level of for any pair of signals whose
weak-signal
performance.
The difference is the intermediate
balance between the two conflicting frequency. Reciprocal mixing occurs
requirements is not always easy to when the roles of signal and local
oscillator are temporarily reversed.
The wanted strong signal is
heterodyned with noise sidebands,
and the latter are passed to the IF
as though they were awanted signal.
A tuner which is subject to
reciprocal-mixing problems displays
aconsiderably worse signal-to-noise
ratio than might be expected, and
the noise often has acharacteristic
quality
associated
with
the
modulation of the strong signal
causing it. All too many Band II
tuners display low-level reciprocal
mixing effects.
Speaking to the world? Broadcasting House is
If you suffer from low-level noises
besieged by budget cuts
which sound like the consequences
of one or other effect described
achieve, especially when the receiver above, try introducing a 10dB
attenuator into the antenna lead.
is designed to astrict budget.
Many strong-signal handling You may well find a dramatic
John Nelson
problems are the result of two or improvement!
more signals combining produce a
TUNING IN TO THE WORLD
phenomenon called intermodulation,
and the way this occurs is exactly the
If you live in the south-east of
same as interrnodulation in an audio
England, you can sample the
power amplifier. In essence, two or
World Service on 648kHz
more signals interact in such away
between 0000-0430, 0500as
to
produce
new
signals.
=30, 1200-1615, 1800-1830
Intermodulation is often the source
and 2000-0000. Insomniacs .::•:•:•:•::::
of the low-level ' burbling' or
and UK
the
shift
can
workers
tune to
anywhere
198kHz in/
whistling noises sometimes heard in
the audio output of an FM tuner.
(the Radio 4 LW frequency)
Another strong-signal problem is gain
between 0100 and 0600. If
compression, and this takes place
you have an HF receiver,
1
when a signal is so strong that it
the best frequencies to try
drives one or other stage in the front
are probably 6195, 9410 or
end into saturation, thereby reducing
15,070kHz. However, bear
its gain.
in mind that the BBC's HF
At its worst, as in many low-cost
transmissions are intended 1:1«:»:•:•:•14.01,
.p.r.0:•:•:•:••••: ,
car radios, gain-compression effects
for reception elsewhere
:K.,* • •••••:•:•:
can cause the entire receiver to mute
than in Britain, and you
for the duration of the interfering
may experience very
signal. Gain compression is the effect
poor results.
which ultimately results in what is

Band II signals from the antenna and
convert them to aconstant frequency
(the intermediate frequency or IF) for
later amplification and processing, and
it must reject all other signals. Whilst
performing these tasks, it must
introduce as little noise as possible.
If you analyse the situation
numerically, you realise the designer
of the front-end circuitry is caught
in a conflict. If very strong signals

The
broadcasts
of the World
Service form
one of
Britain's
most
valuable
invisible
exports.
But now
they are
under
threat

O

ne tries to keep politics out
of this column, but the
budget threatens large-scale
cuts in the output of the BBC
External Services. Strictly speaking,
the ' World Service' refers to the
English-language transmissions which
take place on a 24-hour basis; the
BBC currently broadcasts programmes in 38 other languages, and
the budget for the entire operation
is controlled by the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office. There are still
many parts of the world in which a
bias-free source of world news
receivable on low-tech equipment is
an exceedingly valuable commodity.
And the World Service itself continues
to set exemplary standards of Englishlanguage broadcasting. If you agree
that further reductions in one of
Britain's most valuable invisible
exports are aBad Thing, write to the
Foreign Secretary (with acopy to your
MP).
The
monthly
magazine
'Worldwide' gives afull schedule of
World Service transmissions, and you
can subscribe from PO Box 76S,
Bush House, London WC2B 4PH.
[See box for frequencies.]

SIGNAL DIFFICULTIES

E-MAIL
John Nelson may
be contacted via
E-Mail on
100014. 636@
compuseroe.com
or via Telecom
Gold on
83.1NL601

Several correspondents have raised
issues about the RF performance of
Band II receivers and it might be
worth looking at some basic
concepts. It is important to
understand that sensitivity is not the
main issue; manufacturers are prone
to quoting numbers which are
supposed to imply high sensitivity,
but at Band II frequencies the usable
sensitivity of areceiver is limited by
factors other than the nature of its
circuitry. There is also no universally
agreed method of expressing this
parameter, and it is not possible to
compare one manufacturer's figures
directly with another's. What matters
more is the receiver's ability to handle
both weak and strong signals, and this
is afunction of what is usually called
the front end: the RF amplifier and
mixer together with the local oscillator
or synthesiser. The function of the
front end is twofold; it must amplify
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RACHMANINOV
Piano Concerto 3, Etudes- tableaux excerpts
86 .. 1,,,Isues Oslo l'aBerglund

INTERVIEW
65 Berthold Goldschmidt talks to Bill Newman

86

RAVEL
Rapsodie espagnole, Valses nobles et
sentimentales, Menuet antique,
La Valse
1,m,

86

RESPIGHI
Ancient Airs & Dances, Aria, Berceuse
StrifOnld 21111u.ko.,

81

RUBINSTEIN
Celo Sonata 1
IsserlislHough
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69 Forgotten Romances: works for cello & piano
CLASSICAL
69 Clementi & Schubert piano sonatas;
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87
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The Barber of Seville
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Classic Jazz roundup
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k
BARTOK
The Wooden Prince, Music for
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Walter Gieseking : page 93
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Piano Concerto 1, Handel Variations
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Plano Sonata 3, Intermezzi

82
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Piano Sonatas
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DEBUSSY
Complete piano works
(ire,ek,,,,,
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LISZT
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1,, crlis Hough

84
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Suite symphonique
k, ,
,.
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SCHUMANN
Symphonic Studies, Fantasy Op.17
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BEETHOVEN
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Piano Sonatas
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PURCELL
Tercentenary roundup - various works

Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm

MAR« KIN

Performance

D :4

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor

H : H

Historical

A: 1
B: 2
C : 3
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N

ow 92, Goldschmidt
shows absolutely no sign
of easing up on his
passionate commitment to
music. An acknowledged authority
on the Viennese classics, he was the
man in charge of the London
premiere of the Mahler Third with
the LSO. Indeed, the last time Isaw
him, he was directing Deryck
Cooke's famous reconstruction of
Mahler's Tenth at Maida Vale
Studios in 1960, Mahler's centenary
year.
However, before we met last
Spring, Iadmit Iknew little about
the amazing originality of
Goldschmidt's own compositions, or
the uncompromising strengths of his
musical conviction. Now, there
would be no excuse for that, as
nothing less than a full-blown
Goldschmidt revival is well under
way. Recognition has come about as
adirect aftermath of the recent
upsurge of interest in the music of
the late 19th- and mid- 20th century
Viennese Romantics, much of it by
Jewish composers: some of it even
emerging from the death camps.
One of the lucky ones,
Goldschmidt fled Germany in the
1930s, but has spent most of his life
since in semi-obscurity as a
workaday musician. Now, better late
than never, he's hit the big time: at
least three record companies —
Decca, Sony and CPO — have
released major works on CD.
Tucked away in Hampstead,
Goldschmidt, small and spare,
scurries around energetically, still
full of enthusiasm for just about
everything, concentrating on what he
likes best: sitting at the piano,
constructing careful thematic chains
from the musical fragments he says

Berthold

GOLDSCHMIDT
After years of neglect, the

composer's works are gaining
recognHon for their true worth

shoot into his head day and night.
Quick to see in me anew
audience, he took me to his study. A
fat score was dumped in my lap to
accompany arecording by Chantel
Juillet of his Violin Concerto ( 1933,

by

'I've spent

rev.1955), from the 1994
Montpellier Festival. Much to
Goldschmidt's annoyance, Andrew
Clements, writing in The Guardian,
had dismissed the piece as typical of
the bland British music of the time,
calling it square and uninteresting.
To Goldschmidt's eager questions,
Isaid Ifound it possibly abit like
Stravinsky, certainly very beautiful,

days and

well-crafted and orchestrated, and
quite unique in its sweeping
sonority. That brought an instant

opinion until

response.
'A unique work. Yes', agreed
Goldschmidt, pleased. ' But where is
it square? Clements says my youthful
NI•Fl NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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hours listening
to music
to get a fair
idea, because
Idon't feel
entitled to
utter an
I've heard
everything'

BILL NEWMAN

works from before the war were
much better than this — much more
lively — and quoted examples. But
then he mixes up everything I've
written in the last ten years!
`I think you have to be openminded about music, and nobody is
these days. Music is many-sided. In
my formative years :here were at
least fifty composers who were very
interesting to listen to, amongst
them Nielsen, Sibelius,
Szymanowski, Bartók and Kodály,
and the British School and the
Americans. And in Berlin alone
there was Hindemith and my
teacher Schreker, Schoenberg and
Kurt Weill.

'I was never influenced! Iwas
impressed — not influenced. They
say I'm like Franz Schmidt. Well, I
didn't know a single note of Franz
Schmidt until Iheard him here with
Hans Keller. Not asingle note.
Then my early pieces — my 1925
String Quartet for instance — people
say " Ah, very reminiscent of
Shostakovich". But in 1925
Shostakovich was 21. Nobody knew
his name, and his First String
Quartet didn't appear until ten years
later. These irresponsible notices!
'Naturally, Ihave been impressed
by people. Iam, of course, speaking
the language of my time, and how
that comes about one doesn't know.
Imean, the painters in Paris didn't
get together and say "We've got to
paint now in the Impressionist
style". It was a kaleidoscope of
influences, of impressions. And just
as when one goes to an exhibition of
various painters — there's Braque
and there's Picasso — well, they've
got certain similarities. They lived at
the same time.
'There is an influence on every
77
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interview MUSIC
composer by Stravinsky, of course.
He was a new sun appearing over
the horizon and his radiance opened
the eyes and ears of many people —
but one had to beware of imitating
the whole cult. Then later on one
discovered that Stravinsky was in
fact the fruit of Rimsky-Korsakov
and the Russian School.
'You see, there is no composer in
the world who does not rest on the
shoulders of his predecessors. But
there are also a lot of imitators, and
they hide their real features amongst
an ant-heap of notes where one
cannot see what it is. They don't
play with open cards. There are no
themes, just millions of notes on one
page with all sorts of detailed
annotations how to play " under the
bridge, near the bridge, not at all on
the bridge, use the bow and beat the
instrument". The result is just
uninteresting. A pot-au-feu of noises,
that's all.
'I don't say these things casually.
I've spent days and hours listening
to music to get afair idea, because I
don't feel entitled to utter an
opinion until I've heard everything.
You see, I'm still quite open-minded
to hear positive things, but with
some music — Ican't. Take Boulez
and Messiaen for example. Messiaen
one can understand. Boulez is just
sophisticated nonsense!'
But he's such agood interpreter of
other people's music.
ja. He's got avery good ear
and avery good memory, and all the
technical and mechanical gifts of a
musician, but he has no inspiration
— he just puts down microscopic
notation...'
'disagree. Ifind there's so much
II visual interest in aperformance of
awork like Pli selon Pli, when you
can literally 'see' how the parts are
balanced, as you listen; and Ifound
the same with Gubaidulina's
Offertorium when the USSR
Symphony under Fedoseyev gave it
at the Royal Festival Hall.
Goldschmidt had aview on her as
well.
'She is terribly overrated, Ithink,
and she is burying herself in religious
mysticism which one cannot really
control. Also, let me tell you, I
doubt if Schnittke orchestrates
everything himself. If you have severe
strokes you cannot write music any
more. And Henze — nobody could
compose that many operas. You
know the difference between asketch
and the full score? The main work is
to write out the full score, and
however detailed the sketches are
they cannot give the complete
flavour of the work. How can one
orchestrate the piece from just that?'
The detail and lucidity in
Goldschmidt's own opera Der
getvalnke Hahnrei (
The Mighty
Cuckold), produced in Mannheim in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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1932 when he was Artistic Advisor
to the Berlin State Opera, is very
apparent. The Nazis banned it and
Berlin had to wait until 1992 for
another performance and a
recording. It was certainly worth the
wait. The marvellous surround of
instrumentation complements the
singers, and the tightly constructed
libretto remains as fresh as when it
was written.
He hasn't lost his touch today
either. ' On the contrary, Ithink I've
matured a little more. Look at the
chamber music. The first two

'The Eros element is a very important
fertiliser in one's artistic life and
when it doesn't exist, one's creations
appear to get more sterile'

Bach weren't performed for 100
years. Look at the neglect of Brahms
and Wagner, and Sibelius, who was
considered by William Glock to be a
non-composer.
'And where are all the great
impresarios today? Iknew Rudolf

quartets date from 1925 and 1936.
The other two come from 1989 and
1992 and are much more
concentrated, and not as long
because Inever do the reprises.
Has his music changed
appreciably over the years?
'I recognize all my compositions,
apart from those I've thrown away!
I'm very critical. My oeuvre is not
very big: two full-length operas, 3
concertos, 2 song-cycles now, and a
lot of chamber music.'

Bing closely until Ibroke with him
because he was just a snob, out for
names. He had a flair for voices but
an absolutely fatal tendency to
overrate reputations. When he was
in charge of the Edinburgh Festival,
prior to his time in New York, he
boasted " Ihave engaged the pianist
Michelangeli". " Have you heard
him?", Iasked. " No" said Bing,
"The name is enough".
'He told me " Berthold, don't have
any illusions. If you don't make the
grade by the age of 30, you'll never
make it". He said it again and again.
Then Ihad alucky break and took
over Verdi's Macbeth from George
Szell, who had absconded, and I
said to Bing ' I've been engaged,
take over. Let me play the lion —
quoting Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream. And do you know,
he never ,.
poke to me again!'
1
0
-

noes he generally compose in
nO isolation? ' Impossible! All my
compositions have been influenced
by the most emotional events.'
So who provides the inspiration?
'Musicians and women. Ihave a
strong masculine reaction to
female charm and this is the
fertilising influence on me. A note
in the Beatrice Cenci opera booklet
states that all my music springs
from the emotional contact of
relationships in all degrees — no
chronique scandaleuse, more liaisons
spirituelles, now. If you look at
paintings of the Madonna you see
often an affinity and arapport
between the model and the painter.
And why should this very vital
element not exist between
musicians? Without Peter Pears
quite alot of Benjamin Britten's
works wouldn't exist. So the Eros
element is avery, very important
fertiliser in one's artistic life and
when it doesn't exist, one's creations
appear to get more sterile.'
Goldschmidt agrees with Thomas
Mann when he said of music ` It is a
devilish force'. From Bach's Goldberg
Variations and Beethoven's Diabelli
Variations (' the two crown jewels in
music') we turned to the 20thcentury composers: Schoenberg,
Berg, then Messiaen: ' a little
repetitive and too religiously inspired
for my liking'; Janacek — ' a

contemporary, don't forget, of
Brahms and Wagner'; Martinu;
Hindemith — ' Iknew him';
Lutoslawski — ' a real composer';
Malcolm Arnold ' a great man'; and
George Benjamin — ' an old guard
friend and avery good musician'.
Benjamin once said to
Goldschmidt ' Ijust can't write
conventional music any more'.
'What do you call conventional
music?' The music you write!'
Benjamin retorted. Goldschmidt put
him in his place. 'Wait a minute.
The time will come when my music
may be played and yours will be
less. What do you think of that?
'One has to be quite open about
music, with nothing kept under the
counter. Composers sometimes lose
their audiences, they have got to
have enough self-discipline to
overcome that. One learns from
history. Palestrina kept silent for
many years, and Monteverdi and

Goldschmidt's
opera
Beatrice Cenci,
on Sony
Classical, and
an orchestral
concert on
CPO Records
(including the
Cello Concerto
from1953) are
reviewed this
month
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classical REVIEWS
JS BACH:
Orchestral Suites 1-4 E Sinfonias
English Concert/Pinnock
Archiv 439 780-2

Recçmd

STEVEN ISSERUS

of the 1 Vlonth

FORGOTTEN ROMANCES
GRIEG: Cello Sonata/LISZT:
Romance oubliée
Elégie Nos.1 &
2
Die Zelle in Nonnenwerth
La
lugubre gondola/RUBINSTEIN: Cello
Sonata 1 in D
Steven Isserlis (v1c)IStephen Hough
(pno)
RCA 09026 68290 2

(76m 05s)

In his introductory essay, Steven Isserlis puts the case for this programme of
neglected pieces by charismatic figures of their day: works written to be
enjoyed for their emotions, moods and melodies. By way of complete contrast,
the two romantic sonatas are sandwiched by Liszt — in sombre mood in the
'funeral gondolas' inspired by Wagner's death in Venice, and also in the late
style, the austere ' Nonnenwerth cloisters'. The first of the two Elegies,
composed originally as piano solos, carried the title ' Lullaby in the Grave'!
Taking up Isserlis's challenge, I
first listened to this disc without
properly ascertaining its
programme-sequence — thereby
overcoming a long prejudice
against Grieg, whose sonata proves
aglorious work! But what was
even more striking was the quality
of the musicianship: when so many
fine string soloists seem content to
work with hard-as-nails
accompanists, Isserlis is in true
partnership with someone who
matches him in sensitivity and
alertness to all the opportunities

steps completely change the mood
and characterisation.
The Abbey Road sessions were
by Keener/Rhodes, and afine
recording is the outcome. So, the
next time you wade through the
Brahms or Beethoven cello
sonatas, think what fun you could
be having instead with Anton
Rubinstein's.
Christopher Breunig

A:1• •

presented in the writing. The focus
therefore constantly shifts from
cello to piano and back; Hough
and Isserlis continually respond as
much to each other as to the
music. Take, as an example, the
shifting balance in the three
sections of Rubinstein's Allegretto
(which became apopular concert
piece on its own), from asimple
swaying melody for cello over plain
accompaniment; then in the
middle the piano has the tune
whilst the cello plays curious trilled
'shivers'; the pianist picks up the
cellist's last figuration, and his part
thereafter has arpeggiated
decoration. The melody is
unaltered, but these dance-like
Stephen Hough: a remarkable partner for Isserlis.
Hough's second Virgin Classics Liszt recital
included the two Lugubre gondola solo
versions, and was ' Record of the Month' in
October 1992
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(
2CDs, 124m 39s)

There is no shortage of these
marvellous works in the catalogues,
and no shortage of them on period
instruments on the Archiv label.
Trevor Pinnock's earlier series from
1979/80 reappeared on DG
`Galleria' and, good though it was, it
can now be disregarded by all except
those who believe Bach was kidding
when he wrote repeat marks. An
Archiv set by Reinhard Goebel and
his Musica Antigua Kiiln came out
in 1986. He observes repeats and,
unlike the earlier Pinnock series, is
recorded in DDD; and while some
of his textures seem too insubstantial
he does bring out the inner lines
better and, especially in No.4, the
sly humour of Bach's writing.
It is this humour, emphasized by
Goebel's subtle rhythmic poise in
the dances, that Ifind missing in the
new Pinnock set. On the other
hand, Pinnock now realises the
grandeur of the Ouvertures in both
the ideally rhythmic initial slow
sections and the fast passages, and
by observing the repeats. His
balance is slightly more revealing
than Goebel's but there is little in it:
those happy with Goebel need not
change to the new set, which
conveys some audible mechanical
noise from the oboes. The reviewer's
package Ihave received fails to
name the excellent flautist in 2.
While either Goebel or the new
Pinnock will give agreat deal of
pleasure, my own favourite is Roy
Goodman's Hyperion set with the
Hanover Band. Rhythmic poise,
inner voice clarity and overall
balance are adegree or so better
than on either Archiv set.
At about 90m the four Suites
won't fit on one CD, so fill-ups have
to be considered. The earlier
Pinnock discs added the
Harpsichord Concerto BWV1057
and the Triple Concerto BWV1044,
while Goebel, less generously but
very usefully, included the so-called
Fifth Suite, BWV1071, spurious
(possibly by W F Bach) but
delightful. The new Pinnock set
offers sinfonias from Cantatas 42, 52
and 174 (aka Brandenburg 1/i and 3/i
rescored etc), the Easter Oratorio, and
the opening chorus of Cantata 110
(aka Suite 4/i), sung by the choir of
the English Concert. This last, with
stylish orchestral playing combined
with wildly anachronistic coloratura
singing from the principals, Iadmit,
had me helpless with mirth.
Hyperion/Goodman add the Sinfonias
from Cantatas 29, 42 and 209 and
the Concerto Movt BWV 1045. That
is my recommendation.
Robert Dearling

A:1-2 •
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CLEMENTI Piano Sonatas

</el, Krysa ( uln)IMaInto SOlOramo

CLEMENTI:
Piano sonatas Op.2:2, 4 & 6
Op.7:1
Op.24:2 `Zauberflote'
Carlo Grante (pno)
Altams AIR-CD-9101

BLOCH:
Violin Concerto
Poems of the Sea
Sude symphonique

(
61m 14s)

By any reckoning, Clementi — ` the
father of the pianoforte' as his
memorial in Westminster Abbey says
— was an important figure. As
performer and composer he
preserved something of the
Scarlattian keyboard tradition into
the Classical era, and pioneered a
specifically pianistic form of
virtuosity. He influenced early
Beethoven, Hummel, Weber;
Brahms admired his ' large, free
employment of form'. But his
modern reputation, nourished on
little but his ubiquitous Gradus ad

to the ` joyous instrumentality' of
Clementi's sonatas (his phrase: he
contributes detailed, sympathetic
notes from an analytic study of
Clementi he is currently writing).
The recording is quite superb, of
demonstration-worthy naturalness.

CLEMENT':
Piano Sonatas
Op.25:5

Op.24:2, `Zauberfliite'
Op.40:2 & 3

Nikolai Demidenko (pno)
Hyperion WA 66808

(
68m 40s)

Clementi is emerging with an
enhanced creative profile this year.
Demidenko's Clementi is an
altogether more thrusting, dynamic
fellow than the elegant figure
revealed in Carlo Grante's Altarus
volume. But then, the two recitals
have only the so-called ' Zauberflote'
sonata in common: Demidenko, who
makes more of the Mozartian
parallels here,
concentrates on
later pieces,
reputation
most notably
be as a
two of the
substantial

Parnassum, seems to be as a mere
purveyor of neat and vapid teaching
pieces.
The present
disc, first in an
ambitious
'His modern
Altarus series
intended to
seems to
encompass all of
mere purveyor of neat
Clementi's 60Op.40 sonatas
and vapid teaching
odd piano
published in
sonatas (the
London in
pieces. The present disc,
form he virtually
1802.
created), begins
first in an ambitious
This Clementi
to offer amuch
is no mere
Altarus series,
more substantial
pedagogue or
musical
begins to offer a much
fashionable
personality.
virtuoso but in a
more substantial
These five are
very palpable
musical personality'
early works: the
sense
Op.2 Sonatas,
Beethoven's
following the
contemporary.
'Italian' twoBeethoven was,
movt plan, were written in 1770,
in fact, only one of a long line of
when he was 18; the other two, both
significant admirers, and the
three-movt, date from a decade
resemblances in Clementi's Op.40 to
later. Op.24:2 is one of the works
several of the early Beethoven
Clementi played before the Emperor
sonatas, mostly unpublished at the
Joseph II in a competition against
time these pieces were written, are
Mozart, and is known as the
fascinating. Yet the formal and
`Zauberflette' from its opening
contrapuntal grasp are those of a
theme, which closely resembles one
quite distinct composer, the better
Mozart had yet to write.
able to infuse classical form with
It would be going too far to claim
intense emotion and structural
that any of this music was touched
fantasy because he was an
by genius; but grace, vivacity,
originator, not inheritor, of classical
mastery of the instrument, melodic
norms. Paradoxically the most
interest and invention it has in
Seethovenian' movement, at least in
abundance. It will be interesting in
subsequent volumes to hear how
Clementi eases himself out of the
Galant style into something more
emotionally committed — already
glimpsed in the expressive slow
movement of Op.7:1.
Carlo Grante has recorded
impressive discs for Altarus of the
Chopin-Goowsky studies, and
operatic fantasies by Liszt, Busoni
and Sorabji. He easily descends
from such transcendental repertoire
82

spirit, is the profound slow
movement of the earlier F-sharpminor Sonata published in 1790, to
which Demidenko brings enormous
gravitas and spirituality. The fire and
dash he lavishes on the quicker
movements make this highly
enjoyable disc, in its way, no less
exciting than any of his Medtner,
Chopin or Rachmaninov releases on
Hyperion.
Calum MacDonald

As:1 •

BIS CD 639

(
72m 28s)

Bloch's music is almost never
performed in concert these days.
Even his best-known work, Schelomo,
has fallen into neglect.
The Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra — one of the masterworks
of the century — was ardently
promoted by its first performer,
Joseph Szigeti. His two recordings:
one with Munch and the Paris
Conservatoire Orchestra, the other a
live performance under Mengelberg
and the Concertgebouw, remain the
yardsticks. Only Menuhin and
Kletzki [EMI CDM 763 9892]
subsequently measure up. The
recent attempt on ASV by Michael
Guttman with RPO/Serebrier, for
example, is a non-starter:
misconceived and poorly balanced,
the soloist never penetrating beyond
the printed notes.
A pupil of David Oistrakh, Polishborn Oleh Krysa is an adventurous
performer, delving into the religious
and folk elements of the concerto,
lovingly tracing the harmonic
colourings and rhythmic nuances in
Bloch's Jewish tapestry. His
contribution to the slow movement
is noted for its soft-toned control
and is resplendent elsewhere.
Sakari Oramo stimulates the
Malmo musicians to give of their
best. The climaxes with their weird
woodwind incantations are
magnificent; the slow movement is a
spell of spiritual stillness, while the
playing of the Finale measures up to
its structured overflow of ideas and
leads to a pulsating climax.
They revel, too, in the early,
highly pictorial Poems of the Sea.
Suite Symphonique was one of the
late works which marked Bloch's
return to composition after the war.
It is frequently labelled neobaroque,
although the composer himself
described it as ' quite different from
any classical work, and possibly from
any work Ihave written so far, with
nothing in common with the
abominable trash served us lately
under the name of New or Modern
Music'. Once again, the attention
paid to detail pays off in the playing.
Bill Newman

A:1 •

CHOPIN:
24 Preludes ' Etudes Op.10:4-6 &
Op.25:1, 2, 6 & 12
Moura Lympany (pno)
Erato 0630 11726 2

(60m 32s)

This is Dame Moura Lympany's
second recording of the Preludes.
The first [EMI] was a milestone of
the LP era. It had arunning time of
36m; the Erato is 42m.
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Dame Moura's still phenomenal
technique and subtlety of touch
brings true individuality to each
Prelude while adding up to one
glorious whole. There is nothing
artificial; nothing for show, just a
deeply philosophical reading, mellow
and benevolent, occasionally
valedictory: the sum of a lifetime's
intimacy with the music.
Listen to the soft playing in 2,
and in 3 & 4 the sustained espressivo
perfectly controlled by fluid arms
and by the fingers which remain in
constant contact with the keys. The
famous Lympany left hand comes
into its own in 6, with its rising
sotto voce melody, and for once the
simple 3/4 Andantino (
No.7 —
everybody's favourite) sounds both
sweet and firm.
No.8 launches avehement
rhetoric which three pages later
yields an alternating major—minor
sequence of haunting beauty. The
secret of the cantering 12 lies in the
suppleness of the wrists, while 13
demonstrates Dame Moura's singing

tone in a chordal melody over
arpeggios. The famous ' Raindrop'
Prelude is the gem of the set: no
hackneyed melodrama in the middle
section here. This reading is so
touching just because of its restraint,
which results in a much greater
contrast with the brilliant 16 —
Presto con fuoco — with its wide
stretches for the left hand.
The final group, Nos. 21-23, has
extraordinary poetry and power. One
of the most satisfying, and eloquent,
performances of the Preludes Ihave
heard in years.
In the seven selected Etudes
Lympany's playing is exquisite, the
tenderness in the A-flat
heartbreaking. Only in the C-minor,
which involves punishingly
continuous action from both arms
and hands up and down the
keyboard, is there any sign of
tiredness. Excellent piano sound.

GOLDSCHMIDT:
Cello Concerto
Ciaconna Sinfonica
Chronica
David Geringas (v1c)I
Magdeburgische Philharmonie/
Husmann
CPO 999 2772

(55m 30s)

Goldschmidt is a store-house of
energy and ideas. Eclectic and
impressionable, he incorporates a
structured layout in the three works
on this CD that acknowledges his
debt both to past musicians and to
his contemporaries.
Dance is an important factor in
the Caprice melancolique, Quasi
Sarabanda and Tarantella — movts
(ii)(iii)(iv) of his 1953 Cello
Concerto — once performed by the
likes of William Pleeth and Zara
Nelsova. Its origin goes back to a
Cello Sonata Goldschmidt had
written in 1933, which Feuermann
played widely. Momentarily, the
beginning of the work sounds as if
Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade
has decided to spin her gorgeous
cantilena on the cello for a change,
until the ' foreign' key orchestral
accompaniment soon throws the
listener off-balance. It is ahighly
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Goldschmidt,
'a store- house
of energy and
ideas', whose
music is now
finding its way
onto CD.

inventive work: new ideas are
constantly presented, often
disturbing even the soloist by their
sudden changes of metre, while a
succession of rapid contrapuntal

And ( left)

passages and extended orchestral
tuttis excitingly place everyone on an
equal basis. Musicians like
Goldschmidt. It's marvellous stuff to

the Chopin

play.
At no time has he succumbed to
writing completely serial works like
Schoenberg and his school, yet he
does make use of a 12-tone series in
his tonal Ciaconna Sinfonica. What
he himself terms ' multidimensional
variative thought and forms' became
familiar devices in his compositions.
This particular three-movt piece is
an antidote to the composer's final
Berlin years, when he was living
under constant threats, denounced
by the authorities both as aJew and
as ' adegenerate musician'. Although
the mood changes in the final bars
from brittle brilliance to discordant
tragedy, contrast the prevailing
humour and light- textured scoring
found here with the thicker-toned
Hindemith, or compare the Gigue in
Rondo form from the finale with the
Rondo Burleske from Mahler's Fifth
Symphony, for an instant
understanding of Goldschmidt's
clarity of vision.
Chronica was begun in the early
1930s (
as indicated from the Marche
Militaire fused into its opening
Prologue); its Itztrada was written in
1985-6, whilst the main part
comprises music written for aballet
in 1939, and originally played by
two pianists. The whole thing adds
up to an orchestral suite in which
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Dame Moura
Lympany, who
has recorded
Preludes for
Erato

the Nazi scourge (
Passacaglia —
Prison Yard; Scherzo — Propaganda)
is represented, interspersed with
Goldschmidt's sybaritic view of the
Berlin world of Sally Bowles:
Rondino — Ballroom Scene,
Cantilena, Intermedio, Canone and
Capriccio-Finale. Kurt Weill and
Hans Eisler were writing similar
stuff, almost as aconscious formula
for the rest of their output.
Goldschmidt's suite has more farreaching significance.
Geringas (a Rostropovich pupil),
Husmann (an opera conductor and
radio specialist) and the Magdeburg
Philharmonic players revel in the
whole enterprise. The recording is
clear-cut and clean-sounding without
being spectacular.
,Bill
, . Newman

13:1 •

GOLDSCHMIDT:
Beatrice Cenci
4 Songs
Simon Estes,Della Jones/Roberta
Alexander/Fiona KimmIPeter
RoselRundfunkchor BerlinIDeutsches
SO BerlinIZagroseklVermillion
(con)IGoldschmidt (pno)
Sony Classical CD 66836

(
2CDs, I20m)

Goldschmidt's earlier full-length
opera Der Gewaltige Hahnrei (
The
Mighty Cuckold), with its everyday
jealousies, is in stark contrast to the
complexities of political and sexual
power explored in Beatrice Cenci. In
1599, along with her step-mother
Lucrezia Petroni, the 16 year old
Beatrice is beheaded for arranging
the murder of her bestial father who
has raped her. Martin Esslin's
libretto is condensed from averse
play by Percy Bysshe Shelley, who
was inspired by the portrait of
Beatrice ascribed to Guido Reni in
the Palazzo Barberini, Rome.
Where the first work featured an
orchestral backing tailored to the
action, the second sets the scene by
the most subtle use of instrumental
colourings: brass solos heavy with
tragedy, grieving woodwinds... Like
83

Berg in Wozzeck and Lulu,
Goldschmidt introduces two purely
orchestral sections into his final Act.
Throughout the entire opera he uses
a shifting string line behind his solos,
and concerted instrumentations
which subtly alter the balance of

haunting, sensuous vision in music
of unfailing insight, subtle colour
and moving restraint.
Clocking in at just over one hour,
Der Cornet is an immensely
ambitious creation, demanding
formidable concentration from
performers and audience alike.
Fortunately, in the hands of these

argument and emphasize the text in
most realistic terms.
Della Jones's Lucrezia and Robert
Alexander's Beatrice are quite
splendid, and so is Fiona Kimm as
Beatrice's young brother, Bernardo.
'My gentle Beatrice', 'What has your
father done' and the trio: ' Ours is an
evil lot' each cut keenly across the
plot before the murder. However,

Dutch artists, Martin's deeply
thoughtful inspiration easily holds
the listener in its thrall. Jard van
Nes sings with her customary
assurance and dedication, some
occasionally suspect German
pronunciation notwithstanding.
Moreover, Reinbert de Leeuw draws
a marvellously poised, committed
response from his splendid
Amsterdam group. Throw in some
beautiful, impeccably balanced
Philips sonics, and it all adds up to
avery strong recommendation.

Simon Estes is a disappointing
Count. His American tang and slight
uncertaincy of pitch are one thing,
but he sounds curiously uninspired
by this marvellous part. (One
wonders what Bryn Terfel might
have made of it.) As Cardinal
Camillo — who, charged with
investigating the Count's crimes,
discovers his murder — Peter Rose
is also rather deadpan in his
delivery. However, these failings are
counterbalanced by the dramatic
tension engendered by the singing of
the remarkable Berlin Radio Choir,
and the originality of the musical
layout — especially in the final
pages. Poulenc's poignant The
Carmelites and Ginastera's everviolent Bormarzo appear tame by
comparison!
The four songs with piano stem
from the years 1933-50. The two
earliest: 'A Sprig of Roses' and
Togweaving' to texts by Christian
Morgenstern, take their inspiration
from Wolf and Strauss in their
adventurous, descriptive
accompaniments, while ' Clouds'
(Rupert Brooke) and 'Time' ( Percy
Bysshe Shelley) catch the
atmosphere precisely. Iris
Vermillion's gorgeous Ferrier-like
voice and commitment are matched
by the composer's own exuberant
piano playing.
Bill Newman

it*:2

Andrew Achenbach

A:1 •

Arg
S0 S.
, 1721

MOZART
NANO CONCERTOS
NOS 9 M EW...ea...C. at 17
ANDREAS STAIER
CONCERTO KOLN

'when Pires comes in,
Four new
Mozart piano
concerto
couplings on
CD contrast

MOZART:
Piano Concertos in G, K453' & C,
1(467

she immediately steals

Maria Pires (pno)1C0E1Abbado

everything she does is

DG 439 941-2

(
58m 19s)

'
live recording

instrument

jard van Nes (con)INieuw
Sinfonietta Amsterdam/de Leeuw

alternatives, in

Chandos CHAN 9404

Philips 442 535-2

with and

modern and
period

(
60m 52s)

performances

Piano Concertos in E-flat, 1(27 1 & G,
1(453

without a
separate

Andreas Staier (f-pnoldir)IConcerto
Koln

orchestra of Rainer Maria Rilke's
1899 prose poem entitled Die Weise
von Liebe und Tod des Cornets
Christoph Rilke (' Cornet Christoph
Rilke's Song of Love and Death').
Rilke's epic narrative is set in the
17th-century and charts the progress
of a young ensign from homesick
adolescence, through his first
experience of love, to his poignantly
heroic demise at the hands of the
Turkish army. Martin clothes Rilke's

conductor

Teldec 4509 98412 2

(6/ni 08s)

Piano Concertos in F, K413 & C,
K415
Rondo in A, 1(386
Robert Levin (f-pno)IAAMIHogwood
OiseauLyre 444 571-2

your attention:
well thought out,
beautifully executed,
wonderfully balanced'

(
63m 09s)

Frank Martin's Der Cornet (1943) is
a setting for contralto and chamber

84

over-rehearsed them, since the
expositions seem to me a little too
fussy. But when Pires comes in, she
immediately steals your attention:
everything she does is well thought
out, beautifully executed,
wonderfully balanced — indeed the
DG and OiseauLyre discs make the
strongest case for aseparate soloist
and director. Idon't have full
documentation with my copy, so
cannot explain why the ' live'
concerto (K453) has more open
sound than its slightly opaque
coupling.
The OiseauLyre and Teldec
involve period instruments: for the
soloists, two c.1785 fortepiano
copies after Walter [Staler) and
Stein [Levin]. As described in the
booklet, the AAM accompaniments
are divided into Tutu iand Solo, ie
single desk, sections. (Mozart
offered his K413-415 group as
equally suited to 2v1ns/v1a/v1c; the

Piano Concertos in C, K467 & Eflat,
1(482
Howard Shelley (pnoldir)ILondon
Mozart Players

MARTIN:
Der Cornet

K449 coupling), it was the
Pires/Abbado which gave me most
pleasure. But it would be hard to
fault Shelley: clean, crisp playing;
recorded sound alittle too resonant
for my taste. As I've suggested
before, there is a slight dapperness
about these Chandos performances
— they are almost too smart. (For
instance, although one sees the point
of the very daring final Allegro in
K482, there's much to be said for a
more moderate view, such as
Brendel's in the old Vox recording,
where the listener has more time to
follow everything falling into place.)
With the COE, the strings are a
little sweeter, upper winds more
characterful. Perhaps Abbado has

(
57m / Os)

These Mozart recordings are
interesting in their different ways, if
variably convincing; contrary to
expectations (based on their
disappointing VPO ' Coronation'!

exciting trumpet/timpani parts for
K415 were later additions.)
Much has been made of Robert
Levin's claim to another authentic
practice, that of improvizing the
cadenzas, which is of little
significance when you are working in
the recording studio. (Shelley plays
cadenzas by Denis Matthews and
Pires uses Serkin's for K467, where
none by Mozart exist.) Still, he and
Hogwood are completely at the
service of the music, which may
seem an odd observation, but when
you hear the Cologne Mozart you
feel the phrasing there is so
MARCH 1996
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exaggeratedly
'informative' as to
end up a mostly
irritating
succession of
jolts and
surges.
Staler
decorates
the text,
varies the
phrasing
— but he
does this
in such an
obvious
way (delay
the next
note for
effect... slow to
reveal lyrical
section... rush to
demonstrate we
understand Mozart's
virtuoso side...) that it sounds
horribly mannered. It's nice to have
the period winds in K453, but this
is very much ' historically aware
performance' on show.
Christopher Breunig
A:1, Teldec B:2-4 •
PROKOFIEV:
Violin Sonatas 1 & 2
5 Melodies
I
7adim Repin (vIn)1Boris Berezovsky
(pito)
Erato 0630-10698-2

(
62m 33s)

Both these works are a product of
the war. The Nazi invasion of the
Soviet Union in 1941 is reflected in
the desolate beginning of the First
Sonata and the relief near its close,
as violin demisemiquavers run softly
up and down the scale to achordal
piano accompaniment.
Something akin to David
Oistrakh's acute power of
communication is projected through
Repin's phrasing, from the longest
passages down to little turns and
accents. He is always perfectly in
tune. Berozowsky is at his very best,
too. In (i) the weighted sonorities he
produces range from very soft to
loud — but never to the point of
ugliness — and are very Russian,
besides. Repin and Berezowsky are
amazingly attuned to each other.
Their rapport in (ii) has a ferocious
commitment that never obscures the
•line, and in ( iii), rippling piano
semiquavers support Repin's
incredible high- line. At the start of
the Finale, they deliver starry
panache, before winding back down
to those running demisemiquavers
and the poignant close.
Just two years later, Prokofiev's
Second Sonata benefited enormously
from rearrangement, at Oistrakh's
suggestion, from flute to violin.
Through all four movts the
performers have to slot their
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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he Purcell Year ends pleasingly.
Easily the most exciting of this
batch of CDs is the King Arthur
from William Christie [
Erato
4509-98535-2, 2CDs, 92m 05s],
permanent souvenir of the
production that delighted audiences
in Paris and London a few months
ago, and recorded at the Theatre du
Chatelet in February. Graham Vick's
production occasionally obtrudes in
weird atmospheric effects, but the
music is undisturbed, and very finely
it is sung and played by a
distinguished cast and Les Arts
Florissants. Crisp phrasing, lively
rhythms, clear textures, and due
regard for the more solemn and
reflective passages are characteristics
of Christie's colourful direction.
Readers who already have sets of
King Arthur conducted by Alfred
Deller, Anthony Lewis, John Eliot
Gardiner or Trevor Pinnock may
well hesitate before acquiring this
latest version, but its theatrical flair
and all-round polish are very
beguiling. The booklet contains
attractive colour photographs of the
production as well as 3-language
texts and detailed notes.
A:1 •
The old belief that only AngloSaxons could interpret Purcell is
also laid to rest by Gustav
Leonhardt's firmly international rollcall for his Sony `Vivarte'
programme of Anthems, Hymns and
Voluntaries [
CD 53981, 76m 48s].
The music is not all by Purcell:
Matthew Locke provides three organ
voluntaries, and there are two
anonymous ones as asecond
interlude; Leonhardt himself plays
these on the organ of the
Doopsgezinde Kerk at Haarlem, in
addition to directing the ' Period
Instrument Ensemble', Tolz Boys'
Choir, and avery good quartet of
solo singers.
The choral and orchestral works
include ' Rejoice in the Lord Alway',
'Praise the Lord, o Jerusalem',
'Awake and with Attention Hear',
'0 Praise God in His Holiness', 'My
Beloved Spake', and ` In Thee, 0
Lord, do Iput my Trust'. In
performances as eloquent, lively and

'clear

attentive as these, even the less
familiar anthems should become
firm favourites. The recording is
sonorous, and immediate in impact.
A:1 •
Sylvia McNair's sweet soprano in
`The echoing air', a Philips offering
[446 081-2, 63m 23s] struck me as
rather anaemic by comparison with
the red blood of Christie's team,
though Christopher Hogwood's
AAIVI injects fire into the purely
instrumental numbers, some of them
quite unknown, that are interspersed
among the sixteen vocal airs. Some
of these, too, are unfamiliar.
McNair's artistry and vocal beauty
are not in doubt, and in 'The
Blessed Virgin's Expostulation' she
reveals a depth of feeling that
elsewhere is less in evidence.
A:1-2 •
Hail, bright Cecilia, the Ode for
1692, makes awelcome
reappearance from Andrew Parrott
and his Taverner Consort, Choir
and Players [
Virgin 'Ventas' 545
1602, 56m 44s, ®1986]. This is a
deeply felt, spacious performance
that employs no fewer than five
nicely contrasted tenors, and four
basses. Iwasn't sure about the
wisdom of the big organ voluntary
before 'Wondrous machine'; and a
regrettable slip on the album cover
names Emily Van Evera rather than
the distinctive Emma Kirkby as
soprano soloist.
A- B:1 •
From the same stable comes a
slightly later Parrott CD, Come ye
sons of art [
VC 545 1592, 54m 38s,
®1989], where Emily Van Evera
very properly does deserve her
soprano billing. This especially
pleasing programme (performed, like
the other Parrott CD, at an
unusually low but readily justified
pitch) includes, apart from the
Birthday Song for Queen Mary of
1694, her poignant Funeral Music,
needed just afew months later, as
well as 'Welcome to all the
pleasures' ( 1683) and the early
Funeral Sentences. Performances and
recording are alike exemplary.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 •

textures, and due regard

for the more solemn and reflective passages
are characteristics of Christie's
colourful direction'
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with Gallic sensuousness, with no
lack of spirit when the need arises.

Leif Ove
Andsnes,
whose new
Virgin Classics
recording of
Rachmaninov's
Third Piano
Concerto
was recorded
live with the
Oslo
Philharmonic
under Paavo
Berglund
personalities into close-knit
complementary writing. It is a
performance of understanding and
brilliance both technically and
musically. Fabulous recorded sound
enhances the whole enterprise.
Bill Newman

Y;

RACHMANINOV:
Piano Concerto 3 Etudes-tableaux
- in a, Op.39:6`
Op33:1-3 & 6
Leif Ove Andsnes (pno)10slo P01
Rerzlund
Virgin Classics VC 545 1732
(57,1, 35s) live recordings
There's a rather peculiar note from
the producer, Tony Harrison, which
begins with an observation on the
unrepeatable and unpredictable
nature of the single live concert, and
goes on to explain how the Concerto
recording was derived from three
such concerts and amorning session
(when one solo passage ' exploded in
a quite new and wonderful way')
last March — as if this were not a
commonplace procedure nowadays!
At the end, the tapes run on for one
minute of applause broken by
Andsnes's own announcement of the
A-minor Etude-tableau; the Op.33
group (in far better sound) includes
one performance of indisputable
greatness, the Eflat-minor, whilst all
four further demonstrate this young
Norwegian's completely assured and
strongly individual playing. (Playing
always reflecting commonsense and
wholly free of today's fashionable
eccentricities of presentation.)
Magnetic in outcome, the Third
Concerto fits the saying ' more than
the sum of its parts', or put more
specifically 'positive notwithstanding
the subtraction of some parts'.
Paavo Berglund gets fine results, but
the Oslo Philharmonic is no
Philadelphia Orchestra, and more
seriously, alot of detail is hidden
behind the piano and fragments
must be pieced together from one's
86

knowledge of the work. From (ii)
Fig.33 [ 7m 24s], for example the
important woodwind voices are
unclear. In the finale's sweeping
summation, piano and orchestra
come together very well; but
listening on headphones Imostly
found the orchestra too recessed,
tending to spill out particularly to
the left behind the soloist. ( But at
other times Iwas suddenly alerted
to muted brass details which I
hadn't noticed before.)
Andsnes's playing is
straightforward, beautifully
controlled — the more difficult
cadenza in ( i) is taken — almost
with a new set of values applied to
Rachmaninov's music; and yes, there
are some ' very special moments'. 'A
marvellous interplay between head
and heart' is suggested in the notes.
Doubtless with adifferent orchestral
balance, and more richly sensuous
string-tone, one's impression that a
cool quality prevails would be •
lessened. Drawn back to hearing this
CD several times, Ishall make sure
not to miss Andsnes 'live' in future.

Taped at Abbey Road studios
during 1992-94, the l'aises nobles
follow on, in part, from November
'92 sessions for Nagano's complete
Erato Daphnis and Chloe. The other
pieces (recorded 1994) receive
outstanding sound with impressively
clean, deep low frequencies: bass
drum has superb presence and
weight despite natural perspectives.
The LSO plays extremely well,
sounding confident and precise with
the right sort of lustrous refined tone
for Ravel. Just try the opening of La
Valse for ademonstration of some
deliciously creamy string playing that
almost seems to float on wisps of
smoke. Yet, despite detail in
abundance, one rarely feels Ravel is
being exploited to show the
conductor's control or the
orchestra's virtuosity; the final
climax of La Valse (
and the Rapsodie
too) sound suitably wild and
impassioned despite the beauty and
refinement of the LSO's playing.
James AI Hughes

A-A•:1 •

RESPIGHI:
Ancient Airs and Dances
Berceuse
Sinfonia 21/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9415

Aria

(62ni 34s)

A beautful account of Respighi's
lovely Airs and Dances, played with
subtlety and panache, and fullblooded when the music demands it.
Hickox is sensitive to the

'Hickox and Chandos keep everything
sounding sweet clean and open;
orchestral detail tells convincingly
without obvicus microphone
spotlighting, ard the sound has
space and depth'

Christopher Breumg
C- D:1*- 2 , Op.33 A:1-1* •
RAVEL:
Rapsodie espagnole
Valses nobles
et sentimentales
Menuet antique
La Valse
LSO/Nagano
Erato 4509 98479 2

(
55m 36s)

Kent Nagano's fastidious care over
detail can sometimes lead to his
recorded performances sounding
exquisitely fashioned, but rather cool
and bloodless. Despite good reviews
elsewhere, Ifound (and continue to
fmd) his LSO Firebird excessively
calculating and lacking in thrust. But
Ravel, Swiss watchmaker' of
composers, finds him in his element.
These are very impressive
performances that combine precision

atmosphere of the piece, securing
refined orchestral playing with
buoyant well-pointed rhythms that
give the music a light-textured,
dance- like quality. In ascore that
can easily become rather congested
and grainy, Hickox and Chandos
keep everything sounding sweet,
clean and open. Orchestral detail
tells convincingly without obvious
microphone spotlighting, and the
sound has space and depth with
none of the excessive resonance that
can mar Chandos recordings. I
rather like the two Jesus Lopez
Corbos accounts of this piece: on
Telarc and Decca — the latter
especially, included in agood value
2CD package The Essential
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Respighi' [ 443 759-2]. But this new
Chandos is more refined and
detailed, and sumptuously recorded.
The fillers are Respighi rarities:
beautiful, tuneful slow movements
that showcase the composer's ability
to write noble cantabile melodies for
strings that (in the Berceuse in
particular) call to mind Elgar, or
perhaps the Tchaikovsky of the
string serenade. Remarkably, both
works receive their first recordings
here.
Chandos provide avery warm,
natural yet detailed recording that
sets the orchestra in a spacious but
not too distant acoustic which adds
bloom without sacrificing clarity. A
lovely issue!
aniss, el Hughes

A:1 •

ROSETTI:
4 Symphonies
Concerto Kôln
Teldec 4509 98420-2

Antonio Rosetti was an
outstandingly prolific composer who
died in 1792, one year after Mozart,
at the age of 42. We are familiar
with some of his many concerti for
horn or oboe, but his symphonies, at
least 43 in number, are less wellknown. Occasional recordings have
appeared, but in performances so
mild that the listener was left
believing Rosetti to have been a
mere also-ran. Partly to correct this
impression, Concerto Köln and its
advisers and researchers have gone
back to the composer's manuscripts,
bypassing both contemporary and
modern editions which rob the
music of much of its rather bizarre
character. Rosetti had at his disposal
a fine group of players at the
Oettingen-Wallerstein court and, like
Haydn at Esterháza, experimented
with combinations and dynamic
effects. Rosetti knew Haydn's music,
and while attempting to make his
own experiments he deliberately
avoided copying his older
contemporary.
Rosetti's horn players, Johann
Nagle and Franz Zwierzina were
virtuosi. Generally, however, these
four symphonies do not give them
the kind of spectacular parts to be
found in Haydn's music, but the Bflat basso horn in the G-minor
Symphony might possibly represent
the earliest date, 1787, upon which
this cumbersome instrument was
specified. Its grinding bottom notes,
solo, at the end of (iii) make an
incredible effect. In the B-flat •
Symphony ( 1785), horns are alto. A
harpsichord continuo is used in all
except the E- flat Symphony ( 1792),
where a fortepiano is employed.
Rosetti's startling dynamic effects
are produced with scrupulous
attention to detail: a barely
whispering pianissimo is an attractive
HI.FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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(2CDs, 149m)

Opera in English has a lot in its
favour, especially when it comes to
comic opera —there's nothing so sad
as an audience which only laughs at
the visual jokes.
Like it or not, the words matter:
one way or another an
understanding of the libretto is
essential, and if that means
translation, OK — especially in as
intelligent, witty and, above all,
singable atranslation as this one by
Amanda and Anthony Holden.
Alan Opie is asuperb Figaro, all
ego and swagger, while the doubleact of Andrew Shore and Peter Rose
as Bartolo and Don Basilio is a
delight. Shore's arch delivery of
'Dare you offer such excuses to an
eminent physician', and the ensuing
patter song, are as good as Ihave
heard. Although Della Jones sounds
a little too mature for Rosina, and is
occasionally rather breathless in
coloratura, the warmth of her voice
is attractive; and if Almaviva comes
over as an upper-class twit, helpless
without Figaro, it is hardly Bruce
Ford's fault. One of the most
enjoyable scenes is the plotting of
their entry into Bartolo's house: well
paced and infectiously enthusiastic.
The ENO chorus surpass
themselves. Under Gabriele Bellini
the orchestra have a crisply pointed
style; there's plenty of excitement
and astrong sense of theatre, while
the balance between orchestra and
voices is just right, allowing the
singers' fantastic enunciation to be
heard to best advantage. Here,
producer Brian Couzens's long
experience shows.
So, a thoroughly likeable set,
reassuringly full of the comfortable
repertory company feel of the old
Sadler's Wells Opera, which neither
intimidates nor patronises.
Gill Newman

Decca 444 442-2

A:2-1 •

(3CDs, 170m 42s)

Webb,
PabstISimicIDeVollRandoválPedersonl
ZedniklVienna SingvereinlVienna
SOIGülke
Sony Classical CD 66850
(2CDs, 126m 25s) live recording 1989
The revival of interest in the
Austrian composer Franz Schreker
(1878-1934) continues apace with
two more welcome additions to his
representation on disc. Before the

A*:1

ROSSINI:
The Barber of Seville
Bruce Ford (ten)IDella Jones
(mez-sop.)IAlan Opie (bar) et all
English Nat Opera Orch & Chi
Bellini
Chandos CHAN 7023/4

(67m 52s)

SCHREKER:
Die Gezeichneten
KruselConnell1PedersonlMufflPolgarl
Rundfunkchor BerlinIDeutsches SO
BerlinIZagrosek

speciality of this outstandingly
accomplished period orchestra, while
the sudden fonissimi are given
impressive weight. Ifind myself
unable to accept some of the short
grace-notes, and the minuets seem
rather rushed, but in general these
performances show immense care in
preparation and spontaneity in
playing. Repeats are generous. This
music, by turns tuneful and robust
but always very well written and
entertaining, will surprise many
listeners; surely Rosetti is overdue
for further examination.

Franz
Schreker's
opera Die
Gezeichneten
was recorded
in Berlin as
part of
Decca's
'Entarte
Musik' series.
Irrelohe,
written four
years later,
was recorded
live in Vienna
rise of National Socialism in
Germany, Schreker was one of the
leading lights on the European
operatic scene, and his ravishing
magnum opus of 1915, Die
Gezeichneten ('The Branded'),
enjoyed in excess of two dozen
separate productions in the fifteen
years following its 1918 premiere
(Schreker's music was eventually
proscribed by the Nazis in 1933).
Set in the opulent Renaissance
surroundings of 16th-century Genoa
to a libretto by Schreker himself, the
opera tells of the bitter jealousy
between the hunchback nobleman
Alviano Salvago and cavalier seducer
Count Vitelozzo Tamare for the love
of abeautiful, consumptive painter,
Carlotta Nardi. Conceived on the
grandest scale, Die Gezeichneten
inhabits adecadent, utterly
intoxicating and extraordinarily
subtle sound-world (a cross, if you
will, between Richard Strauss,
Puccini, Komgold and
Szymanowski); and I'm delighted to
report that Lothar Zagrosek and his
vast assembled forces rise
magnificently to its formidable
challenges. As Carlotta, Elizabeth
Connell sings resplendently, Heinz
Kruse could hardly be more ardent
as Alviano, and Monte Pederson
makes a commanding Tamare. A
special mention, too, for Lászlo
Polgar, imperious in the role of the
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Podestà, Lodovico Nardi (the mayor
and Carlotta's father). Orchestral
and choral contributions are first
rate, whilst the Decca engineers have
surpassed themselves once again:
this really is superbly transparent,
excitingly wide-ranging sound. All in
all, an exemplary achievement and
one of the most valuable releases so
far in Decca's marvellously
enterprising ` Entartete Musik' series.
Schreker began work on Irrelohe in
1919, and it was first produced in
Cologne under Otto Klemperer's
lead in 1924. Though still pretty
luscious, Schreker's chosen idiom is
now rather more angular than it was
in both its immediate predecessor,
Der Schatzgráber (1918), and Die
Gezeichneten. Again, the plot revolves
around the rivalry of two suitors
(Count Heinrich of Irrelohe and
Peter) for the love of a single
woman (Eva), with a spot of
purifying fire and redemptive love at
the close (echoes of
Ginterdiimmerung).
The present, consistently involving
performance emanates from a
concert in Vienna's Grosser
Musikvereinsaal from March 1989.
The cast is a fine one, with both
Michael Pabst as Count Heinrich
and Luana DeVol as Eva quite
outstanding (their rapturous
encounter in Act 2 is the opera's
highlight). Peter Gülke conducts
with total commitment, drawing
much fine playing from the Vienna
Symphony Orchestra. The
recording, aco-production with
Austrian Radio, is eminently realistic
and full-blooded: the effect is akin
to an admirable live broadcast.
Perhaps the break between the two
CDs ( in the middle of Act 2) could
have been more sensitively managed;
otherwise, there is very little to cavil
at here. Adventurous collectors
should investigate both these
eloquent offerings without further
delay.
Andrew Achenbach
A':1(*), Irrelohe A:1 •
SCHUBERT
Piano Sonata in B-flat, D960
12
Landler D790
Allegretto in c,
D945
Stephen Kovacevich (pno)
EMI CDC 555 3592

(
57m 55s)

Piano Sonata in A, 0664 ri in B-flat,
0660
Mikhail Kazakevich (pno)
Conifer 75605 51254 2

(
69m 21s)

Stephen Kovacevich links his style to
great past interpreters. He begins the
B- flat Sonata softly, caressing the
phrase. There is agraduated
increase of speed and lyricism; at
the repeat and during the
development, the articulation is
88

admirable with no disruption to
tempi.
The second movement is slower,
with a slightly quicker middle
section, and the Scherzo is well
pointed, its three sections nicely
balanced by discreet use of the
pedal. The Finale at a consistently
sane tempo shows a remarkable
control of line and texture, with
some overpedalling in the dramatic
episodes. An outstanding reading,
you might think. Yet something
indefinable is missing.

STRAV INSKY:
Petrouchka
Jeu de Cartes
Chicago SO/Solt,
Decca 443 775 2

(57m 24s)

Having recently given us a cracking
good version of the 1947 Petrouchka
from Chailly, generously coupled
with the complete Pulcinella, Decca
now present Solti and the Chicago
SO in the earlier 1911 version for
large orchestra.
It's agood clean, unfussy account,
well played and recorded, if wanting

Kazakevich's new recording (with
movts (i) (ii) each a full minute andahalf slower than Kovacevich)
recalls Sofronitzky and Schnabel,
and agreat deal more. From the

in dimension and real imagination.
The first tableau is ashade heavyhanded at times, lacking grace, but
the ' Russian Dance' is well sprung.
Solti makes heavy weather of the
linking drum rolls between each
Mikhail
Kazakevich
has recorded
Schubert's last
piano sonata
for Conifer.
His reading is
compared
here with that
of Stephen

tableau, the sound being leaden and
rhythmically crude. As ashowcase
for the virtuosity of the Chicago
orchestra, Solti's new Petrouchka has
much to commend it, yet on a
deeper level it remains heartless and
in essence superficial. The playing is
impressive, yet hardly ever suggests
the plight of Petrouchka. The third
tableau is jollied along with little
attempt to create atmosphere or any
feeling of tension.

Kovacevich —
part of a
piano works
cycle on EMI
opening bars his improvisatory
playing has an uncanny relationship
between left and right hands, lifting
the music from the lower registers,
restraining the impulse to become
carried away at the modulation,
allowing the left hand to imitate the
right, and lending variety to the
phrase. The bridge at the repeat is
positively threatening, while the
development is full of felicity,
handled by clever pedal fluctuations
and expressive pastel touches.
The second movement ascends
solemnly to a state of unrestrained
grief; during the middle section the
left hand punctuates the leading
phrase note ahead of its time. The
third movement is masterly: virtually
no sustaining pedal anywhere and
with superb left-hand accenting in
the centre section. The Finale's
motto chord on the octave, fp, is
observed with finicky precision each
time it occurs. Unlike Kovacevich's,
the textures are never clogged by
overpedalling; instead there is a
transparent clarity even in
Schubert's devious key changes.
Marvellous playing!
The little A-major Sonata sets the
seal on the disc, in a reading that
might even persuade the purists
away from the astringent forte-piano.
Bill Newman
EMI: A:2, Conifer:

41":1* •

'As a showcase for
the virtuosity of the
Chicago orchestra, Solti's
new Petrouchka has
much to commend it,
yet on a deeper level it
remains heartless'

When Petrouchka bursts in to
confront the Ballerina and Moor
dancing together, there's no
jealousy, pain, or anguish: just the
brass playing something discordant.
The finale is impressive though, with
much detail audible and some
picturesque moments including a
suitably tactile Bear at 3m 57s.
Jeu de cartes suits the Solti
approach much better, allowing
conductor and orchestra to
demonstrate impressive virtuosity in
a score that teems with incident.
With its tricky cross-rhythms and
complex scoring, jeu de cartes is
perhaps the closest Stravinsky ever
got to writing aconcerto for
orchestra. It demands virtuoso
playing and gets it here in spades.
Decca's recordings, taped live in
Chicago's Orchestra Hall, are
suspiciously reverberant, and there's
acurious combination of
perspectives, managing to sound
both close and distant at the same
time — as though a forward,
immediate balance had been cloaked
in reverb to suggest a large spacious
MARCH 1556
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Leopold
Stokowski was
always
interested in
conducting
new works by
Vaughan
Williams.
On BBC
Radio Classics
he can be
heard in
a 1964 Prom
performance
of the Eighth
Symphony 'Quite an
experience!'
acoustic. Chailly's Royal
Concertgebouw disc sounds more
vivid and natural: a real han sound
with plenty of air around the
instruments. Solti's has the deeper
more powerful bass, though, with
impressive attack and weight from
drums and percussion.
James M Hughes
A-8:2, jeu de cartes 1 •
TILEIVIANNt
3 Concertante Suites
Camerata KiiIn'Schneider
BMG/DHM 05472 77324-2

(76m 36s)

Most of Telemann's surviving 125
orchestral suites (sometimes also
referred to as ouvertures, the French
spelling indicating the pervasive
influence under which Telemann
and many of his German
contemporaries worked) feature
concertante parts of some
complexity. These three examples
are typical in that each finds away
of drawing the most characterful
tones from its chosen soloist(s).
Suite D23 — rather an oldfashioned work for 1763 — sports
two flutes in most of its eight movts,
but the strangely emotional Plainte is
for strings only; a bassoon joins with
the flute in the Passepied 2 and the
Passacaille; and ahorn enters into
the hunting finale, titled 'Fanfare'.
Suite a2 (je the second A-minor
Suite in the standard catalogue) is
the popular one for recorder and
strings — apopularity Ihave never
been able to share, for Ifind it a
routine work — and D6 is a more
imaginative piece for viola da gamba
in which the soloist is used sparingly
in the seven neatly contrasted movts.
Rainer Zipperling, the gamba player,
makes everything he can of his
opportunities. His luminous tone
and feather-light touch, notably in
the Bourrée, are sheer pleasure, while
HUI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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the recording catches his subtle
inflexions with great fidelity. Michael
Schneider leads the group and also
plays recorder in the A-minor Suite,
making the most of its possibilities.
The flutes in D23 are played by
Karl and Susanne Kaiser with
evident enjoyment, and the recorded
balance is admirable. This is agood
introduction to Telemann the
suite composer,
habitual ouverturebut they are on the whole
conventional works, lacking strong
originality. Despite the graceful
melodies and attractive ideas to be
heard here, the composer provided
much more brilliant and exotic
music in many of his other suites, a
goad number of which still await a
first recording.
Rebert Dearling

A':1 •

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Symphonies 4 & 8
BBC SOISargentiStokowski
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91312
(61m 39s) live recordings 1963, ' 64
Taken from RAH Prom concerts
from consecutive years, this is one of
the more valuable — and better
transferred [Peter Mew, Abbey Road
Studios] — couplings in this series.
Sir Malcolm's Fourth has the
necessary terseness and violence (if
insufficient, apparently, to quell
audience restlessness in the Andante)
m do justice to the piece; but the
greater fascination lies in
Stokowski's reading of the Eighth,
which is uniquely at variance with
those of Barbirolli (the dedicatee),
Boult or Handley. We get a foretaste
of what is to come in the scurrying
Presto section of (i); Stokowski
certainly dramatizes the complex
shifting moods — the following
'Olde Englishe' music develops into
something slower, darker than we
expect; the cello section rises out of
the texture and alightening of grey

skies is suggested; amajestic
crescendo—descrescendo takes us back
to the chattering opening motifs and
asinister final phrase. The Scherzo
(winds and brass) begins like some
snapping and snarling hydra-headed
monster — Stokowski drives the
music frenziedly as if acolliery band
were putting to rout wicked mineowners (whose despair echoes in the
6/8 trio). Predictably, he lavishes
care over the BBC strings in the
Cavatina, and there is much
interesting spatial interplay, whilst in
(iv) he gives clamorous prominence
to ' all the ' phones and ' spiels known
to the composer' — again, the
Toccata is driven hard. If the music
has a certain portentousness towards
the end, this is no more than VW
himself recognized in his own
introductory note ( 1956). Stokowski
briskly despatches the coda, and the
audience applause is rapturous.
Quite an experience!
Christopher Breunig

•

VIOTTI:
Violin Concerti 8, 11 & 12
Franco Mezzena (v1n)1Viotti COI
Borin
Dynamic CDS 63
(67m 14s) dist. Priory Records
Giovanni Battista Viotti
(1753-1824) took Mozart's violin
concertos as his model and
produced 27 of his own between
1782 and 1815. These three date
from 1783-4. Don't expect anything
deep or philosophical from them.
They are purely for the
entertainment of those who admire
graceful melody and the sound of a
well-played violin. Mezzena does
play well, with strong attack,
excellent intonation and secure
double-stopping, so this well-filled
disc fulfils Viotti's intentions
admirably.
Naturally, the recording favours
the violin. Strings dominate the
orchestral picture, with horns
contributing decisively to the chordal
structure of 11 in A, but are
backwardly balanced in 12 in B-flat.
Oboes are almost completely
obliterated. More serious are the
problems encountered in 8(iii),
where one of the episodes is spoilt
by bad flutter and the end of the
movement rebounds in a curious
echo effect. Note also the many
mistakes in the booklet and no less
than four in the 54-word back inlay
text. Don't let these faults deter you
from enjoying this disc of rare and
tuneful music, for the violin playing
is really excellent and the recording
has been made in an attractively
warm-toned Venetian church.
Robert Dearling
D for track 3; the rest Ad •
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classical REVIEWS
harpsichord for which it was
intended. But in Archiv's
presentation readers will be misled
into expecting a quite different
instrument by the respective
translations tamburo afrizione
(friction drum) and Reibtrommel;
Lüfvengebrüll (
rubbing drum; lion's
roar). This instrument, a drum
through the head of which passes a
cord which is pulled by wetted or
rosined fingers to produce a
growling sound, is not heard on this
disc. Personally, Idon't miss it, but
Italians and Germans might.
What is heard is a kaleidoscopic
display of wind both raucous and
soothing, in sharply-accented dance
tunes so well recorded that they
seem to surround one with vibrating
air.

CANZONI E DANZE
Italian Renaissance Wind Music
Pero, the Renaissance Band
Amer 445 883-2

(
62m 29s)

This is more than a random
collection of Italian dances from the
Renaissance, for within that period
a careful chronology is followed.
First comes the earliest music,
written by Joan Ambrosio Dalza
who flourished in the early 1500s,
and the final items are by Aurelio
BoneIli who died in or shortly after
1620. During that century dance
music did not advance appreciably.
If it did anything at all it developed
a modicum of texture thickening
and some rudimentary counterpoint,
but on the whole the programme
shows little musical development.
Nor would one expect dancers, for
whom this music was intended, to
appreciate added sophistication as
they whirled round to its rhythmic

BEN HEPPNER:
Great Tenor Arias
Music by Leoncavallo, Verdi, Puccini,
Bizet, Meyerbeer, Massenet, Giordano
with .‘ timid/ RO R Abbado

guidance.

RCA Victor 09026 62504 2

The chronology offered by this
disc, then, is rather academic but
one has to have some principle
upon which to plan a running
order.
Piffaro ( meaning shawm or, more
broadly, any musical pipe, even
including bagpipes) is an
appropriately- named group, for its
members play all manner of early
wind instruments: shawms,
sackbuts, recorders, bagpipes,
crumhorns, etc. This might result in
a certain sameness were it not for
the skilful juxtaposition of timbres
and for the accompanying lutes,
hurdy-gurdy and percussion of
varying descriptions. In Mainerio's
'Puna nera ballo furlano' ( track 8)
one of these percussion instruments
is described correctly as ' string
drum' in English, ie an instrument
in which the strings are struck
rather than scraped.
Beecham's sneering description of
'birdcage and toasting-fork' more
accurately fits the sound of the
string drum than it does the
HI.FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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From Piffaro,
the
Renaissance
Band: 'A
kaleidoscopic
display of
wind, both
raucous and
soothing, in
sharply
accented
dance tunes
so well
recorded that
they seem
to surround
one with
vibrating
air'

(
60m 5.5s)

The ordering of this recital is
curious in that the weakest items are
placed first, but things improve
steadily as the CD whirls on. The
taxing Verdi arias, both from avocal
and an interpretative viewpoint, are
the least successful. In particular,
Heppner's style in ' Quando le sere'
(Luisa Miller) is limited, and he
rarely seizes the initiative in ' Oh, tu
che in seno' (
Forza), that touchstone
for the Verdi tenor.
He gives a nice shape to ' Celeste
Aida', however, with an effective —
and very difficult — diminuendo on
the final B-flat. There's also
sensitivity, if little really soft singing,
in ` Ah si, ben mio' ( Trovatore), in
which he attempts (with a measure
of success) the trills, but of his two
top Cs in ` Di quella pira' only the
second really comes off:
Matters improve with the Puccini
items (
Manon Lescaut, Turandot,
Fanciulla) and a fme account of the
Flower Song from Carmen, while his
restrained involvement in Massenet's
'0 souverain, ô juge' (
Le Cid) is
genuinely impressive; perhaps the
French heroic repertoire, now much
neglected, is really his thing.
Heppner also hits just the right
elegiac note in ' Come un bel di'
from Andrea Chénier, and provides
the visionary, inspirational quality
needed, with some meaty B-flats on
the way, in ' Un di, all'azzurro
spazio' from the same opera.
Generally the voice strikes me as a
good instrument of medium weight,
though with alimited range of
colours and occasionally a dearth of
solid support at the top; fibrous in
quality, like Domingo's, but more
bronze than golden. If Iwere he I

wouldn't proceed too much further
into the Wagnerian repertoire
without agood deal of thought.
Efficient conducting (Roberto
Abbado) and playing, the sound
(Herkulessaal, Munich) lacking in
presence and perspective, excellent
booklet.
George Hall

5:1 -3 •

VIRTUOSO STRAUSS
TRANSCRIPTIONS
SCHULZ-EVLER: Arabesques on
themes from The Blue
Danube/TAUSIG: Nouvelles Soirées
de Vienne/ROSENTHAL: Carnival de
Vienne Ili Fantasy on Johann
Strauss/FRIEDMAN:
Frühlingstimmen/GODOWSKY:
Symphonic Metamorphosis on Die
Fledennaus
Piers Lane (pno)
Hyperion MA 66785

(73m 37s)

Liszt wasn't easily equalled. The
greatest pianist of his day had to
wait awhile for his peers. They came
in the last quarter or so of the last
century. Many, but not all, were his
pupils. They too were princes of the
piano. They also became legends.
Excitingly for us, some of them —
d'Albert, Rosenthal, Lhevinne,
Godowsky, Friedman, Rachmaninov
— lived long enough to make
recordings. Those documents
confirm that the legends weren't
myths. There was alofty age of
romantic pianism.
What do we hear from Lhevinne
in Schulz-Evler's Arabesques, from
Rosenthal in Carnival de Vienne and
the Johann Strauss Fantasy, from
Rachmaninov in 'Man lebt nur
einmal' of Tausig's Soirées de Vienne?
Not just speed and precision but a
superlative evenness of touch,
feathery delicacy, flexible pulse,
beautifully timed rubatos,
unselfconscious elegance, disarming
charm and acaptivating sense of
enjoyment in what they were doing.
Lane offers speed and precision,
not much more. It isn't his fault.
We cannot resurrect aperiod that
was swept away by the Great War.
We can only interpret it in the
context of our own conditioning.
And ours is an era of musical
sanitisation, of perfection in a
vacuum — compensation perhaps
for the depravity that surrounds us.
The rollicking, risk-taking virtuosity,
debonair insouciance and whimsy
that were second nature to the old
princes are not within reach of
today's young instrumentalists. Nor
indeed are such qualities
encouraged. So Lane's technically
flawless performances, very well
recorded, are regretfully not the
window into another world they
were probably meant to be.
Nalen Anthoni

A:2 •
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KEMPFF centenary edition

A

classicist, Kempff used to trace his
poet at the keyboard. That's
how Deutsche Grammophon
line of teachers through to von
used to advertize the Kempff
Bülow, Liszt, and Czerny, thence to
recordings in the late 1950s. He had
Beethoven.
made his very first 78s for the
These sonata recordings represent
company (at twenty-five), and apart
the preferred Kempff set, rather than
from some valuable Bach, Brahms,
the brittle stereo remakes. Not only
Chopin, Liszt and Mozart on Decca,
was the project spread over five
he remained loyal to DG: from a
years but, surreptitiously, certain
near complete Beethoven cycle on
part- or complete works were
Polydor 78s, made in the 1930s, to
replaced by later alternatives as it
his last Mozart concerto coupling,
progressed. (According to the
K467 & 482 with Bernhard Klee
discographical note, the popular
published in 1982.
`MoonlighelPathétiquelAppassionata
His centenary is marked by CD
stereo LP was likewise of different
transfers of music closely associated
performances from those in the
with him, the Brahms concerto
complete cycle.) The recording dates
possibly excepted. (This was
reveal something of Kempffs
reissued in a 2CD pack last year
confidence: 13 sonatas, including the
with Brahms's Sonata 3, Scherzo
arduous late ones, were set down
Op.'!, Ballades Op.! O, and shorter
over a five-day period; 12 others in
pieces: 437 374-2.) The
two days. There are one or two
Dresden/Van
passages which
Kempen
are muddled,
wartime
but one must
'The listener is made to
performances of
remember that
feel he has eavesdropped
Mozart's K466,
today's
Rondo K382
recordings are
on playing of a
and
far more strictly
private,
exploratory
and
Beethoven's
edited! The
Third
discs are in
ever-fresh nature'
Concerto, both
, paper sleeves in
concertos with
a cardboard
Kempff sown cadenzas, have never
box. What apity Kempff sown
appeared in this country — at any
notes on these works were withheld.
rate, not since the LP era began.
Wilhelm Kempff practised
The slow movt of the Beethoven
improvisation from his childhood,
contains passages of sheer
and asense of fantasy marked all of
perfection, but others better done in
his work. He believed in Schlegel's
his two later DG versions. In
'soft, persistent note that is heard by
Mozart's D-minor Concerto, the
him who secretly listens'. Having
plaintive central episode in the
seen him in some delightful solo
Romance could not be more
recitals and once playing Mozart
violently contrasted with the very
under Previn, Ido not agree that
leisurely framing sections. (A similar,
recordings poorly reflected his live
but moderated relationship occurred
performances. Time and again one
on a 1956 Kempff/Karajan K466 on
hears not just wit and magic in his
Fonit Cetra — nia.)
Beethoven, but the listener is made
With the boxed set of Beethoven
to feel he has eavesdropped on
sonatas comes acompilation disc.
playing of a private, exploratory and
On it, we hear Kempff speaking (the
everfresh nature. It is true, he
booklet gives précis accounts of the
excelled in the less obviously
German), playing two Bach chorales
spectacular Beethoven sonatas:
on the organ, at a dedication
Op.2:2; the three Op.10; the
ceremony in Hiroshima in 1954,
'Pastoral'; Op.31:1; or Op.78.
accompanying Dietrich FischerWhen the LPs were released,
Dieskau in four of his own
Kempff's readings were guardedly
imaginatively conceived songs, and
received here — Backhaus was
performing Beethoven's Pathétique
fashionable; critics looked to new
(1936); atantalising fragment of
pianists like Guida and Katchen
Chopin's Nocturne Op.9:3 is given as
(with Schnabel's work no doubt
part of a 3m talk on the art of
presumed a thing of the past, like
pianoforte cantabile.
the 78rpm medium itself). I
Fond illusions of agravelly,
remember buying Kempff LPs in
avuncular speaking voice are
spite of Saturday's Times reviews!
shattered here: even in his 70s
Kempffs success in other
Kempff spoke with rapid, clear
Beethoven sets of variations make it
articulation; his precise manner and
all the more surprising that he never
light tenor may make you rethink
undertook the Diabelli — his
your perceptions of his playing style
Schumann Etudes reissue reveals his
— more the pragmatist than a
aptitude for the form, whereas the
dreamer! Teasingly, in defence of
Fantasy Op.17, for all its original
accusations that he was not a
ideas, is less satisfying. The
92

Brahms-Handel finds Kempff
in exuberant form, the playing
bright-eyed, the decoration taken
with aplomb; the 1957 sound is
exceptional. Not so the Brahms Dminor Concerto, where the orchestra
reminds one of an ocarina. Kempff
is freely rhapsodic in (ii) — 3m 3Is
shorter than the Curzon/Szell — but
he brings out the pathos of Brahms's
writing and brings off the feeling of
a single-span structure; ( iii), with its
resolute manner and kaleidoscopic
changes is ultra-clear at Kempffs
steady pacing and with
Konwitschny's incisive conducting.

Wilhelm
Kempff was
born on
25th
November
1895: his
art is
commemorated
with four
mono reissues
from Deutsche
Grammophon,
including all
the Beethoven

Christopher Breunig

piano sonatas
BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas 1-32'

various

items

DG 447 966-2
(8CDs, 578m 20s, plus bonus disc)
'mono recordings from 1951-56
C- D:1*-3 111
BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concerto 3, MOZART: Piano
Concerto in d, K466
with Dresden PO/Van Kempen
DG 447 976-2
(73m 5,1à)
mono recordings from 1941-42

BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 1 in d .1Handel
variations
with Dresden Staatskapellel
Konwitschny
DC 447 978-2
(70m I6s)
mono recordings from 1957-58

SCHUMANN:
Etudes Symphoniques
C, Op.17

Fantasie in

DG 447 977-2
(
54m 59s)
mono recordings from 1956-57
C-D:2-1
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classiral REISSUES
BARTOK:
The Wooden Prince - Music for
strings, percussion & celesta
LSO/Dora
Philips 434 357-2
(77m 45s) recorded 1961 , ' 60
According to my references, MSPC
(recorded at Wembley by Harold
Lawrence/Robert Fine) makes its
first official UK release — there's an
excellent accompanying note by Jack
Diether. Whereas the 1976
Philharmonia Hungarica version was
a joyous recreation, full of colour
and flexibility, the unrelieved
severity and pervasive literalness of
this earlier recording proves
disconcerting. The comparatively
neglected ballet score The Wooden
Prince, which came five years after
Bluebeard's Castle, shows avery
different side of Dorati's conducting,
for it is grippingly atmospheric and
— for instance in the Fifth dance,
more ` Bartokian' than Boulez's DG
more immediate-sounding remake
with the Chicago SO. This Mercury
(Watford) recording used to appear
somewhat murky on the 1965
Philips LP; on CD there's some
congestion but plenty of satisfying
directional information and the
upper strings seem sweeter. MSPC is
clear but has something of a coarse
edginess.
B—C:1 / C:2-3 111
BEETHOVEN:
Sonatas for piano & violin
Martha Argerich (pno)IGidon
'Kremer (yin)
DC 447 058-2
(3CDs, 226m 26s) x1985-95
Sonatas for piano & violin 6-10 D
2 Romances'
Sonatas for piano & violin 1-5
Ingrid Haebler (pno)IHentyk
Szeiyng (v1n)1 1Concertgebouwl
Hanink
Philips 446 521-2 & 524-2
(2CDs, 121m 03s/2CDs, I29m 32s)
i:1980, ' 1971
These two PolyGram sets could
hardly be more different. In January
NA commented on the explosive
impact of the final, KreutzerlOp.96
coupling in the DG series
(commenced in Munich in 1984,
continued in Berlin and completed
at Montreux ten years later, and
here reordered to fit three CDs).
The four Philips CDs, which
preserve both the numerical and the
recording sequence (thereby keeping
Opp.12 & 30 intact on one disc
each, and filling out the
Op.23/`Spring' coupling with
Szeryng's old recordings of the
Violin Romances, where he is too
forward of adimly lit orchestra) are
from La Chaux-de-Fonds, 1978-79.
Those who find Argerich/Kremer
NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Brahms scherzo is compromised; and
in the Schubert finale there are some
strained fortissimos.) However, in
terms of musical logic, Curzon's
depth of understanding is complete
— thus an important
documentation. The Brahms
sonata's Andante espressivo is
consummately lovely (though
Culshaw boosted the climax out of
all proportion) — delightful, too, is
the Intermezzo from Op.119, with its
capricious resolution.

too far-flung in individuality of
expression will prefer the more
equable Philips cycle: full of
wonderful violin playing, impeccable
in unanimity between Haebler/
Szeryng (although at times the violin
is swamped by the piano — this is
unexpected, as Haebler was never an
assertive performer). Ifound
whichever pair Ilistened to seemed
right for the moment; then switching
tempted changing allegiances
instantly! For the sweet-toothed,
there's Ashkenazy/Perlman on four
midpriced Decca CDs.

B- C:1 (') / A:1

DC, A:1-1'

DEBUSSY:
Complete piano works
Walter Gieseking (pno)PHessischen
Radio OrchlSchriider

Philips B—C:1, Romances C:1 •
BEETHOVEN:
Diabelli Variations
Charles Rosen (pno)
IMP 30367 00112

•

EMI CH5 565 8552
(
4CDs, 275m 31s)
mono, recorded 1951-55 X, ' 1951
(
52m 13s) » 1977

Coinciding with the publication of
Rosen's new book The Romantic
Generation [
Harper Collins], Carlton
have licensed this fine piano
recording by Isabella Wallich/
Michael Sheady made for the
Symphonica Musica label, reprinting
(uncredited) the pianist's own note
on the work. Like William
Kinderman [Hyperion], Charles
Rosen is foremost an analyst, but
unlike the American academic he
has the necessary
technique — he's one
of the few pianists to
have recorded
Debussy's 12 Etudes
— to free him to
realize both crucial
details and individual
characterisations
which develop the
Variations as one
entity. The recording
has an attractive
balance of reverberant
and direct sound, and supersedes
the somewhat underscored LP
transfer.
A:1 M

Walter
Gieseking,
the German
Pianist who
was supreme

BRAHMS:
Piano Sonata in f Intermezzi
Opp.117:1 & 119:3/SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonata in B-flat, D960'
Clifford Curzon (pno)
Decca 448 578-2 (
76m 53s)

®1963,

in Debussy a definitive
4CD set
from EMI
'
1973

These two large-scale sonatas make
a marvellous recoupling in Decca's
'Classic Sound' series. Curzon was a
fastidious, self-critical artist
(resolutely refusing visitors to his
sessions!), and on the evidence of
these recordings — Vienna
Sofienssaal 1962/Snape Maltings
1972 — the limitations of his
technique did not deflect him from
his interpretative goals. (For
example, the articulation in the

With its blancmange pink sleeve,
Columbia 33CX1098, Book 1of the
Preludes recorded by Gieseking, was
as essential to any collection as
Lipatti's LP of the Chopin Waltzes.
But Gieseking recorded virtually all
of Debussy's (then known) piano
works, mainly between 1953-54 at
Abbey Road, when he was 58. The
concert performance of the Fantaisie
for piano and orchestra is newly
published here. The remastered set
comes with an exceptionally well
planned and full appreciation by
Bryce Morrison — my
one grumble is that,
saving apenn'orth of
printing ink, EMI
don't label the
contents on the four
CDs.
Gieseking, who
swore he relinquished
exercises from 1913,
used to say he
mastered scores by
eye, ' since visual
memory is less fallible
than muscular'; he adopted his
professor's principle of ' absolute and
immediate repose between [notes]',
thereby avoiding hardening of touch.
A keen lepidopterist, he brought to
Debussy a comparable range of
subtle colours and shadings: each
piece seemed to reflect a total
concentration of effort.
The recordings offer an interesting
comparison with the
contemporaneous Kempff/DG
Beethoven series; in each case the
sound is good enough to convey the
essential qualities of the playing,
although in passages of stress there
is asimilar confusion and hardening.
Even so, a definitive cycle, unique in
its sensitivity to mood, satire and
pictorial imagery, its chiaroscuro and
perceptions.
Christopher Breunig
C- D ( H):1
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New

Records at Cost

RINGMAT

FOR RECORD LOVERS
First record support to be properly designed

UPDATE
Now thousands of CD collectors have proved that
you can make the maximum savings on CDs
using the unique Wilson Stereo Library

"All theory aside, the RINGMAT really works."
Robert Deutsch ( Stereophile, Vol. 17 No. 5, May 1994)
"Better than ever is what Ihave to report about the MkII.... Buy a RINGMAT
and turn your AR into akiller ' table. It almost seems too good to be true."
Sam Tellig ( Stereophile, Vol. 18 No. 1, January 1995)
"Essentially, RINGMAT helps give LPs the kind of firmness and stability
normally only available from master tapes... Given the excellence of the
original RINGMAT, Iwas abit sceptical about whether or not the Mk11 would
provide aworthwhile improvement — it did!"

RECORDS at COST Service. Because...

Jimmy Hughes ( Hi Fi Choice, February 1995)

Now you can
buy your CDs
at dealer's
cost price
As a member of the WSL Records
at Cost Service you can buy any

"This product really does have to be heard to be believed. On most
turntables the bass seems to instantly reach down an octave lower, with
noticeably better control and extension too... What's more, none of these
improvements are ones you'd have to listen hard for and, as yet. I've found
no adverse effects."
Dominic Todd ( HiFi World, January 1995)
RINGMAT continues to provide music lovers
around the world with significant improvements in LP sound quality. Have you
tried RINGMAT yet? But be warned;
if you let your best friend borrow it,
you will finish up buying another!
PRICES For all turntables with tonearm height
adjustment and for those without height adjustment but using amoderately thick mat:
RINGMAT 330 Mk11 £40.00
For other turntables without tonearm height adjustment:
RINGMAT 200 (
raising the record by about 18mm) £27.50
RINGMAT 250 (
raising the record by about 2.4mm) £30.00
RINGMATS can be obtained through good hi-fi retailers.

brand new CD (
subject to

There is an exchange and upgrade scheme for original RINGMATS For
more information on the above or on the product generally, or for mail order
(including VISA/Mastercard), Contact.

availability) at cost price plus a
small handling charge of only 50p.

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 80G UK
Tel: 01277 200 210 Fax: 01277 201 225
(Mail order p&p: additional £2.50 UK; £5.50 outside UK)

Now you have no need to shop
around for the best discounts. Here
at last clearly stated are CDs at the
ultimate saving - The Dealer's cost
price.
Only WSL - offering amail order
service for more than 30 years - can
offer you such low cost listening.
So why not see what savings you
can really make by checking our
prices?
Return the coupon or write to us now
and we'll send you full details of the
Records at Cost Service, together with a
special promotional membership offer
Please send me full details of the new Records at Cost
Service. Without obligation ( Ienclose two first class stamps
for speedy reply).
Name

Est

1961

Address
Postcode

HFN 3/96

To: Bill Wilson The Wilson Stereo Library
PO Box 32 St. Leonards-on-sea East Sussex TN38 OUZ

1
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L
dedlers with a dillerence

We are pleased to add
two amplifiers and two
speakers to our select
systems.
Arion Iron: Ireland and
1.Iniion Research from
Italy. 'flu' Smart 845 is
the first single - ended
amplerr to impress us
with its rontrolkil bass.
Visually

too.

'The Impulse Ltli
speakers team well with
low powered amplifiers
and like walls !

A genuine consultancy offering
totally independent advice providing
audio systems for those that
appreciate music rather than hiji
Alon Speakers
Analysis Ribbon Speakers
Analogue Tracer Cartridges
Arlon Audio
Art Audio

Al,,,, speakers from the
U. S. A. have an open
baffle design which
produce awonderfully
open and transparent
sound.

Audio Note

The new V - Damp
isolation .fret system i›
by for the best way ot
eliminating IlliWallted
vibration, .feedback and
distortion from any
system. The result ol
many years of research,
they clean up the
sound like no other

Klipsch

elastonter can.
Incredible value fin
money, easy to install.
Phone for details.

Cartridge Man's Grado
Concordant Audio
Groove Tubes
Impulse Speakers
Nottingham Analogue Turntables
Paragon Linear Tracking Arms
Parasound
The Vamp
Trilogy
Unison Research
Demonstrations by appointment only
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rock/pop REVIEWS
Left: Wilson

As might be expected, Messrs
Wilson and Parks deliver an album
full of sun- drenched summer
memories, but things have changed
a bit since they worked together in
the 1960s. For one thing, they've
got older, and consequently,
compared with some of their
more vibrant earlier work, this
is the mellow autumn of the
the endless summer, and
possibly the calm after the

BRIAN WILSON & VAN
DYKE PARKS
ORANGE CRATE ART
Warner Bros 936245427-2

(
47m 57s)

Our Bri isn't the most charismatic
lead singer on the block these days
and he may not be made for these
times, but he still provides the most
delicious toe-in-the Pacific sounds
around. Happily too, the bundle of
wonderfully quirky Van Dyke Parks
songs that have been shoved into his
hands, ensure that summer remains
endless. Additionally, those
harmonies, those heartgrabbing,
breathtaking harmonies, remain
intact. So smile.

drenched
summer
memories

Ken Kessler

H141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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GARTH BROOKS
FRESH HORSES
Capitol 7243 832080 2

(
38m 07s)

Brooks, now the fourth-biggestselling artist in the history of the
universe, is treated like royalty in the
USA and is said to be the future of
country music. Which is like calling
mead the future of alcoholic
beverages. This is pure Grand Old
Op'ry slop differing from, say, Buck
Owens on abad night only in that
Brooks wears his jeans too tight and
his cowboy hat too large. The entire
set is devoid of originality, and his
popularity is an indictment of
American tastes. I'll have to
remember him next time I'm railing
about the British charts and the
success of Robson & Jerome. Fresh
Horses is, as in his fans' vernacular,
slicker'n shit. Only with less
substance.
Ken Kessler

A:1 •

A:3-4 •

Former
Georgia
Satellite

30s) Dist. Pinnacle
Allison represents the second wave
of post-war performers who moved
north to Chicago, young enough to
be inspired by Muddy and Buddy,
but old enough to have experienced
the pre-blues boom malaise. To put
it another way, he foreshadowed
Robert Cray. But whereas the
refined, BB King-like Cray rarely
sounds angry or dangerous, this is a
scorching, almost nasty affair. It's
brimming with ultra-funky touches,
bass-lines straight from early Stanley
Clarke albums, the inimitable
punctuation of the Memphis Horns,
and even some Lou Rawls-like
sanctifying.

(advance tape)

This splendid second album from
the former Georgia Satellites
frontman firmly dispels memories of
its pleasant, but rather average, 1992
predecessor, ' Love Songs For The
Hearing Impaired'. Producer
Brendan O'Brien goes for a
muddier, dirtier sound, and captures
a live feel about the recordings,
while Baird sounds like he's having
great fun. From the irresistible
`Younger Face' to the cryptic
Beatles pastiche ` Birthday', from the
singalong ` Lil Bit' to the crunchy
cover of ' Hush', this is, quite simply,
an album that demands to be played
over and over again.
Valerie Potter

I
I I
I f

Trip Records TRIP 7712

American 7432129517

of sun -

This one split the critics right
down the middle. Q berated its
'ugly attempts to cram Wilson into
under-sized Bermuda shorts and
sing about something nice'. The
Observer was a little kinder, noting
that 'Wilson is short of voice and
vision, but ahandful of numbers
raise a defiant flag over the
shipwreck of his later life.' Mojo,
however, thought the singing was
his most assured in years, huge
waves of harmonies and needlesharp notes' and reckoned that
'Wilson and Parks sound like a
couple of kids and only an
unfeeling wretch could fail to be
charmed'. Me, I'm just happy to
have them around at all, and
delighted that music of such
intelligence and elegance can still
be made.

LUTHER ALLISON
BLUE STREAK

here in the
on album full

A-2

Johnny Black

Fred Pellar

DAN BAIRD
BUFFALO NICKEL

1960s) deliver

storm. The songs are
sometimes a bit flabby around
the waist, but those sweet
Wilson harmonies and Parks'
delicate bossa nova-ish
arrange-ments still have the
power to charm on tracks like
'My Hobo Heart', ' Palm Tree
and Moon' and (if you ignore
the bizarre lyrics) ' Movies is
Magic'.
Valerie Potter

and Parks ( seen

frontman, Dan
Baird goes for
.4 Au...
•

.

'

•

- ••••••••
'

••

a muddier,
dirtier sound

•

and captures
a live feel to
his second
solo album

..••• • rm.
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KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
A MOMENT OF FOREVER
Justice-Transatlantic TRA CD220

(58m 37s)

found that rare B-side; you won't
believe these are new tunes. Rocker
has learned his craft well, and he's
outlived his first band.

Kris can't sing. Never could. But

Taj Mahal
has explored

EAST 17
UP ALL

the more

London 828-699-2

diversity of
black music
more
thoroughly
than most

Nicie
(61m 22s)

Hands up all those who predicted
that the Eastie Boys wouldn't last a
fortnight! Don't be embarrassed.
You're in the majority. Yet,
centuries on — well, three years
anyway — the Walthamstow
wonders have produced an album
that should see them further
increasing their fill of believers.
Their rap attacks are still pretty naff
and strictly for amateur night at the
village rave. But, with everyone in
the band capable of writing at least
ahalf-decent song and even one or
two that ooze real class, El 7, bless
their neat line in harmony vocals,
can demonstrate — much like the
faked ' stick in the run-off groove'
conclusion to ' It's All Over' the
album's final track — that they're
here to stay.
Fred Dellar

A:2 •

Kris has

retained

his poetic vision

he's retained his poetic vision and
still writes songs that induce tears,
rage and laughter in equal
quantities. Arguably 'A Moment Of
Forever' is as good as anything he's
delivered since Bobby McGee first
thumbed a diesel down. Producer
Don Was agrees: 'A lot of people
who know what they're talking
about, think this is his best work in
20 years, maybe his best ever'. So
that's two of us in agreement. And if
you can find aplace in your heart
for a song about a killer that
contains the line ' He had a face like
Bobby Dylan's only worse', then
maybe we could make athreesome.
Fred Dallar

A:1 •

DON MCLEAN
THE RIVER OF LOVE
Curb CUFtCD 019

(34m 50s)

What a relief, after aflood of
McLean reissues on BGO, to know
he's still functioning. The River Of
Love is in the tradition of his post'American Pie' work, McLean's
rediscovery phase when he returned
firmly to a folkish, almost ` rootsy'
base. But there are no in-front-of-acampfire favourites here. This is new
material which simply sounds like
McLean's time to relax, and forget
about the hits. By the time you hit
track 3, the sensuous ' If IHadn't
Met You', you realise his singing
and writing are better than ever.
He's so cool and, yes, bluesy here
that he could teach a thing or two to
Leon Redbone. This disc is quite,
quite gorgeous, a singer-songwriter
delight deserving the utmost respect.
And to hell with driving Chevies
'cross the levees.

and still writes
songs that induce
tears, rage and
laughter in equal
quantities

LEE ROCKER tif BIG BLUE
ATOMIC BOOGIE HOUR
Black Top 1121

(
42m I6s) Dist. Direct

Rocker's second outing with this
band continues in agroove similar
to his former cohort's. Like Brian
Setzer, Rocker tempers the Stray
Cats' pastiche rockabilly with
something earthier, richer and more
authentic. While Setzer has turned
to swing and jump, Rocker has
opted for boogie, Chess-style
rock'n'roll and R&B. The two nonoriginal tracks and his choice of
guests say it all: Chuck Berry's
'Beautiful Delilah' and Howlin'
Wolf s ' Call Me The Rocker-Rockin'
Daddy', with the Memphis Horns
on the guest roster. But the band's
compositions have averacity which
will have you asking where they

TAJ MAHAL, VM BHATT
N RAVIKIFtAN
MUMTAZ MAHAL
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-CS-46-CD (
44m 10s)
This combination, alogical sequel to
the recent Ry Cooder-VM Bhatt
pairing, should be hot and fragrant.
Taj, after all, has explored the
diversity of black musics more
thoroughly and with more wit than
Cooder. Setting him with Indian
raga-blues master Bhatt and the
more traditional vina virtuoso
Ravikiran should ( to continue the
corny Indian restaurant gag of the
title) create a crown with three
jewels. Unfortunately they never
quite ignite and rarely even spark
with the excitement which we know
they're capable of. Maybe it was a
bad hair day, but the improvisations
are mechanical, and although Taj
sings with his customary verve, the
set sounds more like an after-dinner
country sing-song than a meeting of
minds.
Johnny Black

As:2 •

WILLIE NELSON
JUST ONE LOVE
Justice—Transatlantic IRA CD 221

(?6m)

No big deal, just 01' Nasal Noises
crooning abundle of country
standards plus a couple of Kimmie
Rhodes newies. The picking crew
comprises Nashville's finest ( let's
hear a cheer for banjoman Grandpa
Jones, aged 82!), but Willie adds
nothing to past dreams as he ambles
aimiably through Hank's ' Cold Cold
Heart', Pee Wee King's ' Bonaparte's
Retreat', Cowboy Copas"Alabam'.
The only real disaster is a lukewarm
delivery of ' Smoke, Smoke That
Cigarette', the country rap that once
provided both Tex Williams and
Phil Harris with increased bank
balances.
Mart

'7=1

THREE LB THRILL
VULTURE
57 Records 431706 2

(advance tape)

Hold tight, here we go. Three lb is
the weight of the average human
brain, and this lot has been
recording, under the name Uncle
Green, for over adecade as a
smooth and satisfying rock-pop
combo based in Atlanta. Now, as
the first band signed to producer
Brendan O'Brien's new 57 Records,
they've reinvented themselves in the
mode of a funkier Jayhawks. That's
MARCH 1996
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the explanation over and I'd prefer
to let the music talk for itself, but I
guess Iget paid to do that as well,
so here goes. Gutsy, dynamic,
tuneful, raw, intelligent, muscular,
emotional, committed, unpretentious
and, yes, thrilling. The first great
rock album of 1996 in all
probability.
johnn

•

VARIOUS ARTISTS
NOT FADE AWAY : REMEMBERING
BUDDY HOLLY
MCA MCD 11260

(38»1 05s)

Discorporate rock takes another
spooky twist here when the Ouijabrand mixing board unites The
Hollies with their hero Buddy for a
kind of OK version of ' Peggy Sue
Got Married' à la Beatles recent not
quite No 1smash. On the whole, this
is one of the better tribute
compilations, probably because
Buddy's songs were always strong
and simple enough to live and
breathe apart from their creator.
Nanci Griffith and The Crickets

Willie Nelson crooning a bunch of
country standards - for a change

make afair fist of 'Well All Right',
and The Band's ' Not Fade Away' is
an enjoyable romp. A couple of
artists, inevitably, seem intent not so
much on remembering as
dismembering. The Mavericks, for
example, produce 100% unbridled
schmaltz on 'True Love Ways'. Los
Lobos blunder through ' Midnight
Shift' as if it was a Climax Chicago
out-take. Special merit awards,
though, to The Tractors, Joe
Ely-Todd Snider, Suzy
Bogguss-Dave Edmunds and the
Nitty Grittys, all of whom render
their respective choices with obvious
affection.

VARIOUS ARTISTS

ROBERT WARD

WAITING TO EXHALE
Arista 187962

BLACK BOTTOM
(73m 04s)

The soundtrack to the latest
Whitney Houston movie. But
everything hangs together well, with
Babyface admirably producing and
writing all but one of the songs.
Vocals are handled by the cream of
America's soul divas, Whitney's
three tracks are reasonably ( and
thankfully) restrained, and Aretha,
Toni Braxton, TLC, Chante Moore
and most of those involved avoid
heading for the grandstand finish.
Even Chaka Khan's somewhat
overwrought reading of ' My Funny
Valentine' fails to blow the whole
deal completely
Fred Dellar

As:1 •

Black Top 1123

(
57m 34s) Dist. Direct

Luscious: a southern R&B album
that slides so effortlessly between
soul and the blues that the genres
become inseparable. Ward's guitar
playing matches his vocals perfectly,
complementary strands of slow and
easy, sexually-charged rumbling.
Think late 1940s T- Bone Walker,
Bobby Bland and mid- 1960s StaxVolt and you've got the ingredients
for a seriously seductive hybrid.
The bulk of the album contains
earthy originals, but Ward has
covered one Hayes- Porter classic,
always a sign that there's fire down
below.

Ken Kessler

A:1 •

SOUNDTRACKSpee
‘;) SHOWS
▪ fanew Bond film is still an event, then the accompanying soundtrack
▪ must be, too. But Goldeneye [
Virgin CDVUSX 100 • is no Casino
Royale. The obligatory star vocalist this time is Tina Turner, with an
unfortunate title song written by U2's Bono and the Edge —
'nuff said. Collectors, though, should move quickly for the goldcoloured, limited edition CD. Other new soundtracks of interest
include the wonderful Nicole Kidman star-turn, To Die For
[Varèse Sarabande VSD-5646 0), scored by Danny Elfman
and with contributions from Eric Carmen, Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Donovan and others, and the risible Mortal Kombat
[TVT-London 828 697-2 Oh with ahot soundtrack featuring
Napalm Death, Bile, Orbital and other suitably noisy
bands.On the historical front, cinema having just celebrated
its first century, Sequel has reissued the stupendous
rock'n'roll soundtrack to the 1979 treasure The Wanderers
[NEM CD 765 M); this features fine moments by Dion, Lee
Dorsey, the Four Seasons, the Isleys, the Surfaris and more.
Jerry Goldsmith's long-unavailable Chinatown [
Varèse Sarabande
VSD-5677 *] is welcomed back, too, and worth buying for the cover art.
And then there are the collections, as odd abatch as I've seen.
Only knuckle-draggers will stump for The Songs of Rodgers & Hammerstein
[Music Club MCCD 222 *]. Alas, the 20 stage and screen classics are
murdered by the likes of Vince Hill, Ruth Madoc and others best fit for
panto. Or do you really want to know what Bonnie Langford does to ` My
Favourite Things'? Slightly better is Acker Bilk's Oscar Winners [
Carlton
30360 00022 111] with 16 cover versions ' Celebrating 100 Years of
Hollywood'. For guaranteed delight, the same label can offer Satchmo At The
Cinema [
30359 00062
with Louis Armstrong performing 20 gems like
'Hello Dolly', ` Moon River', and ' Pennies From Heaven'. And for the real
hard-core soundtrack sad-sack, there's RCA's century marker High Noon
[09026 62658 2 111], a Dolby-surround encoded, re-recording of four Dimitri
Tiomkin scores, courtesy of Berlin's Radio Symphony Orchestra.
Rarer and rarer these days are soundtracks on vinyl, let alone audiophilecalibre versions, so grin foolishly if you're predisposed to either. Jorg Kessler
(no relation) of Audiophile Record Service in Hamburg has followed his
string of excellent RCA ` Shaded Dog' reissues with the long-worshipped
Hataril [
LSP-2569 RE 01. This 1962 Oscar-winner gave the world the
delightful ` Baby Elephant Walk' and it's one of Mancini's finest. Another
screen music master is honoured this month with Mobile Fidelity's 200g
vinyl reissue of the 1974 milestone, The Fantasy Worlds Of Bernard Herrmann
[MFSL 1-240 *], the great man himself conducting the National
Philharmonic Orchestra through four of his finest fantasy and SF scores.
You can almost picture Pat Boone pretending he's aScot...

Ken Kessler
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"The Record Cleaning Machine!"
"I have found the HW - 16.5
to be an outstanding
performer. The record
surfaces are microscopically
clean and are so pristine
they look new!"
Bert Whyte Audio Magazine.

Esoterica -

Distributors of Fine Audio Equipment.

Call
24 Hour Fax

0181 863-2899
0181 863-2892

35 second cleaning cycle ( wash / dry) per side.
18 RPM, high-torque turntable motor allows deep
cleaning without strain.
No liquid touches the record label.
Machine fully enclosed - no splashing, no mess.
Powerful suction ( vacuum) ensures quick, deep
cleaning - removes old residue, prevents new
residue build up.

Built in water collection system ( made in stainless
steel)
Newly designed vacuum pickup tube assembly
automatically adjusts to the thickness of any
record.
Removes cleaning solution from the records
surface all at once.

Fail safe design. All components are extra heavyduty grade.
Pristine, dry, static- free records are left after use.

Esoterica are also distributors of;

Artemis, Audible Ilusions, Bright Star, McCormack Audio, Mesa

Engineering, Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs. Rockport, Trilogy and VP!.

JJ

CLEARAUDIO - AUDIONOTE - QUAD - KRELL - KLIPSCH

the efiede

life/ie

Wei

Loricraft Audio
Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SNIE

Supply and service of Garrard, . 1
horcit , and other high quality turntables
using genuine and manufactured pat t. to original specifications. Also
manufacturers of the worlds finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124

THE AUDIONOTE
ONGAKU....
"Probably the Best
Amplifier in the World"
"HiFi Choice - The
Directory"

Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard 301/401 and
Thorens TDI24 ( review copies available)
We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality equipment. electronic,
electrical and mechanical.

ONE OF THE MANY SUPERB PRODUCTS ON
DEMONSTRATION
202 FINDON ROAD, FINDON VALLEY, WORTHING, SUSSEX. BN14 OEJ

I:oricraft high quality record cleaning machines as used by the professionals.
Please send for details.
4 Big I,ane. Goose Green. I.ainhourn. Berts BC 16 7XQ

TEL: 01903 872288 OR 0860 660001 After Hours. FAX: 01903 872234
Part Exchange Welcome — Easy Parking
Access — Visa — Mastercard — Switch -- Diners Club

HEYBROOK - AUDIO RESEARCH - MARTIN LOGAN - APOGEE
HORN

New 1996 catalogue now available
Fax /Aniàhone:

0148

72267

SEE US AT THE GREAT
BRITISH HI-FI SHOW
CHESTERFIELD 13-14 APRIL

LOUDSPEAKERS

13SCIli

IMMORTAL
Hear KLWSCH for yourself in: Avon 01934 520248/01272
Herts 01923 856497. Kent 01303 256860. London ( W1) 0171
Northants 01604 37871. Notts/Lincs 01777 870372. Oxon
364500/01715 313060. W. Mid, 0121 129 2S11/455 01667/742

1(11 P

se ii

SOUND FORESIGHT
686005. Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260. Hants 01730 895194.
486 8262. ( NW3) 0171 431 7423. INW6 I0171 794 7848. Middx 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634.
01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655. Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978
01254/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817
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jazz REVIEWS
these modes into agreat steaming,
slabby onslaught, with volcanic sax
from James Carter, hip Afroharmolodic bass (well funky!)
from Ngolle Pokossi and
astonishingly wide-referencing
guitar - twisting wayward
new curlicues from the blues
no-one else can - from Jef
Lee Johnson (also a
promising new soulman in his
own right). The resulting
music has aweight and freedom
that leaves you speechless.
A:1* •
Bud Powell - bebopping and ejecting
all evocative padding

DUST-OMIT
FORECASTS
FISHEYE FISH1 7"

DUD POWELL
INNER FIRES
ELEKTRA—WEA—DISCOVERY 1046-71007
(53m 45s)
Digital issue of 1953 recordings by
enthusiast Bill Potts at Washington's
Club Kavakos, plus a4m interview
from 1963. Accompanied by Mingus
on bass and Roy Haynes on drums,
Powell shows what strange and
mighty music was Bebop. Beboppers
get straight to the musical point,
ejecting all evocative padding. The
results could be cerebral, but
actually they sparkle: wit musing on
chordal possibilities. Sound is hissy
and thin, but has its own rickety
aura. For some reason Chick Corea
writes a sleevenote, but luckily his
piano doesn't intrude.

SHANNON JACKSON
WHAT SPIRIT SAY
DAY 895

(
56m 08s)

Ronald Shannon Jackson plays
fusion because he's never seen any
dividing wall between blues and rock
and free jazz. Young fry like
Branford Marsalis and Steve
Williamson agonize over the next
cool move: afew digital beats
maybe, or discovering some
inoffensive rapper to gild the pill of
chilly technique? Shannon Jackson
just gets out there and plays his
socks off. Ignored by critics looking
for the next 'big thing', Jackson
achieves the kind of heavy ensemble
groove that is the mark of aMuddy
Waters, aJames Brown, a Chuck
Brown ( je of greatness). Born in
Fort Worth in 1940, he drummed
for bluesmen James Clay and Leroy
Cooper in Dallas, for free-jazz
provocateur Albert Ayler in New
York. As a founder member of
Prime Time he helped Omette
Coleman discover electricity, and as
one quarter of Last Exit provided
the late, great Sonny Sharrock with
his finest moments. RSJ wraps all
HIC NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(11m 21s)

Out on the fringes of noisecore,
psychrock or lofi (call it what you
will) lurk tasty abstractions worthy
of the attentions of adventurous
audiophiles. The fact that anew
label honours the work of these New
Zealand experimentalists (Handful
of Dust, The Dead C) with its
inaugural 7" is an indication of the
fashion-bucking intensity of this
scene. Bruce Russell's guitar
skywrites carefully-measured
distortions over Clinton Williams'
canny tape loops. So far, much
Ambient has merely revived Tubular
Bells: this has the care and spleen of
improv (AMM, Company,
Conspiracy). It also packs some of
the declamatory drama of rock.
Timbres are so sensitively weighed
the listener's subjectivity is invaded,
consciousness speared on
tenterhooks: shimmering visions
are constructed from sonic refuse.
Bill Frisell, watch out - you are
not the only guitar surrealist on
the planet!

11111111e133
ANDY LASTER'S HYDRA
POLYOGUE
SONGLINES SGL1507

(
66m 57s)

Saxophonist Andy Laster has put
together a fuie quintet with Hydra.
It challenges the idea that 'hot and
improvised' rules out 'cool and
organised': it's as if afree group
were playing Third Stream
abstractions. Herb Robertson
(trumpet and cornet), Brad
Schoeppach (guitar) and Drew
Gress (bass) are fluent and
individual players. Notes hang in the
air with some of the strange logic
that characterizes Company, but
there is always adependable
harmonic frame. Recognizably jazz
solos are twisted into limpid neoclassicism. Conscientious, highquality chamber jazz — a rare
commodity.
Ben Watson

CLASSIC JAZZ

roundup

The Impulse! reissue programme continues.
Although the label hasn't got the cachet of Blue
Note, this is to do with the status of 1950s
versus 1960s jazz, and the sheer size and variety
of the Blue Note catalogue (acollector's
dream); Impulse! probably released as many
great records. The early 1960s find Duke
Ellington in subdued, non-orchestral mode: Live
At The Whitney [
IMIP11732 *], Meets Coleman
Hawkins, [
IMPI1622], & John Coltrane
[IMP11662]. The gig at that CIA-funded
temple of modem art, the Whitney Museum, is
asolo piano affair. Ellington-spotters (which
every jazz fan should aspire to be) will find his
combination of graciousness and tease
fascinating, but he scores here as an MC rather
than pianist. The Hawkins
disc is disappointing, with
too much Latin camping
about for comfort, though
when Hawk blows, who
can resist him? The
encounter with Coltrane is
hardly epochal, but is the
most musical of the three.
Coltrane's own two
albums are knock-outs:
Africa-Brass from 1961
[IMP216821, with the
addition of athird take of
'Africa' and anevvie, 'The
Damned Don't Cry', is
now a two-disc album;
Sun Ship from 1965
[IMP11672] is still hairraising, the classic quartet
stretched to their utmost,
gutbust circumference, Elvin Jones atitan to
Coltrane's seas of fire. Even sceptics will
concede that ` 20-bit Super Mapping' is an
improvement: Sun Ship is stunningly more 3D
than its previous digital version MVCI 23058.
Charles Mingus has one album on Impulse!,
The Black Saint & The Sinner Lady from 1963
[IMP11742] and six on Atlantic: The Clown
from 1957 [7567-90142 *]; Blues & Roots from
1959 [7567-81336]; Mingus At Antibes from
1960 [7567-90532]; Oh Yeah from 1961 [756790667]; Three Or Four Shades Of Blue from 1977
[7567-81403]; and Cumbia & Jazz Fusion from
1978 [8122-71785]. Listening in one sitting, you
note that Mingus frequently honoured stand-by
procedures with their own titles as if they were
new compositions. He called his bands
`workshops' and maybe that is what they were:
good for a rousing ensemble, but not always
realising fresh compositional endeavour. The
highlights are Black Saint (
overlaid rhythms,
baritone-fuelled gospel-blues, heart-turn
yearning, wonderful recording) and the Antibes
concert with Eric Dolphy (at last complete on
one disc, and utterly magical). Three Or Four
Shades has Larry Coryell, John Scofield and
Philip Catherine swamping Mingus's band with
identikit fusion guitars, while Cumbia, despite
tenor solos by the irrepressible George Adams
and 'jungle' effects, lacks both direction and
character — but if you stick to pre- 1970s
Mingus, you cannot really go wrong.

John
Coltrane:
meeting
with
Ellington
was less
than
epochal

Ben Watson
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THE BEATLES
ANTHOLOGY VOL 1
Apple 7243 834445 2

(
2CDs, 122m 29s)

Apple 7243 834445 1

(
3LP)

folk, jugband and acidy rock,
culminating in one certified classic:
the group will forever be
remembered for that pot paean,
'Don't Bogart Me' from the Easy
Rider soundtrack.

Every's pirate's nightmare: the longawaited, official issue (the first of
three volumes) of the best of what's
in the vaults. Amidst aplethora of
unreleased treasures, many never
bootlegged, are known gems like
'Leave My Kitten Alone' and the
early ' One After 909'. But despite
the joy of owning previously 'new'
Beatles material, the verdict is
startlingly obvious: whoever selected
the takes for release 'way back when'
picked the best stuff first time
around. Mainly for Beatlemaniacs.

A- B:2 •
TED HAWKINS
THE KERSHAW SESSIONS
Strange Roots ROOT CD 006

Hawkins was apowerful, emotional
and original R&B stylist who burst
on the scene ' fully-fledged', dues
paid with interest. Had he lived
longer, who knows? Maybe he'd
have earned some respect. Achingly
vivid performances, but not enough
to warrant forgiveness for Kershaw's
other sins.

1111111EMED
MARC BOLAN/T-REX
CHANGE
(THE ALTERNATE ZINC ALLOY)
Edsel EDCD 440

(
6Im 40s)

1111111MICI
FREDDIE KING
KING OF THE BLUES

(61ni 39s)

UNCHAINED: UNRELEASED
RECORDINGS VOLS 3 & 4

EMI CDEM 1580

Edsel EDCD 441 & 442

This worthy 2CD set contains the
late bluesmaster's three albums for
Shelter, plus ahalf-dozen previously
unreleased rarities. One of the finest
blues guitarists ever, heard here at
the peak of his career.., though some
purists will fault the arrangements
and intent. Powerful stuff from one
of Clapton's heroes.

(
49m 51s/53m 45s)

No, Edsel's Bolanite archivedredging hasn't yet reached
desperation level. Surprisingly,
another alternate version of one of
his albums ( in its entirety and
bearing 10 bonus tracks), plus two
more collections full of rarities from
1973 yield much for the Bolan
fanatic. Curiously, these leftovers
and cast-offs are of a standard equal
to the regular albums.
A:1-2 •
THE CONNELLS
DARKER DAYS
Demon VEXCD 13

(28m 22s)

From the perfect pop outfit which
recently gave us an exquisite single,
"74-'75', their early stuff.., when
they were trying to sound like the
Smiths. But don't let that deter you,
as they also had a jones about the
Byrds, so there are jangles in
between the dirges. Indie material
for those with taste.
A:1-2 A
LEE DORSEY
GET OUT OF MY LIFE WOMAN
Essential Gold/Canton 30359 00022
(67m 49s)
Bargain priced, yet faultless
collection containing, as the subtitle
says, all of the ' Definitive Greatest
Hits'. The 24 tracks here are a crash
course in New Orleans R&B, even
without referring to the NeviIles,
consisting as it does of Allen
Toussaint's (and Dorsey's) finest
compositions: 'Ya Ya', ' Yes We
Can', ' Working In The Coal Mine',
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(
2CDs, 156m 37s)

1111111=1
'Ride Your Pony', ' Get Out Of My
Life Woman', ` Sneakin' Sally
Through The Alley' - hot stuff
from start to finish

Milli =

NEI

THE FOUR TOPS
REACH OUT
Motown 530 444-2

03m 10s)

From the days when Motown albums
were short but hit-laden, this one
features the title cut, ' Bernadette',
'Standing In The Shadows Of Love'
and exquisite covers like aneardefinitive 'Walk Away Renee'. And
you'd be surprised what Motown's
finest could do with abrace of
Monkees tunes.

THE FRATERNITY OF MAN
THE FRATERNITY OF MAN
Edsel EDCD 437

(41m 39s)

GET IT ON
Edsel LED 438

(
31m 57s)

Both of the albums from the Sixties
West Coast outfit which boasted an
ex- Mother and a future member of
Little Feat. Nicely disjointed mix of

DEKE LEONARD
ICEBERG/KAMIKAZE
BCO BGOCD288

(
2CDs, 110m IIs)

Both of Man's main axe-wielder's
two solos from 1973-5, in aslimline 2CD box. While adjudged by
some to be a departure from the
sublime Welsh rock made by Man,
these albums sound like either could
have been issued by the group
around the time of Slow Motion or
Rhinos, etc; Leonard's distinctive
voice and playing see to that. Note
that both CDs have extra tracks.

111111111111111.111W 1C11
IKE et TINA TURNER REVUE
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL
Magnum MDCD11

(
59m 28s)

Magnum's second Ike & Tina
offering, this time 21 tracks from the
Revue's peak period, and
noteworthy for its pure R&B
content. Wicked versions of Jimmy
Reed tunes, Otis' I've Been Loving
You Too Long', ' Reconsider Baby'
and other showcases for Tina's
talent. Ike might have been a
miserable bastard, but, boy, could
his operation cook.
Ken Kessler

A—B:1 •
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HP-PI
TREASURE
HUNTING?
Whether you're looking for
vintage hi-fi bargains or a superb
new money-saving offer on
private advertisements,
you can't afford to miss our
special promotion.
For full details on how you
can advertise more equipment,
at a lower price and more
frequently, please see the
Classified section at the back of
this month's magazine.
Whether you're buying or selling,
we have a new deal for you.

102

next
month.

• •

pril's attention-grabbing cover will
feature an unmissable money-saving
offer, but the main cover story is an
exclusive technical review of the new KEF
flagship speaker, Reference Model 4. Other
exclusive tests in this issue cover the new
Roksan Xerxes 10 turntable, AVI's new
pre-amplifier and Copland's CDA288 CD
player. A major group test pits B&W's
new DM302 budget speaker against rivals
from Castle, Alordaunt Short, Rogers
and Acoustic Energy. There is more
vital information for hi-fi buyers in
The Good HiFi Guide, completely
updated for April, with summary reviews
covering more than 200 hi-fi components.
April's music section includes an interview
with the Beaux Arts
Trio plus abumper
package of reviews.
Don't miss the April
issue, on sale
Friday, 8 March.
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'The tone
control was
only one
of Peter's
many
contributions
to the world
of high
fidelity
sound
reproduction
and I
should like
to mention
some of
these
briefly'

REMEMBERING PETER BAXANDALL
Dear Sir, Iwas saddened to hear of
the death of Peter Baxandall, and I
would like to add my personal
tribute to your obituary notice. I
knew Peter well during the 1950s
and 1960s, the time when he was
frequently contributing articles and
letters to the technical press. He
taught me the importance of an
understanding of the physics of
semiconductors in order to solve
the problems of circuit design
which resulted from the
introduction of the transistor as an
active circuit component.
Peter joined TRE, Malvern in
1944 and was employed there for
two years on microwave techniques
before joining FC William's team
working on electronic circuit
research. Ientered TRE towards
the end of 1951 and some months
later joined TRETS, the TRE
Theatrical Society, where Ioffered
to improve the, rather basic,
'Nelson' hall sound reinforcement
system in time for TRETS'
Coronation Year production of the
musical A Country Girl in March
1953. Someone suggested that I
consulted the TRE sound
enthusiast Peter Baxandall and thus
Ifirst met Peter some time in 1952.
He quickly supplied me with an
impeccably drawn circuit diagram
for athree-channel microphone
mixer complete with individual gain
and tone control facilities, which
could feed the hall's BSR amplifier,
and also loaned three ribbon
microphones, two Reslo and one
old Marconi type, to complete the
system. The tone control circuit
was aversion of the one that Peter
published in October' of that year,
and which, as you rightly say, was
his most important contribution to
audio circuit design, being
incorporated in many commercial
amplifiers.
No patent application was made
for the tone control circuit so that
no royalties were derived from its
use, afact that, in addition to its
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excellent design and performance,
possibly contributed to its
commercial success. Not that Peter
would have benefited financially if a
patent had been granted. Civil
Servants have no rights regarding
their patents, since these are
assigned to the National Research
Development Council, unless it can
be shown that the patent relates to
something totally divorced from
their official employment. The tone
control was, however, only one of
Peter's many contributions to the
world of high fidelity sound
reproduction, and Ishould like to
mention some of these briefly.
By 1954 Ihad joined Spencer
Noble's circuit research division
where Peter now worked along with
other eminent circuit designers
such as Bill (RC) Bowes and Ted
(EF) Good. Iwas involved mainly
with computer circuit design but
there were periods when Iwas
asked to assist Peter. It was during
such atime that Peter Walker came
to Malvern to consult Peter
regarding the unreliability being
experienced at the time with the
design of the new Quad
professional audio amplifier. Peter
described to me later the difficulties
caused due to the requirement for a
transformer at the amplifier output
to provide the 600 ohm output
matching facilities required for
professional use. Under conditions
of transient overload signals the
transformer was very prone to
produce back EMF voltages that
induced voltage breakdown in the
output transistors. Solving the
problem proved adaunting task.
Peter was an accomplished
transformer designer and would
include transformers in circuits
where lesser mortals, lacking the
necessary expertise, or not prepared
to spend the time needed for
obtaining asatisfactory design,
might use an RC circuit. It was not
surprising, therefore, that his
radical approach to aDIY
loudspeaker design included
winding inductors for equalising the
speaker frequency response. Peter's
design used an Elac elliptical
speaker whose frequency response
he first measured in free space (that
is, out of doors on afine day!). He
then designed an LC equaliser
circuit, having areciprocal
frequency response to that
measured for the speaker, which
was placed in series with the
speaker to provide amore even
frequency response over the audio
bandwidth. It is very instructive to
read the Wireless World articles'
illustrated by photos of Peter, the
equaliser and loudspeaker, where
Peter explains all this and provides

detailed DIY instructions for
making the filter circuit. These
included the required number of
strips cut from the magazine's cover
to obtain the appropriate gap
between the assembled T and U
laminations. It was Ralph West I
believe, who when reviewing the
speaker, called it the Rolls Royce of
speaker designs. Apparently speaker
manufacturers were not impressed
with the principle of filters for
frequency correction; Peter told me
that they preferred mechanical
design variations to ` tune' their
speaker's responses.
With the resurgence of valves in
audio amplifier design it is
interesting to recall Peter's 5W
amplifier DIY design published in
1957'. This had an excellent
performance for its time, partly due
to his design of output transformer
which constructors unable, or
unwilling, to wind their own, could
buy from Partridge Transformers. I
used this amplifier coupled to his
loudspeaker and this system
provided the first real high fidelity
reproduction of music in my home.
In my relatively small living room,
and with ayoung family asleep
upstairs in the evenings, Inever
found the amplifier lacking in
output power.
In the house that he had built on
the slope of the foothills of the
Malvern hills Peter had designed
the dimensions of the L-shaped
living room to avoid unwanted
resonances when listening to mono
reproduction from the loudspeaker
positioned in the corner of the L.
At one end of the room was the
double glazed window to his
control room-cum-laboratory. The
house looked over the Severn valley
to Bredon Hill and the Cotswolds
beyond, and its altitude enabled
good reception of the BBC
transmissions from the Sutton
Coldfield transmitter. In 1958
Peter built his own pulse
discriminator FM tuner and
demonstrated to me the excellent
reproduction of FM transmissions
that he obtained with this. Of
course, designing audio circuits was
Peter's hobby. He was responsible
for designing many other circuits
concerned with his official work
which lie outside the interests of
HFNIRR readers. One design
however, for which apatent
application was made, is worth
mentioning as an example of his
lateral thinking.
His appreciation of the
transistor's virtue of being capable
of operating as afast switch with an
extremely low ' on' resistance, led to
his introduction of the Class D
oscillator'. The power supply was
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`In 1958 Peter
built his own
pulse
discriminator
FM tuner and
demonstrated
to me the
excellent
reproduction
of FM
transmissions
that he
obtained with
this. Of
course,
designing
audio circuits
was Peter's
hobby'

fed via the centre-tap of an
inductor in aparallel LC resonant
circuit, to the collectors of two
transistors, one at each end of the
LC circuit. A winding on the
inductor was connected between
the bases of the transistors and
drove these into saturation in antiphase, while athird winding
provided the resulting sinewave
output. Since the transistors
operated as switches, large power
outputs were obtained from the
oscillator for asmall dissipation in
the transistors. This basic circuit
was later improved to minimise
second harmonic distortion. Ido
not know if the design was
commercially successful, no doubt
in commercial eyes the use of two
transistors when an oscillator could
be made with only one was a
disadvantage. Nevertheless, I
believe the circuit was adopted in
instances where very high power
outputs were needed.
An official application of Peter's
audio work was the updating of the
sound reinforcement system in the
Nelson hall' for use during lecture

addresses. For security reasons a
radio microphone was not allowed
so atrailing lead neck microphone
was adopted, and in order to
improve speech clarity the
microphone output was filtered to
attenuate the low frequencies
produced in the speaker's chest
cavity. For use at the back of the
hall Peter had designed atransistor
circuit version of aBBC type studio
control panel, having apeak
reading meter and level controls, to
allow an operator sitting in the hall
to set appropriate volume levels.
The control panel fed a20W
Mullard amplifier in the projection
room connected to two sets of linesource speakers suspended one
each side of the proscenium arch.
Peter designed these speakers so
that when appropriately positioned
relative to the stage, their
horizontal polar diagram greatly
reduced the acoustic feedback'.
Nine nominal 15 ohm elliptical
speakers (approximately 9ft x6ft)
were assembled with their major
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axis in line on an open framework
and connected in groups of three in
aseries/parallel arrangement to give
atotal impedance of 15 ohms. By
dispensing with abaffle the vertical
column loudspeaker functioned as
an acoustic doublet source giving a
figure-of-eight type of horizontal
polar diagram which was
maintained over awide frequency
range, though at frequencies well
over lkHz the rear response was
reduced. This loudspeaker had
three advantages: firstly, the total
acoustic output power was
produced by aconsiderable
number of units, thus greatly
reducing the vibration amplitude
necessary in each unit; secondly,
the acoustic load impedance
presented to each unit was
increased, especially at low
frequencies, by the presence of the
other units, thus further reducing
the necessary vibration amplitude;
and lastly, since in speech
reproduction, there is little power
at the lowest audio frequencies, this
also helped to keep down the
vibration amplitude required.
An equaliser circuit similar in
principle to that used for the high
quality speaker was used, and
attenuation of frequencies below
IkHz could be countered by using
abass lift circuit in the feed. Both a
progressive reduction in the
effective length of the column with
rising frequency and areduction of
the side-lobe response in the
vertical polar diagram were
obtained simply by shunting
speakers, other than the central one
with resistors whose values reduced
sequentially towards the column
ends. Since the speakers'
impedance increased with
frequency, the shunting effect of
these resistors was more
pronounced at high frequencies,
the attenuating effect increasing
from the centre to the outer
speakers simultaneously with a
reduction in power. Peter designed
the complete loudspeaker
installation with housings of
perforated metal sheet, producing
the necessary drawings for them to
be made in the Engineering Unit. If
Iremember correctly the audio feed
was via the two steel suspension
wires from the ceiling of the hall.
The speaker could produce quite
large speech volumes, suitable for
even outdoor use, with an
enormous power handling capacity
to spare for indoor speech
applications.
While working in Peter's lab at
TRE about 1955 Iwas introduced
to the very useful EMI ' in situ' RC
measurement bridge. Ilearnt that it
had been designed by an EMI

research scientist, Alan Blumlein,
who had been seconded to TRE in
the war, and whose work Peter held
in high esteem. This was some time
before atardy recognition of Alan's
significance as acircuit design
innovator appeared in print. These
two men had asimilar
understanding and appreciation of
the fundamental principles involved
in circuit design; as Scroggie writes,
one wonders what Alan would have
done with transistors if he had
survived the war. You say that
Peter was very far from being in
sympathy with the content of hi-fi
magazines in recent years and I
would not have expected him to
behave otherwise. One can only
speculate what Alan Blumlein's
views would be if he was still with
us. While on the subject of
magazines it may interest you to
know that early on in the days that
Iworked for him Peter had
suggested that Iread HFNIRR, a
practice that Ihave maintained.
In late 1970 the management at
RRE, as it had become by then,
decided for various reasons to close
down the circuit division and my
resulting move to another division
meant that Iwas no longer in daily
contact with Peter. During 1972
Peter resigned from RRE to take up
consultancy work in electroacoustics, and in 1977 Itransferred
to RAE, Farnborough and lost
contact with Peter completely. As
you know he occasionally wrote to
HFNIRR and Ialways looked
forward to his contributions. It seems
almost symbolic of the passing of an
era that Peter's obituary appears in
the same issue of the magazine that
reports that Quad, of whose products
he had ahigh opinion, is no longer a
family business.
Eric W Shallow, Farnham
REFERENCES
1. ' Negative- Feedback Tone
Control'. Wireless World, Oct
1952, pages 402-405
2. Low-cost High-quality
Loudspeaker', Wireless World, Aug
1968 pages 242-247. and Sept
1968 pages 316-319
3. ' 5Watt Amplifier', Wireless
World, March and April 1957
4. '
Transistor Sine-Wave LC
Oscillators', Proc IEE Vol 106, Part B.
Supplement No 16. pages 748-758
5. For an excellent review of Alan
Blumlein's work see The Genius of
A D Blumlein' by M G Scroggie.
Wireless World, Sept 1960 pages
451-456
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Grahams HiFi
... Grahams is the best place to buy quality
hi-fi equipment in London (
le £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

"One of the five hest
Hi Fi shops in the world"
GRAHAMS Hl- FI

Grahams HI- Fl Ltd. Canonbury Yard
190a New North Road London NI 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax: 0171 359 7620
ENAIL 100570.135•Conirruwn• corn

Ç
Choose from

The Old School.

f

849 1ugh Road, London N 12
Tel: 0181
12117

NORTH LONDON

I)

.14
• . r 1> m. SLhool Road, Bracon Ash
t

5PG

3963

SOUTH COAST

NORFOLK

LONDON

.!gtialog 2guttio

ALCHEMIST
Edinburgh ECO

REAL

16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL L29RF

Z

Road

1

TANNOY

wU TOLU AND MANY MORE

Newhaven

111111111111111k

BETTER HI-FI
TO

ONM
72

0131 - 555

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
INSTANT n FINANCE AVAILABLE

LANCASHIRE

SOUNDS

DPA•AVI•MARANTZ

ORANGES
& LEMONS

HI-FI & TV

82 The High Street

lits tri'

MICROMEGA

ABSOLUTE

AU/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER

I FROM BATTERSEA
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Music M ill

Col — AriI: 1.0 Ni Dos. NIA1.--11))•
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▪ MONITOR AUDIO •

SCOTLAND

BADA BONDED DEALER

II I

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

fax 017684 86066

For details 'phone Ion Bewley on 017684 86235 or

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

si I \ MI \\ / 51)

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30

Fuir Place ( 200 yds post church)Wetermillock ( 7miles hum 166.40 M6106616
Cumbria ( All Ott

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

rffl

Free installation: («redit facilities: Sen ice

MONITOR
SOUND

3" & SUN 4'

II,, full ronge of AI( «mors will be demonstroied frorn rI,, SUA I
Os to the SUA Ait,,, 700, I
lie

Atitholah, Ambon. BeLW. Castle.
Celcstion. Denon, ENposure. Kci. Maranu. Michi.
Slieromega. Mission. Musical Technologv. NAO..
Nakamichi, Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Rd. Rigel. Ruark.
John Site; ne. SN/F. Slag, Systenulek. TITI... Yamaha

82

'
96

OPEN DAYS
SAT FEB

..•*CYRLS CENTRE****

studio

.961/Iie
INVITES YOU TO
7:

audio

37 Whitecross Road. Hereford

NORTH WEST/SCOTLAND

LONDON

TDL. Heybrook, Rotel, Soundstyle.
Micromega, Royd, Chord Co & others.

the finest
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

hi.11

effries

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
night Wednesday - 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays • Free Parkin,0g,

specialist guide
SUFFOLK

WEST SUSSEX

WEST SUSSEX

WORTHING AUDIO
20 IF\ 1LLL GATE PRECINC

N%

H

%1ES I St SSE\ 8\11 IT A

Telephone: ( 0903) 212133

signals

THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE
BEST SOUND SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTH
• FRIENDLY ADVICE • THREE YEAR GUARANTEES
• EASY PARKING • OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY, 10am to
• LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAY, 7.30pm

hi-fi for grown-ups

6pm

Agencies inchide: Aream. Audio Technica. Clear Audio. Creek. Exposure.
Kinshavc Electronics. Murantz. Nunn Audio. Orelle. Origin Lic. Restek. Ruark.
Sennheiser. Target, TIM,. Thorens. Tripod and man> more.

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2 17 6 3 19

SURREY

mene

SPALDINGS

ctil cutscut,
kral If LEI lrY

IHI SOLIIH EAST SLEAD! GHI-FI COMPANY

3 DEM ROOMS A.V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK
MON TO SAT 900 to 6oU TUE 900

Retailers of quality audio equipment

oLu,

SERVICE DEPT
352.354 LOWER ADDISCOMBF ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY CRO 7M

7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 IS)
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

Telephone, 0181 654 1231 2040 Facsimile, 0181 655 3922

"Home Cinema on Demonstration"

\

BANSTEAD

J6

J7

9023 /
SURREY 11141
CAOSTONE

S
GATWICK
e

rem' FY
.,

SOUTH WEST & WALES

audto p4ellence
THE

MUSIC

Bristol
65 Park Street
Bristol BSI 5PB
(01179) 264975

Gloucester
58 Bristol Road
Gloucester GLI 5SD
(01452) 300046

xrir

p‘ut tSill 5•rd q.RN' ICING ANI) Ri PAIRS

lii Sri \ ERATIoN'.

NI

OPEN MONSAT 1Onm - 71.51
28 QUEENSWAY HORSHAM WEST SUSSEX
TEL/FAX: 1014031 251587 OR ( 0831) 418619

((st. 1972)
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 815 1LD.
0121 -455 0667 ([ 0110MOND:oS)

A22

45 High St., Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

WHERE

1All INNIAI

Retard (leaning Machine

GODSTONE 01883 744755
ète

‘1.K

MR:HELL -AUDIO TECHN1CA ORIGIN LIVE
il tsar ter-km .1:
m, hy.; Tit -5Th )>: RiN 1M-HONILTRIA1 FACILITY

FIVE WAYS HI- FIDELITY LTD

EAST
GRINSTEAD

—

RIt- GRATIS ' 11WOOFERS-Aa'HEMIST-CABI.E

ARUM, ATC AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO TECHNICA, AVI, BEYER, CABLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, (RD (VALVE), DENON, DUAL KLIPSOI, MICHELL, NAKAMICHI,
09101011, 003, QUAD, RE900, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDOR, TARGET, 10K, TOE, THORENS, TRIOLOGY (VALVE) etc, Keith Monks

A„

REDH1LL
•
REIGATE

NI \1;NEPLANARANA1)1A-VAC-TEAC-S.D.ACCOLSTICS
• ' SON RESEARCH-OPERA- FAN 1
,,1 RE TUNERS- ROSE

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:

MUSIC
MATTERS

CATERHAM

J8

cen

Ang AUDIO ffCalleefle:Wfr

WEST MIDLANDS

URREY HIFI
ATACAMA STANDS
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
QUAD
AUDIOLAB
M25
YAMAHA
TU. TANNOY
KEF, DENON DORKING
NAKAMICHI
•
THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
JPW, CABLE TALK,
SOUNDSTYLE.
VAN DEN HULL. BOSE

eiCePLIŒne

MATTERS

Cardiff
134/6 Crwys Road
Cardiff CF2 4NR
(01222l 228565

Swansea
9High Street
Swansea SA1 ILE
( 01792) 474608

SECONDHAND

EX- DE MONSTIATION

MERIDIAN 20131610, MERIDIAN 101
(410; MGM DELTA 783 CD
139S;AACAM DELIA
170.3
OSO:DENON
DCD1660 (250.
MUSICAL FIDELITT 11200 ( 143,
Kflett1000 OHM() (95; SOM
16,1446E £ 160. MONITOR AUDIO
1312 1203 ROGERS 101 1200.
MIAMI PI140 LIM; 14 406
FLEUNER 1120; MATCHING AA CO'
04 LIU; ROTEL 1190088 ( 120;
MUSICAL FIDELITY WILE 050
PATEL 11C9SOM TUNER-PRE 000;
1101R. 8896090 ( ISO; AICAM
ALPHA PLUS CD [MO; MUSICAL
FIDELITY PIE3M/P1401 PIE-

MUSICAL F1DELITT PREVIIA65 RIP
(1100. SME (999; MUSICAL
FIDELITY DIE PREAMP/TTP110011
RIP (369 SALE 1499; MUSICAL
FIDELITY 111811 RIP £299, SALE
(243 1148A1111 P14700AV RIP
(449, SALE 1369 ROTEL 110)940LE
DISCRETE RAP £410, SALE 137S;
IIMANT( WI IRIP (71100, SALE
El 150.; MIA TUSO CHROME RIP
£349.91 SALE (199; AUM COSO
RIP (399, SALE (343 ARUM DELTA
70.3 RIP 099, SALE £149; RE908
EVOLUTION SYSTEM RIP £1100,
SALE 11600; 'INWOOD KM7700
RIP (599, SALE (499; ILENW000
001000 RAP (999. SALE 0369.;
REWNOOD 0910605 RIP ( 249, SALE
(194 SD ACOUSTIC SDI WALNUT
ARP ( 1000, SALE ( 999; RUARI
TALISMAN II £699, SALE 1930;
TECHNICS RSTR777 RIP £299. SALE
(243 MISSION 764i &RP s4tt,
SALE £200.

POW( £400; YAMAHA 67440 199;
ŒLESTION
UM ( 110;
WHARFEDALE SIS ( 143 SSW DIU
LSO; CASTLE PEMBROKE de STANDS
000; QUAD 33/405 1131; QUAD 33
/303 £ 131; SON/ 1/44468 MO;
00908000

etc

DP3OSO II8i,

etc,

LYNDEN AUDIO

.(THE AUDIOPHILE RETREAT)
Exclusive Midlands Audio Synthesis Consultants
Audio Physic. Adyton.Ben Duncan sAmp 02. Stands Unique
Electrocompaniet, Essex Audio. LFD. Sequence Design Wail
Speakers. Harman Karen. JBL, etc Specialist Engineering Dept.
offers Custom Design and
Upgrades. all Kits ( inc valves) built 10 Customers requirements
Audio Visual apleasure - good cone&
Prease Tel. 0121-445 5057
daytime/evenings for good, unbiased advice and afriendly chat

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan. Micromega. Audionote. Audiolab, Rega,

Arcam. Exposure, Aura, Epos. Thiel. Ruart Rotel. ATC
Marantz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

WEST LONDON
OPENING TIMES

TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10.30 TO 6PM, LATE NIGHT
FRIDAYS TILL 8PM. CLOSED MONDAY.

WORCESTERSHIRE

'f4epoWweteee

Branches at:

EiBirmingham: 363 Hagley Road,
Edgbaston, Tel: 0121 429 2811
•Solihull :93-95 Hobs Moat Road,
Tel: 0121 742 0254
uStourbridge : 156/157 Lower
High Street, Tel 01384 444184
—Demonstrations By Appointment—

Lilf1-1441-FF11-7]
27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
ltY 0181-567 8703

AUDIO LAB. AURA. B&O. B&W. CANON.
CASTLE, CHORD CO.. CYRUS. DENON. DUAL EPOS. EVOLUTION,
JPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX. QUAD, REL, REVOLVER,
ACOUSTIC ENERGY. AMC.

ROGERS, ROTEL ROYO. SOUNDSTYLE. SYSTEMDEK. TARGET. TEAC.

THORENS. VAN DEN HuL & OTHERS

Two demonstration rooms. Fee local delivery 8.
installation. Repairs & Service.
Closed Wednesday
HITI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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specialist guide
WEST MIDLANDS

WEST MIDLANDS

WEST MIDLANDS

LE1

•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
.Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available

e

.Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Tel: 01922 493499/473499

wive

r.

•

Jrc.1

WE ARE HERE11&
Sh.pg LI.

< •FP•rk

witle anerIc Ir.. parking.
Off High Street, Aleetwich, r

-

Nr. Walsall. We. Miellmulee
ARCAM
AUDIO LAB
CELESTION
0PA
EPos
QUAD ROKSAN
ROGERS

eaw

CHORD
MAIM
KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH
Al.S0,-APOU.0
A.T.
MIME/ ALcueov
Anntio OUEST
EXPOSURE HER REFERENCE
KENTIOOD 'PARAPET/
MICHELL
UORDAUNT SNORT
MERIDIAN
INCROVEGA
EISSION
HOTEL SENNNEISER SONY SIMKO STATESIDE. TARGET VOL TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN OM YAMAHA

BOSE
SEVER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
ETRuS
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDEUTY NAKAFNCH,
ORTOFON
PROJECT

Audio Reflections
DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY
1,

RURSAN • MAD • MF • AIWA •

ISC Row .

Equmox. Kobe Acoustics JPW. Sequence Loudspeakers_ &Brenta, Sumo

Demonstrations ay arrangemeril in LEEDS.

or in your own home without

W outd

TEAC®

spendor

PePectly Belpnced SOME

AWE

01943-16,..1.

PLUS HOME CINFAIA •
01.0-4610.141

NTERFST TAFF unfurl • DN. 'N'T Co & loir. PRO, •

you like to hear more")

Leeds (0113) 2520450 (evening uns weloomeI
Generous Part Exchange and Second Hand Equlpmerr, avalattie.

I. • ( III El'.I.S21 IAA

OIS IY( IUfl'OlIup •ILI

Gyrodec Mich:, Ortofon premier range, SME Spendor. Tare TEAC.

obligation. For healer details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phoneffax

HI-F1 SPECIALISTS
DUAL • CELESTION • ROGERS •
AUDIOOL'EST • TECHNICS •

Chesle'

Howard. Conuedant Chameleon Amos, Chord SPIA Power Amplifiers,

Townshend Searnno Sink, 0.E.D, van den Hui. The First & TheSecond Cables.

BOleRa

KEE • MARANTZ •

ASTON AUDIO

East at Englard-ATC: semi), SC1120, SC11120 Tow, SCI,150A and
soma. ATC, AV International, EitYslos kriPile's• C
`
:(0

I.ale night end.:

\ ‘ 1 • MERIDIAN • MISSION •
't • Al MICK . A11 •
W •
N.\ KANSCHI • AURA • DENON •
QIAD • YAMAHA •

On permanent demonstration exclusively :n Yorksnee and the Noe

es, e

Qe.

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

Open s Ihey, gam •hp..

PROJ EC_TS
L.IFIFASS

0 1 1 3

2 3 0

,r,r.

4 5 6 5

THE HI-F1 STUDIOS
UNISON VALVES.

SLIGOKN. PROM:. ' IF,AC. RI. ARK, JOHN -

SHEARNE AMPLIFIERS. AU:HU:MIS'

rEteutms,ONIX. AUDIO

NOTE PINK TRIANULK AUDIO ALCIIFAIT IDAGSs. EXPOSURE.
CASTLE ACOUSTICS, AMISS; KLIPSCI tHORNSi, INIPUISE

afore NOTHWILANI ANALOGIR. STAX Kuria° STATIC
IlEADPHONFIS. MARINE:El L NUCI III,L.GYRO, ORE MONITOR
AUDIO, ALBARRY. FLFX.TROWNIPANIET. SKR. CR

DEVRIAWMENTSIti AL
I, ART AUDIO tV.M.VES) FOIL ACC HK
SUB WOOFERS, PRO1117. ORTOFON. BEYER. GRADO.
amaha Pm Logic Dome Cinema Demonqrat inns
'.41b

ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS

V
"

Speak to Nell or Jeff for all your 111 -F1 needs.

I

Ikmeaster Tel:- 01302 781387

IN"R"TC»"'

classified
Krell
KSA
80B
Power amplifier,
fully balanced,
as
new
condition,
outstanding
sound,
boxed
with
manual £ 1,800. Tel: 01784 244944
C17.00
Audio Research Classic 120 valve
amplifiers. Mint condition, boxed, hardly
used. Relocation forces sale, £ 3,250 Tel:
01737 248516 (Surrey)
CF.O.0
Naim
CDS
CD
player £ 2,700;
ATC SCM20 Speakers, rosewood £ 1,200;
All light domestic use only since new, mint,
boxed. Tel: 0181 325 6147 (Chislehurst)
C17.00
Meridan 200 Series, 207 CD Player, 204
Tuner, 201/205 Amplifiers plus 209 remote
£1,500; Dunlop Systemdek III, Lin Akito
tonearm, Mission 773 cartridge and power
supply £ 300. Tel: 01702 349448 eves
(Essex) C22.10
Mandrake Interconnect, the best, 1
stereo meter, W.B.T, phono connections,
cost £ 600, £290; Torlyte Turntable/
equipment stand £65; Townsend Seismic
sink, unused £ 130 Tel: 01932 349314
C17.00
Quad System Electrostatic speakers, 405
Amplifier, 33 pre-amp, FM3 Tuner. All
in excellent working order, extensive demo
HI- F) NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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available, £650 total. Tel: 0121 323 3415
(Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands) C17.00
Audio Research Lintzlink interconnect,
1.5m pair £ 200 (list £400). A highly
detailed, smooth and very neutral sounding
cable. Tel: 0131 523 4180 (day) or 01968
682321. Ask for Steve C17.00
LFD Mono Blocs, designed by professor
Malcolm hawksford and handbuilt,
remarkable amps, nearly new and fully
guaranteed £ 1,150 (£2,000) Tel: 0181
325 2585 C17.00
ATC 10's, 20's and Active 50's and AVI
CDII copmact disc player, sale of exdemonstration stock. Ring Max Music for
agreat price on 01858 545416
Linn Sondeck LP12, rosewood, Lingo,
Supply, Aro Arm, Troika Cartridge, boxed
with manuals, excellent condition £995ono,
Tel: Mr Briggs on 01728 603 171 or 01502
582593 (eves) C17.00
Wharfedale 512.2 Speakers black £200
pair ono; Also, Wharfedale Diamond II
Speakers, walnut £20 pair. Tel: 0161 486
0774 C17.00

Lintone Audio
Selected used equipment
Audio Technica ATH9000 Headphones ( Ex Dcni ,
199.1mi
Audio Innovations 300 Amplifier ( Ex Demi
900.00
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier ( Ex Demi
700.00
Audio Innovations 2(h) Power Amp•itier ( Ex Dem)
195.00
Acoustic Energy Aegis 2 Loudspeaker IEx Dee
999.00
Deltic Little Bit DAC Cons error
170.00
EPOS ESII Loudspeakers Inc Stands
12000
EPOS ES14 Loudspeakers Inc Stands
IiII(X)
Grant PI 00/GIOOMC/G1(X)PV Valve Amps
Infinity Emit KLoudspeakers Inc Stands ( White) ., ( X)
Krell kSA150 Power Amplifier ( Ex Demi
,,
,, 00
Linn L12 Lingo Power Supply ( Ex Demi
.•,: MI
Linn Mimik CD Player
Linn Kaher Aktive Crossover ( Ex Demi
Linn Sara Speakers/Stands
Mission 753 Speakers Rosewood
Meridian 501 Pre-Amplifier
Meridian 506 CD Player ( Ex Demi
Meridian 203 DAC Convertor
• :, ..
Musical Fidelity MVX Pre-Amplifier
ski ICI
Musical Fidelity 3A Pre-Amplifier
'
50.00
Marante MA22 Mono Power Amplifiers ( Pair Ex Demi
999.00
Nakamichi DR3 Cassette Deck ( Ex Dan)
969.00
Naim NAC 42.5/110 Amplifiers
450.00
Naim 32/90 Pre-Power Amplifier
450.00
Naim NAP160 Power Amplifier
150.00
Naim Nail Amplifier
" 0.00
Quad 34/306 Pre-Power Amplifiers
495.)10
Quad FM4 Tuner
' 90.00
Quad ESL 63/GRF Stands Loudspeakers
,1100.110
Quad 34 Pre Amplifier ( Ex Deml
120.00
Quad EM4 Tuner ( Ex Demi
140.00
Quad 306 Power Amplifier ( Ex Demi
,00.00
Quad 606 Power Amplifier ( Ex Demi
990.00
Regs Planar 2Turntable Inc Cart
140.)10
Re) Stadium Subwooler ( Ex Demi
995.)10
Rotel RCD%5BX CD Player ( Ex Demi
" 9.00
Ruark Sabre Loudspeakers
150.00
Sias l.amda Pro/SRDX Headphones ( Ex Demi
49500

7-11 Park Lane, Gateshead,
Tyne & Wear NE8 3,IW
Tel: 0191 477 4167 Fax: 0191 477 2771

classified
Spring

Sale!

Save money on classified ads

PLACING YOUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is £ 8.00 (incl. VAT) for 30 words
(private), one insertion per issue. Each additional word 50p. For two issues: £ 14.00 incl. VAT;
three issues £ 17.00. Box numbers £3.00 extra. Copy and remittance for advertisements to appear
in the May issue must reach these offices by 16th March 1996, addressed to: The Advertisement
Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please
include name and address. Cheques should be made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
ADVERTISEMENT COPY must be clearly printed in block capitals, preferably type-written;
illegible copy will be returned. Classified advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone. 'I
REPLIES TO BOX NUMBERS should be addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi
News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box number
quoted on the outside of the envelope.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 (
incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each (per insertion). Box numbers £. 00 extra.

1
1
1

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

1

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word Leg Pioneer A400 = two ‘% orci ,,J

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Please publish the above advertisement for
IIFOR SALE

R ,A. number required

1
ss
1

El yes

(pounds sterling) made parable to Link House .A
..I agazines

OR Please charge my Access IVisa ' Diners ¡ Amex' Card Number

II
Expires (date)
'Please indicate which

112

Name
Address

Li no.

Cheque /postal order enclosed for L"

1
1

insertions' under the heading:

CI WANTED

Il

Signature
'No reimbursements will be due he cancellation of subsequent insertions

14.r neh ,, lep/zone enmity,
Cut out your advertisement (
or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Advertising, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
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classified
Sound Connections

me-

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY FII-F1 ACCESSORIES

TEL/FAX : 0151 348 1988

11111111111-

ALL OF THE BELOW SONICLINK CABLES ARE AVAILABLE TO AUDITION ON OUR

HOME TRIAL SERVICE
1 - Soniclink Silver Pink - lm Interconnect £35.00
Recommened for upgrading the leads supplied with Hi-fi
equipment, also available in long runs for audio visual systems
5m £75.00, 10m £ 125.00
2 - Soniclink Derwent - 1
m Interconnect £50.00
Ideal for upgrading the sound quality of afavored source.

Soniclink A S T loudspeaker cables produce atight, clean, and
crisp sound throughout the whole audio range, all speaker cables
are available for home trial terminated with 4mm gold plugs.
6 - Soniclink Ait 150 - Single wire speaker cable £ 3.95 mtr
7 - Soniclink Act 75 r2- Biwire speaker cable £4.95 mtr

3 - Soniclink Violet - lm Interconnect £85.00
This cable can portray ambience and emotional quality, also
recommended for use with pre to power amps, excellent value.
-Soniclink Blue - lm Interconnect £ 115.00
4 core solid core cable adding extra clarity over the violet.
5 - Soniclink Green - 0.5m Digital Interconnect £40.00
75 ohm digital interconnect terminated with gold phono plugs.

8 - Soniclink Ait 150 r2-Biwire speaker cable £7.95 mtr
9 - Soniclink Grey - Single wire speaker cable £9.00 mtr
A high quality Solid core cable, represents excellent V.F.M.
10 - Soniclink Sunermains Mains Cable LEC 1.25m £60.00
This high current mains cable will improve all aspects of
the audio range, recommended for use with power amps.

OTHER AGENCIES INCLUDE
DNM Reson. Chord Company. Van Den Hul. Audio Quest. Kimber. XL0. Lyra. Sumiko. Goldring. Ortofon. Star. Beyer.
Audio Alchemy. Townshend. Soundstyle. Target. Sennheiser.Grado.Trichord. WBT. Kontak. QED. hoc. Nordost.
Please tel/ fax for our latest product and price list. Mon-Fri 9.30am to 8.00pm (Sat to 5.00pm)
52, GREEN LANE, GREAT SUTTON, SOUTH WIRRAL, CHESHIRE, L66 4LE.
MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Jeeatihelelah,.jese -ereriee/ 'flaw re,"Weed eel ti
exAoet jardi tier . ,lowi/47,44,

no,f,et/

MCINTOSH MCC 1000 MC cartridge ( new)
LUMLY 120 monoblocks ( ex demo)
B&W Matrix 3 speakers
SEOUARRA FM1 panoramic display tuner
JADIS 80 watt mono-blocks (excellent)
ROGERS LS3 5A speakers (new)
SOUNDLAB A3 full range electrostatics
LINN LP 12/Itok/005/LINGO
AUDIO-RESEARCH D400 power amp ( ex demo)
CLEARAUDIO Accurate cartridge (low hrs)
NAIAMICHI 1000 ZXL cassette deck
AUDIO RESEARCH Litzlink interconnect
NACBEOAB SMGB SPEAKERS ( NEW) REDUCED TO
PINK TRIANGLE turntable/Mission arm
SME V mint condition ( boxed)
THETA cobolt DAC ( ex demo)
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 MC transformer
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 power amps
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pre- amp
DIAMOND ACOUSTICS REF 2 speakers
KLIPSCH La Scala's
APOGEE Centaur minor speakers
MOD- SQUAD passive pm- amp
AUDIONOTE OTO (ex demo) full guarantee
CAMBRIDGE CD3 CD player
CLEARAUDIO turntable/arm/cartridge ( demo)
SONIC FRONTIER SFS 40 stereo amplifier
AUDIONOTE M7 tube pre-amp (£ 14650)
MAGNUM reference MP300 pre-amp
SONY 552/702 CD/DAC MINT/BOXED & RARE
NAIM Nail integrated amplifier
KEF 105-3s reference speakers
TUBE TECHNOLOGY Genesis mono blocks
QUAD 34/405.1 pre/power
QUAD 44/405.2 pre- power
QUAD FM 4 tuner
KOETSU Urushi (excellent)
PHILIPS CD 304 CD player (the good one)
VOID Reference/SME V/Clearaudio signature

£795
£2795
£595
£3995
£4995
£550
£3995
£995
£4750
£1495
£2495
from £200
£765
£295
£895
£575
£120
£995
£595
£895
£1495
£895
£395
£995
£275
£2795
£795
£5995
£325
£1295
£225
£1195
£1195
£295
£350
£295
£995
£150
£6695

RARE OPPORTUNITY
McINTOSH MAC 40 MONOBLOCKS ( PAIR) PLUS McINTOSH C22 PRE-AMPLIFIER. PLEASE
PHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICE.

VISA

VISA

202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ.
TEL 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001
FAX 01903 872234

Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MARCH 1996

Hi- Fi Show
Saturday 13th & Sunday 14th April 1996
Thé Palace Hotel, Buxton Derbyshire
9.30am to 5.00pm each day

FREE
A \

Invitation k.•xtended to you, your family and friends at this, the
10th year of celebrating all that's Best in British HiFi.

To mark the Show's first decade, you're welcomed to enter our fabulous
Free to Enter Draw to win one of the Three Thousand Pounds worth of
prizes!
Be Sure to visit the Great Bazaar where you'll find thousands of Records,
CDs, Components & Accessories, Furniture, Audio Publications etc,
there's agreat Valve and Vintage section too!
Exciting News for 1996... aspecialist secondhand equipment section
where you can be sure of finding many rare bargains.
AUnique Opportunity to meet the designers in person and have all your
questions answered.
See and Hear the newest equipment first hand, in the super atmosphere
of the Palace Hotel, where the large demonstration rooms offer some of
the best sounds around.
Don't miss some very special 'Show Offers' and save agreat deal during
the weekend.

Make anote in your diary

QUAD MAIN DEALERS.
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME.
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK.

The Great British

Buxton 13/14 April 1996

Look forward to seeing you at the best event of the HiFi year!
Enquiries to: The Great British Hi-F1 Show, PO Box 50, Chesterfield S40 4YU
(Formerly "The Chesterfield HiFi Show)
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Audio Note Audio Components Parts IL Price list

So what's new , Firstly we have moved to much bigger premises to accommodate the considerable Increase In business that we have experienced over the past 2years One of the main complaints that are levied against our kits Is that we do not offer the facility for you to hear them so by the time you read this
we we have an in-house demo- room in the new factory plus ademo- room on Manchester. Senous Kit 0161-707 4823 where you can see and hear the Audio Note range of ruts we will still not sell the kits in an assembled form. but up to new we have also been unable to demonstrate them Subject to prior
arrangement you will be able to see and hear the ripely expanding range of kits in comenahon with our existing cable speaker. da concede, and amplifie, pragramme To those of you who have expenenced delays on your orders. Iwih to thank you lor your patens&
lo orde, to achieve this rapid expansion of the kA programme strengthen and mad« our lechneal acMsory service in general and to get underway asel 01 technical valve and valve circuitry application notes, we have engaged Andy Grove, lamely ol Hob World Fame. to Inoceuse our capamly to «doom you and
gove you the best service possible f
have weed with Andy beam and he Is one cl the most knowledgeable Individuals in this much-maligned and misunderstood field bou can expect great things from our coraperatoon.
The increase in interest in all thongs single-ended especially the triode nonteedback rarely is now so great that even the maInstream valve manufacturers are about lo follow suit so if you are looking for asingleended product beware al Ile false prophet who speaks of things he does not believe in untold
becomes financially expedient or downright necessary to have asingle- ended melee, in the programme So whethe you are building asongleended amplifier yarned or looking lo buy amanulactured single-ended product please remember that it was Audio Note, who, in the lace of the usual industry hype
about continual -process", brought this technology to Ile attention ol mess. public and general audio industry alike, not because dwould lend agulch buck to the purse, but because nue firmly believe that lisa smells way of amplifying any music smnal and Mere« deems lo be resurrected as the preferred
technology lot anyone who wants the genuine aesthetes and beauty ol teal music reproduced in hein home
Now that we stand on the boundary of this the brave -nevi world of 1920s circuitry we note with Interest the number of manufacturers who have manufactured valve amplifiers fo, many years but who only now have 'discovered" the value of the single- ended stage and who in the past have been the strongest
proponents of the high power " high quality -valve amplifier watch them as they now for commecral gain embrace the world of high loudspeaker efficiency and single-ended triode amplecafion and then draw you, own conclusions about Itie, soncenty and competence in overall knowledge of the technology of
Audio Me° Note were first and emu's the last word in soma quakty if you maturate muse ptoperty reproduced.
As expected ( and predicted in the above paragraphe we ate now seeing aflood of single-ended amplifiers appeanng on the market, some are good. many are not! It mimportant to remember that the hardest thing to achieve is simplicity, man is acomplicating being ( just look al our tax system's1. and since
World War Two we have been led to believe that complication equals technology, not true especially not in music reproduction equipment, here simplicity is adistinct 'tonne Single-ended amplification 'mores an understanding al the necessity; for simplicity that is very rare another common fallacy is that the SE
power supply needs to have veoy large capacitance or storage also not correct you want as last and responsive an SE powe, supply as you can get so asmall agile power supply sounds much bene, than abig slow one valve recaficagon Is amust. chokes are good but not mandatory, it cost. aproblem alarge
resistor will do It mmost Important to remember that on ano-leedbeck single-ended amplifier the newt and power supply must have the same constants to function correctly. so simple and smag is beauldue
Another interesting aspect of the SE reveal« is the allemprao Incorporate tenets ol current technological dogma and bolets into the SE performance envelope.« ate already seeing low distortion SE. sell-cancelling SE. transoslo, SE. soon to be looted by " high current SE' and ' high powe, SE -.
don't be duped
by these slogant claims that you can get 55 watts SE Class Afrom one VT-4C(111 are utter nonsense likewise 15 watts from asingle 3008 these erne of power specifications are no good unless they are accompanied by adistortion 'mute al the raed power to give you an illustration of this. at 55 watts Class A
SE a211 has about 50°. harmond estortran one has to question the sonic quality of any signal at that distortion level If only the magazines spent as much time and energy on exposing the charlatans whine unwslotrable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting public, as they do trying to eyelet» the benefits of
DCC and whatever othe new nonsense technology Is being 'messed into serum as amuse cameo, we would have acleaner and mote lust market where being correct and truthful would not be amarketing dosadvardage.
Back to the subject «net all les talk about entee and correctness would be vandy if not backed by action so in order to enhance your ability lo design and manulacture your own spewl version of any of the single- ended circuits being Mscussed, whether old or new we will continue to expand on what is
already the most extensive range ol ultra high quality components that the discerning 'do-it-yourself' valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single-ended or ( shame on yowl push-pull amplifier. whether node of pentode All of these party are used in various models of the manufactured line of the
Audio Note amplifiers These components include mostly specially made dems like ceramic valve bases wall either solver or gold plated pins pape, in oil aluminium foil signal capacitors . copper Isohet fool signal capacitors. Black Gate crept« electrolytic capaolois avecortosove-free solver solder. copper and
solve wired and* output transtotmers, non-magnetic tantalum mush«. nonmagnetos RCA and speaker termals, valves and any other useful bits and pieces for upgrading old ot constructing new valve amphfiers
All lances are excludong UK Vat at 17 50% which it you love inside the EEC. UK Vat well be added to your purchase, after the addition of postage and packing costs
We accept Visa Mastercent. Access. Diners and Amex la pay this way we cill need your address card no with start and elm date, you can also pay by bankers draft Furo cheque or cheques drawn on aUK bank account
Delivery is normally about 14 days from receipt of cleared funds but please allow up to 60 days fur some demt if not stock at the time or order
II any cl you reading this have possession of any books whrch contain 'Mambo° relevant to the sublet of Aucho Design and which would he useful to share with others, please el us know ether by lax or telephone there is an award of £10.00 ( payable on valves or other Ws post heel lo anybody who sends us
abook «eh contents useful informahon about valve melee design or theory.
Likewise I
am looking for anumber Mold valves to experoment with soif you have any Ms. Pl(25s. DA30s. ADls or any of the old triodes, Iwill be happy to buy or swap at agood price likewise anyone of you know where to find old studo tape recorders Studer Telefunken or Amperec or the like record
cutting, plating, processing or pressong equipment or have books or onformatran about building microphones recording technique LP manufacture then it will all be gratefully received Audio Note haS the intention over the neon 2-3 years to sel up reordong and mood manufacture and whilst we already have
quite alot of information. much more Is needed
Occults. Valved« & Base Technical Informal«
If you would like some suggestions which to base afuture melee around then we shall be happy to prawde you with acircuit pack contemn good circuits like (Moran KegorsKase Metro, Gaku-On plus several other power amplifier ctees and the While pre-amplifier which is the best pie- amplifier circuit
we hare come across Just send astamped self addressed A4 size envelope together with 600 pounds in small denomination UK stamp, or if you loe outside the UK USS 15.00 In Sbills will do please do not send Bankers Drafts in USS, Inter atonfl Response Coupons or International money orders as they
cost more to cash than then value
We have alarge number ot requests for the muds of the Audio Note UK- made ample«. like OTO Phono SE, MI Phone. Mnshu. Sara etc, and since we ( unlike the memory of our talented compebtors) do not have any secrets in this deparMient and age only too pleased to help extend the envelope of knowledge
on this much maligned held. we shall be happy to send you or any exfsfing or prospect,un competitor one or more circuit diagrams they cost £500 each or you can buy for example all phono integrated amplifiers. for £ 30 00 ( 550 001 er all Linn-inteçaated amplifiers for £2& all pre- amplifiers for £20 001135 001.
or simply acomplete circuit pack for f50 00 480 001 All can be paid either by credit card. Cash. bankers draft or cheque drawn on aUK bank, the cost includes postage
We can also supply asel of data sheets tor the most commonly used valves. ECC82. ECC88/6922. 12AY7/6072A, 7025/12AX7W/VECC83. 6567 30013.211 NW. 845, EL34/6CA7. 203, 604. 5040,0234/5MM. EL84/6805 6V6GT, 6166. 51381.61.6WW1(766 Again send astamped addressed 04 envelope
together with £400 in small denominaban stamps or Il 'Mee the UK another OSO 1100 will suffice.
Since nothing really °rusts which grues areasonable background to the sublet of valve amplifier errant design. Guy Adams and Ihave wntten and assembled atumbe, of articles and extracts from old books which eve some background to the subject do not expect to become an instant expert but it will serve as
auseful reference tor the beginner as well as the more advanced we have expanded this info pack to include even more useful information. so if you have already bought the old pack oust send £200 or USS 500. For the full pack asmall Maoris recurred this time 07 00 in small denomination stamps with a
stamped sell addressed envelope of outside the UK, please send USS 25 00
We do accept aUK cheque or bank« draft in Pound Sterlong tor the above charges as well, lust comma the ASS amounts lo Steele al 8170 to the Pound, after you have rounded up to the nearest $5.00
Sound Machces
II you are senously interested in the subiect of valve amplifier design valtrout the usual preconceived notions of what is ' good' amplifier design and technology the traditional wew, which has brought us the blessings cl the transoslor amide, has obviously disqualified itself quite monumentally r. then Sound
Machos Is the magazine to mad here you will find «ales about demo parameters. DIY articles lor amplifiers and speakers. "mews ol new and old, in other words the very subjects that none ol the seltserwng, adverbsong led Itadobonal press we touch as they do not enhance the bumness of the, mime
adverbs«. you cant.),Sound ['Sackes now m £500 pa, copy ( there are currently 5issues evadable m by subscript= from Sound Melees, PO Box 180562. Alston DI 78718. USA Agetter modern world Moen, and there are practically none of those on limbo today With enough subscription support
Sound Precious may lust Moog about the "sound practoces` that the hotrandustry has abandoned for so long So get asubscroden. Out friend Joe Roberts is now able to lake VISA and MC. no convenience Is at hand at long last ,Call ,102 on 512 339 6229 with your card no if you want adirect subscription
By the time you read this Sound Practices issue 9should be here so this should keep you off the street for the next weekend ,Buy acopy for £500 fpostage ( or sell addressed envelope with order if you five in the U10 contains the following art cles. Baby Ongaku. Speaker Selection by Gordon Rankin.
Confessions of aJunky« Dawg, Speaker matching for Mode amplifier, Search Or Audio Tranquility by Herb Reichert Exemplar Hom System and much much mote, with probably the best Introductory pace al «tonal Ihave eve, laid eyes on!
Much good and Informal« read« as usual. again £500o an 04 see stamped addressed envelope dyou live in the UK or OSO 10 00 and aself addressed envelope it you hoe abroad
Vacuum Tube Valley
Now Ibet you never heard of this one before but demonstrating the strength of the revival in everythong that has to do with valves whether singleended push-pull or just old and good Vacuum Tube Valley is aquarterly. high quality print and road each issue focuses on aUS brand of yesler-year. on the current
issue ( Issue 2Volume Oneo Heathet is dealt with extensively There Is along artee by 6rff Barbour about Me E134 ( not atownie of mine any longer. but avery me«, valve nonetheless, and an onteresfing ovennew of available and vintage types. The Audio Test Bench looks Meals and equipment for DIY
amplecalen building very prachcal and useful Cathode boas. agreat anode about how lo boas the W528 and basing and tubelile on general. Tube matching ( valve malchong to us Buell and much more Ills nice to see amagazine that lakes aInstance' perspectwe Well worth aread evadable tram us al £6.50 a
copy, or erectly from WV 1095 E. Duane Ave Sude Ice Sunnyvale CA 94086, USA. 535 DO for foregn subscribers
Positive Feedback
There is one type of feedback that we are not entirely ageonstr Positive Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Society wIth astarallons towards greatness not unlike the great undemound magazines of the 1970. Ills aquart«, publmahon ol zany, controversial commentary, by on- house wrote's.
members as well as venous Industry doyens on the sublets of music, audio, technology and the quest lot musmal sabslachon. Ifor one. Mink Ills an excellent lead and provides agood afternahve view to most of the established press, which lends to wew the world in the context of what new products is
evadable tech! now. «hoe giving much perspectwe backwards We have several back issues available al Posen Feedback and the latest Issue is ent on the press and all are available at £700 per issue yours nary is aregular contoebutor to se what env reason to subscribes
Complete Ms
Al the current moment the followmg kits are under development. and should be evadable during 1991, the sequence of introduction may be dotterel from the number, we have the Kit Three available for shipment now
Kr1 Two
6550 single-ended. 15 walls Class A. on astereo chess's. expected cost £59900 Ind Val. Dewey currently unknown due lo unavadabddy al Sovteck 6550WA, we can oleo it without valves tor £570 00
KO Three
30013 parallel single-ended, mono chassrs. 16/17 watts Class A. cost £ 1.450 00 Ind Val
Kit Four
SVC push pull 10 watts Class A stereo chassis expected cost £ 199 00 oncl Val. delivery October 1995
Kit Frye
211 single-ended. 15 walls Class A. mono chassis expected cost £2250 incl Vat delivery December 1995 We hope
KO So.
300B single-ended. 7/8 mans Class A. stem chasms, expected cost £499 00 including valves and Val, this will be our -entrypoont" or gateway" to single-ended Mode bliss o, rock and 1011,11 you melee Expected available January 1996
II you are on doubt as to whether akit mien Is mutable for you, we suggest you spend £ 10 00 on buying the onstruchons for the Kol One. single 3008 ampere, this will give you agood idea whether aet project Is lor you, of you decided -0buy akit then the £ 10 00 woll be refunded against the cost of the et As
the other bits become available then onstrebon manuals vall also be available at £ 10 00 each We have the Kit One Instructens evadable in English and Italian
Audio Note Output Transtormers
We are in the ',guess of budding up tour separate ranges ot Audio Note output transloomers. in order lo offer the best possible outputs al deemt poce pants. hey will fall into lour categories.
A) Economy range where Me puce/gunny retabonstup is cateully calculated la ensure audio quality in acompact package. Molly we will only be derma 3single-ended output transformers on this range, push-pull are under development bor. danot expect to see any on this side of August 1995
13) Mid- price range. which are the output transformers already on offe we have made acouple of additions to this range since the last list
Co Hrah Onaloty range this will be arange of double C- core outputs for songle-ended comets exclusovely, no push-pull outputs will be offered, unless demand requires ol Again 3offerings initially
Dt Super Hogh Oratory range all-sdve wooed Moe of Me best possible quality. when Isay bee possible. Ido nom mean to say that these solver outputs we be as good as the silver output transformers handwound by Audio Note in Japan, they won't. blm then again hey do not catty the price lag either ,
The quallty cntere for group Aare 206010 20Klit - 1to 1.5dB. they are IE cored yelh seam steel laminaloons and are supplied with frames and solder tags, which will allow good audio quality al the cost The mars cost saving being the use of 3smaller core specified to the exact power level required rather than
overspecifyIng by 50 or 100°. as we do on Group B the muting quality and copper wire is the same
Group 8are typically 206Hz to 40011e minus 15dB. IE cored with high quality silicon steel lamination, wound wall oxygen- free topper wire and supplied wIth ether bell-ends or frames always with flying leads
Glom Care typically 1211z to 70KHz minus 15dB. slripwound double Cmoras made loom the best evadable Moan steel lamination. these outputs will compare more than 'avoidable with iba best evadable types tram days gone by and Wen Met current nomes like Partridge. Tango. Tamura etc
Gtoup Duse Aodho Note solver woe. need Isay more"
Specifications
PP fPush Pull PPP Parallel Push Pull SE = Songle-ended PUES Single ended Parallel UL signifies 43°, uttrafinear taps as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of UL-taps as we consider these detriment to sound quality " Dyraca rapbcemen
All pmary ompedances are calculated for Class Aoperator'', with the main conederatran oven to maximum dynamos powet transfer ability and «mum estate:tn, rage, than meaningless steady state sine- or square-wave conditions
NI our engleended oulpul translormers ate angapped. and Ile mammon standee current allowed before salute'« is shown in column 5.
All our output transformers are tested to Insulation levels 01 mInffnum 1000 volt, all 211 ,845 outputs are insulated to 51(v flash every transformer is tested to this level of Insulation
We generally averspecory our transhomers by 50°, powe in Push- Pull ( which means that atransformer stated as 25 watts will allow about 35-38 wan peaks our single-ended outputs are generally overspeafied by 100°, which means that they will Instantaneously allow peaks of double Me oven maxnum
power thoough undistorted, this Is necessary due to the better clipping behawour of Me single-ended stage.
We do not gee any further lechneal Information on our output transform«. as we do not wish to lake pad in technical compehhons our products are desened to Mena which are and will be understood once they are listened to ,
In addition to the output transformers offered below we offer adesign servo. where we can supply almost any requitement for wodeband transformers, whether for no rophorres moving coil cartrodges. fine Input phase spider onterstages driver or power output we design and manufacture prototypes inhouse the cost for the paper design os £200 ay prototype cost is calculated on aper case basis We can also produce production quantifies
Sizes are given as Weltheeght/Depth where depth Is the depth of the cool dull and vadth is the length of the core
Au« Note Au« Quality Output Translormers,
Group A
Single- ended Outputs
Recommended Value Max CIA Powerhim.Sec. lem. SizeAVeNM
Nu, Gunnels, Es UK VAT
3008 243904G
IS watts
2K5 - at Ohms 80o67.68mm
90mA SE
44 50
801AVT62 .845
20 waits
6K - al Omos
100mA SF
; 350
3008 2A3 6846
20 runs
1(25 - 8Onrns
150mA PSI
84 50
Group
Recommeeded Valve Mu Cl. APower/him-Su UN Mu/Weight
Mal. CerreatPrice es UK VAT
F1134.ECL866V6
20 walls
2K6 - 48Ohms 117498.90mm 110mA PSE
87 00
25 wens
/65 - 4/8 Ohms 117.98030mm 90mA SE
3006203/684G
91 00
EL34/6CA7
30 watts
165 - 4/8 (Nuns I15.98.95mm 180mA PSE
113 00
130mA PSE
113 00
2A3.684G
30 watts
1625 - 49 Ohms 98.81.95mm
Group BCove
5881 KT66
30 watts
2K1 - 48 Ohms 115.98.95mm 140mA PSE
10600
11400
2111VT4C
30 watts
101( - 4/8 Ohms 117.98.100m
150mA SE
50 watts
101( - 4/8 Ohms 112.134.150m 15000 SE
11I.VT4C/845
12400
151 00
3008
50 waits
11(25 - e8 Ohms 135.115.125m 180nra PSE
845
5.0 vans /65 - 4/8 Ohms 137,1146130m 180mA PSE
17200
211/1114C
75 wens
56 - 4/0 Ohms 1376115.145mm 240mA PSE
23700
EL3465504(188
20 watts
36 - 41 Ohms 117.98.92mm t
30mA SE
104 00
3000 203 6640
25 warts
265 - ell 16 Ohms 117698.90mm 90mA SE
102 50
61.61. .
1
30 watts
3K 51 Ohms 115.98.95mm 110mA SE
107 00
New SE Proem
6550 KT88
60 walls
263 - 41 Ohms
110mA PSE
123 00
Group 8
Posta Pull Circuits
ELMECL86/6V6
15 watts
81( - 41 Ohms 80667.68mm
PP
42.00
EL3e6L66/51381
15 watts
61 - 443 Ohms 88.73.80mm
PP
59.00
203.684G/300B
30 walls
SK - 4'8 Ohms 88.75680mm
PP
63 00
KT88'6550
50 wans
616 - 4.1 Ohms 108.91690mm PP
73 00
EL34/6766/5881
50 watts
36 - 4/8 Ohms 98682.83mm
PPP
7e00
845
50 watts
61(8 - 4/8 Ohms 1(18.91.90mm PP
114 00
i(11381550
60 watts
163 - 4,816 Onms 125.100.113mm UL PP
111 00*
1018 6550
100 watts 262 - 4816 Ohms 150.147.118mm UL PMPPP
134 60°
Gump C
Sleele.emled oelp
30013 2A3.6134G
25 wens
265 - 4916 Ohms
9OrnA SE
360 00
211 VT1C 845
50 wens
101( - 4116 Ohms 165.I18.140mm 150mA SE
110 00
3008
50 watts 1615 - 4/8/16 Ohms 165.110.138mm 180mA PSE
396 00
Group 0
Pure silver wired outputs
3006 2A3 6846
25 watts
265 - 48Ohms 117.98690mm 90mA SE
1.645 00
211 V14C 845
50 watts
10K - 4/8 Ohms 112.134.150mm 150mA SE
1975 00
The Audlo Nee silver wooed outputs heed here are designed and made in the UK we can supply Me
Audio Note Japan manufactured outputs for the *Nei kagikl, GateClo or the Kepi but they are
exceptionally expensive as you would expect from items that take upwards trom 100 bows each to
make for example an output translormer log an Ongaku costs £ 18.500 00
Wye Note Cagiest AMedan
Rahn
05H.40OrnA
311/100mA
3H/250mA Ion Ongaku/Cu
5H 150mA
511.400mA
10H/125mA

114

Sloe

63.74.76mm

Price Es. UK VAT
18 (XI
14 00
24 00
21 00
31 00
26.00

10H 200mA
98115483mm
2011 50Ma
68456x58mnr
Other values can be supplied to order ask Ion quote

3300
24 00

Audio Note Males Transformers
This range relates to our unshed products mains transformers are notoriously difficult dems to offer as
the number of peornmatrans ol FIT and Heate, voltages are almost endless We have added malos
transformers lot making rephras ol the Kassa, and Deem as thee has been consoderable call lot these.
hkeivese we are preparing mains transformers for the WE91 described nSound Practices Issue 1we
shall continue to expand the range as opportunities and our experience with your requnements Improve
Hurd Voltages
Seteedery HT Wadi',
Seeming Neal« Wiedlegs Ulu Es UK VAT
Ov/100W110v/120v
Ow-230v al 350mA
Ov-11.6v al IAmp
34 00
Ou/220v/230v.24
053 15v-(hr3 15v at 4Amp
120,1100(Kly'Ov
Ou-230v at 04Amp
0o-12 6v at IA
41 00
OW100W110v/120v
315v-3 15v at 4Amp
120W110v/100z/Ov
300v-Ov-300v at 60m0
11 60-0v al 1SA
4600
100010020v
63v-Ov at 600mA
!or M7Tube Pre-amp
me 50H choke input
rate,
00/100y1110v/120v
Ov-29:1v al 40nra
12 so-On al 1SA
16 00
OW100v/110020v
Ou63v at 300mA
Ov't 00,110,120v
310/-244,0,241,310v at 31bu-0v-3 15v ala bump
72 50
Del Oflel 10v/120v
320mA
12 6v ell Sharp
120W110v/100W0v
Ov-910v at 160mA
0-10v all Amp. Sa-63v at
98 00
Ov/100v/110020v
150v - 150v at 5(knA
I50 Ov-Sv al 25A
120,110000v/0v
390v-Ov-390/ at 20OrnA
31bu-0v-3 150 at 12Amp Tu
86 70
(N/100v/110(120v
170y at 50,00
at 30. 7v ai 30. 5v at 20
120v/110v/100vOlv
425v-0v-425v al 220mA
3150-0v-3 15v al 2.5A
95 60
100010v/120v
7Ov at 20. 7Ov-Ov al 2A,
for Kit one 8kit
55,Oc al 30
Three mono channel
315v-Ov-3 1Sc at 750mA
120v/110(4/100WIN
390v-0v-390v al 200,10
170-0v al 50mA. 7.0v-Ov al
107 00
36. 7.0-0v at 30. 5v-Ov at
?A
For Kassa, replica
315vOc315v all.2A
120v/110v/100v/0v
300wOu jialy al 200mA
150vOsai 150100, 10v-Ov
137 00
100010v/120v
325A 10v -0v at3 25
5v-Ov at 30 bu - Ou at 30
For Ongaku replica
5v-Ov at 3A. Sv • Ov al 30.
630 - 063v al 1
250
We also have anuns translormerthoke lut for the WE9I power amploter as shown on Sound Prachces
this combined with our wale- ended output transformers with 3KOhm primary impedance «I
make a
very fine oeplica of this classic amplifier total Cost £410 40 Per Se
We now also have the feebly to make any maonstransloomer to your seenhCalon. as long as you Me
mum« 2pc, they can be sneaked with solderlags flying leads lrames or bell-ends Ask loe quote
On amore general note luis Inpatient to understand the specialised nature of the design and
manufacture of transformers for audio equipment, in most industrial aradocatoons the main criteria are
cost, voerghl or langewly, an audio menstranslorme, also have lo have good regulator» ande, load, must
run coot and generate no mechanical noose or obraten produce no excess« stray magnetic helds etc
etc apretty tall order when one considers that the cost also has to be reasonable So no matter where
you order your mains transformer remember that ot should conform to Inc above cram so speedy this
when you order As ageneral rate we do not recommend paned «neon«. as all Memo lees have
era« these to sound less elem. Iban (metalled equivalents ,
Audio Note Paw I. Oil Signal Copan
These handmade signal capacdors are sonically superior to any of the plasuc Or other paper typos we
have come actoss II you have neve egpeenced the daterence that amany good paperrad capacdor can
make in avalve ample« then you really should try Our specralh made paper/oil caps have afile colour.

lack of harshness and evenness of dynamic behave,' across the frequency range which is guaranteed
to brighten up your day ,Recommended as replacements on old and new valve amplifies alike land even
in the odd Dane«, ample°, and essenhal tor DIY prance. In line with enoronmental standeods. all
AMU Note papen in oil capanters centaur only non- 10410. biodegradable vegetable rat the pape, is a
specially treated and impregnated by amethod that enhances longeffty and sound quality to ensure
optimum performance all round As you loll see we are slowly Incorporafing solid 99 99°. pure silver
leadouts on Om range col paper in el carmen« as well. In common wet the come, and solve, tod types
There are several new values evadable, reludong the 22mF/50 volt caps made for speaker crossovers
and the 056mF/200 volt suitable for sprig slate amps we have also added some values suitable tor RIM
queen networks and the odd feedback loop.
Value
O 2mF
0ImF
056m f
000ImF
00028nIF
O0082mf
0.01mF
0.015mF
0.021mF
o(133mF
0.047mF
0.082mF
0ImF
O12mF
O15mF
0.18mF
022mF
O33mF
O33mF
0.47mF
068mF
ImF
lerra
0.00018mF
000040F
O00082mF
O0015mF
0.0047mF
0011mF
0.015mF
0.022mF
0.033mF
0039mF
0047mF
0056mF
005660
0060mF
0065ra
o071mF
0.072,0
0.073mF
0.074mF
075mF
0.078mF
0082mF

DC VoNage
50 volt
200 volt
200 voft
400 volt solver
40C volt silver
400 volt slyer
400 mil she
400 sol
400volt Myer
400 voll silver
400 voll sloen
400 volt
400 volt silver
400 volt
400 voll elvEr
400 volt sNet
400 volt s.lver
100 vott
400 von rave,
400 volt sher
400 volt solve
400 von sever
400 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 yob
630 yob
630 volt
630 volt
630 ,on SI
630 voll
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 voft
630 volt
630 000
630 rod
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt

leadout vines
readout wires
leadout «es
leaden! wires
leadout woes
leadout wires
leadout votes
leaded wires
readout wires
leadout wires
leadcut wires
leadmot
leadout
leadout
readout

wires
wires
wires
wires

leadout wires

SAN
21x9mm
32.11mm
25.36mm
21.9mm
21.9mrn
21.9mm
2Ix9mm
21.9
35.10mm
32.1Imm
33.14mm
33614mm
33611mm
34.16mm
32.16mm
35.18mm
43618mm
43.I8mm
360256m
53.21mm
70624mm
17x9mm
20.9mm
20.9mm
17.9mm
2069mm
21.11mm
21.11mm
20.10onm
32.1Imm
31.1Imm
33614mm
33.15mm
33.14mm
33.14mm
33.16mm
33.16mm
33.16mm
33.16mm
33.16mm
33616mm
3361610m
33016mm
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Pike is. UK VAT
II 65
265
545
545
545
545
545
325
545
595
615
425
625
475
665
515
585
635
195
895
11 15
12 65
1495
295
295
295
295
195
345
345
545
375
395
685
425
415
425
425
435
435
435
435
435
435
455

IAARCII 11«

O rolF
0.150F
0.18mF
0.22mF
0.22mF
0.27mF
0.33mF
0.36re
039mF
0.47re
0.68mF
ImF
0.018mF
0.22ni
039nIF
0.68mF
12re
022mF
0.22rnF
0.1mF

630 vott
630 von seer 'Mud wores
630 von
630 volt
630 von seer tandoori mres
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt solver leadout woes
630 von seer leadout wires
630 von silver readout woes
1000 volt
1000 von
ICOO volt
1000 von
1000 volt
1600 volt
2000 volt
4000 von

34,160,0
42x16mm
43018nwn
52x19mrn
5201901110
530220101
52622mm
43525001
52626mm
52,260101

8on
9pon
9on
9pin
9pm
9on
9on

6.65
775
545
725
945
615
725
745
795
985
12 45
15 15
455
695
1165
1185
16/5
965
1155
2875

7
1
/
630mm
3201101m
56626rnm
61,2600
52632mm
726400m
60426mm
70629mm
Square can wrtit
POrcelan Mutate,
45,45,1080101 Mph
All Audio Note paper in odsognal capacitors are axial rype we are preparing arange of very Ct3P
Picolarad value paper on oil capacdors at the moment In at914100 to the above The range of Aodio Noll
paper in 011 capaators is stuffily expanding so ask for values that you do not see
Audio Rots Paper le 011. Copper aSilver Foil Siggal Capciftom
We are currently developing Iwo further ranges of paper on on capacitors where Instead of using
aluminium toil as in the above paper caps AMe first range we use an oxygen free copper foil mth
99 99°. pure solid silver lead out wires these copperfod paper signai Capacdors are considerably better
han the standard offerings Secondly to " bridge he price-quality gap between the more standard
paperod caps and the Japanese handmade Silver foil signal capacitors we win te offering our own
99 99°. pure silver 1011 signal capacdors which are ken),staggering on (Wald), men if I
have to say this
myself the silver loll caps also have sold silver lead-out wires To start vath Mere vall te afew
values vottages 01 each available and we shall expand as last as we can to cover all the popular values
Audio Note Copper Foil Paper in Oil Capacitors
Value
OC Voltage
Sin
Price ex UK VAT
0001mF
630 volt
230901m
II 55
0.0028mF
630 volt
23x9mm
11 55
0.0082mF
630 von
2369rnm
11.55
1101mF
630 von
2369mm
1215
0.022ni
630 von
30x9mm
1175
0.047ni
630 volt
28416mm
1135
0.1rof
630 volt
3362200
1665
0.15mF
630 von
35622mm
18.15
0.22re
630 von
5602500
22 15
0.33mF
630 von
35,30mm
2665
047mF
630 art
56x38mm
3105
10F
630 von
65x44nom
50.15
Padlo Note Sileir Fell Paper I5 Oft Geishas
0047mF
630 von
14.46mm
41 OP
0ImF
630 von
16,460101
74 00
0.15mF
630 von
22636mm
101 00
0.22oe
630 von
1264601m
13500
0470F
630 von
25,4mm
196 00
ImF
630 volt
38.46mm
486 65
Audio Note Silver Foil Signal Capone,'
Besi signal capacitors available, quality really speaks for Itself used in ampllfters hke Ongaku. kegon.
Gaku-on and M7Tube Saver, handmade in very tonne quantrites at ;ludo Notes fealty in Tokyo. Japan
These capacitors use ahoe mylar film dalectroc and are manufactured using considerable tenhon on the
fod and Maestros lo give the best possible mechanical contact and the least scope for Internal resonance
VOW
OC Voltage
Price ex UK VAT
177.00
0.010F
500 volt
500 von
21115
0.02mF
0.05re
500 volt
500 von
31675
61575
0.10F
99575
Audio Note Paper In 0110e:eve Cepoltms
Mainly for use un Inductor power supplies, but have other uses.
OC
Voltage
Mee
Pece ea UK VAT
Wee
400 volt
30x40x55mm
26 75
2mF
2mF
630 volt
35x45672mm
1000 alt
45,45,7200
4175
93 65
2mF
1600 volt
56[70572mm
45 95
2mF
ihe
1000 volt
45,450120e1101
19 95
2500 von
70x705120nun
265 75
700100010001m
96 75
1000 non
10mF
12nIF
1000 von
70x100x120mm10995
12mF
1600 volt
100x1006120mm
136 75
2000 volt
100x1006220mm
159 75
12mF
Aiello Note VAN II Chloride Free Silver Solder
The bell solder rte have been able to find does not rontamonate the junchon which over time increases
junction resistance Used in an our amphhers from 070 to the Gaku-On
Welpd/bleum
FMce es UK VAT
50 grammes or about 9meter tmm diameter
19 95
1Nlo roll ol imm darner
210 65
Audio Note Cables 8Wires
We are proud to offer the /
Jodie Note range ot VI
gale copper and seer coax. speaker and wooing
cables, which, dependsm onion overall price ol the proud. well do justice to any hell system regardless
of price.
Solid 99 99°. Pure Audio Note Silver Wire
Seepe
Mutation Materiel
Price per Meter es UK VAT
0.00000m
Polyurethane
16 75
0.2mm
Polyurethane
2275
0.35mm
ML
24.95
06rnm
ML
2785
08mm
ML
31 75
lmm
ML
36.75
The above sold sliver wires are suitable for low level Interstage transformers. output transtormers power
supply chokes. Inductors Mr speaker crossovers, both active and passwe or for Internal wonng en
tonearms, amplifiers etc Awee range of gauges is stocked so enquire about required gauge. 0may
well be stock Serious trade discounts available on larger quintiles
Audio Note 15 Slreel 8.09mm 99.91% SINE Wiring Will
This * the vaned recommended for all hardwired toothed projects the same me is used in the AN-V
Interconnect and as sognal wring wire in all Mr Condo's amplifiers and Ore-amplifiers available in red.
vehde green and black We volt sell as Atie as 25cm of each colour so buy aMlle and see if nmakes a
ddlerence on your amplrher, agood place to start 0on the Phono or CD input
Cost per running meter £22 50
Audio Role Coas interconnect Cables
Type/Colour
Contention
Pest per Stereo Meter ex UK VAT
symmetrical 605 COlaber n< < 0.
AN-Ayellow
15 32
AMC
syrnmemcal OFHC copper lit< coax
29 79
AN- Sfight grey with yellow wooing symmetrical 99 99°. Silver Irtz coax
84 25
AN-0seer grey
symmetrical 99 99°. silver le coax
152 35
AN- So solve grey
symmetrical 99 99% solver lilt coax
382 98
Audio Note Speaker 1Wiring Cables
Type/Coleer
Construction
Pecs per Mop Meter ex UK VAT
AN-0green or red
surgie conductor All copper speaker wiring
685
AN-El blue whom woofing
double strand. screened 6N speaker wire
12 34
25 It
AN- Lblue black wrAng
double strand. screened 6N lift copper speaker wore
AN- SP silver
angle core 15 strand 99 99 °.In, silver speaker wire
106 38
AN-SPx silver
smote core 20 strand 99 99°. le silver speaker wire
382 98
PTFE Insulated Silver Model CPR. ,Wet
We can also provide leSS expensive wiring wires for hard wrong cooties. these PTFE Insulated silver
plated copper vores are 19 strand of 015rnm wire and come in brown black blue sunk red, green
orange violet white and reavande they cost 01 60 per meter in any colour
Addle Note 11151 Polity Stepped Altenestors 8Switches
These handmade alienators and switches are manufactured by afriend of Mr Condo of dadM Note, and
represent Me beat available votume controls and crotches you can use in your pre.amplfier the
alienator is 48 steps and with sAter rhoduum plated contactsbrushes made ,anto an array of tamaium
tam resisto, The sweches sature seer plated contacts and sen cleaning action
Tspe
Value
Price ex UK VAT
Stereo Potentiometer Alienator
10KOhms
221 75
Stereo Potentiometer Anenator
50KOhms
221 75
Stereo Potentiometer Anenator
100606016
237 75
1channel sentch
6way adjustable
4channel smtch
6way adjustable
1298
47
755
Mello Nett High °guilty Ceramic Valve bus
All of our valve bases are of the highest poSSAle quality made from steatite and usIng Ille best metal
parts from alloys which retain their spnng lenston around the valve on for longer They are
recommended as upgrades to most old valve amplifiers and should be an essential part of any DIY
proect
Typo
Mounting
Mein,
Pep ex UK VAT
4pon1154 tor 3006/203/9010
Chassis
Gold
825
4pon U11 tor 30092A1801A
Chassis
4pin UX4 WE-type for 30012e
801A
Chassis
/Silver
Nickel
047 2
755
4pin UX1 WE-type with bayonet mounting
Chess*
Silver
48 95
4pin Jumbo 4tor 21INT4C/45
Chassis with abayonet Seer/chrome
159 95
5pon (195 Mr 807
Chassis
PCB
Sever
Gold
975
7pin 87 tor 0(4. OK
PCB
615
0.2mF

7pin
7pot
7pin
8pin

500 volt

137 lor 61(4 012
87 or 694. 0A2
87 tor 664 0/2
1186 for 11.34 6550 51.146 0734 61.60 etc
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Chassis from above
Chasms from above
Chess's

Vi/ver
er
Gold
91 1Fet

MARCH 1996

785
675
795
565

USA for EL30, 6550.5046 0234. 6L6G etc
I39 tor ECC83. ECC88. 5687.6350 etc
B9 or ECCE13.ECC88 5607.635000
IVA for 60053, ECC8/3. 5687.6350 etc. etc
B9A for 10053, ECC88. 5687.6350 etc. etc
B9A for ECC83. ECM. 5687.6350 etc. etc
B9A for ECC83. ECC813. 5687,6350 etc. etc

Chassis
PCB
PCB
Chassis from
Chasm loom
Chassis horn
Limasis trom

above
above
below
below

Gold
Sdver
Gold
Solver
Gold
Silver
Gold

8.65
185
175
4.45
6.75
4.95
715

Toecap
For 807 pentode etc
Nickel
9.75
You may want to slat your protect with less overall cost and for this purpose on can offer Ile following
'Industrial grade -ceramic valve bases
Industrial Grade Valve Ilases
Typo
Mounting
Price es UK VAT
8on for EL34. 6550. KT66, 6L6G
Chasse w1th bracket
145
9on for ECC83. ECC88. 5687. 6350
Chasse wuth shroud
185
Audio Note Commie Stand- Otis
In most hardwired valve power amphlers dis frequently annull to gel the HT and healer rails suspended
and separated, safety and neatly from the chassis, this especralhi apples when boned amplifiers using
the really !ugh voltage directly heated troodes like 211. VT4C, 845, 849. 3047L. 00100 etc. When planning
design like the. it is important to incorporal, soutane layout nom the start. and tbe Audio Note stand-offs
should be more or less mandatory in that conten They are screw- on type woth steatite Insulator and either
awrap- round tumed ' head" on the single way version or separated solder slots on the mold-way
versAns
Type No lambin ot Tap Ilelpftetregtb
Solder Copectlee Chases Fixing Pecs ex UK VAT
AN-421
1
mrn
Wrap-round
Scremon bolt
040
AN-422
1
2
15
7..
5..
4
Wrapround
Screw-in bon
1
2260101
Solder slot
1.41
AN-423
141
AN-452
AN-453
2
Adostable. 24mm
1701m Solder slots
Screwin screw3
Adjustable.
Dal
bolt
in
202
Dual bolt screwin
3.05
AN-455
5
Adjustable. 320m Solder slots
Dual boll screwm
4.04
AN 458
8
Adjustable. 58mm Spider slots
Dual bolt screwin
5.79
AN-460
10
Adjustable 72mm Solder hots
Dual boll screwin
711
AN-476
6
25mme5mm
Solder slots
515
Screw- in bolts
AN-479
9
25mrn 66mm
Solder slots
Screw- in botts
7.53
Palo Role Selected WM Valves
Our valves are selected from the best available sources and are tested to the same stnngent standards
that we apply in the production of our own amplhers they fall etc two categOnes. Standard production
items and rare mostly NOS ( New Old Staim valves, which are no longer in produchon We have
compiled aspecial list of NOS items, whoch is evadable agenst astamped addressed envelope, if you live
outside the UK, und USE 2.00. You should be aware that the valves on this fist are NOT cheap but we
have stock of original GE, RCA and United Electron. 211, both standard verhons and relented anforce
type. 845 Westonghouse, VT25/10/100. VT62/801A, WE300B. 01633000, Nullard GZ34/CV1377, Tungsol
51140 ( best sounding 5U4G Ihave ever heard!). Chatham 5R4WGY and many others
Stendard Stock heat
Type No
Type
Peden UK VAT
E83CC/12A)(7911/7025
2.95
E83CC Superil2AX7WB
do
inu
h
b
o
re.tne
5.4,81
80.
395
E83CC01/12AX7W61
super love noose low microphony audio version ot W8
545
12Ardoubletnotle. nd
lay.og ar8883
ECC83 tee *intone sounding used In
945
6072A8
mn888 8,8.8,. 88988
5,0585iy 588i 8ou
8.888
E88CC69225DJBWA7308
double Mode
1656162677729
ECC8212AU7f5814a
609707 Russo
6SN7WGTA Sylvan*
6SL7GT

395
pemode
double tnotte rk spec
double mode. U8X base
double node ongsnal US- made low mKrophony super sounkg
doutde mope USO base

:
double tnode
65z31182007044
w
Sylvania USA
double tnode powertul douer used in Ornate 'Moon etc
General Elector USA double Irode very powerful &wee onequwalent ol 56871103

2.45
5.95
2.75
595
325
675
8.75
1415
265
155
451
215
275
451
5.55
8.85
6.45
5645
1945
33 45
24 65
645
17%

thode-sentode
ECL82.66M8
small power pentede
EL8461305
Sman power pentode, mil spec version
61841.45 BO5WA
6V6GT
small power !Mode
median power pentode
616G
medium power rebate
59810(16.651.6WGC
medium cower tetrode. standard base
5881W)(7
pover tetrode
6CA7/EL34 Fat Bet
power pentode
EL346
power bode Ausho Note branded and tested to our specdcalon
3006
power lnode Audio Note branded and tested to our speckalon
ter211
Mi 645
power Mode Audio Note tested and Inert
powerful regulator Adeectiv neared triode
6033
6/1676080
strong regulator indirectly heated triode
2A3 4pm or 8pin tor Audio
direce, heated small power mode
Innovabons Second Prado Ampkbers
51240 Russian
HT- reader
325
2.25
513GT Russian
HT-renter
3.95
51301 Sylvania
le-rectifier
5V4GT
2.25
003412094 Russian
le :rect
n
r66e6
derer
8.75
0034051377 Mudard
HT-rectfer
4165
003701370 UK made
1e-reenter moment to GZ3234 but better sounding
9.55
5R4WGB Cetron USA
Very powerful HT- render 2500 von at 100mAl
24 S5
604
HT-recnfer, very good for preamphfiers, 7pm base
2.65
655
HT-rectifier for preampeers F. power ampliber fromends 095
Please note. our 300Bs are manu factored in China by Gold OragonShuguang but are tested on-house
under real working conditions to parameters somewhai more strongent than mn otheninse done No. they
do not sound quite as good as original WE 300Bs or STC 4300As nor do they carry the same premium
price please consider the following unless you have absolutely tons of money or you happen thave
them in your anon. do not consorter original 3008S, dos on most cases lar better to invest the money in
more permanent features of the ampleer protect like better output transformers, better signal caps or
resetors or the like, valves wear out. better quality passive components last Apan of original WE 300B's
costs at least £ 1200.00. on agood day think on terms of an overall one compronose, you can get some
fabulous sounang passives for the difference in cost between apair of Chmese 30013's and the ° opal
WEs and in many taus the improvement in sound gale is greater than the WE 30013's will contribute,
and the coMnbutoon to sound * permanent consider that when you plan your project.
We have made some very considerable purchases of valves at the US-government auctions and types like
the 6SN7WGTA. 60720, 5687 and 7014 are probably the beat sounding small Donal-drover valves made.
Me peces are not unduly Mph at the moment. so now Is the time to try
Resifts
We endeavour to stock the entire 112 range of all the different makes of resostors that we stock. except
Me very lowest ohmic valves, which are extremely costly as arule ive do not stock valves below 10Ohns
or above 3M3 Wholst we always try to have every single 612 valve in stock, this cannot be guaranteed.
deer), especially on the Holros and tantalum 111m resistors can be very long indeed however woe
most are used in our produchon of lonoshed products. there worl generally be stock audable witlen 4
weeks
'Myself
We otter three qualoty levels of resostor quality all are I.e starting with the Beyschlag metaddm, winch
are sfightly magnetos las are the vast memory ot other makes of metal film resostors), but nonetheless
very good sounding as used in all our UK- made amplifiers up lo and Including quality Level 3. the
MEISHIPP3/P4. 3009 roo ce
.
Mode ampfilers
Beyschlag 1watt 1% rehstors up to 500601m CO 11. above 50060hm CO 13 each
letter sound quality can be achoeved with the H2. 1watt 1% non- magneto resostors, which we regard as
the best -industnal grade' metandm resistors evadable They have one small drawback as they are quite
fragile and require careful handling, do not bend the legs loo close to the body, they may become noisy.
Nolen resistors type 112 5OPPM cost.
£3 06 each from 11010 5130. 00.59 each from 5R1 to 19R9. CO 36 each from 2001m to 230KOhm. £TI.41
each from 2311(Ohm to IMOhm. 01 02 each from 1M1 to 2M0. CI 24 each from 2M1 to 4M0. and 0221
each from 4M1 to 5M0
Menton Tantalum Film Resistors
This is definotely the best sounding resistors available torget the VISHAY which may be ok in high
feedback tranhstor ampldiers but on our °moon oude uncomplenentary to the qualities 01 rear Audio
Amplification lie directly heated Mode amplifiers running feedback tree on some-ended Class Al this is
where you vall need the tantalum film resostor for the best results
The 12 wan Shonkoh tantalum resistors are nonmagnetk and cost 02 26 each
Some values are evadable on 1watt from Shonkoh at fa 60 each, lost of stock avadaboe
MOM Note 112 welt Tantalum ReMslers
With our in-house usage of tantalum resostors increasing all the time. and Shmkoh becoming less and
less able to supply. we have found nnecessary to second source the 12 watt value in addition to the 1
wan already offered. the AN-Tam are nonmagnetk and share all other aspects of the Shinkoh except the
COlOur. they well be available by the tome you read this on the followmg values, 10R. 12R. 1614. 18R. 229.
27R. 33R, 39R. 47R. 56R. 6813, 82K 91R, 1009 120R, 150R, 180R, 220R, 270R. 330R. 390R. 470R.
560R. 600R, 680R. 8200. 910R, 100, 161. 11(2. 1624. 1131 165 168. 260. 262. 267. 363. 369. 467
51(6. 668, 862. 961, laK. 126. 156, 18K, 226, 27K 336, 396, 176, 566. 626, 686, 756. 826. 916, 100K.
1206. 1501. 1786. 1806 1826, 2206, 2506. 2706, 3306, 3906. 470K 510K 560K, 6206.6806. 8206
The 1,2 watt Audio Note tantalum remstors cost CI 99 each
Audio Note 1waft Tantalem Resistom
Up to now the tantalum film restslors have been extremely difficult to get, however, after much
persuasion and agamst aminomum quantity guarantee from Audio Note UK, the manufacturers have
agreed to ween the range ot 1/2 watt and reintroduce the 1watt range winch becomes an exclusive range
tor Audio Note, we consider this to be amajor breakthrough, since without areasonable range of values
althe Iwan rating nis pretty doffocull to get the very best out of the best cornets The 1watt Ate° Note
tantalum film reset,* are evadable in the same values as the 12watt. vet, the addrhon 01 the IMO
The Audio Note 1can Id tantalum rehstor values are £370 each
We shall now be working on gening 2and 3wall tantalum resostors made evadable as well, and who
knows perhaps we vall be able le bullet arnplderS In ayear'S time that have all tantalum resistors on all
pans of the cluck
Jodie Note Precision Carbonlilm Refislom
in addmon to the non-rnagnek tantalum resrstors ,ve are going to stock arange of mecum gooplated
carbonfilm resetors. on many cases the carbonfilm resostor is preferable of you are building an amplifier
based on an Old argue. like for example the WE91 Or another come of similar Anted. We shall be

stocking values suitable for prows fike the 95691 in 1.2 and 1watt values these resostors are made
especially for us by amajor manulaCturer
They cost for the 12 wan El 30 each 1wall £485 each 2wan £689 each
Altai MINI 1welt 5% Carboefilm Resistors
Due to popular demand end ageneral lack of other sources we have started stocking arange of Alien
Bradlee carbonfilm resetors, many expeneneed DlYers like my fnend Herb ReKben. consider these tore
very best sounding tor many applocatens
Avadabe In Me 112 range of values. the 1watt cost 01 43 each
Mill Wattage Wimple,' Resistors
As anew item we shall slat offenng arange ot 2- 15 watt wirewound resistors we shall be staffing with
pa
min
It as we go along. at the moment the following is evadable. all these
asmall range and 50891101,511
resistors are 5% tolerance and glazed
Wattage
v
4,020
7
:R8
Tolerance
Pecs ex UK VAT
6wan
4
5.,
086
5%
086
6
5%
086
6w
6
ve '
a
n
n
160
5%
085
6w
0'
a
:
262
5%
085
6wan
15K
5%
132
6van
20K
5%
132
Vivan
1009
5%
124
165
5
,.
124
90
9
e
,
a
30
11
168
5°,
124
More values will be added over the next 6months together with some non-induchve worevounds.
Slack Gate Electron Trent', MO Performed.. Graphite toll capacitors.
Firstly, 1
wOukt Irke 10 Categorically Slate that any rumours about Illact Gate capeolors bang unavailable
Or drScontrnued are totally rmsguided malicious and Incorrect. Padie Note is currently tne sole source in
Europe Mat holds any sIgnificani range ot values on stock we use Iderally 10005 In prOduCtiOn aS ere
were the first company to realise the tremendous benerts that Slack Gale capacnors offer and we are lo
date the only high end audio company in the world to Incorporate Mace Gate capahtors consistentty in
our finished products
There are very few audio parts that promise aguaranteed improvement when replacing practically any
other part. Sut Me Is what the Illact Gate capacdors actually do Exchanging any electrolytic cedar«,
anywhere in the * rue ot an amain* or In the crossover of aspeaker will greety improve sound gale
We are worlung on some guidelines as to where. how and winch types of Black Gate lo use In ddlerent
comets, the foist such technical gundelne , available now and is called -Improvong yOur CO player' and
can be obtained by sending astamped addressed envelope to us requestIng MS leaflet All Audio Role
Level 2Signature products use Black Gale Electron Nester 111 critical signaVpower SuPPM ounctoons
It is very omponant to note that all Black Gate capacitors take time to charge-up or stablee. when torsi put
on corona, depending on type and applocatoon this -matunne lime can be between 100 and 300 hours
ElMck Gate call Ills the "odlong process", see enclosed list of available values We Met however, thalthrs
process takes longer. ho hum!
We are about to stock the enfire range of values on the enclosed list so aseparate price list us attached to
the list of Black Gate programme available Ask us to send you this list as 11 os too long Mr an
advertisement or to Incorporate on our standard component hst, wherefore it Is not Included in lull Again.
as always we apprecate astamped self addressed envelope Igreatly influences the expechency this end
Mandlia/glial
Please mettle, pricellst for Black Gate capacitors Is aguideline only, due to Om continuous
strengthening of tbe Japanese Yen, II Is Impossible to print up-to-date prices monthM, to ask Ion price
when you order.
Price es UK VAT
Value
Voltage
8G-Type
Suggested Use
47 e
165
PK
An ywhere
25 volt
Anywhere
175
35 volt
PK
0
3
34
0
70
FF
50 von
PC
Anywhere
1.05
Anywhere
104
so von
PC
PR
112
50 volt
Anywhere
22mF
Anywhere
1.23
63
1orn
-3700;

22mF
227mFF
4

50 von
volt
50 von
3°

PK
PK
PA

1: 60
x
a
co 11'11:1

0
33 0
33
0m
FF
IdniF
47mF
0000F

16
50
50
16

an
von
von
von

100mF

50 volt

220roF

50
100v
0.1I n

2
4
1L
0no
mF
FF

1
000
00 :
0int
100 volt

220mF

100 von

10010F16
100mF
50
220re
16
470mF
16
22000F
16

von
volt
von
von
von

Anywhere
Anywhere

1.38
1.68
117
268

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywnere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anyvehere
Anyvehere
Anywhere
Anywhere

212
142
4.11
6.68
2.97
4.41
4.73
5.47
10.41
3.71
6.31
8.54
7.75
22.18

Standard Anywhere
Standard
Anywhere

10.000mF
4700mF

80 volt
16 von

47mF.47mF
100mFelOOni
100mF
220mF.220mF
100mF.100mF
2
1588,
20F F

500volt - 550e
500 von - 550v
500 volt - 550v
350 von -4000
350 von - 400v
3
35
581, v0
00 8
11

0.47mF

50 von

surge
surge
surge
surge
surge

Standard

Anywhere

Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere

Standard
Standard
SIQ-Type
SKr-Type
SIQ-Type
SK.z.Type
063- Type
V1(-Type
1K-Type
F-Type

PSU smoothong
Anywhere
PSU fee capacitor
PSU filter capacitor
POU finer capador
PSU filter capacdor
PSU finer capeotor
Decouplong or filter capacitor
PSU finer capered
Low ESR, Low impedance use anywhere

2
12mF
00m 8

248 5
22
5

2
1063:46451
.
95
82633555555

72 75

94
70825
0
92
3655
:
111

6
81
3 x08
volt F-Type
F
Type
2200F
6.3 vonabove
F-Type
F-Type
22000F
63volt
2m6
m
16 alt
P0-Type
6
100F
16 volt
P0-Type
220mF
16 von
P6-Type
100mF
25 volt
P6-Type
25 volt
FII-Type
220mF
100mF
50 vet
DC-Type
1000mF
50 von
FII-Type

As above
1.22
As above
156
As
As above
211
4.76
Ultra low ESR version, comparabe to film caps 7.15
Ultra low ESR version, comparable to film raps 1171
Ultra low ESR version, comparable to film UM 995
As above
1428
As above
21/3
As above
15
As above use anywhere
58 7
710

2200re
223001
100n1
22mF
4 7m2F
6Amy

35 volt
63 von
100 von
50 von

fl(-Type
FR-Type
FR-Type
C- Type

As above use anywhere
As above use anywhere
As above use anywhere
t:l d
rtle8m88
er8
renc:
8F0,0clo,r8u
8 cds with
potennii
wo 138
8 C8888

50 vott
von

10m

80
50 v
0
0181
8

Boner
CType
Mpolar
Bipolar
Bipolar
BG-N. type

For
8 loudspeaker crossover networks
as above
as above
as above
For PSU decouplong

040m7
61 F
ri1

50 volt

2200F
1000F
470re
472011FF

63von
16 volt
16 von
35 von

ImF
4.7mF
10mF

50 volt

1
00mF

50 00
553°8°
0c 0
00'81'
111
50 volt

1000
202mF
4

10-9
1G- NoType
Type For super low nOrSe
noise PSUs
PSUS
130-N Type
13G- NType
130-14 Type
AG NType
AG NType
1G- NType

as
as
as
as
as
as

above
above
above
above
above
a
above

10-N Type as above

105514
23
1
32 85
207
2
4
1 65
23 95
3
23
835
5

3695
11 85
24.65
28.95
210 45

5
1
6
7 5645
3
7
5
5
35
3
.2
22
0.5

Pi T
N
T
ype a
ye
a
sa
s
a
te ve
bo
ve
99 95
2200mF
100 von
10 B
In our component list you will fond a ',sting of all evadable Mack Gate values together with thee sues,
best usage etc LaStly we can supply arange of more modestly priced components still good smelly, but
more ondustnal grade it you like
PoteMlomelers
Best evadable from sound quality - once unewpornt made by Noble in Japan high quality conductive
tic
el'
Price ex UK VAT
mol.nrielaniiheim
d
s
395
100KOren Stereo
Encapsulated type PCB mounted
Abetel anematove os Me 60-ON volume controls which are used in preamplifiers like the M7Tube.
M7Lone, and in amono version on Me input on the Nero Kassel. Kegon and Gala-On these are very
good sounding pots by any standard
Price ex 1111 0
1117
Impedance
c888888t.
100KOhms Stereo
Encapsulated
3225
2
100601m Mono
Large Encapsulated
45
1001(Ohm Stereo
Large encapsulated high gamy
107 45
Nolisas Conte*
100605m
Frame type, PCB mounted
445
100KOhm
Encapsulated type, PCB mounted
17 25
Ko-On also makes avery good quality 100600m balance control, smiler to the encapsulated 100K pol,
this costs 032 25
Standerd type Switches
This switch is adoustable 2-6 way, it has gold plated contacts and astemless Steel ball for best possible
common protection and contact price ex UK Oat £560
Again Ko-On offers avery nose quality weed sworn 6way 2channel at C90 65 each
amoral Electrolytic CeMsftem
Good quality standard industrial types
Value
16 volt
Sin
Price ex UK 023
VAT
100mF
668
10
v
i
o
r
18x6mm mat 11x7mm radial
Impedance
100KOhrns Stereo

100mf

Cenendi
Frame type".
PCB

15k6mm axial

029

115

classified
220m1
16 rot
11x8mrn rectal
031
270,011
40 von
13011rons tare
012
10909
63 volt
13010rom radial
017
4700n1F
16 von
38allfrnot radial
0.82
220Ornli
50 vor
35x18ron radel.11.16mm axial
387
10tro
160 voll
1509mm rsdlal
006
22r/iF
350 voll
25.'nnin racial
125
22000
450 volt
41e .60, ama
189
OrnF
385 volt
25021rrm radeal
216
56mF
400 volt
30021mm radol
2.37
68171
400 volt
3(3•210m renal
268
i0OrliF
400 volt
30125-nr, rache
326
220mF
385 von
Ob3Ortro radial car
445
220mF
150 volt
40x3Ornm radial can
585
2200a
550 volt . 12x35rnm radial screw lumina's
27 85
170nIF
385 voll
50035100 tad. can
456
RCA, WIC, Baneee. Plule, RCA Seckete. Meeker 8Grovel Tenoleen 8, Umdspealier Spades.
RCA Pugs
Standard Gold Plug
Fso
AN-CGold Pug
365
AN-GP Audro Note gold plug
85 ,
AIMP Aroo Note srom plug, tenon Insulaled. nahimagnetrs
25 53
RCA SHOW
Mending
PrIee ex UK 061
RCA socket mocked puled
Class. moactec
RCA socket rod prod
Class. 71007101
ANDS Audio Nona non-magnetic. Henn ins., sled Chasms mounter.
rote gold plated
liNC Ploys 8Saluda
Type
Price ex UK VAT
Standard ANC Plug
1111
BlIC rover plated sake, or'ass sreturned
205
MAR« Plxgo, Lerolepeeker Celle Spades. Means Leuespeenr Tenelnan
Tau
Prrse es UN VAT
Audio Note Banana plug. pold plated. sletIM SAWA trosmn
215
Audio Note Loudspeaker cable spade. rover plated. nonmagnetc
465
Audio Note AN SI speakr termlnal. classa mounted. nickel bated. red or black
185
Aud oNote AN- SIC speakr terminal, crassts mourns gold pIated red or Nan
2.75
Audio Note AN-STR speaker termite chass smotets. luny :Ale plated. non-magneto red or black
475
Ground terminal chassis mounted and rodel plated
.
145
Our range of components ts constantly expanding. as we Ind new or helm suppliers. Sc stay in
touch by rearm our advert e Hit World and 111 ,News
Fen% Rlege
In many systems roperally ones troop oristste oasec amplification there is oten aproMern of
moron RF roxing roo the feedback loop, entomb/Rom connected at-players. rompum a
letnie ono wound the cable between the C13-franspon and Me DAC output of tree DAC or CD -Plarot
and tne prromptherInpul melds surrsong results
Asel ol Iwo Penile ongs costs C8 50
Mao Note Menu Cell. CD LIne & Mud Alentlel Trenefornen.
Ilave received manY requests tor ',menu coil,C0 and tnpul match n0 transformers. and sche roe
already make use ct these rt Inge 56.0.0001040 eler ter lor general sale Common lo all 01
roes, smab sionil Iransformers Mr. they dome In amumetal screerung can rob athreaded
spondle with anul tot mountng

Tr., Bee, c.d.

3
Pd,e
12
« 70
1I7El 01095a0410
hn rem ;wed Me'r7HIcnng
P'ke
1M5.‘11'5n0
15 Pt 600nnt - 100KDIro, oopzer wired MC rsecnng
51 50
50 & 6000hrr - 21t5 10-10,1 mpror roed. li.M.KIHN
5150
38120hm 106KOhm. copper rood High tear/ MC medals' 7820
15 86C01. - 1001(Ohm, centre tapped coppel *
Pea MIGR
78
20
Wen, MC water;
77692 Bio
150- 6033rm - 21(5 8ICKCImn. copper wned rIGh Oualny
rreolarg
7820
117693 Mar
258 ' 0001-rn - 263 copper * red reghOuality
nalcrrog
7820
707694 Palate
150-1600W copper 01100 6096068011 ,000 00801019
101.50
717600 Sever
15-150011m Bret wired !bur Oually line matrong
378.811
117600 Black
3 & 1201m-10091-rn srser wee 1.1G matcrog
37960
,17697 Gold
IS 600M- 10C1(01, See ,wred. MC maxima
318 60
One m.'ng col matching transformers are suroalelor all throng con cartrd;es Me low
Impedance sermons are setable lot cartAges lute the Audio Note bib. mot fetter Onolons. the
Goldbug, Klsel,0 and some Kees.. Me high vetwons are meant tor &Apo E
MIG.. most
Nouns. Clearaudos. Van den Hul cartridgee the Ikeda andaba, brighter output Keens.
The tne roatch.ng banter/let can be used malumber al appheatums. Inter- corn emert Iso'abor
end matching as we recommend between CD-player and pre-ampldiets ta separate eanr proes
and RF ',ante as pre-amplifier input or Moe transformers co whatever roe you oan I
Fnt of
we shall expand tris range to include more types as we go
Mdle Note Chants Sots
We Pave decided lo otter tor sale the two standard chassie that we use Mr production of the
OTO/S060/DAC range 01 1K-ma00 Audio NOte products Chasm' ate notonously dillourt to get on
aone- 00 bass, so here you are We roll only sel the cross sthal we have rerso/ed tot fooduchor,
dae to mom
oto latisn. they roli loos eked,' bu: ate not strictly of aflawless lrldhed
proas o? Ilua rty
Sat
Price UK VAT
Munn
• tA/unman
endtbdepthrseuM1370396012rom
8430
Droste 2Aluminium
291/3967 ,25nro
69.50
011 5051 Copper
437v396x125ron
1513.50
Guns 2Coat.
2940571125ron ' 65 00
Ka Onrod Intro Chars. min Mel, grey panl
44104300•50mor
1890
Kil 000100 Nee 000008 mkt steel pole.] chromed 1000300x5Ormn
116.70
You hue to speedy. when you order. when« you want chassis 2tor pre-3001e or power
amplifier usa. Me pre-amplifier has Moos on the side of the lop cover. the power arnolder has
nary more ventilatIon holes, top and ode Pyou want aPC8 voth the input sockets molded rot
pre-amplad cover add 019 75 to ore cost p• Ile chasms and Temember to sPerh/ Ibis Wen
you order Pease note that no copper me-amobler Id is cutently available for Chassis 2.
From me to time we roll have more damaged or scratched chaste, dyou are not bothered atom
Ihe finish or general appearance, or you etend lo rerosh Ire crows anyway, you can have one of
these for 5014 of the above pose5. lust trought you should know. so enquire 881,86 & Interest
Palle NM CernoIele KM,
As morn onto ear er we are developirg arange ol complete Pls. to gro Irose 01 you roe have Ile
ab•Idy. but do not nave the hme to develop aPun«,Imm Ire groat. so 10 sPealt 10 000811000
aware offer the best possble au/My-pro relatrobro the kas . 0MT0111 he goad Mac orA0AA
wro no-11118 power suppbes and components, all bls haw top. volume control to allow use of a
angle spume. Fila CD- player direct In
AN One
Based afoul lOo testly famous 3308 dimetty Peate tnode,
seen,. lut as the Model en to
real Aube Amplilicanon, as rt : oyes an The Important aspect of design necessary. SopeErded.
No- Feedback. Mass A. Directly Heated Triode, 1p become aMental MINK exelustve club ol
amplears
KR One has one 3009 per clannel running at 120 volts emir 75rnA cunent ghnng 9/10 milli of Me
crones! pmve- you roll ever hear. the Input stage conssts of a654/GT both a5687 dottle Inside
clover state ,onnIng nSRIM The power surety ts acapartorichokeoptionor voth a5U4G 11T
matey the heaters are AC heated Component, quakty cm ar to out Level 21 rushed products,
Nam Note paper 001160911101910f015,607501191 0111110 !Probe rerolors, good quality
electrob/hcs ( sorry No Blank Gales) and asirnple. attractive stereo Chassis in Limy painlwork.
Protectng cover is enera We have several upgrade kris evadable lot K1 One, ask lot details
Price £ 799 30 mcl fat Mitch rcludes all valve 1700. a'STI Ihe e300 6 WNW/ bot re
postapemacnno Ow, lo UK customers s012. lop or/errs f99 00 extra Kn One Is also available
elm apolished cl-mr1e cute and chromed transformer bell-eras. this rnakes the,. One area
'Nu me'' ,Add 72311 01.1ctotat 7999 00 The « One is evnabk roe
KR Tao
Kit Iwo features arogle 6550 tetrode running il Single-Ended mode. melding some 17.watts ol
Ore Cass 0. vase 0001,0,00111 tor ri', eedst stage, slereo eras., and 6,59751 nput ard
50141110082 SPPP dower stade corr mom,/ and chassis as Kt One Mt Two scurtently orLy
evadable enthout valves loo 7570 00 incI UK Val l• 00400010 Chntese 6550s no clans loo laulne '1
power supply or corm:Oar:tourers or oe ambler!'
Price £599 DO Ind Vat, includes vanes, Itie not postage/N.1one cover is ears at E99 00 vie
porshed chrome chassis and chromed bettiands on the transformers, £ 79900
KO Three
KO Ihree coloreo 2e3008 pe , anrel 1unr1r51.0 0119 rendec parallel prolog 16/11 0'"
puro Class 6 81mO lot is on two mo^o orrassts' veth va ye ironed HI supple, no signal lee/ .1. • uses 6.917GT (tootle Mode as Ann 00000 aooa pan OF 5687 doEble Inpan ' Prong 1r 5671 co
duvers
The K11 Three Is essenhally amono 'Jerson of the 6,0000000 double the power. Me sure
component chore« and on two chassis' instead ol one
ow Cover Is £99 DO esirs per chasms ( 0198 00 tor
The Ke Three costs [ 1.550.00 and rs amiable /
two) Pebbled chrome chases and belliends ts also avadanle at 7100 OC extra. Several tograde
Ids are dyeable for Kt( Three as emu aSk
delads
KA ieur
The Nt Four is teeny OW Oroducheolo valve ampler« kil bolchnu. 000008 and pant supply
mounted on one single priMed want board, roll two OIO-type push-pull output barnstormers, all
momted In asmall PISE type chassis, covenng eveytIng, so moody rill be able lo see that you
have stocumbed tO the lure of the sane ampiniet. 01101 strouping Me livold Ileo,oul senses
of two 61/6GT terodes neon ir Push- PL I
Class A, yelmno abo al IC watt Onven by a659707
and aECC83 Input Made EaSy ID IPMd. event? the beginner.
The Ad Four costs C199 00 and is available now.
PneamplIller KR
Akx oased on Me Audio Note 317rube prrompInter once. sunder development. It en!' be offered
in three/four rowans. roch te basic 000000 eon; coemer valves. expected con £299 00 ,nCI Val
elc More details avataeIs wet
Write to.
Audo Note WO 110 . Unit 0, Peacock lodustnal (Vale, Lyon Close, 125-127 Denuder Roark Hove
RID ISO. East Sussex. England Telepnone 01273 220511 (6hest. tax 012/3 731498 Nell Ion
to saIes 312/3 770778
Rosner Horgan. correct Esoteirsa TM Tel 095 917 4385. Fax 095 917 8762
Hingan please «Intact Verso Audlos, 51, U Relay 1s2 2 H-11)92 Budapest, Mangan/ let/Tor 01
215 2612
Holland WOW acellatl de Jong Components, 2, ReggeenAd. NU -5/ 34 .
MT Irolmond Tel 0
49
20
1466104011773
USA Pease contact, Amen Instruments, 10833. Gaillard Road. Sade 309 AnnapoBs Jarman MD
20701 le 301 125 0450.11 0 301 725 8823
France pease contact nexco. Pans. Tel/Fax 15394967 PIS 01.10 .995
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117690
77691
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BOUGHT/SOLD

EXCHANGED

Salo
OXFORD CRYSTAL SIGNATURE TABLE TOP TURNTABLE BR UER 6ARM
VERY RARE BLACK ASH, MINT
£
2.99S
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE WALL MOUNT VARIOUS ARIMOARDS
VERY RARE BLACK ASH. MINI
f1.495
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER. WM
£1,995
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE 311.11111TABLE VACUUM PLATTER. MINT £995
HELIOS CYALENE ARM. MINT
£ 195
SONY 331 ESO CO PLAYER MINT
6295
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPOR I606 Pillt2 000. MINT
£1,595
MERIDIAN 602 IIK2 TRANSPORT 616 INK2 OAC. MINI
£1,995
CAMBRIDGE COI PLAYER HEAVILY MODIFIED. NRII
£1.250
MERIDIAN 606 OACI MINT
£795
MERIDIAN 506 CO PLAYER. MINT
£680
CITATION 18 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINAL. VGC
£195
RESTFUL CHALLENGER INTEGRATED AMP. MINT
f799
METAXUSICMUS INTEGRATED AMP. MINT
f495
CREEK MO INTEGRATED AMP MINT
6271
GRYPHON ITO FOMINI PREAMP BALANCE!) MINI
62.996
MARK LEVINSON 41117 PREAMP MINT
£ 1.885
MAFIA LEVINSON 81158 PREAMP 8PLS124 SUPPLY £995
MARK LEVINSON 383 BAI AN CEO FRUMP MINT
£4.495
PINK TRIANGLE PIP MK2 PREAMP VISHAY 3BOX MINT
01.795
4814336 CHARISMA PREAMP CHROME MINI
£
195
BURNESTER 838 PROMO PITEAMP BAI. MINI
£495
SLIGODI AUSIC 2BOX PREAMP AVONDALE MOCIFIE0
f895
Kum( SKSA PREAMP. ANNE
£1,495
KRELL KRSBP PREAMP BALANCED FAINT
04995
CAT SLI SIGNATURE VALVE PREAMP MINT
62990
EXPOSURE 1PRE 9PRO SUPPLY 64REG AMP. MINT
£ 1250
JAOIS DEFY 7111X3 VALVE POWER AMP, MINT
£3.495
MILDMUND MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED. MINT
£ 1.995
AUDIO RESEARCH WI VALVE MIA BALANCED MWI
£2,495
MARK LEVINSON M12 REFERENCE MONO AMPS SWAN
62.100
WINK LEVINSON 141.3 DUAL MONO POWER MAPS MINT
03.995
MARK LEVINSON 0011 POWER AMP MINT
£995
CARO 3008 VALVE MONO AMPS 40WATT 111100E MINT
NAG ANDS POWER AMP BALANCED. Mr
62.4811
CONRAD JOHNSON NV75 NM YE AMP. MINT
£ 95
TANDBERG I
PAM% 14(2 MONO POWER AMPS MINT
£1095
ARAGON 2064 POWER AMP MINI
f695
QUAD 606 POWER AMP MINT
£450
MERIDIAN 685 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED. 14191 £1,500
LUMLEY REFERENCE M120 VALVE MONO MAPS. MINI
ALCOA GEA 565 MONO POWER AMPS BALNICE0 MINT £1:250
MUSE 18 ACTIVE SUBWOOFEli WALNUT MINT
£1.995
MERIDIAN M60 ACTIVE SPENCERS WALNUT MINI
£ 1395
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD. MINT
£995
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3 SPEAKERS 8STANDS BLACK. MINT £995
CELLO AMATI SPEAKERS OAK TWIN MOUNTED PAIRS ON GRANITE STANDS
MY MARK LEVINSON SUPERB VGC
£6.5C0
[MASSE NOISE MC SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD MINT
£ 1,695
CONRAD JOHNSON SYNTHESIS REFERENCE 4TOWER SPEAXER SYSTEM
sumo FINISHED IN LT OAK MINT
12990
DYNAUDID KRAFT SPEAKERS 6STANDS GREY. MINT
£1,295
EDMUND SPECIAL DIES ROSEWOOD SPEAKERS. MINT
£795
DYNAUDIO CONSECUENCE SPEAKERS FLAGSHIP MOON FINISHER IN
CHERRYVIDOD STUNNING LOOKS 8SOUND TO MICH WRIT
i7 250
EQUATION 0ZERO SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK. MINI
£695
SMELL AS SPEAKERS WALNUT. MINI
£4.495
DUNTECH CROWN PRINCE SPEAKERS BLACK. AGO
£2995
GENESIS 1300 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK 6GRANITE STANDS
f995
SUMO ARM PANEL SPEAKERS OAK. UGC
0795
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS 4STANDS. MINT
fI935
KE F102 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD, BURE 8KUDOS STANDS
OS AS
BATHTUB 6SPONGES SIMILAR TO WATTS 8PUPPIES BUT BIGGER.
VERY SENSITIVE SYSTEM REQUIRES DE ME1110 AMERICAN WALNUT £2.495
COUNTERPOINT SA 3000 VALUE PREAMP NWT
£995
All PREAMP PHONE STAGE REMOTE NUR MONO AMPS MINT £. 395
MERIENAN 060013 ACM SPEAKERS BUCK MINI
£ 795
JHARFOALE OPTION 11WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY 8WIIDE 1OE
ONLY 5SPARES MAOWE SUPERB VGC
( 1995
CARVER MV/ING LOUDSPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
0895
CELESTION 0111051 8SL 6000 SUBWOOFERS MINT
£ 1295
INFINITY IRS BETA 4TOWER SPEAKERS ROSEW000 MINT
04995
ARAGON 24 KIPS PREAMP MINT
£895
NARK LEVINSON MU REFERENCE MONO AMPS VGC
f2995
RESTEK EXPONENT GERMANYS REFERENCE MONO AMPS 11103WPC
BLACK 6GOLD FRONTS MINT
£6995
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
13495

shard

Di 4I:

stare;
02 at
stand
04 cr
erdemo £2
Hand £1
.
40.
stand
SU.
Card
73 1"
erderno 030
sear1
PECM
exidemo f1.450
exiderno £875
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IAN HARRISON HIFI
CARTRIDGES

TEL: 01283 702875
gam-9pm

TRADE IN YOUR
OLD MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE ( ANY AGE.
MAKE OR CONDITION
AND SAVE UP TO 40%
OFF THE NORMAL
SELLING PRICE

TRANSFORMERS
8 PHONO STAGES

CD PLAYERS

CASSETTE DECKS

TUNERS

TmezNY.

AIWA, TEX,
NAKAMICHI. SONY.
MARANTZ

OUAD, MARANTZ,
SONY, DENON

AMPUFIERS

HIFI FURNITURE

CABLES

OUAD. CONRAD
JOHNSON MUSE
MARANTZ_ SONY,
TECHNICS, T1AC

SOUND ORGANISATION
APOLLO, SOUND
FACTORY TRIPOD.
SOUNDSTYLE, PROJECT

AUDICCUEST, COCAN
HALL
SONIC LINK, SILVER
SOUNDS, OED.
GOLDRING

BLANK TAPES

HEADPHONES

ACCESSORIES

TOFO, MAXELL, SOhY
BASF, FUJI, NAPES.
SCOTIH.JVC,
KONICA

SENNHEISER BEYER.
AKG, FOODS

ORTOFON
AUDIO TECHNICA
XENON
TRANSFIGURATION
BENZ MICRO
SHORE
GOLDRING

ORTOFON
KINSHAW
SOVITER
EXPRESSIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
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DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES,
PENFOLD LANE, HOLMER
GREEN, BUCKS. HP15 6XR
(01494)114058 8, FAX
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DANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Excephone TRANSIENT RESPONSE
• Any one losrlspeaket covers 'roes ol musical spectrum.
• Power handling - 35 watts/I 00 watts ( REAS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF. • PASSIVE 8 ACTIVE CROSSOVERS
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOVV AVAILABLE (Shrelelocl)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC. 47p STAMP
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NEW IN THIS MONTH
PIONEER POIS CO PLAYER MINI
7395
MERIDIAN 508 SUPER CD PLAYER BALANCED MINT
£ 95
MARANT2 CD C4 MK 2SF CD PLAYER MINT
CI'S
VOYD 5REFERENCE DIFINTABLE ROSEWOOD CYALENE 45MB POS
SUPPORT MINT
03250
AUDIO RESEARCH (PR MK2 VALVE PREAMP MINT
£ 1095
ROWLAND MODEL 3MONO AMPS BALANCEO SLACK MINT £2250
PIONEER 073 PREAMP 073 POWER AMP MINT
DM
THIEL CS 5i SPEAXERS NANA° BLACK MINT
07995
GRYPHON XT PREAMP PLU MC
62495
DECTROCOMPANIET AW100 OMB BAL AMP
£1135
SPENDER SP 91 SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD MINT
72395
LON IV SPEAKERS OAK MINT
f1505
MEBIDAN OSP 513110 INGFIAL ACINE SHAKERS ROSEWOOD MW
72250
ALPHASON SYPHON .
/TURNTABLE SOON ATLAS SUPPLY MINT
17795
TOWNSMEN() ROCK 3REGA ARIA WITH VIA ADJUSTER
E595
MERIDIAN 506 KG 2CO PLAYER MINT
MERIDIAN 504 MO CO PLAYER NI BIT MINT
01395
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT 563 DAL BALANCED MINT
70595
ACCUPHASE ['PINY CD PLAYER BALANCED MINT
£2995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 PREAMP SILVER MINT
£895
KRELL Kill API LINE et PHONO PREAMP BAT MINI
00095
NA1M 72 PREAMP 140 POWER AMP MINT
£I395
MERIDIAN 501 PREAMP & SISR REMOTE MINT
£515
MERIDIAN 551 INTERGRATED AMP MINI
£595
MERIDIAN 555 POWER AMP MINT
E550
NESTROVIO Al VALVE MONO AMPS BAL CHROME MINT £ 1995
MARK LEVINSON NO 29 5MONO AMPS BAL MiNI
£5995
CELLO PERFORMANCE MK 5WITH AC MODS
STUNNING 4CHASSIS MONO AMPS BALANCED £/495
AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
£
795
AEG SGAI 20 SPEAKERS 5STANDS ROSEWOOD MINI
£ 1295
ATC SCM 100 SPEAKERS 8STANDS ROSEWOOD V.G.G. £ 1195
O POSEE CALIPER SIGNATURE SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINT £ 595
MARTIN LOGAN SEOUEL2 SPEAKERS OAK MINT
Lt495
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23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY,
BERKSHIRE, 81.3 0189
(2 mitts Junc.5 off the 014)
Tel: ( 01753) 542761 Fag: ( 01753)772532
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NOTE 10 ALL CUSTOMERS
SOME ITEMS IN THE 00000 LISTS ARE OPEN 10 OFFERS WITH NO PARI EXCHANGES DOI STILL
WITH WARRANTIES AS WE NEED SPACE FOR NEW STOCKS

AUDIO G:D LINKS

¿AMASO SALO
£1500
£1253
£2533
£4995
£1695
£1795
£750
C4500
£1595

CALTEMPE ST 2VALVE CO PLAYER MINT
MARK LEVINSON MUM PREAMP MINI
ROWLAND MODEL 5POWER Mr BALANCED VG
MARK LEVINSON 11021 REFERENCE MONO AMPS BAL
CLAM AUDIO EIR15 POWER AMP MUNCH) MINT
CONFIAD JOHNSON PREMIER 4VALVE AMP MINI
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINT
APOGEE MINI GRAND GS SPEAKERS NANNO BLACK 003RO MINT
CHORO 1200 POWER AMP MINI

bh are
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SPECIALIST COMPONENTS
OODI ES OF HIGH PAID CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE
ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED.

RING FOR DETAILS

- ALL MAJOR

AT REALISTIC PRICES

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

TEL/FAX

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
01438 714038
10.00am

- 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am
1.00pin SUN

-

01724-870432
MARCH 1796

HI-FI NEWS 91 RECORD REVIEW

trade classified
TRANSLUCENT
99.99% PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT
CABLE FOR UNDER £60.00
IMPOSSIBLE!! BUT TRUE.

WHY DO IALWAYS NEED TO COMPROMISE?
AFFORDABLE HIGH END - IS IT TOO MUCH TO ASK?

ALL CABLES ARE. DOUBLE SCREENED.
SILVER SOLDERED, PSEUDO BALANCED.
TERMINATED WITH QUALITY GOLD PLATED
PHONOS AND FINISHED IN A SMART GREY BRAID.

CALL TO ARRANGE TO HEAR THE ONLY AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE

PRICES:
HALF METRE TERMINATED .... £59.99 £3.50 P&P
ONE METRE TERMINATED ... . £ 79.99 £3.50 P&P
EACH ADDITIONAL HALF METRE. ADD f.20.00
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS. CLASSIQUE HOUSE. 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE.
AYLESTONE. LEICESTER. LE2 8QE.
TEL: 011.6 2835621

RHYTHM

Russ
Andrews

211/VT4C PHONO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
18 WAITS • PURE CLASS A SINGLE ENDED
MUSICAL MAGIC

If you like the Iii Fi equipment you have, but wont abetter

ONLY £2499.00

performance, don't change it'
UPGRADE Ill
You can build better ken you can buy and we offer kits,
parts and instructions for anything from simple component
upgrades to complete rebuilds, plus kits to build high end

'TAUS IIMIGIE1 MID
ciii ILZIFIFT,MEMCIE

equipment From scratch.
NEW UPGRADING SERVICE.
If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid off your
prized possession, send it to us and we can do the upgrade
For you. We will advise on feasibility and cost before

ATTIDLIKIDALBILITY
ILINSIIIIIPA3330 Value for

Russ Andrews Ltd
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Westmorland,
LA8 9AS, ENGLAND
Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317

starting work and upgrade to the level of performance you
require and can afford. We have asecure, low cost
collection and delivery service within the UK.

money Triode Single Ended Amplification

Upgrades to: Audio Research, Celestion, KEF, Krell, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Pioneer, Quad, Leak,
Radford, Ratel etc

from £699.00 to £98,000.00

Tel. 017535 26939 Fax. 01753 532262

To receive you copy of our 1994/95 catalogue and a £5
discount voucher usable on your first order over £50, just
mail, phone or fox the address above, together with £3or
S5US or your credit card information

DISTRIBUTOR / DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
GAMMA ACOUSTICS IVY LODGE 81 SUSSEX PLACE
SLOUGH ROYAL BERKSHIRE SL1 1NN ENGLAND

M ADISOUND PROVIDES

SOLID SILVER

SP EA KER BUILD ERS WITH THE HIGHEST QU ALITY PAR TS AN D ADVIC E.

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2 per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CEll ILA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833
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SoJe• leduclor.

Chateaumux poky

DAVIS
Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
modify or re-align any high-end equipment. We can
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
components and can also offer a valve
matching service. Expect only the best.

Careless
your

cable

excellent

Company

choices
system.

database,

can

strangle

The

based

Cable

on

feed-

RYCA1.

cap.

CUAUD106

SLEDGEHAMMER

back from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 9181-879 7962

la FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 50.
• 48 brands, 238 cable products.
IN FREE of all US taxes.

-CMS:CR
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WANTED & FOR SALE
EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO WANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
DULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER LE2 80E TEL/FAX: 01 16 2835821
OR 0802 213740 MONT - ANYTIME

Mil NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MARCH 19%

SEND $ 5.00 FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES. FAX US YOUR
ORDER wrni M ASTERCARD OR V ISA,
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, W1 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771
I17

clasyfied
Musical Fidelity P270 Mkt 1
Boulder 500M
Electrocompaniel AW100
Proceed AMP2
Jadis JA50 monoblocks
Krell KSA 100S
Jeff Rowland model 3
Tube Technology Genesis
McCormack DNA1
Krell KSA 50S
Audio Note Onga KU
Goldmund Mimesis 3
Conrad Johnson MV50
Exposure VIII monoblocks
Audio innovations 2nd Audio
LFD PA1/LS1
Trilogy 901/958
Musical Fidelity F15
Exposure dual IV ( 03)
Meridian 605 monoblocks
Copeland CTA 501
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Audio Research V140 monoblocks
Conrad Johnson Prem 8a
Lumley Reference 120 monoblocks
Gryphon S100
Naim Nap 90.3 Nec 92
Naim Flat Cap
Naim Nap 140 ( new)
AVI S2000 ( 250W)
Nestorovic Al monoblocks
£1595Meridian 555
Audio Synthesis Passion
Audio Research SP15 Mkt 1
Jadis JP80 mc
Jadis JPL
Classe ORB
Tesserac Tap-A line/phono
Tesserac Tala line
Meridian 201/209
Heybrook Signature ( pre)
Audio Research LS2B Mk11
Audio Research SPI 1Mkt
Gryphon Bel Canto
Chronos pre-amp
Nakamichi CAS pre-amp

mint sal

£795
POA
£1395
£1395
£8995
£4495
f2795
£1895
POA
£2995
£23995
£1995
£695
£595
£1495
£950
£2495
£1350
£595
£1495
£895
£5995
£4995
£7950
£1895
£3500
£450
£250
£450
£1095

as new
as new
glint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint sth
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint 0m
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
as new
as new
mint 0m
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint 0m
mint 0m
mint 0m
as new
as new
mint 0m
X-dem
X-dem
mint 0m
mint 0m
mint 0m
mini sib
mini el
mint 0m
mint 0m

£395
£350
£2895
£7995
£2495
£2295
£3995
£895
£395
£395
£2750
£1595
£2500
£1495
£495

MINT Sift - Secondhand, as good an example as you')l find anywhere.
AS NEW - Typically less than 4 months old in new condition.

Exposure IX + XIV
Burmester 806 line/phono
Musical Fidelity E100
Creek 4240
Aloe V
Soundlab A3
Sonus Faber Minima Amators
SOI1US Faber Extremas
stds
Wilson Wan 3 Puppy 2 + Paws
Apogee Stage y stand
Apogee Stage + stand
Meridian DSP 6000
Proac Response It
Magneplanar 1.4
Sonus Faber Amators
Audio Pro Subwoofer
Muse 18 Subwoofer ( 300w)
Linn Kabers + Plinth
Tansy Cheviots
Stax F8I X
Ruark Accolades passive/active
Acoustic Energy AE2 + stands
Wilson Watt System V
Castle Chesters
Neat Critique
Meridian MI
Apogee Stage
Duntech Crow Prince
Linn Helix LS150
Martin Logan Aerius
Accuphase DP80 transpon
Denon DCD SI
Mark Levinson No31 transport
Meridian 508
Cambridge DC3
Wadia 22 transport
Wadia 26 dac
Wadia 12 dac
DPA TI transpon
DPA PDM2 dac
Micromega CD2
Audio Research Dac 1
Wadia X64 dac
Mark Levinson No35 dac
P.S. Audio Ultralink
Accuphase DP9O/DC91

PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

X- OEM - Typically as new.
VGC - Slightly less than mint. may have minor marks

TEL:

0181 -

392

1959

TEL:

0181 -

392

1963

FAX:

0181 -

392

1994

t
çqi SALE

mint s/h £ 1495
mint sib, £ 1995
mint s/h £425
mint sni £ 150
X-dam
£3495
mint s/h £3495
mint s/h £ 1095
mint 0m
£4495
mint 0m
£6995
mini el
£ 1495
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £5495
as new £ 1495
mint s/h
f495
mini 0m
£ 1795
mint 0m
£350
as new £ 1995
mint s/h £ 750
mint s/h £295
mint M I
£4995
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £795
mint 0m £ 10950
mint 0m
£350
mint 0m
£ 250
vgc
£650
mint s/h
f1295
mint s/h £2795
mint 0m
£ 195
mint eh
£ 1495
mint 0m
f2995
mint s/h £3250
mint s/h £4750
as new
£950
mint 0m
£395
as new £ 1650
as new £ 1995
as new £ 1195
mint s/h £450
mint s/h
f995
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £995
mint 0m
£ 1995
mint 0m
£3750
mint 0m
£ 1195
mint 0m
£8995

hi

CHOICE-'

Equipment bought or part exchanged.
Full demonstration facility — by appointment.
Major credit cards accepted. Open 7 days 9.30am - 8.00pm

Maranta CD94
EAD 7000
EAD 9000
Maranta CD 63 SC
AVI 2000 dac
PI TNT Mk 111
VPI TNT Mk11/Triplanar 111
Roskan Xerxes/Arteriz/Shiraz
Arta Zeroes/Chorus black
SME 20N
Lumley Stratosphere Sit
Voyd Valdi/RB300
Ortofon MC7500
Tesserac phono mrnimc
Meridian 204
Saquera Panelizer
Nakamichi CR4E
Audio Synthesis EC) + PS02
SME Series V arm
VPI TNT Mk111
Roksan Xerxes/Anernis/XPS
Roksan Xerxes/SME VOWS
Emminent Technology ET 11
Nakamichi 1000 ZXL
Pioneer F93 tuner

mint srh

£395

mint 0m
£ 195
mint sib £ 295
new
POA
mint s/h £2795
mint s/h £ 1095
new
POA
new
POA
mint s/h £450
as new £ 1495
X-dam
£ 995
!mint sib
£395
mint 0m
£4495
mint 0m
£395
mint s/h £350
mint sni £850
mint sib £3500
mint sill £995
mint s/be £ 1395
mint s/h £ 595
mint sth £ 1695
mint s/h £350

Desperately Seeking
Top Quality
Hi Fi
Due to the success of the HiFi Exchange we
have clients looking to purchase your
equipment.

CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES

0181 392 1963

OF EX REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
We have available on a first come basis, a few ex review samples and ex dealer
demonstration samples. These amplifiers are 'hardly used' and are fully guaranteed for two
years by Quantum Audio Ltd, the Manufacturer. Don't miss this opportunity to buy, entirely
without risk, yet at asaving of OVER £400 one of the most highly praised valve amplifiers
available in the UK. See Ken Kessler's choice in 'Reviewers Recommended' in this magazine.

Minstrel Line Level Amplifiers SRP £ 899.99 for £495ea
Harlequin mono speakers. 3 pair only - Ex demo.Were £899.99 Now £495.99.
Phone John Carrick at Quantum Audio Ltd for further details and availability. Visa or
Mastercard payments welcome.

Quantum Audio Ltd., PO Box 26, 1 Oliphant Drive, Kilmarnock, Scotland KA3 7JA.
Tel: ( 01563) 571122 Fax: ( 01563) 571133
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Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 1WE

/eau
'
rent. a. sometimes wen Japanese!,

PI Fens RING US FOR POLITE SERVICE AND A GOOD OUOTE
Free advtse purer, but no! on Saturdays please
RECORD. CD. .5 USED HIFI SHOP Open Monday to Saturday I1prn to 5pm

Tat EMPORIUM
28 37

IIs

ei,CleXAS Sr.,

Dus.

SPECIALIST

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

EMO Cabo.
7,1.1
.17•Irer:

visnvz

SPARES AND REPAIRS

Ongew Bog

'

Nee., 11,22316 TR:

Analogue
Productions;
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab;
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind;
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living

D

01379 850744 Fta, 01379 841832

in

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 =:.)
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

03*

Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos
Decca Original 8 Reissues; CMP; M & K
Bainbridge; Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest; Cardas, DCC
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Supe
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Dorian; ECM; Elektra; EMI
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi; In & Out; Island; London; Linn
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko; Gift Horse;
Kamei; Rhino: Rounder...
Catalogue $5.

STIC SOUNDS AI

Information/ Order:
(913) 825-8609
Fax: (913) 825-0156
Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043.

MARC» 1996
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classified
Absolute Sounds

6, 50

Acoustic Arts

54

Arcam

44

Audio Consultants

94

Audio Freaks

78

Audio Illusion

46

Audio Lab

8

Audio Note

10

Audio Synthesis

70

Audio T ( Bristol)

62

Audio Technica

Long knotu as specialists in rare tube brands. Billiqton Export introduces a
new line of premiumeade villa to fill the increasing demand for hard-to-find hits!
BUNION GOLD features specially tested valves selected for long life, low microphony and low noise. Versions with gold plaid pins including E8ICC,92CC,
E83CC.E88CC are available as well as grey pin versions of 6ec. 11AT1, Ilkl7.12AX1,11732, ECC8I, ECCSZ ECC83, EF86, E134. UP. 1Cf66,1(18 etc.
BILLMON GOLD brand comes from a
variety of countries around the world.
We have carefully chosen the best manufacturer for each type, with an emphasis on the highest audio quality, and product reliability.
We also stock ex mil'hon valves by Brims. GE US..k. GEC ['K. Mile RussialSoviek. Tesla Tungsram and othir ram brands as well as sockets and CRTs.

Billingion Export Limited

TeleRptinnges:hforlibly,e1seleïa:i1(1041.19g) UK3519

Please ask for our new 1996 valve catalogue

9

Connections

66

Definitive Audio

80

RRP
3000

sr,i;11
1100

Conrad-Johnson MV55 ( 2x5OW valve power amplifier)

995
1995

750
1450

20

Conrad-Johnson MF80 ( 2x8OW FET power amplifier)
Fourier Sans Pareil MK3+ ( 200W OIL monoblock amplifier - pair)

1600
4950

751)
2500

98

Muse Model 3(X) Black ( 500W solid state monoblock amplifier - pair)

3990

2500

Muse Model 2d/a converter with HDCD & balanced outputs ( silver)

2000

14()0

Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers ( natural cherry) - pair

3500

2200

Sound Lab Pristine III full range electrostatic speakers - pair

6990

4500

1495

850

please ask for priee

Esoteric

104

Esoterica

98

Graaf
Heatherdale Audio Ltd
HiFi Corner

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS

106

Conrad-Johnson Premier 3 ( valve phono/line preainlifier)
Conrad-Johnson Sonographe SC26 ( line remote FET preamplifier)

KJ Leisure Sound

58

Lorricraft Audio

98

EAD DSP-1000 Series Ill dia converter with HDCD ( silver)
Benz- Micro moving coil cartridges ( selection)

Midland Radio

98

SME turntables and tonearms (selection)

please ask for prices

Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and power cables ( selection)

please ask for price.

Monitor Audio

OBC

Musical Fidelity

IBC

Musical Images

36

Naim Audio

16

Oxford Audio

72

Papworth Audio

74

Pinewood

54

PM Components

70

Radlett Audio

74

Ringmat

104, 94

Notes:
1) All equipment is in "as new" condition and fully guaranteed as per manufactuers warranty terms and
conditions
2) All above prices include VAT 67, 17.5%

AUDIOFREAKS
Distributors of fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

BLACK BOX RANGE KITS

Access

A
age of easy to assent* said state kit
conetort with solderkg ion these idts

VISA

with fuly tested cod flee(' prie drait bards. If you tre
be no problem AId raid aid sat ou servke add*.

Spectra Dynamics

90

Integrated Amplifier
230.00
P50 4Input Pre Amp
180.00
Integrated Amplifier
320.00
P90 6Input Pre Amp
240.00
Phono Stage Fitted
70.00
Phono 1
MM or M( Phono Unit 170.00
A60 Stereo Power Amplifier 300.00
Phono 2MM or Ml Phono Unit 240.00
A70 Mono Power Amplifier 510.00 Pair
PD. Power Supply for Phono 2180.00
A80 Mono Power Amplifier 880.00 Pair
EX REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION STOCK BARGAINS, The Emotive Statement (TES) (DPlayer 1000.00 RRP 2000.00
NVA, 6Watermill Ind. Est., Aspenden Road, Bunting ford, Hertsfordshire 569 9.15

The Chord Company

66

Tel: 01763 272707 Fax: 01763 271594

The Listening Rooms

78

The Sound Organisations

72

Top Events

52

Trilogy Audio

80

Twelve Ltd

58

WilmslowAudio

80

Wilson Benesch

18

ATV SERVICES

94

LEATHERHEAD

Riverside

14

Rogers International

115, 34

Ron Smith

74

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

46

Sound Image

104

Wilson Stereo
Woodstock IFC,
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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AP30
AP50

REPAIRS

RMS Revelation
Blistering performance from acompact and

atv
01372

456921

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

beautifully engineered loudspeaker complete
with built-in stand and magnetic shielding.

Call FREEPHONE 0800 454 468
You can upgrade from one model to the next
and order inter-changeable finishes all at an
affordable price. Read the March issue review.

Full money back guarantee
119

Audiophile International Presents

200

Pure Virgin Vinyl LP's
Pressings By Mobile Fidelity

Mobile Fidelity present
their landmark reissue

JOAN BAEZ

series exclusively
distributed by
Audiophile International

Diamonds & Rust
Considered an 'audiophile' recording since its release in
1975, this record is fantastic, Joan Baez executes to
perfection songs from Dylan as well as her own originals.
The album opens with the beautiful " Diamonds & Rust",
which one would never tire of hearing, she is joined
throughout the album by Larry Carlton, Joe Sample and
guest vocals on one track from Joni Mitchell.
MFSL 1-238 200gm LP
£25
UDCD 646 24kt Gold CD
£25

Original Generation
Master Tape Source

Half- Speed Mastered
With 'The
Gain System'

,

rE

"

Sonny & Brownie
The ' soul' of Sonny and Brownie's blues shines through this
varied set. It was recorded in an enhanced band setting;
with Ario Guthrie, John Mayal, Sugarcane Harris, John
Hammond and others. This is classic blues. Check out their
covers of " People Get Ready", " Sail Away", " Bring' It On
Home To Me" and the intimate chatter and reminiscing
heard on; " On The Road Again".
MFSL 1-233 200gm LP
£25
UDCD 641 24kt Gold CD
£25

Specially Plated and
Pressed on 200 Grams
of High Definition Vinyl

Dust Free, Static Free
Rice Paper Inner
Sleeves

SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE McGHEE

ontstNat '
IRMA Airconollfe
"1"hc Moody lilt...
every good boy deserves favour

THE MOODY BLUES
Every Good Boy Deserves Favour

Special Heavy- Duty
Protective Board
Packaging

Sometimes explosive, often romantic, this lush, multilayered work from 1971 is generally considered the Moody's
strongest single album. Tracks include; " Procession", "The
Story In Your Eyes", " Our Guessing Game", " Emily's Song",
"After You Came", " Nice To Be Here", and many more.
MFSL 1-232 200gm LP
£25
UDCD 643 24kt Gold CD
£25

SuperFi, Super Stars
Limited Edition
SPECIAL RETAIL OFFER:

Available Now From Audiophile International

2 or more single MFSL LPs @ £22 each
5or more single MFSL LPS @ £21 each

To Order Visa / Access Call
24 Hour Fax

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS

MOBILE FIDELITY

180gm HQ Vinyl LPs and

180gm HQ Vinyl LPs &

24kt Gold CDs

24kt Gold CDs

THE WEAVERS - Reunion At Carnegie Hall
ART PEPPER - Meets The Rhythm section
SONNY ROLLINS - Way Out West
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS - Goin' Away ( LP only)
BILL EVANS - Waltz For Debby
DUKE ELLINGTON - This Ones For Blanton
CHET BAKER - Chet
DON EWELL QUARTETTE - Yellow Dog Blues
RAY BROWN - Super Bass
MILES DAVIS - Cookin' ( LP only)
DOC & MERLE WATSON - Pickin' The Blues
BASIE JAM
COUNT BASIE - Farmers Market Barbecue
CHARLIE BYRD - The Guitar Artistry Of...
JANIS IAN - Breaking Silence New
JOHNNY ADAMS - Sings Doc Pomus New
120

01276 855578
01276 855580

RCA 'LSC 180gm HQ LPs

£25

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

MUDDY WATER - Folk Singer
PINK FLOYD - Atom Heart Mother
U2 - The Unforgettable Fire
STAN GETZ & JOAO GILBERTO - Getz / Gilberto
QUEEN - The Game
MOODY BLUES - On The Threshold Of A Dream
COLLINS, CRAY & COPELAND - Showdown!
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS - Exodus
JOE COCKER - Sheffield Steel
ERIC CLAPTON - Eric Clapton
R.E.M. - Mumur

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

GERRY MULLIGAN & BEN WEBSTER
CAT STEVENS - Teaser And The Fire Cat
ELLA FITZGERALD & LOUIS ARMSTRONG
OSCAR PETERSON, MILT JACKSON - Very Tall
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS - Catch A Fire

LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC

1900
1934
2134
2150
2183
2201
2222
2225
2285
2298
2313
2343
2418
2436
2446
2449
2456
2500
2541

BERLIOZ - Symphony Fantastique £28
BARTOK - Concerto For Orchestra £28
OVERTURE! OVERTURE! £28
PROKOFIEV - Lt. Kije ( Reiner, CSO) £28
T-IE REINER SOUND
£28
MUSSORGSKY - Pictures At An... £28
DEBUSSY - Iberia ( Reiner) £28
WITCHES BREW (Gibson) £28
WALTON - Facade
£28
BORODIN - 2nd Symphony £28
SOLT! - Venice ( Royal Opera House)£37
REINER - Festival (Chicago SO) £28
ELGAR - Enigma Variations £28
RESPIGHI - Pines Of Rome ( Reiner) £28
FIMSKY-KORSAKOV -Scheherzazde£28
GOUND - Faust/BIZET - Carmen £28
LALO - Symphonie Espagnole
£28
STRAUSS - Waltzes ( Reiner, C.S.0) £28
IJSZT - TODTENTANZ £28
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Audiophile International Presents

HQ

LP's, CD's, Accessories
The UK's Best Audiophile Selection
PHILADELPHIA JERRY RICKS

Audiophile International
present a small
selection of labels we

Empty Bottle Blues
There are a few terms that could discribe the sound of this

carry

album, one of them would be ' in the room'. If you like that
relaxed traditional blues, one man, his guitar, and the bare

•

Analogue Productions,
Analogue Audio
Association,

acoustics of a room, then this is for you. For such a simple
arrangement there is so much in this recording, but it is the
subtlety of air resonating in the body of his guitar and the
shape of his lyrics that make this simple Radioton pressing,
an equal to any audiophile release. LP only

ATA,
B&W,
Cisco Music,
Clarity,
Classic Records LSC,
Verve jazz & CBS,
Concord,
DCC Compact Classics,
Discovery,
EMI,

£ 12

PINK FLOYD
Pulse (4LP Deluxe Box Set)
It was worth the wait, way better than Ithought EMI were
capable of achieving. Recorded in ' Q- sound with an all
analogue chain and pressed on 4x165gm vinyl with a
fantastic full colour hard back book, this set embodies
Floyd's latest concert. From ' Wish You Were Here' to there
latest album ' Division Bell' to the complete rendition of the
'Dark Side Of The Moon' album this is a must have.
4LP Box set

Enja,
Golden String,

£ 44

Grapevine,
Impulse jazz,

TORUMAT

JMO,
Klavier,
MCA,
Mobile Fidelity,
Mosaic,
Opus,
Pope Music,

TM-7XH SUPER RECORD CLEANING SOLUTION
se/ warm

Our most popular and highly recommended

we b...

detergent- based non- alcohol cleaning formula.
Torumat TM-7XH is safe for all vinyl records and all

is a OE

en.

tZ Kr4731'

L.> Ql

•

types of vacuum powered machines, including Nitty
Gritty, Record Doctor, VPI, Moth, Keith Monks and
£15.95

more.

Audiophile International Limited
To Order Visa / Access Call

01276 855578
01276 855580
01276 855530

24 Hour Fax
All Dealer Enquiries Call

MORE CLASSIC RECORDS
VERVE JAZZ 180gm HQ LPs
ELLA FITZGERALD - Clap Hands Here Comes... £ 25
ELLINGTON & HODGES - Back To Back £ 25
COLEMAN HAWKINS ENCOUNTERS £25
COLEMAN HAWKINS - Alive At The Village Gate £25
BILLY HOLDAY - Songs For Distingue Lovers £25
ELLA FITZGERALD - Let No Man Write My... £25
BILL EVANS - Live At Montreux
£25
ELLINGTON & HODGES - Side By Side £ 25
SONNY STITT - Blowing The Blues
£ 25
JOHNNY HODGES - Blues A Plenty

£25

RCA 180gm HQ LPs
HARRY BELAFONTE - At Carnegie Hall 2LP
BOB & RAY - Throw A Stereo Spectacular
DICK SCHORY - Bang Baa-room & Harp

£37
£25
£25

CBS JAZZ 180gm HQ LPs
DAVE BRUBECK - Time Out
DUKE ELLINGTON - Blues In Orbit
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Reference Recordings,
Warner,

£25
£25

Three Blind Mice.

WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER

DECCA 180gm HQ LPs
SXL 2001 TSCHAIKOVSKY - 1812 ( LSO) £ 25
SXL 2002 BEETHOVEN - Concelo No.5 £ 25
SXL 2011 STRAVINSKY - Petrushka(Anersmet)£25
SXL 2012 GRIEG - Peer Gynt ( LSO)
£ 25
SXL 2017 STRAVINSKY - Firebird rAnersmet) £25
SXL 2020 ESPANA
!
£25
SXL 2060 A Midsummers Night's Dream £25
SXL 2062 RAVEL / DEBUSSY - Mother Goose £25
SXL 2092/3 TSCHAIKOVSKY - The Nutcracker £45
SXL 2155 LALO - Symphonie Espagnole
£25
SXL 2249 BRAHMS - Hungarian Dances
DVORAK - Slavonic Dances
SXL 2266 ROSSINI - Overtures
SXL 2289 DVORAK - Symphony No .9

£25
£25
£25

SXL 2302 HANDEL - Water Music
£25
SXL 6035 BRUCH - Scottish Fantasia ( LSO)
£25
SXL 6065 RAVEL - Bolero / La Valse
HONEGGER - Pacific 231
DUKAS - The Sorcers Apprentic £25

Audiophile International Ltd.
P.O.Box 303. Chobham. Surrey, GU24 SAX.
If you really like music and want a better selection of
the latest releases on standard vinyl. gold CD and
audiophile vinyl and the reassurance that your order
will reach you safely you ought to join our world wide
data base. Send £3 in postage stamps 'or our huge
'95 gloss catalogue which contains the UKs largest
selection of audiophile recordings, then every month
receive free of charge ' update' catalogues containing
new releases and used mint condition LPs.

To order;
Call one of our numbers, your order will be handled
tnat same day. First LP £ 3additiona 75p. First CD £2
addtional 50p. Orders sent First Class Recorded. For
large orders and Pink Floyd - Pulse, use Parceline
Next Day fixed at £5.50.
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Barry Fox
takes time
off from
Technology
to get his
kicks on
Route 66,
America's
Main Street
for music

Above: the famous
Route 66 road sign,
and below, Chuck
Beny was one of
many artists to
record Bobby
Troup's song about
the famous
American road

For any music nostalgies now inspired
by the idea of motoring West to take that
California trip, probably the best guide
book is Searching for
66, by Tom Teague,
with illustrations by
Bob Waldmire and
published by
Samizdat of
Springfield, Illinois.

122

were broadcasting) and Graveyard
(as the music shut down and night
crawled towards dawn).
In 1946 Bobby Troup was anot
particularly successful songwriter
who set off with his wife to try their
luck in Los Angeles. As he drove
along 66, he wrote the song. Nat
King Cole recorded it, and
guaranteed Troup's future. Even
now there are over thirty versions of
'Route 66' in the record catalogues.
The Rolling Stones did it. And of
course Chuck Berry.
But the producers of the TV
series which starred George
Maharis and Martin Milner wanted
merica has always had a something different. They hired
love affair with the open Nelson Riddle to write anew Theme
road. In 1969 Peter Fonda, for Route 66.
Dennis Hopper and Jack Nicholson
The Route's heyday was in the
in Easy Rider cast the mould for
1950s, when 66 was alive with
compilation soundtracks. A random roadside circus and funfair
mix of album tracks that evokes the
attractions including snake pits,
feel of a car radio or greasy spoon snake oil salesmen and Indian
juke box. A thousand movies like dancers. A lot of people got killed
Vanishing Point, Two Lane Blacktop,
trying to cross between the
and Thelma and Louise continued speeding cars.
the trend. Frank Sinatra sang of the
Often the interstate bypassed a
'lonesome road' and folk singers
town and killed it overnight. People
like Bob Dylan would sling aguitar who are racing down a motorway
on their back and tramp off.
do not go down side roads to fill up
But how many roads in America with petrol and grab a burger. In
can you actually name? Usually just Arizona, the little town of Williams
one. Few people realise that Route fought tooth and nail to keep Route
66, the most famous of all
66 running through the centre of
highways, the Mother Road or town which was proud to have the
Main Street USA, no longer exists.
last set of main highway traffic
It was killed by men in suits in
lights. Williams finally won a deal
Washington. But what little remains with the government. The town
is now preserved, as a modern dropped legal actions against the
archaeological relic. There are now interstate, on condition that the
historic Route 66 associations in the road builders provided three turneight states which Route 66 crosses offs into the town and funded a
as it winds more than 2000 miles
tourist information centre. I-40
from Chicago to LA.
finally bypassed Williams in 1984.
Route 66 began in 1926, when At the opening ceremony Bobby
the US Bureau of Public Roads Troup flew in by helicopter to sing
linked a cobweb of roads that ran his song.
2448 miles from Michigan Avenue
Usually the road construction
in the centre of Chicago to Santa
teams just ploughed up old 66 and
Monica pier in California. It was
laid the interstate over the top. But
the first time that any road had just down the road from Williams
been given the same signpost and
they bypassed what is now the
number from state to state. A lot of longest remaining stretch of old 66.
the original road was dusty or From Seligman to Topock, past
muddy track. But in the 1930s
Peach Springs and ,Kingman, it
President Roosevelt's Employment runs 160 miles thr
gh barren
Relief Programme made it the first Indian reservations, a gside the
completely paved cross-country working tracks of the
nta Fe
highway.
railroad.
In 1939, John Steinbeck told in
The road is aslow two lane
Grapes of Wrath how Okies tried to top (black tarmac road with
escape the barren dust bowls of lane in each direction) and it's
Oklahoma by heading off along coming back to life. Although most
Route 66 to the promised land of of the roadside stalls, cafes and
California. Woody Guthrie wrote a petrol stations went bankrupt and
song about the road, ' 66 Highway are now derelict, a few are back in
Blues'. Labourers came by 66 to business
selling
Route
66
work in California and make arms memorabilia.
Car
stickers,
for the US military in World War bumpers, table mugs, hats, tee
II. They worked three shifts; Day,
shirts, pens, key chains, all marked
Swing (when Goodman and Miller with the old road sign.

A

Oatman boasts the hotel where
Clark Gable and Carole Lombard
spent their honeymoon. Charles
Schulz drew his inspiration for the
Peanuts and Snoopy comic strip
from his home town of Needles.
Bob Waldmire moved from Illinois
to Hackberry, Arizona to run the
Route 66 Visitor Centre. It's an
old, deserted trading post where
Wildmire shows antiques and sells
memorabilia, while giving away
coffee and sheets of Route 66 travel
tips with the slogan, ' Small is
beautiful, old is beautiful, slow is
beautiful, safe is beautiful'.
Wildmire's tip sheets and travel
postcards are beautifully drawn (on
100% recycled paper, naturally)
with what looks like the finest
possible quill pen. One of his tips is
how to recognise deserted sections
of the abandoned road where it
runs alongside the new interstate.
Every year around April, the
historic Route 66 Association of
Arizona organises a fun run.
Vintage cars come from all across
the country to drive that last
remaining stretch of Main Street
America. Beautifully preserved, and
often garishly coloured Cadillacs,
Pontiacs and Dodge convertibles
serenely cruise up and down the
road. Local radio stations pump out
non-stop 1950s nostalgia. Sooner
or later everyone stops at Robert
Wildmire's cluster of shacks in
Hackberry.
Barry Fox

LER

We hope it's not an interest

to note that this

uses some of the most advanced technology available today.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
EIO integrated amplifier. E50 stereo FM tuner. E60 compact disc player. For the name of the hi- ti dealer nearest you, contact Musical Fidelity on 0181 900 2866.

MONITOR

AUDIO

Founded in 1972,. Monitor Audio is one
of the UK's most innovative loudspeaker
manufacturers.
While many other specialists have corne
and gone, Monitor Audio continues to design
and manufacture products true to the • '
principles of quality in engineering
and craftsmanship.
Only the best materials are used in
Monitor's own cabinet manufacturing plam,
where matched, real wood veneered cabinets
are hand crafted to aquality finish rarely
found in modern day products.
Every loudspeaker from the highly
acclaimed Studio 20 to the compact Monitor
One, is conceived and designed with equal
attention. And each pair is built, tested and
packed by one craftsman.
• Listen to apair of Monitor Audio
Speakers and feel the difference.
"The Studio. 20SE is Monitor Audio's finest
loudspeaker to date!!
"Ifound it a delight from the start, one of
the most musically involving loudspeakers
Ihave had at home in a long while,
rWalling even the Quad ESZ63 in terms qf
its effortless projection and detail."
."Tonal consistency is excellent across the
band with voices of whatever pitch sound
entirely natural and all orchestral
instruments integrate well."
• GRAMOPHONE
mint() 2osE

1

USING UNIQUE ALLOY MATERIALS

STUDIO 20SE AWARDS
"set Ludipuksp 11164• AY Able mamma
"Souksr if its Year - Sines ITALY
lIscomaseird ter ExcaUsusee • AndisipIlle UK
Meet II Eel Speaker Mat Ne-FI UR

Monitor Audio Ltd
Designers and manufacturers of high quality audio equipment
Unit 34, Clifton Road, Cambridge, Clil 4ZW, England
Telephone (01223) 242898/246344
Fax No (01223) 214532

•

